
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
CASE NO. SC17-1848

L.T. Case No. 3D17-1421

Circuit Court Case No. 2015-15825 CA 43 CBL

__________________________________________________________________

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN, P.A.,
d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP, a Florida corporation and

REUVEN HERSSEIN,

Petitioners,

vs.
UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,

a Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange,

Respondent,

_________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX TO RESPONDENT’S ANSWER BRIEF ON THE MERITS
__________________________________________________________________

Suzanne Y. Labrit, B.C.S.
Frank A. Zacherl, Esq.
Patrick G. Brugger, Esq.
Shutts & Bowen LLP
4301 W. Boy Scout Blvd., #300
Tampa, Florida 33607
Telephone:  (813) 227-8113

-and-

200 S. Biscayne Blvd., Suite 4100
Miami, FL  33131
Telephone:  (305) 358-6300
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INDEX TO APPENDIX

TAB
NO.

PAGE DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION DATE

1 R.A.
0005-
0012

USAA’ Motion to Transfer Case to the Complex
Business Litigation Section

August 6, 2015

2 R.A.
0013-
0014

Order Denying USAA’s Motion to Transfer August 18, 2015

3 R.A.
0015-
0018

Parties’ Joint Motion to Transfer September 4, 2015

4 R.A.
0019-
0020

Order Denying Parties’ Joint  Motion to Transfer September 29, 2015

5 R.A.
0021-
0022

Order Granting Herssein Law Group’s Motion for
an Evidentiary Hearing

March 31, 2016

6 R.A.
0023-
0049

USAA’s Motion for Reconsideration or
Clarification of March 31, 2016 Order Setting
Evidentiary Hearing

April 1, 2016

7 R.A.
0050-
0087

USAA’s Supplemental Motion for
Reconsideration or Clarification of March 31 and
June 7, 2016 Orders Setting Evidentiary Hearing

June 17, 2016

8 R.A.
0088-
0099

USAA’s Motion for “Complex” Designation and
Transfer to Complex Business Litigation Section

November 9, 2016

9 R.A.
0100-
0130

Order Granting USAA’s Motion to Transfer December 6, 2016

10 R.A.
0131-
0172

USAA’s Renewed Motion for Reconsideration of
March 31, 2016 Order Setting Evidentiary
Hearing on Plaintiff’s Motion for Injunctive
Relief for USAA and its Counsel’s Alleged
Violations of Florida Rules of Professional
Conduct

January 13, 2017
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11 R.A.
0173-
0405

Hearing Transcript January 31, 2017

12 R.A.
0406-
0459

USAA’s Answer and Affirmative Defenses to
Third Amended Complaint and Counterclaim

February 23, 2017

13 R.A.
0460-
0481

Herssein Law Group and Reuven Herssein,
Esquire’s Motion to Dismiss Counter-Plaintiff’s
Counter-Claim and Incorporated Memorandum of
Law

March 6, 2017

SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
Attorneys for Respondent
4301 W. Boy Scout Blvd., Ste. 300
Tampa, Florida 33607
Telephone:  (813) 227-8113
Facsimile:   (813) 227-8226

-and-

200 S. Biscayne Blvd., Suite 4100
Miami, FL 33131
Telephone:  (305) 358-6300
Facsimile:   (305) 381-9982

By: /s/ Suzanne Youmans Labrit
Suzanne Youmans Labrit, B.C.S.
Florida Bar No. 661104
slabrit@shutts.com
Frank A. Zacherl, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 0868094
fzacherl@shutts.com
Amy M. Wessel
Florida Bar No. 93837
awessel@shutts.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was

furnished via electronic mail this 26th day of January, 2018, upon:

Maury Udell, Esq.
BEIGHLEY, MYRICK, UDELL &
LYNNE, P.A.
150 West Flagler Street, Suite 1800
Miami, FL 33133
mudell@bmulaw.com
Counsel for Petitioners

Reuven T. Herssein, Esq.
HERSSEIN LAW GROUP
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida  33181
miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com
Counsel for Petitioners

Manuel A. Garcia-Linares, Esq.
RICHMAN GREER, P.A.
396 Alhambra Circle
North Tower, 14th Floor
Miami, Florida 33134
mlinares@richmangreer.com
brodriguez@richmangreer.com
Co-Trial Counsel for Respondent USAA

/s/ Suzanne Y. Labrit
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
ELEVENTH JUDICAL CIRCUIT, IN
AND FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY,
FLORIDA

GENERAL JURISDICTION

CASE NO.: 2015-015825 CA 01

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN,
P.A. d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP, a Florida
Corporation

Plaintiff,

v.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange, and ROIG,
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER &
BELLIDO, P.A. d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida
Corporation

Defendants.

USAA'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OR CLARIFICATION
OF MARCH 31, 2016 ORDER SETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING 

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION ("USAA"), by and through its

undersigned counsel and pursuant to the authority cited herein, file this Motion for

Reconsideration or Clarification of this Court's March 31, 2016 Order Setting Evidentiary

Hearing. Reconsideration or clarification is within this Court's sound discretion.

Reconsideration or clarification is necessary to address the impact of Plaintiff's disregarding this

Court's published procedures and the substantive impact of USAA's inability to address certain

issues at a 5-minute UMC hearing, including, but not limited to the following:

• Attorney Herssein is in the position of being both a material fact witness relative
to HLG's allegations and the attorney for HLG;

• Plaintiff's November 5, 2015 "Motion for Injunctive and Other Relief for USAA
and its Counsel's Violations of Florida Rules of Professional Conduct and Motion
for an Evidentiary Hearing" ("Injunction Motion") should be denied because it
is without evidentiary support;

SHUTTS.COM I FORT LAUDERDALE I MIAMI I ORLANDO I SARASOTA I TALLAHASSEE I TAMPA I WEST PALM BEACH

Filing # 39774795 E-Filed 04/01/2016 06:49:07 PM
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• The Injunction Motion is fundamentally flawed as it seeks an extraordinary and
disfavored (in Florida) remedy solely based upon incorrect assumptions; and

• Plaintiffs argument that in-house counsel for USAA and/or Shutts improperly
and unilaterally solicited Ms. Carlisle to retain Shutts to represent her during her
deposition in order to hinder HLG from communicating ex-parte with Ms.
Carlisle and to improperly coach Ms. Carlisle is unsupported speculation and
wrong.

In support of this Motion, USAA states the following:

On November 5, 2015, Plaintiff Herssein Law Group's ("HLG") filed the Injunction

Motion. As required by this Division's published procedures (attached as Exhibit 1), because

the Injunction Motion could not be heard on the Court's Unified Motion Calendar ("UMC"),

HLG filed a request for special set hearing (attached as Exhibit 2). HLG's represented (without

any required conference with opposing counsel) that the time required was 1 hour (clearly more

than the permitted 5 minutes in UMC hearings).

This Division's published procedure then requires the movant to contact the Court's

Judicial Assistant — with all counsel on the call — to set a date for the special set hearing. HLG

and its counsel never complied with that requirement. Instead, months later, HLG set the

entirety of the Injunction Motion for a March 31, 2016 UMC Hearing (attached as Exhibit 3).

But the noticing of the Injunction Motion (the evidentiary hearing request was not separately

noticed) was improper under this Court's procedures and admonishments and, so too, was any

separate UMC notice on the request for evidentiary hearing.

For all those reasons, the March 31 UMC setting violated multiple procedures and

admonitions of the Court. In reliance on these published procedural rules (and prior

admonishment of the parties) that these kinds of matters are not appropriate for UMC hearing,

2
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USAA did not file a response;' however, counsel for USAA was preparing a response to be

timely filed when the hearing was later properly set. Nevertheless, at the improperly noticed

UMC hearing, the Court permitted HLG to proceed and noted USAA had not filed a response -

all to USAA's prejudice. In effect, USAA is being penalized for following this Court's rules,

while plaintiff is benefiting from breaking them, all raising due process issues. USAA

respectfully submits that, without any factual or legal basis and in derogation of USAA's rights

to due process, the Court entered an order requiring an evidentiary hearing to be convened ("3/31

Order").

This is not mere procedure, it is substantive because USAA is now prejudiced because is

now has to participate in an evidentiary hearing, which is not supported by any factual basis, and

as a result of an inadequate and improperly noticed hearing. The entire "factual" predicate for

HLG's motion and demand for an evidentiary hearing is the unsworn assertion of an interested

advocate. Indeed, the sum total of Mr. Herssein's unsworn statement is:

On November 4, 2015 after the undersigned counsel obtained personal
service on Debbie Carlisle, undersigned counsel called Debbie Carlisle at her
home. After introduction from undersigned counsel, Debbie Carlisle immediately
informed undersigned Counsel that she spoke with "Catina Tomei" of USAA and
that she could not speak to the undersigned counsel. Undersigned counsel asked
Debbie Carlisle if she was represented by an attorney and she stated she was not.
Accordingly, undersigned counsel indicated that she would be expected to comply
with the subpoena for her deposition and appear at the designated November 20,
2015 deposition, with or without a lawyer.

(Injunction Motion, p. 3 (unnumbered)).

The totality of Mr. Herssein's statement, even if assumed true (which it is not), is that the

retired USAA employee whom he cold-called at her home, declined to speak with him and,

hours later, her counsel advised to communicate through counsel. Under the very cases cited by

HLG, these "facts" are entirely insufficient to make any cognizable allegation of improper

' Under the Court's procedures, no response is required and such a filing is discretionary.

3
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conduct. Notably, there is no assertion of any intimidation or solicitation in the original

Injunction Motion. Now, however, HLG and Mr. Herssein have upped the hyperbole and made

claims of witness intimidation and obstruction (even noting, wrongly, the purported criminal

nature of any such conduct). But when the minimal facts upon which the Injunction Motion are

considered, there is nothing even alleged about any intimidation of Ms. Carlisle, nothing alleged

about any obstruction other than a claim there is obstruction by a witness obtaining counsel, and

nothing about any improper solicitation. Those outrageous assertions are unsupported by any

fact — sworn or unsworn.

USAA, however, was denied procedural and substantive due process at the March 31,

2106, hearing because these issues and USAA's response (attached as Exhibit 4) were not fully

advanced, nor could they have been at a 5-minute UMC hearing. At a properly noticed and

compliant hearing, USAA would have explained in detail that, while Reuven Herssein is in the

position of being both a material fact witness relative to HLG's allegations and the attorney for

HLG, the Injunction Motion is neither verified nor supported by an affidavit. Assertions by and

arguments of counsel are not evidence, and an unsupported motion regarding alleged conduct

carries no weight. Beck's Transfer, Inc. v. Peairs, 532 So. 2d 1136, 1137 (Fla. DCA 4th 1988)

("pleadings and arguments [do] not constitute evidence"). As such, HLG's request for an

evidentiary hearing on the Injunction Motion would properly be denied because HLG has failed

to submit any evidence that purports to support the allegations made.

USAA would further have argued that the Injunction Motion is fundamentally flawed as

it seeks an extraordinary and disfavored (in Florida) remedy solely based upon incorrect

4
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assumptions. HLG has failed to cite to a single Florida case that accepts the arguments asserted

by HLG or grants the Draconian relief2 it seeks.

USAA would have further shown that HLG's argument that in-house counsel for USAA

and/or Shutts improperly and unilaterally solicited Ms. Carlisle to retain Shutts to represent her

during her deposition in order to hinder HLG from communicating ex-parte with Ms. Carlisle

and to improperly coach Ms. Carlisle is unsupported and wrong. To the contrary, no credence

can be given to those assertions because HLG's assertions regarding USAA's in-house counsel,

Shutts and Ms. Carlisle are rank speculation, unsupported by Mr. Herssein's statement, and

inaccurate. Of course, HLG bears the burden of providing a sworn basis for its Injunction

Motion, and USAA is not required to rebut unsworn assertions. Hiatt v. Estate of Hiatt, 837 So.

2d 1132, 1133 (Fla. 4th DCA 2003) (moving party bears the burden of demonstrating necessity

of disqualification and movant does not satisfy that burden where no evidence is offered).

Reconsideration is Warranted and Proper 

Motions for reconsideration or clarification apply to non-final, interlocutory

orders. Under Florida law, it is well settled that a trial court has "inherent authority to reconsider

and, if deemed appropriate, alter or retract any of its non-final rulings prior to entry of the final

judgment or order terminating an action . . . "Silvestrone v. Edell, 721 So. 2d 1173, 1175

(F1a.1998); North Shore Hosp., Inc. v. Barber, 143 So.2d 849, 851 (F1a.1962); Bettez v. City of

Miami, 510 So. 2d 1242, 1242-43 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987) (holding that it is well settled in this state

2 "It is well-settled that disqualification of a party's attorney is an extraordinary remedy to which
courts should resort sparingly." Miccosukee Tribe of Indians v. Lehtinen, 114 So. 3d 329, 330
(Fla. 3d DCA 2013); see also Singer Island, Ltd. v. Budget Constr. Co., 714 So. 2d 651, 652
(Fla. 4th DCA 1998) (same). "Motions for disqualification are generally viewed with skepticism
because disqualification of counsel impinges on a party's right to employ a lawyer of choice, and
such motions are often interposed for tactical purposes." Alexander v. tandem Staffing Solutions,
Inc., 881 So. 2d 607, 608-9 (Fla. 4th DCA 2004).
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that a trial court has inherent authority to reconsider, as here, any of its interlocutory rulings prior

to the entry of a final judgment or final order in the cause); Margulies v. Levy, 439 So. 2d 336,

336 (Fla. 3d DCA 1983) (holding that interlocutory orders are modifiable by the trial judge at

any time before entry of a final judgment).

USAA submits that the Court should accept and consider USAA's response (Exhibit 4),

rehear the issue and vacate the March 31 Order.

But even if permitted to stand, clarification is needed as HLG's counsel is asserting that

the order requires depositions to proceed even while the Third DCA's stay of discovery order is

in place. USAA is certain that this Court would not countenance or order any activity that

violates an order of the Third DCA; however, every time USAA acts, HLG and its counsel claim

contempt, seek sanctions, etc. Further, Debbie Carlisle is a necessary witness for any such

hearing, and it is not possible to schedule the hearing because Debbie Carlisle cannot currently

attend. As briefly discussed, the Court already excused Debbie Carlisle from deposition through

June 15, 2016 with a specific reservation to extend that deferral. The reason is because Debbie

Carlisle is the sole caregiver for her husband who has end-stage Alzheimer's disease and is in a

rehabilitation facility requiring around-the-clock care. Ms. Carlisle spends 12-14 hours a day

caring for her husband. Those conditions were just reaffirmed. Indeed, unfortunately her

husband's condition has worsened.

Ms. Carlisle should be afforded the dignity and consideration that her circumstances

warrant. She should not be harassed by a jilted and vengeful former lawyer.

Conclusion 

For the reasons stated, reconsideration and vacation of the 3/31 Order is appropriate.

Alternatively, the 3/31 Order should be clarified to make clear that it does not order depositions

6
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to proceed during the pendency of the Third DCA stay order and that any evidentiary hearing

must await Ms. Carlisle's availability. There is no emergency or other time constraints that

warrant imposition on Ms. Carlisle's care for her husband.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Fra-4'1,k/ A. Z-a-att-rt,
Stephen B. Gillman (FBN 196734)
Attorney Email: sgillman@shutts.com 
Frank A. Zacherl (FBN 868094)
Attorney Email: fzacherl@shutts.com 
SHUTTS & BOWEN
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 4100
Miami, Florida 33131
PH: 305.358.6300 / FX: 305.381.9982
Attorneys for USAA
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served by E-Service on

this 1st day of April, 2016 to:

Alan J. Kluger, Esq.
Todd A. Levine, Esq.
KLUGER, KAPLAN, SILVERMAN,
KATZEN & LEVINE, P.L.
201 South Biscayne Boulevard
27th Floor
Miami, Florida 33131
akluger@klugerkaplan.com 
tlevine@klugerkaplan.com 

and

Reuven T. Herssein, Esq.
Herssein Law Group
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida 33181
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com 
Co-Counsel for Law Offices of Herssein
and Herssein, P.A.

Manuel A. Garcia-Linares
RICHMAN GREER, P.A.
mlinares@richmangreer.com 
brodriguez@richmangreer.com
396 Alhambra Circle
North Tower, 14th Floor
Miami, Florida 33134
Co-Counsel for USAA

MIADOCS 12693985 4

Steven M. Katzman, Esq.
Charles J. Bennardini, Esq.
KATZMAN, WASSERMAN,
BENNARDINI
& RUBENSTEIN, P.A.
7900 Glades Road, Suite 140
Boca Raton, Florida 33434
smk@kwblaw.com 
ejb@kwblaw.com 

and

James M. Kaplan, Esq.
Jonathan E. Feuer, Esq.
KAPLAN ZEENA LLP
2 South Biscayne Blvd.
Suite 3050
Miami, Florida 33131
James.kaplan@kaplanzeena. corn 
Jonathan.feuer@kaplanzeena.com
Co-Counsel for Roig, Tutan,
Rosenberg, Martin, Stoller, & Bellido, P.A.

/s/ Fra.K.k. A. 
Of Counsel
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Filing # 34094463 E-Filed 11/05/2015 09:43:06 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 11TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN, GENERAL JURISDICTION
P.A., d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP,
A Florida corporation, CASE NO. 15-15825 CA 11

Plaintiff, SECTION: 11

vs.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange and USAA
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO,
P.A., d/b/a USAA LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendant.

REQUEST FOR SPECIAL SET HEARING BEFORE JUDGE ANTONIO E. MARIN

Motion for which hearing is requested — FULL title (Courtesy Copy of the Motion MUST be attached)

HERSSEIN LAW GROUP'S MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE AND OTHER RELIEF FOR USAA AND
ITS COUNSEL'S VIOLATIONS OF FLORIDA RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND

MOTION FOR AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING

 (Check if Applicable) Motion exceeds 20 pages and will be hand-delivered or mailed to chambers,
in addition to submitting it on ecourtesy.  (Hearing will not be scheduled until hard copy of Request for
hearing and Motion and all supporting documents are received in chambers) 

Evidentiary (requires testimony) X Non- Evidentiary 

Amount of time requested for ALL sides to complete presentation? _1 hour 

1. Is case set for Trial? If so, what is trial date: N/A 

2. Are there other motions already scheduled for special Set hearing? _Yes 

If yes, then list motion and dates of future hearings:

Roig Lawyers' Motion to Stay and Motion for Protective Order for November 5, 2015 at 3:30 PM. 

3. Does undersigned counsel or pro se litigant certify that a copy of this motion has been provided to
opposing counsel or party? X 

4. Respond either A or B:

R.A. 0035



A. I certify that I have conferred with counsel or pro se party in a good effort to resolve the
matter without a hearing and to determine the amount of time requested for the hearing;
or

B. I have been unable to confer with opposing counsel or pro se party for the following
reason:

Mandatory Rules for Special Set Hearings

➢ THE JUDGE READS ALL MATERIALS PROVIDED BY THE PARTIES PRIOR TO THE
HEARING. ALL motions, memoranda and supporting documents must be submitted, via e-courtesy,
not less than 7 DAYS prior to the hearing.

➢ The Judge will not have the clerk's file, therefore if you need the Court to consider the complaint,
answer, depositions, or any other exhibits which have been filed with the clerk's office; you must
submit courtesy copies via e-courtesy. (If over 20 pages, please also submit by mail or hand deliver to
chambers.)

➢ E-courtesy is simply a means of providing a courtesy copy to the Judge electronically. Pleadings are
not filed via e-courtesy. ALL original motions and exhibits MUST be filed as usual with the clerk's
office prior to submission of e-courtesy.

➢ If both sides agree to cancel or reschedule the hearing, both sides must contact Paula Lopez, Judicial
Assistant to Judge Antonio E. Marin, at least 72 hours prior to the hearing at (305) 349-7131. Notice of
Cancellation must also be faxed to (305) 349-7245.

➢ Only the motion that is scheduled for hearing with the Court will be heard during the time allotted for
the Special Set hearing. The parties cannot "piggy-back" motions or add additional motions for this
time period without permission from the Court.

/s/ 
REUVEN HERSSEIN, ESQ (FBN 0461504)
HERSSEIN LAW GROUP
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida 33181
Telephone No: (305) 531-1431
Facsimile No: (305) 531-1433
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing and accompanying motions have been
sent via fax/e-mail this 5th day of November, 2015, pursuant to the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure to the
following:

Opposing Party Name:
Stephen B. Gillman
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 4100
Suite 4100
Miami, FL 33131
sgillman@shutts.com 

Additional Party Name:

Alan J. Kluger, Esq. Todd A.
Levine, Esq. KLUGER, KAPLAN,
SILVERMAN, KATZEN &
LEVINE, P.L. 201 South Biscayne
Boulevard 27th Floor Miami,
Florida 33131
aklugerAklugerkaplan.com 
tlevine(c-y'klugerkaplan.com 

Additional Party Name:

James M. Kaplan, Esq. Jonathan E.
Feuer, Esq. Kaplan Zeena LLP 2 South
Biscayne Blvd. Suite 3050 Miami,
Florida 33131
James.kaplan@kaplanzeena.com
Jonathan.feueOkaplanzeena.com 

Opposing Party Name:
Steven M. Katzman, Esq.
Charles J. Bennardini, Esq.
KATZMAN, WASSERMAN,
BENNARDINI
& RUBENSTEIN, P.A.
7900 Glades Road, Suite 140
Boca Raton, Florida 33434
smk@kwblaw.com 
eib(a),kwblaw.com 

IMPORTANT NOTE: You must contact the other side prior to requestinj a hearinji so that we may assure
the issue is in fact contested and that the appropriate amount of time is beinji set aside.  Please contact all
sides and only then submit your package.
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Filing # 37440015 E-Filed 02/04/2016 04:51:38 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT IN AND FOR
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN,
P.A., D/B/A HERSSEIN LAW GROUP,
A FLORIDA CORPORATION,

Plaintiff,
vs.

CIVIL DIVISION
CASE NO. 2015-015825-CA 01

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange and ROIG
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO,
P.A., d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will call up for hearing before the Honorable Antonio

Marin, 73 West Flagler Street, DCC 1403, Miami, FL 33130 on Thursday, March 31, 2016 at 9:30 a.m., or as

soon thereafter as same be heard: HLG's Motion for Injunctive and Other Relief for USAA and its

Counsel's Violations of Florida Rules of Professional Conduct and Motion for an Evidentiary

Hearing.

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served via email
this 4th day of February, 2016 on Stephen B. Gillman, Esq., (sgillman@shutts.com) Frank Zacherl,
Esq. (fzacherl@shutts.com); gservice@shutts.com of Shutts & Bowen LLP, 201 South Biscayne
Boulevard, Suite 1500, Miami, FL 33131, Charles J. Bennardini, Esq., (cjb@kwblaw.com) Katzman
Wasserman Bennardini & Rubenstein, P.A., 7900 Glades Road, Suite 140, Boca Raton, FL 33434,
Alan J. Kluger, Esq. (akluger@klugerkaplan.com) & Todd A Levine. Esq.
(tlevine@klugerkaplan.com) of Kluger, Kaplan, Silverman, Katzen & Levine, P.L., 201 South
Biscayne Boulevard, 27th Floor, Miami, Florida 33131, and James M. Kaplan, Esq.,
(James.Kaplan@kaplanzeena.com) & Jonathan E. Feuer, Esq., (Jonathan.Feuer@kaplanzeena.corn)
Kaplan Zeena LLP, 2 South Biscayne Boulevard, One Biscayne Tower, Suite 3050, Miami, FL 33131.

HERSSEIN LAW GROUP
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida 33181
Telephone No: (305) 531-1431
Facsimile No: (305) 531-1433
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com
Is/
REUVEN HERSSEIN, ESQUIRE
FBN 0461504
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
ELEVENTH JUDICAL CIRCUIT, IN
AND FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY,
FLORIDA

GENERAL JURISDICTION

CASE NO.: 2015-015825 CA 01

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN,
P.A. d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP, a Florida
Corporation

Plaintiff,

v.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange, and ROIG,
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER &
BELLIDO, P.A. d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida
Corporation

Defendants.
/

USAA'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO HERSSEIN LAW GROUP'S
MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE AND OTHER RELIEF 

Defendant, United Services Automobile Association ("USAA"), through its undersigned

counsel, hereby files its Response in Opposition to Plaintiff Herssein Law Group's ("HLG")

Motion for Injunctive and Other Relief for USAA and its Counsel's Violations of Florida Rules

of Professional Conduct and Motion for an Evidentiary Hearing ("Injunction Motion") because

it is unsupported and without merit. In support thereof, USAA states as follows:

I. Background

In its string of vitriolic motions, HLG has now filed its Injunction Motion against its

former client USAA and USAA's current counsel. The Injunction Motion is yet another non-

merits based motion made in HLG's crusade to malign USAA and its counsel rather than litigate

the actual merits of HLG's claims. Here, Reuven Herssein, a principal of Plaintiff HLG and its

current litigation counsel, tried to ambush a retired employee of Defendant USAA, Debra
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Carlisle, by serving a duplicative subpoena at her residence and then calling her at home about

2 hours later. In Herssein's words, when Ms. Carlisle declined to speak to him, he threatened

Ms. Carlisle with a November 20 deposition, unless she chose to "lawyer up." Not surprisingly

Ms. Carlisle sought help, and she retained undersigned counsel that same day. When advised of

the representation, HLG (Mr. Herssein) then filed a motion seeking to enjoin Ms. Carlisle's

undersigned counsel from representing her or any other USAA employees in this case.

HLG's unsworn, unverified motion is wrong on the law. Although HLG cites the wrong

Florida Bar Rule, its legal theory is that a law firm cannot simultaneously represent a corporate

defendant and its current or former employees due to "conflict" issues. As even the cases HLG

cited demonstrate, there is no such general prohibition. Nor do the facts alleged support or

warrant the relief HLG seeks with respect to Ms. Carlisle. In the end, HLG's motion for

injunction and disqualification is just another attempt to harass and annoy USAA' and the Court

should reject it out of hand.

At the outset, it should be noted that, although HLG alleges that USAA's in-house

counsel and Shutts & Bowen, LLP have purportedly violated "Rule 4-7.4(a)," Rules Regulating

the Florida Bar, no such rule exists. In an effort to decipher the arguments made in the

Injunction Motion, it appears that HLG may have intended to reference Rule 4-7.18, which

provides:

Herssein's motion and his attempt to waylay Debra Carlisle exemplify HLG's ongoing
campaign of harassment against his former client, USAA. Other sharp tactics by HLG include
serving USAA's Chief Executive Officer with an unnecessary subpoena at his home in Texas to
try to set up an improper deposition; publicly filing 'documents that HLG knows are deemed
confidential or privileged by USAA; refusing to cooperate with USAA's defense counsel on any
aspect of discovery or scheduling, no matter how uncontroversial; filing a 57.105 motion falsely
accusing USAA of "litigation delays"; making histrionic and frivolous accusations of "fraud"
and "deception" in response to USAA's motion to dismiss; and repeatedly leveling groundless
accusations of Florida Bar Rule violations at USAA's counsel. All of these issues will be taken
up by the Court in due course.

2
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(a) Solicitation. Except as provided in subdivision (b) of this rule,
a lawyer may not:

(1) solicit, or permit employees or agents of the lawyer to solicit on
the lawyer's behalf professional employment from a prospective
client with whom the lawyer has no family or prior personal
relationship, in person or otherwise, when a significant motive for
the lawyer's doing so is the lawyer's pecuniary gain.

Then, in its unverified and unsupported Injunction Motion, HLG alleges that Shutts &

Bowen LLP ("Shutts") and USAA's in-house counsel improperly solicited "non-party" witness

Debra Carlisle in an effort to prevent attorneys for HLG — namely Reuven Herssein — from

engaging in ex-parte communications with Ms. Carlisle. See, e.g., Injunction Motion, at p. 2.

HLG seeks, inter alia, to have this Court disqualify Shutts from representing Ms. Carlisle or any

other former USAA employee. The entire Injunction Motion is comprised of unsworn assertions

made by HLG's counsel, and HLG's entire argument is premised upon inaccurate assumptions

and speculation which even if true (they are not), would be insufficient to disqualify Ms.

Carlisle's counsel. The Injunction Motion is without legal merit, and should be denied.

II. The Injunction Motion is Wholly Unsupported 

At the outset, despite the fact that Reuven Herssein is in the position of being both a

material fact witness relative to HLG's allegations and the attorney for HLG, the Injunction

Motion is neither verified nor supported by an affidavit. Assertions by and arguments of counsel

are not evidence, and an unsupported motion regarding alleged conduct carries no weight. Beck's

Transfer, Inc. v. Peairs, 532 So. 2d 1136, 1137 (Fla. DCA 4th 1988) ("pleadings and arguments

[do] not constitute evidence"). As such, HLG's request for an evidentiary hearing on the

Injunction Motion should be summarily denied because HLG has failed to submit any evidence

that purports to support the allegations made.

3
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Even if the Injunction Motion was not defective for failure to be supported by affidavit, it

is still fundamentally flawed as it seeks an extraordinary and disfavored (in Florida) remedy

solely based upon incorrect assumptions. HLG has failed to cite to a single Florida case that

accepts the arguments asserted by HLG or grants the Draconian relief2 it seeks. Moreover, even

if the foreign court actions cited by HLG in its attempted support of the Injunction Motion could

be applied, the underlying basis is unsupported here. The Injunction Motion assumes, without

presenting any evidence, that USAA's in-house counsel and/or its outside counsel Shutts

solicited Ms. Carlisle for the purpose of representing her at her deposition. The entirety of

HLG's meritless argument is predicated on that unsupported assumption.

III. There Is No Evidence Presented to Support HLG's Assertions 

HLG argues that in-house counsel for USAA and/or Shutts improperly and unilaterally

solicited Ms. Carlisle to retain Shutts to represent her during her deposition in order to hinder

HLG from communicating ex-parte with Ms. Carlisle and to improperly coach Ms. Carlisle. See

Injunction Motion, at 4. This is not the case, but the Court need not, and should not, give any

credence to these assertions because HLG's assertions regarding USAA's in-house counsel,

Shutts and Ms. Carlisle are rank speculation, unsupported and inaccurate. Moreover, HLG's

statement of the purported facts does not support the relief sought or the outrageously hyperbolic

conclusions. At page 3 of its Injunction Motion, Mr. Herssein states, not under oath, the

following:

2 "It is well-settled that disqualification of a party's attorney is an extraordinary remedy to which
courts should resort sparingly." Miccosukee Tribe of Indians v. Lehtinen, 114 So. 3d 329, 330
(Fla. 3d DCA 2013); see also Singer Island, Ltd. v. Budget Constr. Co., 714 So. 2d 651, 652
(Fla. 4th DCA 1998) (same). "Motions for disqualification are generally viewed with skepticism
because disqualification of counsel impinges on a party's right to employ a lawyer of choice, and
such motions are often interposed for tactical purposes." Alexander v. tandem Staffing Solutions,
Inc., 881 So. 2d 607, 608-9 (Fla. 4th DCA 2004).

4
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On November 4, 2015 after the undersigned counsel obtained personal
service on Debbie Carlisle, undersigned counsel called Debbie Carlisle at her
home. After introduction from undersigned counsel, Debbie Carlisle immediately
informed undersigned Counsel that she spoke with "Catina Tomei" of USAA and
that she could not speak to the undersigned counsel. Undersigned counsel asked
Debbie Carlisle if she was represented by an attorney and she stated she was not.
Accordingly, undersigned counsel indicated that she would be expected to comply
with the subpoena for her deposition and appear at the designated November 20,
2015 deposition, with or without a lawyer.

The only additional allegation is that later that day, a Shutts lawyer advised Mr. Herssein

that they represent Ms. Carlisle. That statement is wholly insufficient, even had it been sworn.

Of course, HLG bears the burden of providing a sworn basis for its Injunction Motion, and

USAA is not required to rebut unsworn assertions. Hiatt v. Estate of Hiatt, 837 So. 2d 1132,

1133 (Fla. 4th DCA 2003) (moving party bears the burden of demonstrating necessity of

disqualification and movant does not satisfy that burden where no evidence is offered).

IV. The Cases HLG Relies Upon Undermine HLG's Position
and Support Shutts' Representation of Ms. Carlisle 

Notably, HLG does not cite a single Florida case that stands for the proposition that

Shutts cannot represent both USAA and Ms. Carlisle — or that Shutts has acted in any improper

manner. Rather, the two Florida cases HLG does cite, Bammac, Inc. v. Grady, 500 So. 2d 274

(Fla. 1st DCA 1986) and Junger Utility & Paving, Inc. v. Myers, 578 So. 2d 1117 (Fla. 1st DCA

1989), deal with ethical issues that are in no way related to this case. Neither Bammac nor

Junger even discuss issues regarding alleged (or actual) solicitation or representation of an

organization and a former employee of the organization.

In Bammac, plaintiffs' attorneys regularly sent plaintiffs to a rehabilitative center that

plaintiffs' attorneys owned. Bammac, 500 So. 2d at 277. Plaintiffs' attorneys would then call

expert witnesses from the rehabilitation center to testify on plaintiffs' behalf. The Bammac

Court found that, under these circumstances, it was "impossible, however, to conceive of the

5
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same attorneys advocating the rehabilitation interests of patrons of the business without raising

serious questions of 'commingling' of the attorneys' proprietary interests with the practice of

law." Id. at 282. Under this set of facts, the Bammac Court entered an order prohibiting

plaintiffs' attorneys from continuing to engage in this conduct.

In Junger, the defendant consulted with its long time attorney after a motor vehicle

accident about the accident. Junger, 578 So. 2d at 1118. The other party involved in the

accident also consulted with the same law firm. Id. The attorneys continued to represent the

defendant on an unrelated matter and only later disclosed their intention to represent the plaintiff

regarding the motor vehicle accident. Id. The defendant resisted the attorneys' representation of

the plaintiff and later fired the attorneys when he learned that they had still continued to

represent the plaintiff Id. The attorneys then proceeded to file a lawsuit against the defendant

as a result of the accident. Id. The Junger Court found that the trial court should have

disqualified plaintiffs' counsel as attorneys cannot represent a client (1) who is directly adverse

to a current client or (2) in a matter that is directly adverse and related to the same subject matter

as a former client. Id. at 1119.

That leaves HLG reliant only non-Florida cases in support of its argument. That reliance

is entirely misplaced, each is inapposite to the speculative "facts" alleged by HLG here, and

those cases actually undermine HLG's argument. For example, in USA v. Occidental Chemical

Corp., 606 F. Supp. 1470 (W.D. NY 1985), counsel for the company also represented one former

employee of the company for the purposes of the former employee's deposition. Occidental,

606 F. Supp. at 1471. Subsequently, Occidental, through counsel, informed the court and

plaintiff's counsel that it intended to send out unsolicited notices to certain foiiiier employees

offering to represent them at the company's expense, notifying the former employees that they

6
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were not required to be represented by counsel, and advising the former employees that they

could obtain independent counsel at their own expense. Id. at 1473.

The Occidental Court after analyzing the specific facts found that there is nothing

improper in the corporation and the former employee being represented by the same counsel.

The court only precluded the corporation from sending notices to an unspecified universe of

former employees offering to provide counsel. Here, based upon the purported witnesses

identified by HLG, there are no other former employees.

Finally, in what appears to be an attempt to argue that an attorney could never represent

both a company and a former employee, HLG cites block quotes of dicta from both Jewell-Rung

Agency, Inc. v. The Haddad Organization, Ltd., 814 F. Supp. 337, 343 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) and Mid-

State Aftermarket Body Parts, Inc. v. MQVP, Inc., Case No. 4:03CV00733 JLH, 2009 WL

1211440, at (E.D. Ark. May 4 2009). HLG fares no better under this non-binding case law as

neither of these cases support its position. Rather, these cases note that an attorney can represent

both a party and a former employee of that party. Jewell-Rung, 814 F. Supp. at 343; Mid-State

Aftermarket Body Parts, 2009 WL 1211440 at *10-11.

In sum, none of the cases HLG cites prohibit an attorney from representing both a

company defendant and a former employee of the company. To the contrary, the Occidental

Court expressly noted that company counsel "may still represent the former employees." Id.

At 1477. HLG's motion is without merit and should be denied.

V. Conclusion 

As a purely tactical assault, HLG has chosen to burden the Court and USAA with

multiple motions accusing USAA and/or Shutts of ethical violations and seeking sanctions or

disqualification remedies. As shown herein, the Injunction Motion is not supported by the facts
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and speculation submitted by HLG or the law, and HLG is not entitled to have an evidentiary

hearing on the motion or the relief it seeks in the motion. Accordingly, USAA respectfully

requests that the Injunction Motion be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ F v-cLiA•k.. A. 7—a4ve-v-G
Stephen B. Gillman (FBN 196734)
Attorney Email: sgillman(iD,shutts.com 
Frank A. Zacherl (FBN 868094)
Attorney Email: fzacherl@shutts.com 
SHUTTS & BOWEN
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 4100
Miami, Florida 33131
PH: 305.358.6300 / FX: 305.381.9982
Attorneys for USAA
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served by E-Service on

this 1st day of April, 2016 to:

Alan J. Kluger, Esq.
Todd A. Levine, Esq.
KLUGER, KAPLAN, SILVERMAN,
KATZEN & LEVINE, P.L.
201 South Biscayne Boulevard
27th Floor
Miami, Florida 33131
akluger g)klugerkaplan.com
tlevine@klugerkaplan.com 

and

Reuven T. Herssein, Esq.
Herssein Law Group
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida 33181
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com 
Co-Counsel for Law Offices of Herssein
and Herssein, P.A.

Manuel A. Garcia-Linares
RICHMAN GREER, P.A.
mlinares@richmangreer.corn 
brodriguez@richmangreer.com
396 Alhambra Circle
North Tower, 14th Floor
Miami, Florida 33134
Co-Counsel for USAA

MIADOCS 11862667 6

Steven M. Katzman, Esq.
Charles J. Bennardini, Esq.
KATZMAN, WASSERMAN,
BENNARDINI
& RUBENSTEIN, P.A.
7900 Glades Road, Suite 140
Boca Raton, Florida 33434
smk@kwblaw.com 
ejb@kwblaw.com 

and

James M. Kaplan, Esq.
Jonathan E. Feuer, Esq.
KAPLAN ZEENA LLP
2 South Biscayne Blvd.
Suite 3050
Miami, Florida 33131
James.kaplan gkaplanzeena.com 
Jonathan. feuer@kaplanzeena. corn
Co-Counsel for Roig, Tutan,
Rosenberg, Martin, Stoller, & Bellido, P.A.

/s/ Fra-o.k. A. 7-4te.ke.rl.
Of Counsel
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RICHMAN GREER, P.A. 
Miami  West Palm Beach 

 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 11TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR 
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

 
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN, 
P.A., d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP, 
A Florida Corporation, 
 

 Plaintiff, 
 

v.        CASE NO. 15-015825 CA 01 
 

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION, 
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange, and ROIG 
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO, 
P.A., d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation, 
 

 Defendants. 
__________________________________/ 
 

USAA’S SUPPLEMENTAL MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION  
OR CLARIFICATION OF MARCH 31 AND JUNE 7, 2016 ORDERS  

SETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING 
 

Defendant, UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION (“USAA”), through 

undersigned co-counsel and pursuant to the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure and the authority 

cited herein, hereby files its Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification of this Court’s March 31 

and June 7, 2016 Orders Setting Evidentiary Hearing, and in support states: 

I. Summary of Issue Presented 

This Motion is made due to uncertainty surrounding the meaning and intent of numerous 

(and potentially conflicting) orders entered by this Court and the Third District Court of Appeal 

regarding whether it is proper to set an evidentiary hearing requiring discovery when all trial 

court discovery proceeding are currently stayed by Order of the Third District Court of Appeal.   

II. History of Trial Court and Appellate Proceedings 

1. On February 11, 2016, USAA filed with the Third District Court of Appeal, Case 

No. 3D16-0342, its Emergency Petition for Writ of Certiorari and for Writ of Mandamus, and 

Filing # 42933331 E-Filed 06/17/2016 05:05:27 PM
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Emergency Motion to Stay All Trial Court Discovery Proceedings until issues of confidentiality 

protection and document production were addressed and finally resolved given the unique 

situation wherein the Plaintiff in this action, HERSSEIN LAW GROUP (“HLG”), is now suing 

its former client, USAA. 

2. On February 12, 2016, the Third District Court of Appeal entered an Order 

Staying All Trial Court Discovery Proceedings, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

3. On March 11, 2016, the Third District Court of Appeal again entered an Order 

Confirming the Stay of All Trial Court Discovery Proceedings, a copy of which is attached hereto 

as Exhibit B. 

4. Thereafter, on March 31, 2016, this Court entered an Order Granting HLG’s 

Motion for Evidentiary Hearing with respect to two issues: (1) (Alleged) Witness Tampering by 

USAA, and (2) (Alleged) Prohibited Client Solicitation by USAA’s Counsel Shutts & Bowen.1 

The March 31, 2016 Order states: “GRANTED. The Motion for Evidentiary Hearing is 

GRANTED.  The hearing shall not be set prior to the end of 30 days, at least.” A copy of the 

March 31, 2016 Order is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

5. On April 1, 2016, USAA filed in this Court a Motion for Reconsideration or 

Clarification of the March 31, 2016 Order Setting Evidentiary Hearing.  The matter was fully 

briefed, with Response filed by HLG on April 8, 2016, and Reply filed by USAA on April 29, 

2016.  The Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification remains pending and has not been 

heard by this Court. 

                                            
1 According to HLG, it seeks to determine 1) whether USAA’s Director of Litigation, Catina 

Tomei, tampered with or intimidated non-party former employee witness, Debbie Carlisle, and 
2) whether USAA’s attorneys violated the rules of professional conduct by prohibited client 
solicitation of non-party former employee witness Debbie Carlisle. 
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6. Concurrently, on April 1, 2016, HLG filed in this Court its Motion to Compel 

USAA [to Set a Date for Evidentiary Hearing in] Compliance with the March 31, 2016 Order—

notwithstanding that the original March 31, 2016 Order did not require setting a date for the 

evidentiary hearing.  Thereafter, on June 7, 2016, this Court entered an Order Granting HLG’s 

Motion to Compel.  The June 7, 2016 Order states: “GRANTED. The Parties have 30 days to set 

a date of the Evidentiary Hearing no later than sixty days out.”  A copy of the June 7, 2016 

Order is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

7. In the interim, on May 30, 2016, HLG filed with the Third DCA its Motion for 

Relief of Stay Limited to Evidentiary Hearing on Witness Tampering and Prohibited Client 

Solicitation.  Thereafter, on June 10, 2016, USAA filed its Response to Respondent’s Motion for 

Relief of Stay Limited to Evidentiary Hearing and Cross-Motion to Clarify or Expand the Stay2.  

Subsequently, on June 14, 2016, the Third DCA entered an Order Denying HLG’s Motion for 

Relief of Stay Limited to Evidentiary Hearing on Witness Tampering and Prohibited Client 

Solicitation, and likewise Denying USAA’s Cross-Motion to Clarify or Expand the Stay.  A copy 

of the Third DCA Order of June 14, 2016 is attached hereto as Exhibit F. 

8. The Third District Court of Appeal has served a Notice of Oral Argument for 

Tuesday, August 23, 2016 at 9:30 a.m., a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit G. 

9. Recently, on June 7, 2016, this Court entered an Order Granting USAA’s Motion 

to Dismiss the Amended Complaint in its entirety, without prejudice. The Order gave HLG 30 

days to file an amended complaint, and gave USAA 30 days to respond thereto.  A copy of the 

June 7, 2016 Order Granting Motion to Dismiss is attached hereto as Exhibit E.  At the hearing, 

                                            
2 “USAA also cross-moves this Court to clarify that an evidentiary hearing requiring discovery is 

a discovery-related matter covered by this Court’s existing stay, or in the alternative, USAA 
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this Court admonished HLG that any amendment must be both substantial and effective so as to 

address all arguments raised by USAA (and specifically incorporated into this Court’s findings).   

Notwithstanding, on June 17, 2016, HLG filed its Second Amended Complaint which 

failed to comply with the clear directives of this Court.  Among other things, the Second 

Amended Complaint once again incorporates all 176 “General Allegations” (up from 157 in the 

Amended Complaint) into each of the 14 individual counts.  As previously addressed by this 

Court at the hearing, many of these allegations are clearly not common to each count, are 

immaterial, or contradictory (see e.g. S.A.C. ¶¶ 117-123 allegations re: “conspiracy” incorporated 

into each of the 13 other non-conspiracy counts).  Such a mishmash of facts and legal claims 

makes it impossible for USAA to answer this pleading.   

Furthermore, rather than come back with “a short and plain statement of the ultimate 

facts” as required by the rules of pleading, Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.110(b), and despite this Court’s 

warnings, HLG has increased its 59 pages of incoherent, rambling allegations in the Amended 

Complaint to a whopping 81 pages of incoherent, rambling allegations in the Second Amended 

Complaint.  A responsive motion by USAA is imminent. 

III. Argument 

HLG is presently seeking to schedule dates for the Evidentiary Hearing on Witness 

Tampering and Prohibited Client Solicitation to occur within 60 days of June 7, 2016.  As 

support for its position HLG relies on this Court’s Order of March 31, 2016 Granting Motion for 

Evidentiary Hearing (Ex. C), and this Court’s Order of June 7, 2016 Granting HLG’s Motion to 

Compel USAA’s Compliance with the March 31, 2016 Court Order (Ex. D). 

                                                                                                                                             
asks this Court to expand the stay to preclude evidentiary hearings while discovery is stayed.” 
(emphasis added) USAA’s Response and Cross-Motion, dated June 10, 2016. 
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USAA respectfully submits that this Court should accept and consider USAA’s Motion 

for Reconsideration or Clarification of the March 31, 2016 Order, filed April 1, 2016 and 

presently pending before this Court (see ¶ 5, supra.)3; accept and consider the arguments made in 

this Supplemental Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification of March 31 and June 7, 2016 

Orders (Ex. C and D, respectively); and should rehear the issues and vacate such Orders based 

on: (1) the current stay imposed by the Third DCA on all discovery proceedings, and (2) the 

current posture of the pleadings. 

A. All Discovery Proceedings, and therefore all Evidentiary Hearings requiring 
discovery, are barred by the current stay imposed by the Third DCA. 
 

It is undisputed that the evidentiary hearing requires discovery.  HLG has asked to take 

the depositions of, inter alia, Catina Tomei and Debbie Carlisle4.  In turn, USAA would need to 

take the deposition of, inter alia, Mr. Herssein.  However, none of this discovery is permitted 

given the current stay of discovery imposed by the Third DCA.  See Third DCA Stay Orders, 

Exs. A, B and E.  Accordingly, if the discovery cannot go forward, then neither can the 

evidentiary hearing requiring discovery.  Therefore, such evidentiary hearing is improper so long 

as the stay is in place.  Oral Argument is scheduled before the Third DCA on August 23, 2016.  

At the very least, the stay will remain in place through this time.  As a result, the evidentiary 

hearing may not be scheduled prior to such time and must be continued. 

                                            
3 USAA hereby realleges and fully incorporates herein all arguments previously raised in its 

Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification of the March 31, 2016 Order, filed April 1, 2016. 
4 Ms. Carlisle’s husband has recently passed away following a protracted battle with Alzheimer’s 

Disease during which Ms. Carlisle was his sole caregiver.  This Court has already excused Ms. 
Carlisle from deposition through June 15, 2016 with a reservation to extend that deferral. Ms. 
Carlisle has not replied to any post-passing correspondence. She is a necessary witness for the 
evidentiary hearing and it is not possible to schedule the hearing as she cannot presently attend. 
Ms. Carlisle should be afforded the dignity and consideration that her circumstances warrant. 
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Moreover, this Court has acknowledged, both in connection with the March 31, 2016 

Order and in connection with the June 7, 2016 Order, that the evidentiary hearing may need to be 

held at a later date given the present constraints on the prerequisite discovery.  See e.g. Transcript 

from March 31, 2016 at pp. 13:4 – 15:12 and 17:6–12, attached hereto as Exhibit H.5  See also 

Transcript from June 7, 2016 at pp. 6:6 – 8:5, attached hereto as Exhibit I.6 

                                            
5 Hrng. Trns. March 31, 2016, Page 13 

4  THE COURT: I'll tell you what. I'm 
5  not going to go to the specific dates. 
6  Mr. Herssein here has a decision to be 
7  made, which is whether or not to actually 
8  file the motion to be heard or notice the 
9  motion; and if the motion is noticed, and 
10  certain procedural requirements have to be 
11  had, for example, a deposition of a 
12  particular witness that is expected to 
13  testify at trial, so be it. Then we have 
14  to schedule the hearing, you know, 
15  according to those needs. 
16   So you know, the motion is granted in 
17  terms of, okay, let's have a hearing. 
18  Work whatever other intricacies of the 
19  preparation to reach that point you have 
20  to do, because I can't do it myself. 

Page 14 
7 MR. HERSSEIN: We can't have anything 
8 right now because there is a stay in 
9  place. There can't be any depositions 
10 right now, so – 
11 THE COURT: The motion is there. 
12 It's already granted. So the time line 
13 and the chronology, you guys are going to 
14 have to deal with it. 

Page 17 
10  THE COURT: Whatever you tell me six 
11  months from now, three days, whatever it 
12   is, I'll do it. 

 
6  Hrng. Trns. June 7, 2016, Page 6 

6  THE COURT: I'll tell you what I'm 
7  going -- I'll tell you what I'm going to 
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Finally, on June 14, 2016, the Third DCA entered an Order denying HLG’s Motion for 

Relief of Stay on discovery relating to the evidentiary hearing. (Ex. F).7  Thus, no discovery can 

be taken at this time and the evidentiary hearing requiring discovery must be continued pending 

lift of stay by the Third DCA. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                             
8  do, I'm going to give you guys 30 days to 
9  set a date no later than 60 days from date 
10  of this order. 
 
13  MR. GILLMAN: -- we have a stay by 
14  the 3rd DCA. This evidentiary hearing 
15 cannot go forward. 

 
16  THE COURT: Get the date, and then if 
17  you have a problem then we'll visit that 
18  problem later on in time. 

Page 7-8 
11  MR. GILLMAN: So that I'm clear, the 
12  order is we have to proceed with the 
13  hearing whether or not the 3rd DCA has 
14  lifted the discovery stay? 
 
15  THE COURT: Well, I'm not sure -- I'm 
16  not sure. We're going to set a date. 
17  We're going to get a date. We're going to 
18  draw a horizon in this legal scenario that 
19  we have here and at least we'll have a 
20  date. If worse comes to worse, you'll be 
21  back, you say, Judge, this happened, 
22  there's an impossibility of performance 
23  here, I will evaluate that. I'm not, you 
24  know -- 
 
3  THE COURT: -- reluctantly take into 
4  consideration any reasonable argument, 
5  so – 

7 As noted in section II, para. 8, surpa, the Third DCA likewise denied USAA’s Cross-Motion to 
Clarify, or Alternatively, Expand the Stay; thus maintaining the stay as it presently stands.  
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B. Second Amended Complaint Fails to Cure Defects.   
 

Finally, due to the severe deficiencies in the newly-filed Second Amended Complaint 

which have yet to be tested on responsive motion by USAA, USAA requires guidance from this 

Court as to whether the Court wishes the parties to proceed on scheduling an evidentiary hearing 

to occur within 60 days, or whether the Court wishes the parties wait until after a responsive 

motion is filed and heard, and the Third DCA lifts the stay on discovery in this action.   

IV. Reconsideration is Warranted and Proper 

Motions for reconsideration or clarification apply to non-final, interlocutory orders. 

Under Florida law, it is well settled that a trial court has "inherent authority to reconsider and, if 

deemed appropriate, alter or retract any of its non-final rulings prior to entry of the final 

judgment or order terminating an action . . .” Silvestrone v. Edell, 721 So. 2d 1173, 1175 

(F1a.1998); North Shore Hosp., Inc. v. Barber, 143 So.2d 849, 851 (F1a.1962); Bettez v. City of 

Miami, 510 So. 2d 1242, 1242-43 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987) (holding that it is well settled in this state 

that a trial court has inherent authority to reconsider, as here, any of its interlocutory rulings prior 

to the entry of a final judgment or final order in the cause); Margulies v. Levy, 439 So. 2d 336, 

336 (Fla. 3d DCA 1983) (holding that interlocutory orders are modifiable by the trial judge at any 

time before entry of a final judgment). 

V. Conclusion 

For the reasons stated, reconsideration and vacation of the March 31, 2016 Order (Ex. C) 

and June 7, 2016 Order (Ex. D) is appropriate.  Alternatively, the Court should issue a new order 

clarifying that the evidentiary hearing cannot proceed until discovery is complete, and that 

availability of all counsel and witnesses must be accommodated. 
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      Respectfully submitted, 

       By:  /s/ Manuel A. Garcia-Linares   
       Manuel A. Garcia-Linares, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 985252 
mlinares@richmangreer.com 
brodriguez@richmangreer.com 
Georgia A. Thompson, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 100181 
gthompson@richmangreer.com  
Richman Greer, P.A 
396 Alhambra Circle 
North Tower – 14th Floor 
Miami, FL 33134 
Telephone: (305) 373-4000 
Facsimile: (305) 373-4099 
 
Co-counsel for Defendant USAA 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY certify that on June 17, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing document 

with the Clerk of the Court via e-portal and served: Reuven T. Herssein, Esq., Herssein Law 

Group, 12000 Biscayne Blvd, Suite 402, North Miami, FL 33181, 

(miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com), Counsel for Plaintiff; Stephen B. Gillman, Esq., Frank 

Zacherl, Esq. Shutts & Bowen LLP, 201 South Biscayne Blvd, Suite 1500, Miami, FL 33131; 

(sgillman@shutts.com),  fzacherl@shutts.com, gservice@shutts.com, Co-Counsel for United 

Services Automobile Association; Charles J. Bennardini, Esq., Katzman Wasserman Bennardini 

& Rubenstein, P.A., 7900 Glades Road, Suite 140, Boca Raton, FL 33434, cjb@kwblaw.com, 

Co-Counsel for Roig, Tutan, Rosenberg, Martin, Stoller & Bellido, P.A.; Alan J. Kluger, Esq. 

and Todd A. Levine, Esq., Kluger, Kaplan, Silverman, Katzen & Levine, P.L., 201 South 

Biscayne Blvd., 27th Floor, Miami, FL 33131, akluger@klugerkaplan.com, 

tlevine@klugerkaplan.com Co-Counsel for Law Offices of Herssein and Herssein, P.A.; and 

James E. Feuer, Esq., Kaplan  Zeena LLP, 2 South Biscayne Blvd., One Biscayne Tower, Suite 

3050, Miami, FL 33131, james.kaplan@kaplanzeena.com, jonathan.feuer@kaplanzeena.com, 

Co-Counsel for Roig, Tutan, Rosenberg, Martin, Stoller & Bellido, P.A.. 

 
      By:  /s/ Manuel A. Garcia-Linares    
       Manuel A. Garcia-Linares 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL

OF FLORIDA

THIRD DISTRICT

FEBRUARY 12, 2016

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION
Appellant(s)/Petitioner(s),
vs.
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
HERSSEIN, P.A.
Appellee(s)/Respondent(s),

CASE NO.: 3D16-0342

L.T.NO.: 15-15825

Upon consideration, petitioner's emergency motion to stay all trial

court discovery proceedings is granted, and the trial court proceedings are stayed

until further order of this Court.

Respondents are ordered to file a response to the petitioner's

emergency motion to stay and the emergency petition for writ of certiorari and writ

of mandamus no later than Friday, February 19, 2016.

WELLS, LAGOA and SCALES, JJ., concur.
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CC: Charles J. Bennardini
Steven M. Katzman
Reuven T. Herssein
Miami-Dade Clerk

Stephen T. Maher
James M. Kaplan
Jonathan E. Feuer

Alan J. Kluger
Todd A. Levine
Hon. Antonio Marin

ts
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL

OF FLORIDA

THIRD DISTRICT

MARCH 11,2016

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION
Appellant(s)/Petitioner(s),
vs.
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
HERS SEIN, P.A.
Appellee(s)/Respondent(s),

CASE NO.: 3D16-1)342

L.T. NO.: 15-15825

Upon respondent's motion to enforce stay orders, and petitioner's

response to same, we clarify that this Court's February 12, 2016 stay order stayed

all trial court discovery proceedings. Other proceedings not related to discovery,

may proceed. WELLS, LAGOA and SCALES, JJ., concur.

cc: Charles J. Bennardini
Steven M. Katzman
Frank A. Zacherl
Hon. Antonio Marin

Stephen T. Maher
James M. Kaplan
Reuven T. Herssein
Miami-Dade Clerk

Alan J. Kluger
Todd A. Levine
Jonathan E. Feuer
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IN 'I'HI.'IRC1!JIT COI!1"I'N ANIJ I
Ol'VIIAhntI-I!9ADL' OlllN'I"V„ I LOI I!DA

LA%V OI(I(I(:I.'S OI( I!IE!'RSSIsIN AND IIEP(SSEIN!
I'.A., d/h/11 IIERSSEllN LAW GP»O UP,
A II'Ioi'lda coi'poi'ation,

Plaintiff,

CIVIL DiIVISI ON

(..ASENO. 15-15825 CA 11

I IN I I'I!,D Sll!,RVI( I!.:SAUTOMOBIll,lc ASSOCIATION,
A Rccipi'ocal Inter"inslii'aBcc f!xchanflc 'ill(I ROIG
'li'Ii'I'AN, ROSENDli.:RG, MARTIN, STOIiEI!,R, rf: REI,1,11!10,
P.A., d/h/a ROIG I,AtVVERS, a Irlorida corporatiion,

D CfcB&I '1 ll I .

ORDER

ORDERED and AD,IUI&GI!'ID as follows'II C! 's tvlo(ron Jeer(tres(rrrg a Sl)ccia/ Sc( Hcnrmg Date

!'r Herssrrr(2 Lain (yr 2)rr/2 s /rdo(rorr /ur Inn(ac(ive and other/Ir'!ref for I ".)')Isl and rts Coiilisel s

I'rolr)(n)n» r)/ Iclr) ratio /I rr(es o/ Pi rilessional ('on(hie( rior/ Ir la(rr)n fur an Ewden(irn)r h'eai rng, 2 s

lie ichy
I

7I& It(/Q3 I s»2

S'r—~~ ~ Sr a~.~
~/A +E

DON(!: and ORDERI!.D in Chamheis, at ilie Miami Dade Cour'tty Couithouse, Miami Dade

County, I(lo»cia, this 3 I"clay of March. 2012').

!L,QNFQRMEtI COPY'"

gAH 3 ] @~mrs:ISLE isa:(JNW It(i&eiN

/ N I Gl III- (
( gl/5 I@OURT JUDGE

ANTOI'II(J ICIA!1 iiS
CIICUII, (sUUf 1 JUUg8 CTRCUIT COI JRI JUDGI)

i.'oofoimeil I 'opics io All C'ounsel oi Record
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IN THE CiRCUIT COURT IN AND FOR
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

vs.
Plaintiff,

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN,
P.A., d/h/a HERSSKIN LAW GROUP,
A Florida corporation, CIVIL DIVISION

CASE NO. 15-15825 CA 11

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILF. ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange and ROIG
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLFR, 4 BKLLIDO,
P.A., d/h/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendant.

ORDER

ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows: Herssein Law Group's Motion to Compel USAA's

Compliance with the March 31, 2016, Court Order Granting HLG's Motion for an Evidentiary

hearing is hereby:

DONE and ORDERED m Chambers, at the Miami Dade Coui ourtho sc, Miami Dade

County, Florida„ this?" day of June, 2016.

I
HONO EA T I

CIRCUIT COURT.11 JDd'

Conformed Copies to. All Counsel of Record
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IN 'I I-IE CIRCUIT COIJR I OF Tl-IE 11
u JIJDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR

MIA&VII-DADE COUNTY, I'LORIDA

LAW OFFICES OF I-IERSSEIN AND I IERSSEIN,
P.A., d/b/a HI=RSSEIN LAW GROUP,
A Florida Corporation,

Plaintiff,

CASE NO. 15-015825 CA 01

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBII.E ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsu&ancc Exchange, and ROIG
TUl AN. ROSISNBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, 8. IJELLIDO,
P A., d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a i'lorida corporation,

Defendants

ORDFR ON DEFENDANT, UiNITED SERVICES AUTOMOI)ILE ASSOCIATION'S
MOTION TO DISMISS AMENDED COMPLAINT

THIS CAUSE came to be heard upon on .Iunc 7, 2016, on United Services Automobile

Associatioii's Motioii to D&siniss Ai»ended Complaint ("Motion" ), and thc Coo&a, after he&ning

argument of counsel and other&risc being duly advised in thc pimniscs, hei cby

ORDERS AND ADJUDGES

1. Motion is he&ebQGrante&PQe«led-.

s
%8 R~(

DONB ag QRDBRED „,Ch,|,, i Mi ud-D Mt, Fl id 1/i Md F f
June, 2016

Copies furnished to.
Counsel of Record
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL

OF FLORIDA

THIRD DISTRICT

JUNE 14, 2016

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION
Appellant(s)/Petitioner(s),
vs.
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
HERSSEIN, P.A.
Appellee(s)/Respondent(s),

CASE NO.: 3D16-0342

L.T.NO.: 15-15825

Upon consideration, respondent's motion for relief of stay limited to

evidentiary hearing on USAA's witness tampering and USAA's
attorneys'rohibition

client solicitation is hereby denied,

Upon consideration, petitioner's cross-motion to clartfy or expand

the stay is hereby denied.

WELLS, SHEPHERD and SCALES, JJ., concur.

cc: Charles J. Bennardini Stephen T. Maher Alan J. Kiuger
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Steven M. Katzman
Frank A. Zacherl

James M. Kaplan Todd A. Levine
Reuven T. Herssein Jonathan E. Feuer
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No. 16-0342
Lower Tribunal No. 15-15825

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
Appellant,

vs.

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN, P.A.
Appellee.

NOTICE OF ORAL ARGUMENT

The above-styled cause has been provisionally set for oral argument on

TUESDAY, AUGUST 23, 2016 at 9:30 o'lock A.M. before the Third

District Court of Appeal, which is located at 2001 S.W. 117 Avenue in Miami,

Florida 33175-1716.

The parties will be allowed TEN (10) Minutes per side to present their

arguments.

The Court reserves the right to remove the case from the oral argument

calendar at any time before the date of oral argument.

Similar or related cases should be brought to the attention of the Oral

Argument Clerk at (305) 229-3200 ext. 3258. No further notice concerning oral

argument will be given and all counsel are expected to be in the courtroom at the

time stated. Absence of counsel at the time this case is called shall be deemed a

waiver of oral argument.

By direction of the Court this 23rd day of May, 2016.

cc: Charles J. Bennardini
Steven M. Katzman
Reuven T. Herssein

Mary Cay Blanks
Clerk of Court

Stephen T. Maher Alan J, Kluger
James M. Kaplan Todd A. Levine
Jonathan E. Feuer
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NOTICE

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons needing a
special accommodation to participate in proceedings at the Third District
Court of Appeal should notify the Marshal, Veronica Antonoff, 2001 S.W.
117'"Avenue, Miami, FL 33175; telephone (305) 229-3200, or 1-800-955-8771
(TDD); or 1-800-955-8770 (V), via Florida Relay Services.

IF YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER: Oral arguments are conducted in English

and, with very limited exceptions as set forth in Fla. R. Jud. Admin. 2.560(b), the

Court does not provide interpreters to litigants. It is the litigant's responsibility to
provide an interpreter, if necessary. The interpreter may be either a family member

or friend.

EN CASO OUE NECESITE UN INTERPRKTE: Los alegatos orales se llevan a

cabo en ingles con numero muy limitado de excepciones; tal corno lo establecen
los Reglamentos de la Administracion Juridica del Estado de la Florida No.
2.560(b). Los tribunales no proporcionan interpretes a los litigantes y es la

responsabilidad del litigante el proporcionar su proprio interprete en caso que este

fuese necesario. El litigante puede utilizar un familiar o una amistad corno
interprete.

SI OU BEZWEN YON INTEPRET: Prose yo nan tribunal la fe selman an

Angle, epi men le gen kek tt eksepsyon ke la lwa Fla. R. Jud. Admin. 2.560(b) bay,
Tribunal la pa bay intepret pou moun ki vini plede ka yo. Se responsabilite moun

ki vin plede a pou vini avek intepret li, si sa nesese. Intepret la gen dwa nenpot
fanmi oswa yon zanmi.
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Miami-Dade County Courthouse
73 West Fiagler Street
Miami, Flonda 33130

Thui iday, March 31, 2016
ll 21a m -1144a m

Heanng in above-styled cause taken
before the Honorable Antonio Mann, Judge of
thc above-styled court, reported by Ruiclc
Abramson, Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public
in and for the State of Florida at Large,
pursuant to Notice tdcd m the above cause

1 APPEARANCES,
2
3

On behalf of the Plauititt
4

Herssein Law Group
12000 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 402
North Miami, Floods 33181

IN, ESQUIRE6 BY REUVEN HERSSE
7

On behalf of the Defendants
8

Page 2

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
18
20
21
22
23
24
25

Shutts dr Bowen
200 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 4100
Miami, Plonda 33131
BY, STEPHFN GILLMAN, ESQUIRE
Kaptan Zeena, LLP
2 South Biscayne Boulevard
One Biscayne Tower, Suite 3050
Miami, Floods 33131
BY JONATHAN FEUER, ESQUIRE

Page 1

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
11TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND

FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

CASE NO 2015-015825 CA Oi

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
HERSSEIN, PA, d/b/a HERSSEIN
LAW GROUP, a Floods corporation,

Plamuff,
vs
UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION, a reciprocal interinsurance

exchange, and ROIG, TUTAN,
ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER dr BELLIDO,
PA, d/b/a ROICi LAWYERS, a Flonda
corporation

Defendants

1
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5
6
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8
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Page 3

(Thereupon, the followmg proceedings
were had),

THE COURT; Okay This is
plaintiff s motion for mluncttve
rehef—

MR HERSSEIN Yes, Judge
THE COURT: —based on an alleged

violation of rules of professional
conduct, and a motion for evidentiary

heanng
Obviously this is sometlung that

requires an evidentiary heanng,
MR HERSSEIN Correct, Your Honor

THE COURT: I'l give you a few

minutes. Your motion ts for me to take a

look at it, as I did, and determine

whether an evidentiary heanng is tn

order
MR. HERSSEIN As this Court ts

aware, plaintiff, 1&erssetn Law Group, sued

USAA for breach of contract, nonpayment o
'egalbills and fraud in the inducement.

Debbie Cathsle was a former employee

of USAA who worked closely with Herssein

Law Group for seven years, okay, She was

Page 4

Herssein Law Group's —one of Herssein

Law Group's liaisons
TIIE COURT. I know tlus I read your

motion But more than anything else, your

position that tins was done to create

attorney/chent by representing or
sohcitmg this foisner employee tn order

to avoid the discovery process,
And what you are saying is that the

individuals should pick and chose whatever

attorneys they want to, not necessanly
them as a —I mean, I am Just

paraphrasmg your thmg, but—
MR HERSSEIN; Yes, Youi Honor Anil

I'l Just throw on top of that, I think we

need to know what Catma Tome&, who is an

integral witness in this case, told Debbie

Carlisle, why she told Debbie Carhsle

before Debbie was represented by Shutts &
Bowen, because Debbie Carhsle told me on

the phone—
THE COURT. That goes into your

allegation that there is some alleged—
MR, HERSSEIN Correct,
THE COURT: —violation of

1 (Pages 1 to 4)

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
305-374-8888 servrce8fernandezcr.coin R.A. 0079
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Page 5

professional conduct
MR, HERSSEIN'orrect. And I'm

requestmg an evidentiary heanng wheie we
can have Debbie Carhslc-

THE COURT Let nie hear from counse
here.

Counsel
MR GILLMAN; A couple of thnigs

First off, Your Honor, this is a motion
that they filed back in November, Your
procedure is, you ask foi a special set
and then the parties—

THE COURT The way this case is

going, I think my grandcluld will graduate

from faw school, practice law and become a

Judge and still be hcanng this.

MR GILLMAN'ut your procedure is,

thc parties then get together and they
contact your JA That nevei happcncd
We'e tried over the last week to get Mr.
Herssem to give us lus availability for
that motion, and there are two others that

thcrc aic special set requests for And

he basically ignored that

So you have a procedure You have a

Page 6

pohcy, which isn't that you come into the
court on a UMC heanng on the motion
What yuu du is, it gets dune with the JA,
so we don't have to take Your Honor's

time,
But in this particular case with

regard to Carhsle, they asked for —the
setting this on the UMC calendar was after
we gave notice And Your Honor will

recall, Debbie Carhsle retired from USAA
She didn't leave She wasn't fired, She
retired from USAA.

THE COURT She was there for seven

years or something?
MR, HERSSEIN Well, she retired to

care for her husband who had been
diagnosed with Alzhenner's.

Your Honor had said we were supposed
to take her deposition a couple of months

ago And we came in and said, Judge,
wc'vc just been advised that over the new

~year her husband had a severe reversal,
He had been hospitalized. She is the sole
caretaker He is in endstage Alzheimer'.

And what Your Honor said is, well,
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Page 7

I'm going to stay and postpone that for at

least 90 days, and you guys come back,
This would have been thi ough June,

THE COURT I tlunk the inquny here

by counsel has notlnng to do with that

MR. HERSSEIN Nothing.
MR GILLMAN: No, it absolutely does,

That's the person allegedly solicited.
THE COURT, Well, what they are

saying is that you guys solicited these

people m order to kind of foreclose their

abihty to depose these people m whatever

way they can mvestigatc the matter

because of the existence of, then, of an

attorney/cheat pnvilege So that'

their position
I don't know whether it's gomg to be

onc that the Court would bc convinced to

accept or not, because I didn't get any
response from you people regardmg this,

MR GILLMAN. Well, Your Honor, oni

of the things is, again, if it had been

properly noticed, you would have gotten a

iesponse
But one of the issues that's here,

Page 8

you will note that the complaint —or the

motion that you have, it's not verified
It's not supported by affidavit It'

just the allegations of an attorney who

happens to also be the client. And-
THE COURT Who is going to venfy

this motions I mean—
MR GILLMAN Him

THE COURT Well, you know—
MR GILLMAN. He put it in his

papers, but here is my—
MR. HERSSEIN We have Mr Gilhnan-
THE COURT Excuse me

MR GILLMANi Here is my point, My

pomt is, he alleges, and we will provide

the Court the cases that hc relies on,
don't stand for what he says they stand

for Tins isn't sometlung where there

should be an evidentiary heanng.
What does he want to do? Does he

want to call me to the stand and take

testimony from me? So now we are going to

have lawyers on opposite sides takmg each
other's depositions or giving evidentiary?

So the othei two are Debbie Carlisle,
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Page 9

who is unavailable Your Honor has

already found that she is unavailable for
at least the next, I tlunk it's two

months And we'e got to find what her
status is—

THE COURT Let me hear from Counsel

What say you?
MR HERSSEIN, I Just want an

evidentiary heanng where we would be

calling Catina Tome& and Debbie Carhsle
I want to know, and I thmk the Court

needs to know, why did Debbie Carhsle
tell me before she was represented by
counsel —because I specifically asked

her, Debbie, are you represented by an

attorney? No, Reuvin, I'm not, but Catma

Tome& told me, I cannot talk to you.
And I said, Debbie, why would she say

that& But either way, I issued a

subpoena. I respect what you are telhng

me, Debbie, please show up on

November 20th
2 00 in the afternoon, within two

houis of that phone call where Debbie
Caihsle told me, okay, Reuvin, Catma

Page 10

Tomei told me I can't talk to you Catma

Tome»s USAA's htigation manager That
is thc nuinber une key witness ul'liis
entire case.

But anyway—
THE COURT Okay What about the tw

monthsv I mean, the husband is still in

the hospttalv

MR GILLMAN; She is tlie sole

caretaker and—
THE COURT: What was it —what is

the physical and mental status of the

husband?
MR. GILLMAN I can't tell you today,

other than my expenence with this discase
is it didn't get better,

THE COURT: I'l tell you what—
MR. GILLMAN But Your Honor, I do

want to address this point
What you'e basically been told is,

Mr Hcrssem —wluch is one of the

problems in which you have the lawyer, who

is really thc chent, and the chent is a

corporation —but you have Mr. Herssem

saying that Debbie Carlisle said X, Y and
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z.
The only thing you have is what he

says If we have an evidentiary heanng,
he would be called to the stand, Debbie
Carlisle, who is not available —and what
I'm saymg to Your Honor is this is—

THE COURT; What do you mean "no I

available" ?
MR. GILLMAN: She is not available.

She is the one whose husband—
THE COURT Well, you know, I'l tell

you what I'm going to do, because I don'

want any stone not to be turned here I
want this case to be really litigated in a

very transparent way
I'm going to grant the motion for an

evidentiary hearing on this matter;

however, I don't want a setting of thts

motion at any tnne before 30 days, okay
Even though, probably the way things are
and I'e got a tobacco case coming up anc

all that kind of stuff, probably it would

be more than 30 days anyway.
So prepare the order and I'l sign it

foi you guys,

Page 12

MR GILLMAN Judge-
MR HERSSEIN Thank you, Your Honor

THE COURT. What you have to do uh

you have to coordinate the dates because
—I'l tell you, I don't have a problem

with HLG or USAA filing whatever motions

Now, the Court at the end of the mquiry,

you know, is going to assess fees and

costs
So make sure that whatever motions

you file or whatever action you partake,

that it is well intentioned, that it'

well prepared, that it's well predicated

because the Court is going to have zero

tolerance to any unnecessary uses of the

Court's tnne. Someone is going to have to

be sanctioned for it m the event the

action is not necessary and legitimately

filed,

Go ahead,

MR GILLMAN Judge, let me address

two things One, if there is going to be

an evidentiary heanng, I need to take his

deposition and I can't because there is a

stay by the 3rd DCA. So until that stay

3 (Pages 9 to 12)
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Page 13

is lifted, I can't take hlS dcpositlOn.
And his deposition would be needed before

any evidentiary heanng, number one.
THE COURT I'l tell you what I'm

not going to go to the specific dates
Mr Hersseln here has a decision to be
made, which is whether or not to actually
file the motion to be heard or notice the

motion, and lf the motion ls noticed, and

certain plocedural requirements have to be
had, for example, a deposition of a

particular witness that is expected to
testify at t»al, so be lt. Then we have

to schedule the hea»ng, you know,
accordmg to those nccds

So you know, the motion is granted in

terms of, okay, let's have a healing
Work whatever other int»cacies of the

preparation to reach that point you have

to do, because I can't do it niyself I
don't know when he is available for a
deposition, I don't know when you will be
available to take the deposition So you

guys have to work lt out,
MR. HERSSEIN And Mr. C»llman ls

Page 14

correct because—
MR, GILLMAN And igcbbte Carllsle-

Your Hanoi hns nliendy enlmed nn uldei

finding that lt wouldn't be for 90 days

from March, so Ap»l, May, June

THE COURT March is March

MR HERSSEIN We can't have anythmg

nght now because there ls a stay ui

place There can't be any depositions

nght now, so—
TIJE COURT, The motion is theie

It's already granted So the tune line

and the chronology, you guys are gomg to
have to deal with it.

MR HERSSEIN Thank you, Your Honoi

TI-IE COURT: So let me have the order

and I'l sign it

MR GILLMAN So Your Honor, lt's not
—the order as presented ls the hearmg

shall not be set pnor to the end of
30 days

What Your Honor has sald—
THE COURT At least.
MR HERSSEIN Okay, Let me add ln

"at least "
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THE COURT Guys, when I said that,
it's because I don't want no surpnses,

okay, but obviously lf Mr Herssein ls not

available for deposition and you cannot

proceed without his depo, it's not going

to happen until you take the depo
So you know, I don't want to —don'

ask me to mlcromanage this situation

because I don't want to do it

MR GILLMAN Your Honor-
MR HERSSEIN' Just added m "at

least,"
MR GILLMANi Your Honor, if I might

there is one other tlung I want to point

out What was noticed for heanng today

was the actual motion. That was

nnproperly done The motion for—
THE COURT. It's motion for

evidentiary hearing

MR. GILLMAN No. No, it' a
iii 0t 1cll—

THE COURT That's what I have

MR HERSSEIN That is the motion.

MR GILLMAN No. No. Actually-
THE COURT Okay, I'l tell you what

Page 16

You know what, whichever way, what I'm

granting is a motion for evidentiary

lieal llig
MR GILLMAN'his is the notice.
THE WITNESS I have it I have it

Have the court reporter show that I'm

raismg it

MR. GILLMAN Judge, the problem tha I

there is ls the issue on an evidentiary

hea»ng, that's not pioper for a motion

calendar, We would—
THE COURT Listen. Listen Listen

You know, I mean, we are going back and

forth You guys take a lot of my time

unnecessanly, to be honest with you
MR GILLMAN, That's because your

rules don't get followed.
THE COURT'ell-
MR GILLMAN If your rules were

followed, we wouldn't have this problem.
THE COURT: Listen, this is a

five-minute motion Obviously it's not

evidentiary When it comes to me in a

form of a motion for an evidentiary

hearmg, I know that I cannot hear that m
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this slot of tnne because I only have five

mmutes and it's non-evidentiaiy It has

to be specially set I granted the motion

for an evidentiary heanng, that will be

specially set

Now, the cluonology of when that

heaimg is gomg to take place, you guys

got to resolve it Not me
MR HERSSEIN Thank you very much.

THE COURT Whatever you teil me six
months from now, three days, whateve»t
ls, I'l do it.

MR HERSSEIN'hank you, Judge I
appreciate it

MR GILLMAN, The issue as to whether

or not he has established a basis for
evidentiary heanng—

MR. HERSSEIN; Are we excused?
MR GILLMAN —and whether it'

appropnate to have an evidentiaiy heanng
and thmgs that respectfully should have

been done in a special sct, so that we

would —and we would have given you an

opposition
THE COURT Okay

Page 18

MR. GILLMAN But the motion that wa

set for today was improperly set under

youl guulchncs, dod we lieve coul'Isel wl'lo

refuses to cooperate ui settmg heanngs,
THE COURT The Court ruled and

granted the motion to set this matter for
an evidentiary heanng

Thank you very much I appreciate
lt

(Thereupon, the proceedings were
concluded at approximately 11'44 a m.)
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT IN AND
FOR MIAMI-DADB COUNTY, FLORIDA

CIVIL DIVISION
Case No 2015-015825-CA Ol

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN,
P A 4/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP,
a I'londa Corporation,

Plaintiffs,
vs
UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
a Reciprocal lntennsui ance llxcbange and ROIG
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, &
BELLIDO, P A, d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS,
a Flonda corporation,

Defendants
————---——---——————-/

Dade County Courthouse
Miami, Flonda 33130
Tuesday, June 7, 2016
9 30 a m

Hearmg m above-styled cause taken
bcforc the Honorable Antomo Mmtm, Judge of
the above-styled court, reported by Sonrua
Manmez, Shorthand Reponer and Notary Pubbc
in and for the State of Flonda at Large,
pursuant to Noucc tiled m the above cause
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Pago 3

(Thereupon, the fogowing was had )
MR HERSSEIN Good monung, Your

Honor

THE COURT Plamtiffs motion to

compel March 31st order for evidentiary

hearing

MR HERSSEIN Correct, Your Honor

TIIE COURT So what are we doing

here'&

MR I-IERSSEIN. Your Honor, what we'e

domg here is the fogowing, on Apnl 22nd

Manny Germs-Linares-

THE COURT Okay I guess you Just

need a datev

MR HERSSEIN That's all I ask for

THE COURT Okay So let's get a

date.

MR HERSSEIN And they agreed—

MR GILLMAN Judge-
MR HERSSEIN Wait, it's worse than

that, Your Honor

THE COURT Let's get a date.

MR HERSSEIN. They agreed to this,

and then, when Your Honor's JA calls with

available dates for thc evidentiary

1 APPEARANCES
2
3 ON BEHALF 0
4 w

10
ll
12
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20
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24
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F THE PLAINTIFFS
Herssem La 1&'roup

12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Flonda 33181
by Reuven Herssein, Esquire

ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT
Sbuus & Bows&x LLP
201 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 1500
Miami, Flonda 33131
by Stephen Gilbnan, Esquire
Kaplan Zeena, LLP
2 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 3050
Mianu, Flonda 33131
By Jonathan E Fcuer, Esquue
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heanng, they'i e now saynng, no, they
don'1 want to set it

I mean, it's nntrapcnns at this

pomt
THE COURT Okay Let me see, what'

going on herev

You'i e going to get a date

Go ahead.

MR GILLMAN, No, but let me be heard

first, iflmay, Yourllonor
This is an issue m which the order

that you entered doesn't set a paiticular

time penod Here's the order that you

cntered—
THE COURT Okay.

MR. GILLMAN —originally,
At the hearing Your Honor made it

cleat that there were issues that had to

be done which were prc-requisites to a

hearing happenmg.
TIIE COURT This is a five-minute

motion, wc'rc gomg to move

MR, GILLMAN I know, Judge,

THE COURT Go ahead

MR GILLMAN But it says, "And if

1 (Pages 1 to 4)
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the motion is noticed and ceitam

procedural requirements have to be had,

for example a deposition of a particulai

witness, so be it, then we have to

schedule the heanng, you know, according

to those needs "

As Your Honor is aware, there is a

stay of discovery unposed by the 3rd DCA,

We do not know when it's gotng to be

htled We know that there is oral

argmnent scheduled for August 23rd, but as

Your Honor well knows, the 3rd DCA doesn'

typically rule from the bench

So what we have here is a situation

which everybody knows there is discovery

that has to bc taken Nobody knows when

the stay is going to be lrged

THE COURT Okay

MR GILLMAN And one of thc

things—
THE COURT Yeah, but fm not gomg

to hold my breath until my face turns blue

waiting for some event that we don't know

when it's gomg to happen

MR GILLMAN But, Your Honor, the
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thought was an appropnate thmg, you

basically said, let's wait until the 3rd

DCA rules—
MR HERSSEIN Your Honoi, I have

copy of an—
MR GILLMAN —and then held a case

management conference so thmgs can be

scheduled, That's—

THE COURT Take caie, guys

MR HERSSETN Thank you, Your Honor

MR GILLMAN So that I'm clear, the

order is we have to proceed with thc

hcaruig whether or not the 3rd DCA has

lilted the discovery stay?

THE COURT Well, fm not sure —I'm

not sure We'e gomg to set a date

We'rc gomg to get a date We'ie going to

draiv a honzon m tins legal scenano that

we have here and at least we'l have a

date If woi se comes to worse, you'l be

back, you say, Judge, tins happened,

there's an mipossibihty of performance

here, I will evaluate that I'm not, you

know—

MR GILLMAN. Judge—
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problem with it is the heanng —the

evidentiary hcanng, everybody agreed

there was a requirement of discovery. If
discovery can't go forward then the

heanng can'

THE WITNESS, I'l tell you what I'm

gomg —I'H teg you what I'm going to

do, I'm gomg to give you gmys 30 days to
set a date no later than 60 days from date

of tlus order

MR GILLMAN Your Honor, if I may—
MR HERSSEIN Thank you, Your Honoi

MR CiILLMAN —we have a stay by

the 3rd DCA This evidentiary hcarmg

cannot go forward

TFIE COURT Get the date, and then if
you have a problem then we'l visit that

problem later on m time

MR HERSSEIN Thank you, Judge

THE COURT'kay Let's move on,

guys, let's get something done, okay,

please

MR GILLMAN'our Honor, we were

here last week with regard to a similar

type issue and Your Honoi did what I
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THE COURT I'm not—
MR GILLMAN —but we have a—
THF. COI.IRT —rehx:tantly take mto

consideration any reasonable argument,

so -"

MR HERSSEIN Thank you, Your Honor.

MR GILLMAN But we have a known

situation here ui wluch the 60 days

expires before—
THF, COURT But I got to tell you—
MR GILLMAN —before wc even have

oral argument before the 3rd

MR HERSSFIN Your Honor, are we

excused"

THE COURT I ah eady ruled, please,

you know, I'm not saying that Tm

mfalhble, I make mistakes

Let's move on, please

Thank you

(Thereupon, the heanng was

concluded )

2 (Pages 5 to 8)
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RICHMAN GREER, P.A. 
 

Miami  West Palm Beach 

 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 11TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR 

MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

 
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN, 

P.A., d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP, 

A Florida Corporation, 
 

 Plaintiff, 
 

v.        CASE NO. 15-015825 CA 01 
 

 

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION, 

A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange, and ROIG  

TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO, 

P.A., d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation, 
 

 Defendants. 

__________________________________/ 

 

USAA’S MOTION FOR “COMPLEX” DESIGNATION AND  

TRANSFER TO COMPLEX BUSINESS LITIGATION SECTION 

 

Defendant UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION (“USAA” or 

“Defendant”), through undersigned counsel and pursuant to Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 

1.201 and Eleventh Judicial Circuit Administrative Orders No. 14-14 (effective Aug. 7, 2014) 

and No. 16-12 (effective Jan. 2, 2017) (collectively, “Administrative Orders”), hereby moves the 

Court for this case to be designated “complex” and transferred to the Complex Business 

Litigation Section. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. In this action, Miami-based insurance defense firm HERSSEIN LAW 

GROUP (“HLG” or “Defendant”) filed suit against its former client USAA, claiming that the 

financial services company owes more than $20 million in damages for improperly terminating 

HLG’s representation of USAA on July 1, 2015. 

2. The lawsuit also names Florida firm ROIG LAWYERS (“Roig”) as a defendant, 

and accuses the firm of interfering with HLG’s contract with USAA by telling USAA that it 

Filing # 48691261 E-Filed 11/09/2016 11:59:17 AM

R.A. 0089
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would do the work for less money than HLG, allegedly leading to the termination of USAA’s 

contract with HLG. 

3. The Second Amended Complaint purports to state fourteen (14) causes of action 

for, inter alia, breach of contract, breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, fraud 

in the inducement, rescission, negligent misrepresentation, tortious interference, civil conspiracy 

and quantum meruit.   

II. BACKGROUND ON CASE PROCEEDINGS 

4. This action was first filed 1.5 years ago on July 13, 2015.   

5. This case has involved extensive discovery disputes and motion practice.  The 35-

page docket contains approximately 60 pending motions that need to be set for hearing, 

including a plethora of Motions to Compel, for Protective Order, for Contempt, for Sanctions, 

and other Responses and Objections pertaining to discovery disputes.   

6. This case has involved large quantities of production. Several of the pending 

discovery disputes relate to USAA’s production on October 10, 2016 of more than 53,000 

documents and an accompanying (478 page) Privilege Log responsive to all of HLG’s document 

requests.  In addition to contesting the format and searchability of the production, HLG argues 

that an in-camera inspection is required to make a ruling on USAA’s objections and asserted 

privileges.  Resolution of these disputes is necessary prior to taking any depositions, including, 

inter alia, the depositions of numerous USAA employees / non-party witnesses located in Texas.  

7. Privilege and confidentiality issues have been further complicated by the fact that 

HLG is suing its former client USAA, has used materials obtained by client confidences to now 

act adversely to its former client, and has filed hundreds of pages of confidential information in 

the public record in the course of these proceedings.  Such practices have been the subject of an 

R.A. 0090
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Emergency Petition for Writ of Certiorari and Wirt of Mandamus filed with the Third DCA, 5 

appeals orders (including a temporary stay order), and a standing Confidentiality Order entered 

by the trial court. 

8. At a case management conference on October 26, 2016, the section judge, Judge 

Antonio Marin, expressed his intent to refer all discovery matters to General Magistrate 

Elizabeth Schwabedissen in the interest of judicial economy and due to the undue burden that 

such matters will place on the regular Circuit Civil section.  HLG agreed on the record to referral 

of discovery matters to the General Magistrate.  A few days later, however, HLG filed an 

“Objection to the Court’s October 26, 2016 Referral of Case to Magistrate” (Filing # 48314203 

E-Filed 10/31/2016) on the authority of Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.490(c) (“No reference shall be to a 

magistrate, either general or special, without the consent of the parties.”). 

9. Further complicating this case are the allegations of criminal and unethical 

conduct that HLG has made against USAA employees and its outside counsel Shutts & Bowen.1 

HLG alleges witness tampering and prohibited client solicitation, and has argued that the crime-

fraud exception entitles him to discover privileged communications.  These allegations have been 

the subject of multiple motions, hearings, ongoing discovery, and an upcoming evidentiary 

hearing, and will continue to require extensive judicial management and attention. 

10. USAA is represented by three firms: co-counsel Shutts & Bowen LLP and 

Richman Greer P.A. (general representation), and co-counsel Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP 

(discovery and production matters). HLG is represented by two firms: HLG and Kluger Kaplan 

                                            
1 HLG has alleged [1] that “[current USAA employee] Catina Tomei. . . and (possibly others in 

USAA management) witness tampered and/or intimidated former [USAA] employee, and non-

party witness, Debbie Carlisle,” and [2] that “USAA’s attorney’s [sic] at Shutts and Bowen, 

LLP” engaged in “possible prohibited client solicitation of Carlisle.” (HLG’s Motion for 

Protective Order ¶ 5, Filing # 48208698, E-Filed 10/28/2016). 
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Silverman Katzen & Levine P.L. ROIG is represented by Kaplan Zeena LLP.  Due to the pending 

criminal allegations, non-parties Shutts & Bowen, Debbie Carlisle and Catina Tomei have had to 

retain separate representation in this matter—Kendall Coffey (Coffey Burlington), Ramón A. 

Abadin, Esq. (Sedgwick Law), and Israel U. Reyes, Esq. (Reyes Law Firm P.A.), respectively—

all of whom have entered appearances in this matter, are receiving service of court filings, and 

are regularly in attendance at court hearings.  A total of 10 law firms are involved in this case. 

11. The progression of this case has been encumbered due to, inter alia, the section 

Judge’s busy docket, restrictions on setting only one (1) motion for hearing per motion calendar, 

the frequent need for special set hearings due to inability to resolve complex case issues on 5-

minute motion calendar, the Court’s limited special set availability into the distant future, prolific 

motion practice and highly contentious discovery disputes, the inability to coordinate the 

schedules for multiple parties, non-parties and their counsels, and the lack of judicial time and 

resources to dedicate to such a complex case requiring a high degree of case management.  

12. This case is indeed “complex,” and both the Court and the parties would benefit 

from application of the rules and processes of the Eleventh Circuit’s Complex Business 

Litigation Division.   

III. CASE SHOULD BE DESIGNATED “COMPLEX” AND TRANSFERRED TO 

THE COMPLEX BUSINESS LITIGATION SECTION 

 

13. Under Rule 1.201, “[a]t any time after all defendants have been served, and an 

appearance has been entered in response to the complaint by each party . . . , any party, or the 

court on its own motion, may move to declare an action complex.”  Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.201(a).  

14. Rule 1.201 further provides: 

(1) A “complex action” is one that is likely to involve 

complicated legal or case management issues and that may 
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require extensive judicial management to expedite the 

action, keep costs reasonable, or promote judicial efficiency.  

(2)  In deciding whether an action is complex, the court must 

consider whether the action is likely to involve:  

(A)   numerous pretrial motions raising difficult or novel legal 

issues or legal issues that are inextricably intertwined 

that will be time-consuming to resolve;  

(B)             management of a large number of separately represented 

parties;  

(C)       coordination with related actions pending in one or more 

courts in other counties, states, or countries, or in a 

federal court;  

(D)               pretrial management of a large number of witnesses or a 

substantial amount of documentary evidence;  

(E)                     substantial time required to complete the trial;  

(F)                      management at trial of a large number of experts, 

witnesses, attorneys, or exhibits;  

(G)             substantial post-judgment judicial supervision; and  

(H)                any other analytical factors identified by the court or a 

party that tend to complicate comparable actions and 

which are likely to arise in the context of the instant 

action. 

15. The Administrative Orders modify the procedures for assignment and 

reassignment and outline the procedure for the transfer of certain pending matters to the Complex 

Business Litigation Section.  See A.O. 14-14 and A.O. 16-12.   

16. Importantly, pursuant to A.O. 16-12 § (1)(c)(3), “Section Judges in the Division 

will be able to request up to ten (10) [qualifying] cases to be transferred to the CBL. . . .” 

17. The Administrative Orders provide for mandatory assignment to the Complex 

Business Litigation Section of certain categories of newly filed cases (including, inter alia, cases 
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involving Breach of Contracts and Indebtedness, and Business Torts) which meet the 

jurisdictional amount in controversy.  (A.O. 14-14 § (2)(a); A.O. 16-12 § (3)).   

18. Under A.O. 14-14, the amount in controversy must exceed $150,000.00, and 

under A.O. 16-12, the amount in controversy must be equal to or greater than $750,000.00—

exclusive of interest, costs and attorney’s fees.  Id.  

19. Additionally, the Administrative Orders provide that the Court shall have the 

discretion to assign a pending case to the Complex Business Litigation Section, if such case 

meets the minimum amount in controversy, and will likely result in: 

i. Numerous pre-trial motions raising difficult or novel legal 

issues, or legal issues inextricably intertwined and time 

consuming;   

ii. Management of large numbers of separately represented 

parties on main actions, cross claims, counterclaims, third 

party claims; 

iii. Management of large amounts of documents, both paper 

and electronic, during the pendency of the matter and at 

trial; 

iv. Protracted trial; 

v. Management of large numbers of expert witnesses; 

vi. Multiple claims resulting in consolidation of numerous 

individual actions; 

vii. Potential of significant impact on the parties’ business, 

whether from a monetary or corporate governance 

standpoint; and 

viii. A high degree of case management, including the handling 

of discovery disputes and motion practice wherein the 

services of a Special or General Magistrate would be 

beneficial. 

(A.O. 14-14 § (1); A.O. 16-12 § (4)). 
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20. Under these criteria, this case qualifies for “complex” designation and transfer to 

the Complex Business Litigation Section. 

A. Case Meets Subject Matter and Amount in Controversy  

Jurisdictional Requirements. 

 

21. The amount in controversy for this matter easily exceeds $150,000 or $750,000, 

exclusive of interest, costs and attorney’s fees.2   

22. HLG alleges in paragraph 1 of the Second Amended Complaint: “This is an action 

for damages in excess of $20,000,000.00, exclusive of interest, costs and attorney’s fees.” 

23. The Second Amended Complaint alleges five (5) counts directed to “Breach of 

Contract and Indebtedness”: Breach of Contract (Counts I - III), Rescission (Count VIII) and 

Quantum Meruit (Count XIV); and nine (9) counts directed to “Business Torts”: Fraud in the 

Inducement (Counts V - VII), Negligent Misrepresentation (Counts IX - XI), Breach of Implied 

Covenant of Good Faith and Fail Dealing (Count IV), Tortious Interference (Count XII) and 

Civil Conspiracy (Count XIII)—all of which fall within the subject matter jurisdiction of the 

Complex Business Litigation Section. 

B. The Action Is “Complex.” 

 

24. This case is appropriate for transfer to the Complex Business Litigation Section 

because it clearly is “complex” under Rule 1.201 and the Administrative Orders.  As discussed 

below, the relevant factors all favor transfer. 

a. Numerous pretrial motions raising difficult or novel legal issues or legal issues 

that are inextricably intertwined that will be time-consuming to resolve: 

 

                                            
2 Of course, USAA does not admit (and denies) that any recovery against it would be appropriate, 

much less a recovery in excess of $150,000 or $750,000.  The question, however, is what 

HLG’s complaint purports to put in controversy. 
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As demonstrated by the 35-page docket and approximately 60 pending motions, the 

litigation in this matter has involved substantial motion practice implicating difficult, novel, and 

time-consuming legal issues, including motions respecting privilege and confidentiality, 

applications for interlocutory writs, allegations of criminal and ethical violations, myriad party 

and third-party discovery matters, dispositive motions, and other pretrial matters.   

b. Pretrial management of a large number of witnesses or a substantial amount of 

documentary evidence: 

 
Thus far in the proceedings, the parties have exchanged voluminous written discovery, 

and USAA has produced approximately 53,000 documents and a Privilege Log.  HLG has 

produced millions of documents in electronic form, but USAA claims much of the production by 

HLG is unreadable and/or unsearchable rendering the production inadequate and non-compliant. 

 These document productions are the subject of multiple pending discovery motions.  The parties 

will surely identify dozens of fact and expert party and non-party witnesses to be deposed. 

c. Substantial time required to complete the trial:  

 

While USAA denies that it would be appropriate for this case to go to trial, if this case is 

tried, substantial time would be required to complete the trial. The case involves not only 14 

counts alleged in the Second Amended Complaint, but a number of factual issues relating to 

creation and amendment of multiple contractual agreements over a seven-year attorney-client 

relationship, which would entail substantial testimony from parties and non-parties.  Not only 

USAA, but also co-defendant, Roig, will have to present their defense.  The potential body of 

evidence is vast.   Thus, the trial in this matter could take a week or longer to complete. 

d. Management at trial of a large number of experts, witnesses, attorneys, or 

exhibits: 
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The substantial discovery and pretrial proceedings offer insight into the volume of the 

potential evidence to be introduced at trial.  Furthermore, there are a large number of separately 

represented parties and non-parties, and a total of 10 law firms are involved in this case. 

e. Potential of significant impact on the parties’ business, whether from a monetary 

or corporate governance standpoint: 

 
The breadth of this litigation, as demonstrated thus far, has been burdensome on all 

parties involved and on their business.  Accordingly, any means of streamlining the proceedings 

through appropriate management would be desirable. 

f. A high degree of case management, including the handling of discovery disputes 

and motion practice wherein the services of a Special or General Magistrate 

would be beneficial: 

 
For the reasons discussed above (¶¶ 5-8, 11 supra) with respect to the extensive discovery 

disputes and motion practice, and the more than 60 pending motions that need to be set for 

hearing, it is clear this case requires a high degree of case management, as Judge Marin has 

previously recognized in attempting to refer the discovery issues to the General Magistrate. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant, UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION, 

respectfully requests that this Court enter an order pursuant to Administrative Order No. 16-12 

designating this case as one of its 10 cases to be transferred to the Complex Business Litigation 

Section, or alternatively, an order pursuant to Administrative Order No. 14-14 designating this 

case as “complex” and referring this case for transfer to the Complex Business Litigation 

Section, and granting such further relief as is just and proper. 

Dated: November 9, 2016   By:  /s/ Manuel A. Garcia-Linares     

Manuel A. Garcia-Linares, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 985252 

mlinares@richmangreer.com 

brodriguez@richmangreer.com 

Georgia A. Thompson, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 100181 
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gthompson@richmangreer.com 

Richman Greer, P.A 

396 Alhambra Circle 

North Tower – 14th Floor 

Miami, FL 33134 

Telephone: (305) 373-4000 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY certify that on November 9, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing 

document with the Clerk of the Court via e-portal and served: Reuven T. Herssein, Esq., 

Herssein Law Group, 1801 N.E. 123 Street, Suite 314, North Miami, FL 33181, 

(miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com), Counsel for Plaintiff; Stephen B. Gillman, Esq., Frank 

Zacherl, Esq. Shutts & Bowen LLP, 201 South Biscayne Blvd, Suite 1500, Miami, FL 33131; 

(sgillman@shutts.com),  fzacherl@shutts.com, lmfernandez@shutts.com; gservice@shutts.com, 

Co-Counsel for United Services Automobile Association; Charles J. Bennardini, Esq., Katzman 

Wasserman Bennardini & Rubenstein, P.A., 7900 Glades Road, Suite 140, Boca Raton, FL 

33434, cjb@kwblaw.com, Co-Counsel for Roig, Tutan, Rosenberg, Martin, Stoller & Bellido, 

P.A.; Alan J. Kluger, Esq. and Todd A. Levine, Esq., Kluger, Kaplan, Silverman, Katzen & 

Levine, P.L., 201 South Biscayne Blvd., 27th Floor, Miami, FL 33131, 

akluger@klugerkaplan.com, tlevine@klugerkaplan.com Co-Counsel for Law Offices of 

Herssein and Herssein, P.A.; James E. Feuer, Esq., Kaplan  Zeena LLP, 2 South Biscayne Blvd., 

One Biscayne Tower, Suite 3050, Miami, FL 33131, james.kaplan@kaplanzeena.com, 

jonathan.feuer@kaplanzeena.com, Co-Counsel for Roig, Tutan, Rosenberg, Martin, Stoller & 

Bellido, P.A.; Israel Reyes, Esq., The Reyes Law Firm, P.A., One Columbus Center, 1 Alhambra 

Plaza, Suite 1130, Coral Gables, FL 33134, ireyes@reyes@reyeslawfirmpa.com; 

mguarch@reyeslawfirmpa.com; slorie@reyeslawfirmpa.com, Counsel for Catina Tomei; David 
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J. Kessler, Esq., Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP,  1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New 

York 10019, david.kessler@nortonrosefulbright.com, Co-Counsel for United Services 

Automobile Association; and Kendall Coffey, Esq. and David J. Zack, Esq., Coffey Burlington, 

P.L., 2601 South Bayshore Drive, Penthouse, Miami, FL 33133; kcoffey@coffeyburlington.com; 

dzack@coffeyburlington.com;vmontejo@coffeyburlington.com; service@coffeyburlington.com, 

Counsel for Shutts & Bowen LLP.  

 

      By:  /s/ Manuel A. Garcia-Linares    

        Manuel A. Garcia-Linares 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

COMPLEX BUSINESS LITIGATION

CASE NO.  2015-015825-CA 43

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
HERSSEIN, P.A. d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW
GROUP, a Florida corporation,

Plaintiff,
v.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION, a Reciprocal Interinsurance
Exchange, and ROIG, TUTAN, ROSENBERG,
MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO, P.A. d/b/a
ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendants.
/

USAA’S RENEWED MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF MARCH 31, 2016
ORDER SETTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FOR USAA AND ITS COUNSEL’S ALLEGED VIOLATIONS
OF FLORIDA RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

Defendant, United Services Automobile Association (“USAA”), through its undersigned

counsel renew and update their Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification of this Court’s

March 31, 2016 Order Setting Evidentiary Hearing (“3/31 Order”) on Plaintiff, Herssein Law

Group’s (“Herssein”) November 5, 2015 Motion for Injunctive Relief (“Injunction Motion”).

As demonstrated herein, reconsideration is warranted because (1) the conduct alleged in the

Injunction Motion, even if true (it is not), would not establish the elements required to establish

either witness tampering or improper client solicitation; and (2) even if it could be established,

there is no legal support for HLG’s request for the Court to instruct the jury to draw negative

inferences.

Filing # 51187091 E-Filed 01/13/2017 05:11:20 PM
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I.  Factual Background

Herssein, and its principal attorney Reuven Herssein (“Mr. Herssein”) was defense

counsel representing USAA for seven years in thousands of PIP and insurance defense cases in

Florida.  During a part of that time, Mr. Herssein worked and liaised with USAA litigation

manager Debbie Carlisle (“Ms. Carlisle”). For a period, Ms. Carlisle was supervised by Catina

Tomei (“Ms. Tomei”). In April, 2015, Ms. Carlisle retired from USAA. In November 2015,

HLG filed its Injunction Motion, which alleges as its sole “factual” basis for its assertions of

criminal and unethical conduct that:

(1) On November 4, 2015 after the undersigned counsel obtained personal
service on [retired USAA employee] Debbie Carlisle, undersigned counsel called
Debbie Carlisle at her home.[1] After introduction from undersigned counsel,
Debbie Carlisle immediately informed undersigned Counsel that she spoke with
“Catina Tomei” of USAA and that she could not speak to the undersigned
counsel. Undersigned counsel asked Debbie Carlisle if she was represented by an
attorney and she stated she was not. Accordingly, undersigned counsel indicated
that she would be expected to comply with the subpoena for her deposition and
appear at the designated November 20, 2015 deposition, with or without a lawyer;

and, (2) later that day, USAA’s counsel advised HLG that he represents Ms. Carlisle, and asked

that all future communications be made through counsel. (Injunction Motion, p. 3)

Months after the Injunction Motion was filed, Herssein set it for hearing on the Court’s

Uniform Motion Calendar (“UMC”).2 In reliance on the trial judge’s published procedural rules,

1 Mr. Herssein was well aware that Ms. Carlisle had retired from USAA to home care her
husband who was suffering with end-stage Alzheimer’s Disease when he unnecessarily had her
served with a deposition subpoena at home, and then tried to ambush her at home with his call.
2 As required by the prior judge’s published procedures (attached as Exhibit 1), HLG initially
filed a request for special set hearing (attached as Exhibit 2) because the Injunction Motion
could not be heard on the Court’s UMC.  Herssein unilaterally represented that only one hour
would be needed for the evidentiary presentation (of a minimum of three witnesses).  However,
in breach of the published protocol, Herssein never contacted the Court’s Judicial Assistant with
all counsel on the call to set a date for the special set hearing. Instead, months later, Herssein
unilaterally set the entirety of the Injunction Motion for a March 31, 2016 UMC Hearing
(attached as Exhibit 3). Noticing the entire Injunction Motion was improper under the Court’s
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USAA had not yet filed a response prior to the UMC hearing.3 Nevertheless, at the improperly

noticed UMC hearing, the Court permitted HLG to proceed, and adversely commented on having

not received a response from USAA.  (See Transcript of March 31, 2016 Hearing, attached as

Exhibit 4). At the conclusion of the hearing, without considering whether the Injunction Motion

was properly supported by a sworn declaration/affidavit or even whether it alleged a prima facie

basis for the claims asserted or relief requested, the Court entered the 3/31 Order requiring an

evidentiary hearing to be convened.

USAA promptly filed a Motion for Reconsideration or Clarification on April 1, 2016 (in

which it asked the Court to consider its Response in Opposition to the Injunction Motion, which

was attached as an exhibit), and thereafter filed a Response in Opposition to the Injunction

Motion on April 29, 2016, a Supplemental Motion for Reconsideration on June 17, 2016, and a

Supplemental Response in Opposition to the Injunction Motion on November 10, 2016. The

prior judge has not yet heard USAA’s reconsideration motions.  As some of the arguments then

asserted are now moot,4 USAA submits this Renewed Motion for Reconsideration.

II.  Legal Standard for Reconsideration

Under Florida law, it is well settled that a trial court has “inherent authority to reconsider

and, if deemed appropriate, alter or retract any of its non-final rulings prior to entry of the final

judgment or order terminating an action . . . .” Silvestrone v. Edell, 721 So. 2d 1173, 1175 (Fla.

procedures (and prior oral admonishments), and HLG did not separately notice the evidentiary
hearing request.
3 USAA had planned on filing a timely response to the Injunction Motion prior to it being heard,
but understood that the hearing could not occur at a five-minute UMC hearing.
4 For example, the initial reconsideration motions also addressed how the discovery stay imposed
by the Third DCA would affect the Court’s order for the evidentiary hearing to take place within
a given amount of time, and Ms. Carlisle’s inability to attend an evidentiary hearing due to her
role as caretaker for her ailing husband. Now that the stay has been lifted and Ms. Carlisle’s
husband has passed away, those arguments are moot.
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1998); N. Shore Hosp., Inc. v. Barber, 143 So. 2d 849, 851 (Fla. 1962); Bettez v. City of Miami,

510 So. 2d 1242, 1242-43 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987).

Furthermore, “a successor judge has the obligation to correct any error in a prior

interlocutory ruling on matters of law.” Raymond, James & Associates, Inc. v. Zumstorchen Inv.,

Ltd., 488 So. 2d 843, 845 (Fla. 2d DCA 1986); see also Gemini Investors III, L.P. v. Nunez, 78

So. 3d 94, 97 (Fla. 3d DCA 2012) (explaining that “while a successor judge has the authority to

correct any errors in prior interlocutory rulings on matters of law, the successor judge should

give credence to a predecessor’s rulings on issues of law”).

The 3/31 Order was erroneously entered, and this Court should reconsider and vacate the

3/31 Order.

III.  Reconsideration of the 3/31 Order is Warranted

A.  The Entry of the 3/31 Order Violated USAA’s Due Process Rights

First, reconsideration is necessary to redress Herssein’s disregard of the relevant

published mandatory procedures which adversely impacted USAA’s ability to address the issues

raised in the Injunction Motion at a 5-minute UMC hearing. Indeed, USAA was denied

procedural and substantive due process at the March 31, 2016 hearing because these arguments

were not fully advanced, nor could they have been at a 5-minute UMC hearing. Moreover, the

Court permitted Herssein to proceed and negatively noted that USAA had not filed a response.

As such, USAA was penalized for following the Court’s rules, while Plaintiff benefitted from

breaking them. The 3/31 Order was entered in derogation of USAA’s due process rights and

should be reconsidered and vacated.

B.  The Conduct Alleged in the Injunction Motion Does Not Meet the Requirements for
Witness Tampering under Florida Law

The 3/31 Order should also be vacated because the conduct alleged in the Motion, even if
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true (it is false), does not meet the elements of the claimed witness tampering under Florida law.

Florida’s witness tampering statute, Fla. Stat. § 914.22 provides:

(1) A person who knowingly uses intimidation or physical force, or threatens
another person, or attempts to do so, or engages in misleading conduct
toward another person, or offers pecuniary benefit or gain to another person,
with intent to cause or induce any person to:
(a) Withhold testimony, or withhold a record, document, or other object, from an
official investigation or official proceeding;
(b) Alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal an object with intent to impair the integrity
or availability of the object for use in an official investigation or official
proceeding;
(c) Evade legal process summoning that person to appear as a witness, or to
produce a record, document, or other object, in an official investigation or an
official proceeding;
(d) Be absent from an official proceeding to which such person has been
summoned by legal process;
(e) Hinder, delay, or prevent the communication to a law enforcement officer or
judge of information relating to the commission or possible commission of an
offense or a violation of a condition of probation, parole, or release pending a
judicial proceeding; or
(f) Testify untruthfully in an official investigation or an official proceeding,

commits the crime of tampering with a witness, victim, or informant.

(Emphasis added).

The only claim of witness tampering is directed to Ms. Tomei’s phone call with Ms.

Carlisle.  Clearly, there is no claim that Ms. Tomei used intimidation, physical force, or threats,

or offered pecuniary benefit to Ms. Carlisle, nor any claim that Ms. Tomei engaged in any

“misleading conduct,” which is expressly defined in § 914.21(2) as:

(a) Knowingly making a false statement;
(b) Intentionally omitting information from a statement and thereby causing a
portion of such statement to be misleading, or intentionally concealing a material
fact and thereby creating a false impression by such statement;
(c) With intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or inviting reliance on a writing
or recording that is false, forged, altered, or otherwise lacking in authenticity;
(d) With intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or inviting reliance on a sample,
specimen, map, photograph, boundary mark, or other object that is misleading in a
material respect; or
(e) Knowingly using a trick, scheme, or device with intent to mislead.
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Herssein’s statement that Ms. Carlisle advised Mr. Herssein that she had spoken with Ms. Tomei

and that she could not speak to him, does not even say that Ms. Tomei instructed her not to speak

with Mr. Herssein. But even if Herssein had falsely alleged that Ms. Tomei instructed the then-

retired Ms. Carlisle not to speak to Mr. Herssein, that would also be wholly insufficient to

establish the conduct proscribed by section 914.22(1). Any attempt to argue that such conduct

falls within subsection (1)(a), which prohibits the use of intimidation, threats, misleading

conduct, or offering of pecuniary gain, with the intent to cause the witness to “[w]ithhold

testimony . . . from an official investigation or official proceeding,” fails because: (1) there is no

claim of any intimidation, threat, etc., and (2) there is no claim that Ms. Tomei attempted to have

Ms. Carlisle refuse to sit for a deposition, and an informal interview with counsel (particularly

one by a former attorney in an ambush telephone call) is not an “official proceeding or

investigation” within the meaning of the statute. Indeed, section 914.21(3), Florida Statutes,

defines “official investigation” as “any investigation instituted by a law enforcement agency or

prosecuting officer of the state or a political subdivision of the state or the Commission on

Ethics.” Section 914.21(4) defines “[o]fficial proceeding” to mean:

(a) A proceeding before a judge or court or a grand jury;
(b) A proceeding before the Legislature;
(c) A proceeding before a federal agency that is authorized by law; or
(d) A proceeding before the Commission on Ethics.

An attempt by counsel to conduct an informal interview with a prospective witness does

not fall within the ambit of either of these terms. Further, Ms. Carlisle had the absolute right to

decline participation in any informal interview.

The claims of criminal conduct are insufficient on their face and do not warrant any

further inquiry, much less an evidentiary hearing.
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C.  The Conduct Alleged in the Injunction Motion Does Not Establish Any Improper or
Unethical Client Solicitation

Herssein’s factual recitation is devoid of any arguable basis, asserting only that Shutts &

Bowen LLP (“Shutts”) represents USAA and after Mr. Herssein’s call to Ms. Carlisle, he

received a communication from Shutts advising that it represented Ms. Carlisle.  That is

insufficient to establish improper or unethical client solicitation.  As for Herssein’s legal theory,

it apparently contends that a law firm cannot simultaneously represent a corporate defendant and

its current or former employees due to “conflict” issues.  As even the cases it cites demonstrate,

there is no legal support for Herssein’s asserted prohibition.

As an initial matter, Herssein alleges that USAA’s in-house counsel and Shutts violated

“Rule 4-7.4(a)” of the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar, but no such rule exists. It appears that

Herssein may have intended to reference Rule 4-7.18, which provides:

(a) Solicitation. Except as provided in subdivision (b) of this rule, a lawyer may
not:

(1) solicit, or permit employees or agents of the lawyer to solicit on the lawyer’s
behalf professional employment from a prospective client with whom the lawyer
has no family or prior personal relationship, in person or otherwise, when a
significant motive for the lawyer’s doing so is the lawyer’s pecuniary gain.

Notably, Herssein does not cite a single Florida case to support its assertion that Shutts

cannot represent both USAA and Ms. Carlisle – or that Shutts has acted in an unethical manner.

To the contrary, the two Florida cases Herssein does cite, Bammac, Inc. v. Grady, 500 So. 2d 274

(Fla. 1st DCA 1986), and Junger Utility & Paving, Inc. v. Myers, 578 So. 2d 1117 (Fla. 1st DCA

1989), deal with ethical issues that are in no way related to this case.  Neither even discusses

issues regarding alleged (or actual) solicitation or representation of an organization and a former

employee of the organization.

R.A. 0138
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In Bammac, plaintiffs’ attorneys regularly sent plaintiffs to a rehabilitative center that

plaintiffs’ attorneys owned. Bammac, 500 So. 2d at 277.  Plaintiffs’ attorneys would then call

expert witnesses from the rehabilitation center to testify on plaintiffs’ behalf.  The Bammac

Court found that, under these circumstances, it was “impossible, however, to conceive of the

same attorneys advocating the rehabilitation interests of patrons of the business without raising

serious questions of ‘commingling’ of the attorneys’ proprietary interests with the practice of

law.” Id. at 282.  Under this set of facts, the Bammac Court entered an order prohibiting

plaintiffs’ attorneys from continuing to engage in this conduct.

In Junger, the defendant consulted with its long time attorney after a motor vehicle

accident about the accident. Junger, 578 So. 2d at 1118.  The other party involved in the

accident had also consulted with the same law firm. Id.  The attorneys continued to represent the

defendant on an unrelated matter and only later disclosed their intention to represent the plaintiff

regarding the motor vehicle accident. Id. The defendant objected to his attorneys’ representation

of the plaintiff and later fired the attorneys when they continued to represent the plaintiff. Id.

The conflicted attorneys then proceeded to file a lawsuit against the defendant as a result of the

accident. Id.  The Junger Court found that the trial court should have disqualified plaintiffs’

counsel as attorneys cannot represent a client (1) who is directly adverse to a current client or (2)

in a matter that is directly adverse and related to the same subject matter as a former client. Id. at

1119.

Failing to have any Florida law support for its legal theory, Herssein turns to two non-

Florida cases.  Herssein’s reliance is entirely misplaced.  Each is inapposite to the speculative

and unsupported “facts” alleged by Herssein here, and those cases actually undermine Herssein’s

argument.   For example, in USA v. Occidental Chemical Corp., 606 F. Supp. 1470 (W.D. NY

R.A. 0139
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1985), counsel for the company also represented one former employee of the company for the

purposes of the former employee’s deposition. Occidental, 606 F. Supp. at 1471. Subsequently,

Occidental, through counsel, informed the court and plaintiff’s counsel that it intended to send

out unsolicited notices to certain former employees offering to represent them at the company’s

expense, notifying the former employees that they were not required to be represented by

counsel, and advising the former employees that they could obtain independent counsel at their

own expense. Id. at 1473.

The Occidental Court, after analyzing the specific facts, found that there is nothing

improper in the corporation and the former employee being represented by the same counsel.

The court only precluded the corporation from sending notices to an unspecified universe of

former employees offering to provide counsel.  Here, based upon the purported witnesses

identified by Herssein, Ms. Carlisle is the only former employee.

Finally, in what appears to be an attempt to argue that an attorney could never represent

both a company and a former employee, Herssein quotes dicta from both Jewell-Rung Agency,

Inc. v. The Haddad Organization, Ltd., 814 F. Supp. 337, 343 (S.D.N.Y. 1993), and Mid-State

Aftermarket Body Parts, Inc. v. MQVP, Inc., No. 4:03CV00733 JLH, 2009 WL 1211440 (E.D.

Ark. May 4 2009).  Herssein fares no better under this non-binding case law, as neither case

supports its position.  Rather, these cases note that an attorney can represent both a party and a

former employee of that party. Jewell-Rung, 814 F. Supp. at 343; Mid-State Aftermarket Body

Parts, 2009 WL 1211440 at *10-11.

In sum, none of the cases Herssein cites prohibit an attorney from representing both a

company defendant and a former employee of the company.  To the contrary, the Occidental

R.A. 0140
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Court expressly noted that company counsel “may still represent the former employees.” Id.

at 1477.

Despite the lack of any non-speculative fact allegations or legal support for the

incendiary and unwarranted claim of unethical solicitation, the Court incorrectly ordered an

evidentiary hearing.  The 3/31 Order is not supported by Florida law and the Injunction Motion

should have been summarily rejected.5

D. Herssein Has Cited No Case law To Support Its Request for an Evidentiary Hearing on
the Witness Tampering Issue.

The Court should also vacate the 3/31 Order because Herssein has cited no case law to

support its request for the Court to hold an evidentiary hearing in order to make factual findings

on whether Ms. Tomei engaged in witness tampering.  Florida case law sets forth the procedure

governing the admission of testimony about instances of witness tampering.  If witness

tampering is alleged, the trial court makes a preliminary determination as to “whether the matter

is relevant,” which “turns on the meaning of the communication as it could be reasonably

understood by [the targeted witness].” Special v. W. Boca Med. Ctr., 160 So. 3d 1251, 1264

(Fla. 2014), reh'g denied (Mar. 26, 2015) (quoting Jost v. Ahmad, 730 So. 2d 708, 710 (Fla. 2d

DCA 1998)).

As the Florida Supreme Court has explained, “the challenged testimony must be relevant

and the communication reasonably understood by the targeted witness as an attempt to

intimidate.” Special, 160 So. 3d at 1264 (emphasis added). Once the trial court determines that

element satisfied, the testimony about the tampering must be admitted at trial, and the jury, not

5 To try to get past this unsupported but delaying motion, Ms. Carlisle is now being represented
separate counsel.  While the disqualification of Shutts from representing her is now moot, the
Injunction Motion itself is not because Herssein is still asking the Court to permit the fact finder
to “draw negative inferences” based, in part, on the alleged improper solicitation.
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the judge, must determine whether to draw an adverse inference based on that alleged conduct.

See Jost, 730 So. 2d at 710-11; Special, 160 So. 3d at 1262-63.

Unlike the instant case, in both Jost and Special, evidence was presented that the targeted

witness had, in fact, reasonably interpreted the communication at issue to be an attempt to

tamper with their testimony.  Specifically, in Jost, the targeted witness proffered testimony at

trial regarding the defendant’s insurer’s attempt to influence the witness’s testimony. Jost, 730

So. 2d at 709-10.  Similarly, in Special, the plaintiff proffered the witness/medical examiner’s

testimony that defense counsel had encouraged her to change her testimony.

Herssein’s Injunction Motion fails to acknowledge this well-settled procedure and instead

asks the Court to determine this factual issue and then allow the jury to draw negative inferences

based on the Court’s finding.  But the Florida Supreme Court has made clear that the Court

should allow the evidence to go before the jury at trial only if the Court first concludes that Ms.

Carlisle herself reasonably understood Ms. Tomei’s statements to be an attempt to tamper with

her testimony.  Herssein has not even attempted to make, and cannot make, any such showing.

All that has been proffered by HLG are Mr. Herssein’s unsworn allegations, which are based on

speculation and which do not amount to witness tampering in any event. For this reason as well,

the Court should vacate the 3/31 Order and deny the Injunction Motion.

IV. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, USAA respectfully requests that this Court reconsider the 3/31

Order and deny Herssein’s Injunction Motion.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Frank A. Zacherl
Frank A. Zacherl (FBN 868094)
Attorney Email: fzacherl@shutts.com
SHUTTS & BOWEN
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200 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 4100
Miami, Florida 33131
PH:  305.358.6300 / FX: 305.381.9982
Attorneys for USAA
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akluger@klugerkaplan.com
tlevine@klugerkaplan.com
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Reuven T. Herssein, Esq.
Herssein Law Group
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida  33181
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com

and

Maury Udell, Esq.
Beighley, Myrick, Udell & Lynne, P.A.
150 West Flagler Street, Suite 1800
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mudell@bmulaw.com
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Steven M. Katzman, Esq.
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James M. Kaplan, Esq.
Jonathan E. Feuer, Esq.
KAPLAN ZEENA LLP
2 South Biscayne Blvd.
Suite 3050
Miami, Florida 33131
James.kaplan@kaplanzeena.com
Jonathan.feuer@kaplanzeena.com
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Filing # 34094463 E-Filed 11/05/2015 09:43:06 AM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 11TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN, GENERAL JURISDICTION
P,A., d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP,
A Florida corporation, CASE NO, 15-15825 CA 11

Plaintiff, SECTION: 11

vs.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange and USAA
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO,
P.A., d/b/a USAA LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendant.

REQUEST FOR SPECIAL SET HEARING BEFORE JUDGE ANTONIO E. MARIN 

Motion for which hearing is requested — FULL title (Courtesy Copy of the Motion MUST be attached)

HERSSEIN LAW GROUP'S MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE AND OTHER RELIEF FOR USAA AND

ITS COUNSEL'S VIOLATIONS OF FLORIDA RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND
MOTION FOR AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING

 (Check if Applicable) Motion exceeds 20 pages and will be hand-delivered or mailed to chambers,

in addition to submitting it on ccourtesy.  (Hearing will not be scheduled until hard copy of Request for

hearing and Motion and all supporting documents are received in chambers) 

Evidentiary (requires testimony) X  Non- Evidentiary 

Amount of time requested for ALL sides to complete presentation? 1 hour 

1. Is case set for Trial? If so, what is trial date: N/A  

2. Arc there other motions already scheduled for special Set hearing? _Yes 

If yes, then list motion and dates of future hearings:

Roig Lawyers' Motion to Stay and Motion for Protective Order for November 5, 2015 at 3:30 PM. 

3. Does undersigned counsel or pro se litigant certify that a copy of this motion has been provided to

opposing counsel or party? X 

4. Respond either A or B:
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A. I certify that I have conferred with counsel or pro se party in a good effort to resolve the

matter without a hearing and to determine the amount of time requested for the hearing;

or

B. I have been unable to confer with opposing counsel or pro se party for the following

reason:

Mandatory Rules for Special Set Hearintzs

➢ THE JUDGE READS ALL MATERIALS PROVIDED BY THE PARTIES PRIOR TO THE

HEARING. ALL motions, memoranda and supporting documents must be submitted, via e-courtesy,

not less than 7 DAYS prior to the hearing.
A The Judge will not have the clerk's file, therefore if you need the Court to consider the complaint,

answer, depositions, or any other exhibits which have been filed with the clerk's office; you must

submit courtesy copies via e-courtesy. (If over 20 pages, please also submit by mail or hand deliver to

chambers.)
➢ E-courtesy is simply a means of providing a courtesy copy to the Judge electronically. Pleadings are

not filed via e-courtesy. ALL original motions and exhibits MUST be filed as usual with the clerk's

office prior to submission of e-courtesy.
➢ If both sides agree to cancel or reschedule the hearing, both sides must contact Paula Lopez, Judicial

Assistant to Judge Antonio E. Marin, at least 72 hours prior to the hearing at (305) 349-7131. Notice of

Cancellation must also be faxed to (305) 349-7245.
➢ Only the motion that is scheduled for hearing with the Court will be heard during the time allotted for

the Special Set hearing. The parties cannot "piggy-back" motions or add additional motions for this

time period without permission from the Court.

/s/ 
REUVEN HERSSEIN, ESQ (FBN 0461504)
HERSSEIN LAW GROUP
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida 33181
Telephone No: (305) 531-1431
Facsimile No: (305) 531-1433
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing and accompanying motions have been

sent via fax/e-mail this 5th day of November, 2015, pursuant to the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure to the

following:

Opposing Party Name:
Stephen B. Gillman

SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP

200 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 4100

Suite 4100

Miami, FL 33131

sgillman@shutts,com 

Additional Party Name:

Alan J. Kluger, Esq. Todd A.
Levine, Esq. KLUGER, KAPLAN,

SILVERMAN, KATZEN &
LEVINE, P.L. 201 South Biscayne

Boulevard 27th Floor Miami,

Florida 33131
akluger(a),klugerkaplan.com
tlevine@klugerlcaplan.com 

Additional Party Name:

James M. Kaplan, Esq. Jonathan E.

Feuer, Esq. Kaplan Zeena LLP 2 South

Biscayne Blvd. Suite 3050 Miami,

Florida 33131
James.kaplan@kaplanzeena.com

Jonathan.feucrkkaplanzeena.com 

Opposing Party Name:
Steven M. Katzman, Esq.

Charles J. Bennardini, Esq.

KATZMAN, WASSERMAN,

BENNARDINI

& RUBENSTEIN, P.A.

7900 Glades Road, Suite 140

Boca Raton, Florida 33434
sink kwblaw.com 
ejb@kwblaw.com 

IMPORTANT NOTE: You must contact the other side prior to requesting a hearing so that we may assure

the issue is in fact contested and that the appropriate amount of time is being set aside.  Please contact all

sides and only then submit your package.
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Filing # 37440015 E-Filed 02/04/2016 04:51:38 PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT IN AND FOR
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND HERSSEIN,
P.A., D/B/A HERSSEIN LAW GROUP,
A FLORIDA CORPORATION,

Plaintiff,
vs.

CIVIL DIVISION
CASE NO. 2015-015825-CA 01

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,

A Reciprocal Interinsurance Exchange and ROIG
TUTAN, ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO,

P,A., d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will call up for hearing before the Honorable Antonio

Marin, 73 West Flagler Street, DCC 1403, Miami, FL 33130 on Thursday, March 31, 2016 at 9:30 a.m., or as

soon thereafter as same be heard: HLG's Motion for Injunctive and Other Relief for USAA and its

Counsel's Violations of Florida Rules of Professional Conduct and Motion for an Evidentiary

Hearing.

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served via email

this 4th day of February, 2016 on Stephen B. Gillman, Esq., (sgillman@shutts.com) Frank Zacherl,

Esq. (fzacherl@shutts,com); gservice@shutts.com of Shutts & Bowen LLP, 201 South Biscayne

Boulevard, Suite 1500, Miami, FL 33131, Charles J. Bennardini, Esq., (ejb@kwblaw.com) Katzman

Wasserman Bennardini & Rubenstein, P.A., 7900 Glades Road, Suite 140, Boca Raton, FL 33434,

Alan J. Kluger, Esq. (akluger@klugerkaplan.com) & Todd A Levine. Esq.

(tlevine@klugerkaplan.com) of Kluger, Kaplan, Silverman, Katzen & Levine, P.L., 201 South

Biscayne Boulevard, 27th Floor, Miami, Florida 33131, and James M. Kaplan, Esq.,

(James. Kaplan@kaplanzeena, corn) & Jonathan E. Feuer, Esq., (Jonathan.Feuer@kaplanzeena.corn)

Kaplan Zeena LLP, 2 South Biscayne Boulevard, One Biscayne Tower, Suite 3050, Miami, FL 33131,

HERSSEIN LAW GROUP
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida 33181
Telephone No: (305) 531-1431
Facsimile No: (305) 531-1433
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com
/s/
REUVEN HERSSEIN, ESQUIRE
FBN 0461504
Attorneys for Plaintiff R.A. 0152
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE

11TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND

FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

CIVIL DIVISION

CASE NO.: 2015-015825 CA 01

LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND

HERSSEIN, PA, d/b/a HERSSEIN

LAW GROUP, a Florida corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE

ASSOCIATION, a reciprocal interinsurance

exchange, and ROIG, TUTAN,

ROSENBERG, MARTIN, STOLLER & BELLIDO,

PA, d/b/a ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida

corporation

Defendants.
/

Miami-Dade County Courthouse

73 West Flagler Street

Miami, Florida 33130

Thursday, March 31, 2016

11:21 a.m. - 11:44 a.m.

Hearing in above-styled cause taken

before the Honorable Antonio Marin, Judge of

the above-styled court, reported by Rinele

Abramson, Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public

in and for the State of Florida at Large,

pursuant to Notice filed in the above cause.

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters

305-374-8868 service@fernandezcr.com
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6

7

APPEARANCES:

On behalf of the Plaintiff:

Herssein Law Group

12000 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 402

North Miami, Florida 33181

BY: REUVEN HERSSEIN, ESQUIRE

On behalf of the Defendants:

8
Shutts & Bowen

9 200 South Biscayne Boulevard,

Miami, Florida 33131
Suite 4100

10 BY: STEPHEN GILLMAN, ESQUIRE

11 Kaplan Zeena, LLP

2 South Biscayne Boulevard

12 One Biscayne Tower, Suite 3050

Miami, Florida 33131

13 BY: JONATHAN FEUER, ESQUIRE

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 (Thereupon, the following proceedings

2 were had):

3 THE COURT: Okay. This is

4 plaintiff's motion for injunctive

5 relief --

6 MR. HERSSEIN: Yes, Judge.

7 THE COURT: -- based on an alleged

8 violation of rules of professional

9 conduct, and a motion for evidentiary

10 hearing.

11 Obviously this is something that

12 requires an evidentiary hearing.

13 MR. HERSSEIN: Correct, Your Honor.

14 THE COURT: I'll give you a few

15 minutes. Your motion is for me to take a

16 look at it, as I did, and determine

17 whether an evidentiary hearing is in

18 order.

19 MR. HERSSEIN: As this Court is

20 aware, plaintiff, Herssein Law Group, sued

21 USAA for breach of contract, nonpayment of

22 legal bills and fraud in the inducement.

23 Debbie Carlisle was a former employee

24 of USAA who worked closely with Herssein

25 Law Group for seven years, okay. She was

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters

305-374-8868 service@fernandezcr.com
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1 Herssein Law Group's -- one of Herssein

2 Law Group's liaisons.

3 THE COURT: I know this. I read your

4 motion. But more than anything else, your

5 position that this was done to create

6 attorney/client by representing or

7 soliciting this former employee in order

8 to avoid the discovery process.

9 And what you are saying is that the

10 individuals should pick and chose whatever

11 attorneys they want to, not necessarily

12 them as a -- I mean, I am just

13 paraphrasing your thing, but --

14 MR. HERSSEIN: Yes, Your Honor. And

15 I'll just throw on top of that, I think we

16 need to know what Catina Tomei, who is an

17 integral witness in this case, told Debbie

18 Carlisle, why she told Debbie Carlisle

19 before Debbie was represented by Shutts &

20 Bowen, because Debbie Carlisle told me on

21 the phone --

22 THE COURT: That goes into your

23 allegation that there is some alleged

24 MR. HERSSEIN: Correct.

25 THE COURT: -- violation of
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1 professional conduct.

2 MR. HERSSEIN: Correct. And I'm

3 requesting an evidentiary hearing where we

4 can have Debbie Carlisle --

5 THE COURT: Let me hear from counsel

6 here.

7 Counsel.

8 MR. GILLMAN: A couple of things.

9 First off, Your Honor, this is a motion

10 that they filed back in November. Your

11 procedure is, you ask for a special set

12 and then the parties

13 THE COURT: The way this case is

14 going, I think my grandchild will graduate

15 from law school, practice law and become a

16 judge and still be hearing this.

17 MR. GILLMAN: But your procedure is,

18 the parties then get together and they

19 contact your JA. That never happened.

20 We've tried over the last week to get Mr.

21 Herssein to give us his availability for

22 that motion, and there are two others that

23 there are special set requests for. And

24 he basically ignored that.

25 So you have a procedure. You have a

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 policy, which isn't that you come into the

2 court on a UMC hearing on the motion.

3 What you do is, it gets done with the JA,

4 so we don't have to take Your Honor's

5 time.

6 But in this particular case with

7 regard to Carlisle, they asked for -- the

8 setting this on the UMC calendar was after

9 we gave notice. And Your Honor will

10 recall, Debbie Carlisle retired from USAA.

11 She didn't leave. She wasn't fired. She

12 retired from USAA.

13 THE COURT: She was there for seven

14 years or something?

15 MR. GILLMAN: Well, she retired to

16 care for her husband who had been

17 diagnosed with Alzheimer's.

18 Your Honor had said we were supposed

19 to take her deposition a couple of months

20 ago. And we came in and said, Judge,

21 we've just been advised that over the new

22 year her husband had a severe reversal.

23 He had been hospitalized. She is the sole

24 caretaker. He is in endstage Alzheimer's.

25 And what Your Honor said is, well,

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 I'm going to stay and postpone that for at

2 least 90 days, and you guys come back.

3 This would have been through June.

4 THE COURT: I think the inquiry here

5 by counsel has nothing to do with that.

6 MR. HERSSEIN: Nothing.

7 MR. GILLMAN: No, it absolutely does.

8 That's the person allegedly solicited.

9 THE COURT: Well, what they are

10 saying is that you guys solicited these

11 people in order to kind of foreclose their

12 ability to depose these people in whatever

13 way they can investigate the matter

14 because of the existence of, then, of an

15 attorney/client privilege. So that's

16 their position.

17 I don't know whether it's going to be

18 one that the Court would be convinced to

19 accept or not, because I didn't get any

20 response from you people regarding this.

21 MR. GILLMAN: Well, Your Honor, one

22 of the things is, again, if it had been

23 properly noticed, you would have gotten a

24 response.

25 But one of the issues that's here,

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 you will note that the complaint -- or the

2 motion that you have, it's not verified.

3 It's not supported by affidavit. It's

4 just the allegations of an attorney who

5 happens to also be the client. And

6 THE COURT: Who is going to verify

7 this motion? I mean --

8 MR. GILLMAN: Him.

9 THE COURT: Well, you know

10 MR. GILLMAN: He put it in his

11 papers, but here is my --

12 MR. HERSSEIN: We have Mr. Gillman --

13 THE COURT: Excuse me.

14 MR. GILLMAN: Here is my point. My

15 point is, he alleges, and we will provide

16 the Court the cases that he relies on,

17 don't stand for what he says they stand

18 for. This isn't something where there

19 should be an evidentiary hearing.

20 What does he want to do? Does he

21 want to call me to the stand and take

22 testimony from me? So now we are going to

23 have lawyers on opposite sides taking each

24 other's depositions or giving evidentiary?

25 So the other two are Debbie Carlisle,

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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19
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23

24

25

who is unavailable. Your Honor has

already found that she is unavailable for

at least the next, I think it's two

months. And we've got to find what her

status is - 

THE COURT: Let me hear from Counsel.

What say you?

MR. HERSSEIN: I just want an

evidentiary hearing where we would be

calling Catina Tomei and Debbie Carlisle.

I want to know, and I think the Court

needs to know, why did Debbie Carlisle

tell me before she was represented by

counsel -- because I specifically asked

her, Debbie, are you represented by an

attorney? No, Reuvin, I'm not, but Catina

Tomei told me, I cannot talk to you.

And I said, Debbie, why would she say

that? But either way, I issued a

subpoena. I respect what you are telling

me, Debbie, please

November 20th.

2:00 in the

show up on

afternoon, within two

hours of that phone call where Debbie

Carlisle told me, okay, Reuvin, Catina

Page 9
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1 Tomei told me I can't talk to you. Catina

2 Tomei is USAA's litigation manager. That

3 is the number one key witness of this

4 entire case.

5 But anyway --

6 THE COURT: Okay. What about the two

7 months? I mean, the husband is still in

8 the hospital?

9 MR. GILLMAN: She is the sole

10 caretaker and --

11 THE COURT: What was it -- what is

12 the physical and mental status of the

13 husband?

14 MR. GILLMAN: I can't tell you today,

15 other than my experience with this disease

16 is it didn't get better.

17 THE COURT: I'll tell you what --

18 MR. GILLMAN: But Your Honor, I do

19 want to address this point.

20 What you've basically been told is,

21 Mr. Herssein -- which is one of the

22 problems in which you have the lawyer, who

23 is really the client, and the client is a

24 corporation -- but you have Mr. Herssein

25 saying that Debbie Carlisle said X, Y and

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 Z.

2 The only thing you have is what he

3 says. If we have an evidentiary hearing,

4 he would be called to the stand, Debbie

5 Carlisle, who is not available -- and what

6 I'm saying to Your Honor is this is --

7 THE COURT: What do you mean "not

8 available"?

9 MR. GILLMAN: She is not available.

10 She is the one whose husband --

11 THE COURT: Well, you know, I'll tell

12 you what I'm going to do, because I don't

13 want any stone not to be turned here. I

14 want this case to be really litigated in a

15 very transparent way.

16 I'm going to grant the motion for an

17 evidentiary hearing on this matter;

18 however, I don't want a setting of this

19 motion at any time before 30 days, okay.

20 Even though, probably the way things are,

21 and I've got a tobacco case coming up and

22 all that kind of stuff, probably it would

23 be more than 30 days anyway.

24 So prepare the order and I'll sign it

25 for you guys.

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 MR. GILLMAN: Judge --

2 MR. HERSSEIN: Thank you, Your Honor.

3 THE COURT: What you have to do is,

4 you have to coordinate the dates because

5 -- I'll tell you, I don't have a problem

6 with HLG or USAA filing whatever motions.

7 Now, the Court at the end of the inquiry,

8 you know, is going to assess fees and

9 costs.

10 So make sure that whatever motions

11 you file or whatever action you partake,

12 that it is well intentioned, that it's

13 well prepared, that it's well predicated

14 because the Court is going to have zero

15 tolerance to any unnecessary uses of the

16 Court's time. Someone is going to have to

17 be sanctioned for it in the event the

18 action is not necessary and legitimately

19 filed.

20 Go ahead.

21 MR. GILLMAN: Judge, let me address

22 two things. One, if there is going to be

23 an evidentiary hearing, I need to take his

24 deposition and I can't because there is a

25 stay by the 3rd DCA. So until that stay

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 is lifted, I can't take his deposition.

2 And his deposition would be needed before

3 any evidentiary hearing, number one.

4 THE COURT: I'll tell you what. I'm

5 not going to go to the specific dates.

6 Mr. Herssein here has a decision to be

7 made, which is whether or not to actually

8 file the motion to be heard or notice the

9 motion; and if the motion is noticed, and

10 certain procedural requirements have to be

11 had, for example, a deposition of a

12 particular witness that is expected to

13 testify at trial, so be it. Then we have

14 to schedule the hearing, you know,

15 according to those needs.

16 So you know, the motion is granted in

17 terms of, okay, let's have a hearing.

18 Work whatever other intricacies of the

19 preparation to reach that point you have

20 to do, because I can't do it myself. I

21 don't know when he is available for a

22 deposition, I don't know when you will be

23 available to take the deposition. So you

24 guys have to work it out.

25 MR. HERSSEIN: And Mr. Gillman is

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 correct because --

2 MR. GILLMAN: And Debbie Carlisle --

3 Your Honor has already entered an order

4 finding that it wouldn't be for 90 days

5 from March, so April, May, June.

6 THE COURT: March is March.

7 MR. HERSSEIN: We can't have anything

8 right now because there is a stay in

9 place. There can't be any depositions

10 right now, so

11 THE COURT: The motion is there.

12 It's already granted. So the time line

13 and the chronology, you guys are going to

14 have to deal with it.

15 MR. HERSSEIN: Thank you, Your Honor.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: So let me have the order

and I'll sign it.

MR. GILLMAN: So Your Honor, it's not

-- the order as presented is the hearing

shall not be set prior to the end of

30 days.

What Your Honor has said --

THE COURT: At least.

MR. HERSSEIN: Okay. Let me add in

"at least."

Page 14
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1 THE COURT: Guys, when I said that,

2 it's because I don't want no surprises,

3 okay, but obviously if Mr. Herssein is not

4 available for deposition and you cannot

5 proceed without his depo, it's not going

6 to happen until you take the depo.

7 So you know, I don't want to -- don't

8 ask me to micromanage this situation

9 because I don't want to do it.

10 MR. GILLMAN: Your Honor --

11 MR. HERSSEIN: I just added in "at

12 least."

13 MR. GILLMAN: Your Honor, if I might,

14 there is one other thing I want to point

15 out. What was noticed for hearing today

16 was the actual motion. That was

17 improperly done. The motion for --

18 THE COURT: It's motion for

19 evidentiary hearing.

20 MR. GILLMAN: No. No, it's a

21 motion --

22 THE COURT: That's what I have.

23 MR. HERSSEIN: That is the motion.

24 MR. GILLMAN: No. No. Actually --

25 THE COURT: Okay, I'll tell you what.
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1 You know what, whichever way, what I'm

2 granting is a motion for evidentiary

3 hearing.

4 MR. GILLMAN: This is the notice.

5 THE WITNESS: I have it. I have it.

6 Have the court reporter show that I'm

7 raising it.

8 MR. GILLMAN: Judge, the problem that

9 there is is the issue on an evidentiary

10 hearing, that's not proper for a motion

11 calendar. We would --

12 THE COURT: Listen. Listen. Listen.

13 You know, I mean, we are going back and

14 forth. You guys take a lot of my time

15 unnecessarily, to be honest with you.

16 MR. GILLMAN: That's because your

17 rules don't get followed.

18 THE COURT: Well --

19 MR. GILLMAN: If your rules were

20 followed, we wouldn't have this problem.

21 THE COURT: Listen, this is a

22 five-minute motion. Obviously it's not

23 evidentiary. When it comes to me in a

24 form of a motion for an evidentiary

25 hearing, I know that I cannot hear that in

Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
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1 this slot of time because I only have five

2 minutes and it's non-evidentiary. It has

3 to be specially set. I granted the motion

4 for an evidentiary hearing, that will be

5 specially set.

6 Now, the chronology of when that

7 hearing is going to take place, you guys

8 got to resolve it. Not me.

9 MR. HERSSEIN: Thank you very much.

10 THE COURT: Whatever you tell me six

11 months from now, three days, whatever it

12 is, I'll do it.

13 MR. HERSSEIN: Thank you, Judge. I

14 appreciate it.

15 MR. GILLMAN: The issue as to whether

16 or not he has established a basis for

17 evidentiary hearing --

18 MR. HERSSEIN: Are we excused?

19 MR. GILLMAN: -- and whether it's

20 appropriate to have an evidentiary hearing

21 and things that respectfully should have

22 been done in a special set, so that we

23 would -- and we would have given you an

24 opposition.

25 THE COURT: Okay.
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1 MR. GILLMAN: But the motion that was

2 set for today was improperly set under

3 your guidelines, and we have counsel who

4 refuses to cooperate in setting hearings.

5 THE COURT: The Court ruled and

6 granted the motion to set this matter for

7 an evidentiary hearing.

8 Thank you very much. I appreciate

9 it.

10 (Thereupon, the proceedings were

11 concluded at approximately 11:44 a.m.)

12
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15

16
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18

19
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 11th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND
              FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

                 CASE NO. 15-015825 CA 01

 LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
 HERSSEIN, P.A., d/b/a HERSSEIN
 LAW GROUP, a Florida
 corporation,

           Plaintiff,

 vs.

 UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
 ASSOCIATION, A Reciprocal
 Interinsurance Exchange, and
 ROIG TUTAN ROSENBERG MARTIN
 STOLLER & BELLIDO, P.A., d/b/a
 ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida
 corporation,

           Defendants.
 ___________________________________/

                 VOLUME 1 (Pages 1 - 124)

      DATE TAKEN:        January 31, 2017
      PLACE:             Miami-Dade County Courthouse
                         73 West Flagler Street
                         Miami, Florida 33130
      BEFORE:            Beatrice Butchko, Circuit Judge

      This cause came on to be heard at the time and
 place aforesaid, when and where the following
 proceedings were stenographically reported by:

             Nicole C. Woods, Court Reporter
          Fernandez & Associates Court Reporters
              444 Brickell Avenue, Suite 718
                   Miami, Florida 33131
                      (305) 347-8868
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1  APPEARANCES

2      On behalf of Herssein Law Group:
           HERSSEIN LAW GROUP

3            1801 Northeast 123rd Street
           Suite 314

4            North Miami, Florida 33181
           (305) 531-1431

5            reuven@hersseinlaw.com
           By:  REUVEN T. HERSSEIN, ESQUIRE

6            and  IRIS HERSSEIN, ESQUIRE

7                          - AND -

8            BEIGHLEY MYRICK & UDELL
           150 West Flagler Street

9            Suite 1800
           Miami, Florida 33130

10            (305) 349-3930
           mudell@bmulaw.com

11            By:  MARUY L. UDELL, ESQUIRE

12       On behalf of USAA:
           RICHMAN GREER, P.A.

13            396 Alhambra Circle
           North Tower - 14th Floor

14            Miami, Florida 33134
           (305) 373-4000

15            mlinares@richmangreer.com
           By:  MANUEL A. GARCIA-LINARES, ESQUIRE

16            and  GEORGIA THOMPSON, ESQUIRE

17                          - AND -

18            Shutts & Bowen, P.A.
           200 South Biscayne Boulevard

19            Suite 4100
           Miami, Florida 33131

20            (305) 415-9052
           FZacherl@shutts.com

21            By:  FRANK ZACHERL, ESQUIRE

22
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24

25
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1                   CONTINUED APPEARANCES

2       On behalf of ROIG LAWYERS:
           KAPLAN ZEENA, LLP

3            Two South Biscayne Boulevard
           Suite 3050

4            Miami, Florida 33131
           (305) 530-0800

5            james.kaplan@kaplanzeena.com
           By:  JAMES KAPLAN, ESQUIRE

6            and  JONATHAN FEUER, ESQUIRE

7       On behalf of SHUTTS & BOWEN, FRANK ZACHERL, ESQ.,
           and STEPHEN GILLMAN, ESQ.:

8            COFFEY BURLINGTON, PL
           2601 South Bayshore Drive

9            Penthouse 1
           Miami, Florida 33133

10            (305) 858-2900
           kcoffey@coffeyburlington.com

11            By:  KENDALL COFFEY, ESQUIRE

12       On behalf of CATINA TOMEI:
           THE REYES LAW FIRM

13            One Alhambra Plaza
           Suite 1130

14            Coral Gables, Florida 33134
           (305) 403-2272

15            ireyes@reyeslawfirmpa.com
           By:  ISRAEL REYES, ESQUIRE

16                 (Appeared where indicated.)
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1            (Thereupon the following proceedings

2  commenced at 9:36 a.m.)

3            THE COURT:  Let's go on the record.

4       Appearances on behalf of the plaintiff, please.

5            MR. UDELL:  Maury Udell on behalf of the

6       plaintiff.

7            MR. HERSSEIN:  Reuven Herssein for the

8       plaintiff.

9            MS. HERSSEIN:  Iris Herssein for the

10       plaintiff.

11            THE COURT:  Are you related?

12            MS. HERSSEIN:  Yes.  Well, we are husband and

13       wife.

14            THE COURT:  Okay.  I didn't know.  Welcome.

15            Are you an attorney as well?

16            MS. HERSSEIN:  Yes.

17            THE COURT:  With the firm?

18            MS. HERSSEIN:  Yes.

19            MR. HERSSEIN:  She is the other Herssein, Your

20       Honor.

21            THE COURT:  Oh, there you go.

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Manny Garcia-Linares on

23       behalf of USAA.

24            MS. THOMPSON:  Georgia Thompson, also on

25       behalf of USAA.
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1            MR. ZACHERL:  Morning, Judge.  Frank Zacherl

2       on behalf of USAA.

3            MR. KAPLAN:  Good morning, Your Honor, Jim

4       Kaplan, Kaplan Zeena, on behalf of Roig Lawyers.

5            MR. FEUER:  Good morning, Your Honor, Jonathan

6       Feuer on behalf of Roig Lawyers.

7            THE COURT:  What's your last name?

8            MR. FEUER:  Feuer.

9            THE COURT:  How do you spell that?

10            MR. FEUER:  F-E-U-E-R.

11            MR. COFFEY:  Good morning, Your Honor, Kendall

12       Coffey on behalf of Shutts & Bowen.  I will not be

13       participating in the matter that I think is before

14       you for this morning.  There is a later matter

15       which I will --

16            THE COURT:  The first thing I am going to

17       address is the evidentiary hearing motion.  That's

18       the first thing I am going to address, not the

19       motion to suppress.

20            You guys, look --

21            MR. ZACHERL:  Your Honor, we have -- Mr. Reyes

22       and Mr. Abadin might want to be heard on those

23       issues on behalf --

24            THE COURT:  Did I say it was going to be

25       reversed?
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes.

2            MR. ZACHERL:  I believe so, Judge.  We were

3       going to give them an hour's notice to let them

4       come.

5            THE COURT:  I forgot about that.

6            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Reyes is only 10, 15

7       minutes away.

8            THE COURT:  Well, I don't know that I need to

9       hear from those lawyers.

10            MR. ZACHERL:  You probably don't, Judge,

11       candidly.

12            THE COURT:  Because those lawyers are here to

13       represent those individuals.

14            MR. ZACHERL:  Mr. Reyes represents the woman

15       who is accused of witness tampering.

16            THE COURT:  I know.  Yeah, I have read

17       everything.

18            MR. ZACHERL:  How about this, Judge, we can

19       send a text to Mr. Abadin and Mr. Reyes and then we

20       can start.

21            THE COURT:  I can adjust.  Let me just deal

22       with something else.

23            So Catherine McManus, the attorney that works

24       with me in the division, handed me something that

25       was filed last night at 4 -- basically 4:00 in the
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1       evening.  I didn't get this until now.  Plaintiff's

2       motion to strike corrected supplemental memorandum

3       of law filed by non-party's counsel on behalf of

4       co-conspirators, USAA.  So I think that's something

5       filed by Mr. Coffey.

6            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

7            MR. COFFEY:  Yes, Your Honor.

8            THE COURT:  So what was -- what was that?

9       What motion was filed by Mr. Coffey.

10            MR. UDELL:  He filed a corrected memorandum of

11       law in support of USAA.  He first filed it on

12       behalf of USAA.

13            THE COURT:  On the evidentiary hearing issue?

14            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

15            THE COURT:  Let me see if I -- because I have

16       a bad habit of not paying attention to who is

17       signing the motions.  I just read them -- the

18       motions.  So let me see on that issue what I --

19            MR. UDELL:  It was it filed Thursday evening,

20       Judge.

21            THE COURT:  What I reviewed was the Richman

22       Greer binder.

23            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, to make it

24       easier, the corrected supplemental memo that they

25       are talking about is tab C.
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1            THE COURT:  In your binder?

2            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  In my binder, that

3       relates to the renewed motion for reconsideration.

4            THE COURT:  Tab C, the one that starts with

5       Frank Zacherl?

6            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Correct.

7            THE COURT:  I did read that.  I was concerned

8       that I hadn't read something.

9            Okay.  So I read the plaintiff's motion to

10       strike.  I am going to deny that.

11            At this juncture, Mr. Coffey has been retained

12       to represent one of the witnesses and he has made

13       arguments that are consistent with the arguments

14       that have been made on several motions for

15       reconsideration, so it's -- I am going to allow it.

16       It was helpful to the Court.

17            I am going to take a break.  I have a lady

18       that is out there on an emergency writ of

19       possession, and then I just want to mentally change

20       gears because I wanted to start with the other

21       motion first.  So let me review my notes and get in

22       the right frame of mind for the motions to dismiss.

23            MR. KAPLAN:  We'll start, then, with the

24       motion to dismiss when you return?

25            THE COURT:  That's what you want, right?
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1            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

2            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Do you want us to contact

3       Mr. Reyes and Mr. Abadin to be here at a particular

4       time?

5            THE COURT:  Well, I don't --

6            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  In case they want to be

7       heard?

8            THE COURT:  On the motion to dismiss?

9            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  On the motion for

10       reconsideration.

11            THE COURT:  We are going to do the motion to

12       dismiss first.  So I don't know how much time --

13            You can have a seat.

14            (A discussion was held off the record.)

15            (A brief recess was taken.)

16            THE COURT:  We are going to do the motions to

17       dismiss and we are going to begin with the Roig

18       motion, which is to dismiss two counts.  Is 15

19       minutes enough time?

20            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes, Your Honor.

21            THE COURT:  So I am going to set a timer.

22            Do you want to save any time for rebuttal?

23            MR. KAPLAN:  Yeah, I'd like to save five

24       minutes, if that's okay.  I'll limit my principal

25       arguments to ten minutes.
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1            THE COURT:  Okay.

2            MR. KAPLAN:  If it please the court, Jim

3       Kaplan on behalf of Roig Lawyers.  This is Roig's

4       motion to dismiss Counts 12 and 13 of the second

5       amended complaint.

6            I emphasize second because the pleading before

7       you is the third attempt the plaintiff has made to

8       sustain claim against my clients.

9            By way of background, the complaint

10       establishes that my client is a law firm in

11       practice in Dade County and elsewhere, and several

12       years ago began a relationship with USAA.  The

13       complaint makes clear that my client was

14       representing USAA in PIP matters before 2015.

15            In Count 12, my client is accused of tortious

16       interference, and in Count 13, of conspiring

17       unlawfully with USAA to induce breach of contract.

18            I would like to deal first with Count 12.  The

19       tortious interference count requires that the

20       pleading contained ultimate facts firmly

21       establishing four separate elements; that there was

22       a business relationship between USAA and Herssein,

23       we concede there was, knowledge of the

24       relationship -- the kind of knowledge is not

25       specified and so for purposes of this motion only
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1       we'll concede to that as well -- the third element

2       is really what is going to be important here, that

3       Roig must have intentionally and unjustifiably

4       interfered with the relationship.

5            So that's the nub of the motion, does this

6       complaint, standing on its own contain ultimate

7       facts establishing intentional and unjustifiable

8       interference and for the reasons set forth in our

9       brief clearly does not.

10            To begin, the attorney/client relationship is

11       one of the oldest recognized in the law.  It is in

12       Florida, as it is elsewhere, an at-will

13       relationship, which is to say that the client

14       controls the relationship.

15            THE COURT:  That's clear.  You don't have to

16       waste time on that.

17            MR. KAPLAN:  Fine.

18            THE COURT:  Unless, you know, somebody

19       interferes with that or induces the client to

20       change gears, if you will.  You can go to that

21       aspect.

22            MR. KAPLAN:  Okay.  So because Roig is a

23       competitor, meaning another law firm, it is

24       privileged to be able to seek out business and to

25       speak to clients who already have relationships
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1       with other lawyers.

2            Now, if the plaintiff was able to establish

3       that, and it can't -- but even if it were, it would

4       have to go on to show that Roig somehow defamed it,

5       slandered Herssein, made untrue statements, tricked

6       USAA into ending the relationship.  None of that

7       took place here.  The complaint doesn't come close

8       to alleging it.

9            Instead, you have a complaint --

10            THE COURT:  I am going to stop your time for a

11       second.  I want to add something to this order on

12       here.

13            (A brief interruption.)

14            MR. KAPLAN:  So the compliant establishes the

15       beginning of 2013 my client had a relationship with

16       USAA, who was receiving his assignments from them.

17            The real structural problem with this

18       complaint and the point that really sets the matter

19       in stone is in paragraph 320, together with

20       Exhibit S.

21            In paragraph 320, the plaintiff pleads and

22       admits the following:  In the beginning of 2015,

23       prior to executing the final contract between USAA

24       an Herssein, USAA requested a proposal from Roig to

25       handle the PIP work that USAA contracted with
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1       Herssein to handle.

2            So that paragraph, which begins at the bottom

3       of page 56 and continues over, establishes that it

4       was USAA that came to Roig.  Beyond that, the

5       plaintiff, in the next interrogatory answers from

6       USAA, made it part of this complaint for all

7       purposes.  So that's tab S.

8            And we would like to look at the question and

9       answer to Interrogatory Number 18, which is on

10       Page 16 of that particular exhibit.

11            THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.

12            MR. KAPLAN:  Question 18, specifically

13       identify and list the reasons that USAA made the

14       decision to terminate the contract with Herssein

15       and specific date when the final decision was made.

16            The response contains some objections, but

17       goes on to say on the bottom of page 16, not

18       withstanding these objections and the subject

19       thereto, the final decision to terminate

20       plaintiff's contract was made on June 30, 2015, and

21       the reasons were based on client service failures

22       by plaintiff, the Herssein Law Group and the

23       attitude and behavior of Reuven Herssein, and not

24       based on any approach to USAA by Roig Lawyers.

25            So the plaintiff pleads --
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1            THE COURT:  These are interrogatories from the

2       plaintiff to USAA?

3            MR. KAPLAN:  And we are looking at the answers

4       from USAA to those interrogatories.

5            THE COURT:  Okay.  So that is at least

6       evidence, based on the four corners of this one

7       document.

8            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes, because the plaintiff does

9       make it an exhibit.

10            THE COURT:  Right.  Now, is that point refuted

11       anywhere else?

12            MR. KAPLAN:  No.

13            THE COURT:  So far?

14            MR. KAPLAN:  No, it's not.

15            So we take the complaint as we find it.

16       Paragraph 320 says that USAA solicited Roig, USAA's

17       interrogatory answers, which the plaintiff chose to

18       make a part of the complaint, confirms the fact.

19            It is very well established, of course, that

20       where the exhibits contradict allegations, the

21       exhibits control.

22            So here you have got an exhibit that makes

23       clear that it was USAA's decision, Roig had nothing

24       do with it.  The plaintiff acknowledges in

25       paragraph 320 that is was USAA that solicited the
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1       approach.

2            Under these circumstances, there is no basis

3       to find any interference let alone one that is

4       intentional and unjustified.  The leading Florida

5       case on this point is a Fourth DCA case from 2006.

6       It's called Kreizinger against Schlesinger.

7            THE COURT:  I know that's in your papers, but

8       can you spell that for the court reporter?

9            MR. KAPLAN:  Sure. K-R-E-I-Z-I-N-G-E-E,

10       S-C-H-L-E-S-I-N-G-E-R.

11            In that case, a lawyer was representing a

12       malpractice plaintiff and as trial approached, the

13       plaintiff evidently got cold feet, contacted the

14       Schlesinger firm, and the next day the Schlesinger

15       firm flew the plaintiff to its offices to discuss

16       representation.

17            The trial court, entertaining a complaint for

18       tortious interference, dismissed and the Fourth

19       affirmed.

20            In the process of affirming, the Fourth first

21       laid out the elements for tortious interference,

22       acknowledged attorney/client, its relationship is

23       at-will, and went on to say that where a client

24       initiates contact with the new lawyer, which

25       results in discharge of the first lawyer and the
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1       hiring of the new lawyer, no intentional and

2       unjustified interference is present.

3            THE COURT:  What is the intentional and

4       unjustified interference count, element 3 of

5       tortious interference?  What does the plaintiff

6       allege in their response to your motion to dismiss?

7       Is there evidence in furtherance of their tortious

8       interference claim?

9            MR. KAPLAN:  There is no evidence in their

10       motion to dismiss the plaintiff --

11            THE COURT:  I am going to give you a little

12       more time.

13            MR. KAPLAN:  The plaintiff focuses its

14       opposition on stating --

15            THE COURT:  On timing, right.

16            MR. KAPLAN:  On the timing and also on its

17       pleading that my client wasn't a "real competitor,"

18       because somehow it didn't do enough business with

19       USAA or its attorneys aren't as good as

20       Mr. Herssein or don't have the trial experience or

21       the record of results that Mr. Herssein has.

22            The fact of the matter is that the complaint

23       pleads my client as a law firm engaged in insurance

24       defense work.  That makes it a competitor, as a

25       matter of law.  And there is very little doubt on
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1       the point.

2            THE COURT:  By virtue of the fact that they

3       have been doing work with USAA since 2013 and they

4       are doing the work now, at least in the client's

5       eyes, they are competent.

6            MR. KAPLAN:  Correct.

7            THE COURT:  Or a competitor -- a competent

8       competitor.

9            MR. KAPLAN:  They are competent to the do the

10       work and that makes them a competitor.

11            Frankly, the rest of the plaintiff's point

12       here, which is contained on pages 4, 5, 6, is that

13       the plaintiff says it's not bound by paragraph 320,

14       that I have somehow taken that out of context, and,

15       likewise, it's not bound by USAA's interrogatory

16       answer.

17            The fact is that it was the plaintiff who

18       chose to inject that into their pleading.  They

19       weren't obliged to, but they chose to.

20            THE COURT:  Yeah, I mean, I'm allowed to

21       consider the four corners of the complaint,

22       including the exhibits.

23            MR. KAPLAN:  That's exactly right.  And that's

24       the sum and substance of the plaintiff's claim that

25       my client knew its prior relationship, that my
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1       client is not a worthy competitor, and so it should

2       take it out of the unjustified and intentional

3       category.

4            What's very clear is that there is nothing in

5       this complaint that says what specific acts my

6       client undertook and why they are anything other

7       than normal competition.

8            THE COURT:  So let's switch gears to the

9       conspiracy.

10            MR. KAPLAN:  The conspiracy is frankly very --

11       the conspiracy requires that there be a pleading

12       containing ultimate facts showing the commission of

13       an underlying tort.

14            So USAA had a contract that was terminable

15       at-will, USAA, as a matter of law, cannot conspire

16       with Roig to terminate a contract that had the

17       right to terminate on its own in any event.

18            THE COURT:  According to the plaintiff, there

19       are two alternate underlying torts.

20            MR. KAPLAN:  Okay.

21            THE COURT:  So talk to me about those.

22            MR. KAPLAN:  Well, the principal --

23            THE COURT:  One for Roig and one for USAA.

24            MR. KAPLAN:  Right, but Count 13 of the

25       complaint focuses on inducement to -- the
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1       inducement to USAA to breach its contract.

2            USAA, for its part, has stated that it acted

3       to terminate the contract under the terms of the

4       contract, but the second point that's really fatal

5       to the plaintiff's theory here is this, the

6       complaint pleads that at the beginning of 2015 USAA

7       solicited Roig, that in April of 2015 USAA entered

8       a contract or sent a contract to Roig.  It was only

9       after that, in May of 2015, that USAA modified its

10       contract with the plaintiff.

11            So anything Roig did or failed to do,

12       according to the complaint, was done before the

13       last contract was signed in May, and certainly well

14       before USAA terminated at the end of June.

15            So the time line and -- and it's not extrinsic

16       facts, it's what's in the complaint.  The timeline

17       absolutely belies the pleading.  If there was going

18       to be a cause-and-effect relationship, it would

19       have occurred incident to the breach.  There is

20       nothing here.

21            THE COURT:  Well, focusing on the elements, I

22       am curious as to what your view -- what are the

23       alleged intentional -- what are the independent

24       torts that are alleged?

25            MR. KAPLAN:  They never identify it.  They say
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1       that on page 17, that --

2            THE COURT:  Of their response?

3            MR. KAPLAN:  Of their responses, yes.

4            THE COURT:  Okay.

5            MR. KAPLAN:  They say that at the bottom of 17

6       is begins --

7            THE COURT:  Yeah.

8            MR. KAPLAN:  -- that Roig plotted with a

9       co-defendant to enable the co-defendant to

10       terminate its counsel by fraud.

11            THE COURT:  Right, but conclusory allegations

12       don't do the trick.

13            MR. KAPLAN:  No, they don't.

14            THE COURT:  So what is the evidence of that

15       alleged by the plaintiff?

16            MR. KAPLAN:  It's not contained anywhere in

17       the second amended complaint.  There is nothing

18       specific as to where and how my client, Roig,

19       plotted with USAA to assist it in a fraud.  I --

20            THE COURT:  The underlying tort is fraud in

21       the inducement.  Well, it is Co-conspirator Roig's

22       underlying tort.  It's tortious interference with

23       an advantageous business relationship and plotting

24       with the defendant.

25            So I read these things, but I didn't see the
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1       plotting.

2            MR. KAPLAN:  Because it's not in there.

3            THE COURT:  But you all know the exhibit

4       better than I do.

5            Are there e-mails that evidence plotting?

6            MR. KAPLAN:  No.  Of all the exhibits to the

7       complaint, there are no exhibits that are from Roig

8       or to Roig, except for standard business documents.

9       There is no discussion with Roig of the

10       relationship with Herssein or the intent to end

11       that relationship or request for assistance in

12       ending that relationship.

13            THE COURT:  Okay.  Then one other issue I have

14       for you is the timing of your motion to dismiss.

15       The plaintiff believes that you should not have the

16       opportunity to file a motion to dismiss because

17       somehow you were late in your pleading; is that

18       true?

19            MR. KAPLAN:  I don't think it is, but I'll

20       tell you exactly what he is talking about.

21            THE COURT:  Yes.

22            MR. KAPLAN:  And we had moved to dismiss the

23       first amended complaint as well, and that was

24       resolved by an agreed order giving the plaintiff

25       the right to replead it.
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1            THE COURT:  That was not by court order.  That

2       was agreed, and it was -- obviously, the judge

3       signed it, but you all agreed.

4            MR. KAPLAN:  Absolutely correct.

5            THE COURT:  Okay.

6            MR. KAPLAN:  After that, USAA argued its

7       motion to dismiss.  That motion was contested.

8            The court granted the motion --

9            THE COURT:  That's the transcript I read.

10            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes, but with leave to replead.

11            THE COURT:  So the first amended complaint

12       Roig and the plaintiff agreed?

13            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes.

14            THE COURT:  But USAA did litigate on the first

15       amended complaint.

16            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes.  And that motion was granted

17       with leave.

18            THE COURT:  Yeah.

19            MR. KAPLAN:  When the second amended complaint

20       was filed, we believed that our pleading was due at

21       the same time as USAA's.

22            THE COURT:  Okay.

23            MR. KAPLAN:  The plaintiff says, no, yours was

24       due earlier.

25            THE COURT:  Right.  Because you had a separate
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1       order on yours.

2            MR. KAPLAN:  Correct, that's their argument.

3            THE COURT:  I mean, you have a way out of that

4       with excusable neglect and whatnot, but did you

5       pursue that?

6            MR. KAPLAN:  What we did was filed the motion

7       to dismiss.

8            Now, under the Third DCA law in Abelson

9       against First Nationwide, the Third accepts Florida

10       Rule 1.500C literally.

11            That rule says that a party may plead or

12       otherwise defend at any time before a default is

13       entered.

14            THE COURT:  Okay.  Oh, that's true.

15            MR. KAPLAN:  And so since no default has been

16       entered --

17            THE COURT:  That's true.

18            MR. KAPLAN:  -- this seems to be a small

19       issue.  We think the motion is acceptable as filed,

20       and in Your Honor's discretion to grant it or deny.

21            THE COURT:  That's true.  I am with that.

22            Let me hear from the plaintiff, and basically

23       let me tell you I believe you blew through the -- I

24       am not a good timekeeper, I try.  So that's 20

25       minutes.  And you can have five minutes,
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1       Mr. Kaplan.

2            MR. KAPLAN:  Thank you, Your Honor.

3            THE COURT:  So you have 20 minutes, Mr. Udell.

4            MR. UDELL:  Thank you, Judge.

5            By way of background, let's look at what the

6       contract that my client had with USAA, which they

7       are kind of glossing over.

8            THE COURT:  Well, there are several contracts

9       and addendums.

10            MR. UDELL:  Right.  This was an exclusive

11       contract that my client had.

12            Two firms --

13            THE COURT:  From 2008?

14            MR. UDELL:  From 2014 and 2015.

15            There were two firms that were getting the

16       work, so that was one --

17            THE COURT:  What were the firms?

18            MR. UDELL:  My client and Dutton Law Group.

19            So with respect -- let's go backwards as to

20       how you addressed their arguments.

21            THE COURT:  How can they say that from 2013

22       Roig was receiving work from them?

23            MR. UDELL:  I don't believe they were

24       receiving PIP work.  They were doing work for USAA

25       but they were not doing PIP work.  They were not an
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1       exclusive --

2            THE COURT:  So they had a relationship with

3       the entity, an attorney/client relationship.

4            MR. UDELL:  I don't believe that's in our

5       complaint and I don't think the Court can consider

6       it, but that's what they say and that's what

7       they're saying in this motion.

8            THE COURT:  Okay.

9            MR. UDELL:  Going backwards on how you address

10       their things.

11            First, their motion to dismiss is untimely.

12       They blew the time frame.  They had ten days from

13       when my client filed the second amended complaint.

14       They didn't do it.

15            THE COURT:  I am going to exercise in my

16       discretion and allow it.

17            MR. UDELL:  Then let's go to the conspiracy

18       count, which I can give the Court and hand it to

19       the other side.  Just a little cheat sheet of our

20       allegations and the elements.

21            THE COURT:  Great.  Thank you so much.

22            And that's on page 17 or so of the complaint?

23            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

24            So the conspiracy count, I believe, we've

25       alleged with specificity to the best we can.
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1            THE COURT:  You're going to start with 13?

2            MR. UDELL:  Yes.

3            THE COURT:  Okay.

4            MR. UDELL:  We've alleged that Roig did a

5       lawful act by unlawful means, to wit, they engaged

6       with USAA to induce my client to sign the contract

7       so they could terminate them and cause maximum

8       damage to my client.  That's the allegation.

9            THE COURT:  So that, on its face, would fit

10       the element.

11            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

12            THE COURT:  Now, what is the evidence of that?

13            MR. UDELL:  I don't believe I have to have

14       specific evidence of that.  However, if you --

15            THE COURT:  Oh, my gosh, you have to plead

16       with specificity.

17            MR. UDELL:  I have, and I am going to read the

18       allegations.  If you look at specifically

19       paragraphs -- if you start at paragraph 120 of the

20       second amended complaint.

21            THE COURT:  Okay.

22            MR. HERSSEIN:  107.

23            MR. UDELL:  107, Roig and USAA colluded

24       together to develop the manner and sequence in

25       which USAA would terminate its contract with my
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1       client, conspire to send my client a replacement

2       contract that will allow USAA to unilaterally

3       terminate without the 60-day notice.  Because if

4       you review the contract, the 2014 contract had a

5       60-day notice provision.

6             So --

7            THE COURT:  Notice of termination?

8            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  So they had to give my

9       client 60 days.

10            So they conspired with Roig specifically to

11       get them to generate a new contract, and if you

12       read the new contract, it gives an extra two years.

13       Basically it went from a three-year contract to a

14       five-year contract.  That was the carrot by which

15       my client was induced to sign the contract.  That's

16       the allegation.

17            That's the allegation, is that Roig conspired

18       with USAA to set this up.

19            THE COURT:  Just a moment.  Let me understand

20       that.

21            So what evidence is there of that, other

22       than -- I don't mean this disparagingly, but other

23       than a party just suspecting?

24            MR. UDELL:  Well, we allege that Roig knew

25       about the contract.  We alleged that they were
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1       going to do the work cheaper for USAA.  That is the

2       allegation.

3            THE COURT:  So this is extremely important.

4            MR. UDELL:  There could be no e-mail that I

5       have from Roig from USAA because --

6            THE COURT:  Let's just go to paragraph 107

7       because this is my bread and butter.  Motions to

8       dismiss complaints are what I do all the time.

9       This is a complicated case so that it takes a

10       little more care than a five-minute motion

11       calendar, okay?

12            MR. UDELL:  Understood.

13            THE COURT:  We have time today.

14            107, Roig and USAA colluded together.

15            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

16            THE COURT:  Right.  Now that, to me, is

17       conclusory without more, okay?  "To develop the

18       manner and sequence in which USAA would terminate

19       its contract with Herssein."

20            Now, colluded together.  I needed more than a

21       conclusory allegation.  Conspired is another big

22       word.  You cannot throw that word out, especially

23       in a civil conspiracy count.  You can't plead civil

24       conspiracy which saying they conspired.

25            "So conspired to send Herssein a replacement
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1       master engagement agreement that would allow USAA

2       to unilaterally terminate the parties without a

3       60-day provision."

4            So what I am reading here is that Herssein had

5       the benefit of a 60-day notice revision and because

6       of Roig's actions with USAA and their conspiracy,

7       Herssein was induced to agree to a less favorable

8       notice provision.

9            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

10            THE COURT:  What evidence do you have of that?

11            MR. UDELL:  In order to plead this, I don't

12       have to plead a specific e-mail, a conversation.

13            THE COURT:  No, you don't need an e-mail, but

14       you need evidence.

15            MR. UDELL:  I don't have to plead evidence.  I

16       have plead the elements.  I pleaded the elements of

17       conspiracy.

18            THE COURT:  So I'm telling you right now I

19       disagree with you on that point.

20            MR. UDELL:  I am reading the case law on what

21       you need to plead for purposes --

22            THE COURT:  Then we are going to review that

23       together.

24            MR. UDELL:  Because if you read specifically

25       the elements under Charles versus Florida
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1       Foreclosure, which I -- it's in the document I

2       handed to you, the elements of civil conspiracy are

3       an agreement between two or more parties to do an

4       unlawful act or do a lawful act by unlawful means.

5            THE COURT:  Okay.

6            MR. UDELL:  That's exactly what we pled in the

7       second amended complaint.

8            THE COURT:  Let's go to Charles versus Florida

9       Foreclosure.  Don't worry about your time.

10            MR. UDELL:  Sure.

11            THE COURT:  You just tell me what tab that is.

12            MR. UDELL:  I am going by my tab, Your Honor.

13       I don't have theirs.  They might have theirs.

14            MR. KAPLAN:  Let me help you out with that.

15            THE COURT:  But I also have your books.  So

16       if --

17            MR. KAPLAN:  Charles is at tab C, which is

18       their response 4.

19            MR. FEUER:  5.

20            MR. KAPLAN:  4 and 5.  Charles against Florida

21       Forecloser, sorry, 5.

22            THE COURT:  In the Roig book, I have 4 is Cash

23       versus Airport Mini Storage, and 5 is Florida Bar

24       versus John Doe.

25            But you may want to look at this so --
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1            MR. KAPLAN:  Oh, I have an extra.

2            MR. UDELL:  Can you hand me that?

3            THE COURT:  But you guys gave me everything.

4            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

5            THE COURT:  So I can dig it out.

6            What number is it in your book, Mr. Udell?

7            MR. UDELL:  I don't think I printed that

8       specific book out for -- I think it's 28, so it's

9       towards the end.

10            THE COURT:  So let me see if I have an extra

11       one for you.

12            Here, you give him back that one, and I

13       have -- you can have his extra and then I have

14       yours, the one that you gave me.

15            MR. UDELL:  Okay.

16            THE COURT:  Now we have more than we need.

17       Give one to the court reporter.

18            So Charles versus Florida Foreclosure

19       Placement Center, August 2008.  This is a Third DCA

20       case, and the homeowner is doing foreclosure

21       assistance company, et cetera, claiming she was

22       defrauded out of the equity in her home on which a

23       forecloser action was pending.

24            So somebody defrauded had her out of equity.

25       The defendants move to dismiss for failing to state
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1       a claim upon which relief could be granted.

2            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

3            THE COURT:  And Judge Wells held that the

4       allegations were sufficient to state civil

5       conspiracy.  And we can forget the rest of this

6       stuff.

7            So let's go to the body.

8            MR. UDELL:  If you go to part 5 --

9            THE COURT:  Let me just understand, because I

10       can't -- sometimes without understanding the facts,

11       you can't understand the whole thing.

12            So Ms. Charles appeals separate orders

13       dismissing the case for failure to state a cause of

14       action because the complaint alleged sufficient

15       facts to state at least one cause of action against

16       each of the parties we reversed, de novo review.

17            So she is a 72-year-old widow.  She owed a

18       home, purchased in '75.  In 2003, she mortgaged her

19       home, which had been free and clear since '89.  She

20       got an $81,000 loan, two years later she got an

21       additional 35,000 and she defaulted in 2006, and

22       they filed foreclosure.

23            She received an unsolicited visit from an

24       individual named Winston, who said he was an agent

25       of Florida Foreclosure Placement Center.  Winston
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1       told the widow that he was not a mortgage broker or

2       realtor and that he could help her save her home.

3            Already, right there, that is a problem, but

4       that's just me editorializing.

5            After agreeing to this guy's help, she went

6       with Winston to a notary public in Liberty City and

7       she gave Winston a power of attorney.  Two months

8       later, Winston sent the lady to another company to

9       execute documents that would save her home from

10       forecloser.  She didn't do that.

11            Oh, she didn't preserve her ownership

12       interest.  Instead, she executed the documents

13       prepared by this company called Quantum -- oh,

14       no -- closing the sale and transferring title to

15       some guy named -- or some lady named Jacqueline

16       Pierre Andre, a person that the widow had never

17       even heard of or met and was not present at the

18       closing.

19            The sale was financed with proceeds of two

20       loans for $165,000 brokered by Cesar Jose, the

21       principal of another company called Envision,

22       E-N-V-I-S-I-O-N.  So she learned she doesn't own

23       the house anymore so now she sued folks.

24            So she sued Quantum, the title agents that

25       prepared the documents and conducted the closing;
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1       negligence, fraud, conspiracy to defraud.  She sued

2       the mortgage broker, Envision, which secured the

3       loan so that Pierre Andre could purchase;

4       negligence, fraud, conspiracy.  She sued Envision's

5       principal, Cesar; fraud, conspiracy.

6            The Court below dismissed all these claims for

7       failing to state a cause of action.  The complaint

8       was unartfully drafted, but it adequately states at

9       least one cause of action against each defendant to

10       preclude dismissal.

11            Now fortunately for us, the conspiracy to

12       defraud is the first count analyzed by Judge Wells.

13       So she says the complaint alleges sufficient facts

14       and she says what the elements are, an agreement

15       between two or more parties to do an unlawful act

16       by unlawful means and overt acts and damages.

17            So without even reading Judge Wells' further

18       analysis, we already know what they are.  Winston,

19       Charles, Envision, Cesar, they stole this lady's

20       house and the facts are clear.

21            So this case is not a good case for you

22       because you don't have facts like that.  You know,

23       you don't have -- unless you have to point them to

24       me.

25            You don't have Roig lawyers met with USAA,
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1       maligned Herssein, lied about Herssein, Herssein

2       received troubling e-mails from the client with

3       false allegations, Herssein couldn't defend

4       themselves, run away train, Roig stole the client

5       from under them.

6            You know, people steal from other people and

7       if there is evidence of that, then you can allege

8       the conspiracy, you can't just track the elements

9       of conspiracy.

10            MR. UDELL:  Well, I have alleged fraud in the

11       inducement.  I didn't allege theft.  I don't have

12       to allege theft.  I don't have to allege Roig stole

13       the client.  I just have to allege fraud in the

14       inducement.  They helped USAA fraudulently induce

15       my client to sign this contract.

16            THE COURT:  Walk me through that.

17            MR. UDELL:  So that's the allegation.

18            So if you read paragraph 106, Roig knew of the

19       contract, agreed to work on the PIP cases for less.

20            THE COURT:  Can you give me a second?

21            MR. UDELL:  Paragraph 106.

22            THE COURT:  Okay.  106.  Go ahead.

23            MR. UDELL:  Then go to 107.  They colluded

24       together to develop the manner and sequence in

25       which USAA would terminate his contract at HLG, and
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1       he conspired to send HLG's replacement.

2            So it says they got together --

3            THE COURT:  Show me it.  Show me that.

4            MR. UDELL:  That's the allegation.  That's all

5       I've alleged.

6            THE COURT:  That's not good enough.

7            MR. UDELL:  But that's what I've alleged.

8            In this case they say these are the elements

9       and specifically all that had to be alleged was, if

10       you look at paragraph 5, according to the

11       complaint, FFP, which is actually the defendant,

12       Florida Foreclosure, carried out the intended fraud

13       by enlisting the agreement and assistance of a

14       straw buyer, mortgage buyer, and a closing agent,

15       all of whom acted in concert with FFPC to

16       participate in the sham sale.

17            So my argument is --

18            THE COURT:  Yeah, but those aren't

19       allegations.  That's a fact.  They laid out the

20       name, Cesar, the power of attorney --

21            MR. UDELL:  There are only two parties.  It's

22       USAA and Roig.  All I am saying is USAA and Roig

23       conspired, this is what they did -- and I am going

24       back through the paragraphs.

25            So if you look at paragraph 120, as alleged
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1       above, first half of USAA, Roig assured USAA that

2       Roig would provide legal services cheaper and it

3       interfered with HLG's contract in an advantageous

4       business relationship with USAA without privilege

5       or justification.

6            THE COURT:  Now, this is?

7            MR. UDELL:  Paragraph 120.

8            THE COURT:  I got it, but this is your element

9       of --

10            MR. UDELL:  Pleading conspiracy to tortiously

11       interfere with my client.

12            THE COURT:  Let me look at your cheat sheet

13       here.

14            So the elements of conspiracy are an agreement

15       between two or more parties, that's A.

16            B, to do an unlawful act or to do a lawful act

17       by unlawful means.

18            C, the doing of some overt act in furtherance

19       of the conspiracy.

20            So it's not just dreaming about it or talking

21       about it.  You have to take a step in that

22       direction.

23            And D, damages.

24            So paragraph 120, as alleged above, in the

25       first half of 2015, Roig assured USAA that Roig
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1       would provide legal services cheaper.  So if we

2       believe that they are a competitor --

3            MR. UDELL:  That's a privilege finding.

4       That's not proper on a motion to dismiss.

5            THE COURT:  That's not proper.  Okay.

6            MR. HERSSEIN:  It's an affirmative defense.

7            THE COURT:  So I read in their papers

8       something about the -- I don't know if it was the

9       rules of professional responsibility that allow a

10       law firm -- no, let me strike that.

11            There was something about fraudulent

12       inducement.  Maybe, that is what it was.

13            MR. UDELL:  Bottom line is that their lawful

14       competition arguments are all great summary

15       judgment arguments.  They are all summary judgment

16       arguments.  They are not proper for a motion to

17       dismiss.  They are arguing we are a competitor, we

18       have the privilege of competition, you can't file a

19       suit against us.

20            And our point is, we can file it, we have pled

21       it.  They want to raise that as a defense and

22       that's when they raise it.  They are raising it as

23       a matter of law improperly at this point.

24            THE COURT:  Let me read 120 out loud so we

25       know what 120 says.  Paragraph 120 -- and this
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1       paragraph is in furtherance of which element of

2       civil conspiracy?

3            MR. UDELL:  It was actually the underlying

4       tort, which would be the tortious interference with

5       the business relationship.

6            So our positions is they conspired to

7       tortiously interfere with our client's contract.

8            THE COURT:  What evidence do you have that

9       Roig induced USAA to terminate the contract when,

10       during Mr. Kaplan's arguments, there is evidence to

11       the contrary, that USAA is the one that approached

12       Roig and not vice versa.

13            MR. UDELL:  That's -- he is pulling a path of

14       the paragraph and not reading the entire complaint.

15            The entire complaint goes to timing.  The

16       issue was in the spring they contacted -- of 2015,

17       they contacted Roig.  However, prior to that --

18            THE COURT:  USAA contacted Roig?

19            MR. UDELL:  Right.  So and that's their

20       position.

21            So under -- I forget the name of the case

22       that -- Schlesinger.  If the client contacts the

23       lawyer, you cannot maintain a cause of action, I

24       agree with that case.  However, that is not what we

25       alleged in the complaint.  We have alleged that
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1       Roig contacted USAA.

2            MS. HERSSEIN:  What evidence do you have?

3            MR. UDELL:  That's the allegation we pled,

4       Your Honor.

5            THE COURT:  What evidence?  You cannot plead

6       conclusory allegations.  You cannot.

7            MR. UDELL:  There is no possible way for us to

8       plead a specific e-mail or conversation because

9       they will hide behind the attorney/client

10       privilege.  So we've alleged specifically that

11       they -- generally that they contacted them, and we

12       know that --

13            THE COURT:  But did you pull that out the

14       proverbial air?

15            MR. UDELL:  That's what we've alleged.  That

16       everything --

17            MS. HERSSEIN:  Based on what?

18            MR. UDELL:  That's what we've alleged, Your

19       Honor.  I can't say if it's true specifically and

20       neither can you.  You must take everything that is

21       written in this complaint as true, as we all know

22       that.

23            THE COURT:  I must.

24            MR. UDELL:  So we've alleged specifically --

25            THE COURT:  But this is basic pleading 101.
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1       Or else, do you know what would happen in this

2       courthouse?  Each judge would have 10,000 cases if

3       people were allowed --

4            MR. UDELL:  They probably have 10,000 cases.

5            THE COURT:  No, they don't.  Right now we do

6       not.

7            MR. UDELL:  I know.  You have six, but --

8            THE COURT:  Well, I have six -- actually, I

9       just got my audit, I have forty-something all of a

10       sudden.  Things have taken a terrible turn here.

11            But, no, you can't just make conclusory

12       allegations.

13            MR. UDELL:  I think you're parsing fraud

14       allegations versus basic allegations.  We pled

15       specifically that they spoke to USAA, conspired

16       with them, and the underlying tort they were

17       committing was they were tortiously interfering

18       with my client's contract.  That's the allegation.

19            Everything in the complaint must be taken as

20       true and you're saying what specific evidence do

21       you have, and I'm saying I don't have to

22       specifically allege it, I only have to allege the

23       elements and basically some modicum of factual

24       basis, which we have.  We've alleged relationship,

25       we've alleged the timing, we've alleged in
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1       paragraph 122, consequently, USAA, with Roig's

2       assistance, decided to present HLG with a new

3       five-year agreement.

4            You're basically saying what evidence do you

5       have to support paragraph 122.  That's not proper.

6            THE COURT:  You're tracking the language of

7       various causes of action as a basis of your

8       lawsuit.  Mere conclusory allegations are

9       insufficient.

10            MR. UDELL:  That's not specifically how we've

11       alleged it.  We've alleged the basic allegations,

12       but we've alleged factual basis behind it and what

13       the relationship between the parties was.

14            We can't say on X date Roig contacted USAA

15       because, one, they haven't produced paper one of

16       discovery, e-mail one of discovery, nothing, but we

17       know they spoke.

18            THE COURT:  I read somewhere in your papers --

19       I read so much that I can't pinpoint where I read

20       certain things, but I read somewhere in your papers

21       where you even use language "one can assume," et

22       cetera, et cetera.

23            Let me see if I can dig that out.

24            MR. UDELL:  Sure, I think that's in the --

25            THE COURT:  I thought, Oh, one cannot assume
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1       that for purposes of motions to dismiss.

2            Let me see if I can find that while you're

3       talking.

4            MR. UDELL:  I believe it was with respect

5       to -- I think I can find it.

6            It had to do with a public entity, whether

7       allegations were proper.  I believe that's what it

8       was.

9            THE COURT:  Okay.

10            So on page 18 of your brief, you say the

11       second amended complaint includes specific dates,

12       as admitted to by co-conspirator, conclusively

13       demonstrating that defendant engaged in a

14       conspiracy with its co-defendant to fraudulently

15       induce Herssein to enter into the May 7, 2015,

16       five-year term while still under a long-term

17       contract already signed in July of 2014.

18            Herssein additionally states facts to support

19       the allegations of defendant's fraud in dealings

20       with Herssein and with co-defendant aiding and

21       abetting.

22            So you point to a bunch of paragraph in the

23       400 series.

24            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

25            THE COURT:  So let's look at those.
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1            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  I think it was like 439.

2            THE COURT:  Yes.  So I am going to look at

3       those with you.

4            So it's paragraphs 439.  So 439, instead of

5       approaching Herssein to discuss a

6       mutually-acceptable resolution or amendment to the

7       July 14th addendum and payment plan for the

8       millions of dollars owed to Herssein for the

9       previously-triggered contingency fees, USAA and

10       Roig instead conspired to set Herssein up to sign a

11       contract -- that's the MEA 2015 and addendum, that

12       would remove the advance notice provision.

13            That's the 60 days you were talking about,

14       Mr. Udell?

15            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

16            THE COURT:  Well, that's nice, so when I was

17       reading this I thought to myself, okay, where --

18       where?  Show me.

19            MR. UDELL:  Judge, I don't think you have to

20       produce an e-mail or document or anything.  I am

21       alleging this is exactly what --

22            THE COURT:  But this is supposition.

23            MR. UDELL:  That's not supposition.  That's

24       the allegation of fact.

25            THE COURT:  It's an allegation based on
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1       supposition.

2            MR. UDELL:  It's an allegation of fact.

3            THE COURT:  It's not a fact.

4            MR. UDELL:  I don't think you can decide

5       whether it's a fact or not.  Either it says it's a

6       fact and it supports --

7            THE COURT:  Well, this is an exercise that we

8       are going through, but I need to hear from the

9       other side.

10            What's your position on this in rebuttal in

11       terms of sufficiency of pleading?

12            MR. KAPLAN:  Very well.

13            THE COURT:  So let's go to paragraph 440, to

14       (Fraudulently) induce Herssein to sign a new

15       contract (so soon after the July 2014 contract) to

16       replace the 2008 MEA, as modified by the July 14th

17       addendum, the new 2015 addendum that USAA presented

18       to Herssein was for a period of five years as

19       opposed to the previous three years.

20            So I see what you're saying.  So they -- the

21       allegation is they waved this delicious carrot.

22            MR. UDELL:  We'll give you another two years.

23       They literally signed the agreement in July and

24       they come to them in mid spring of 2015, and our

25       allegation is that during that time period, during
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1       the beginning of 2015, that is when they conspired

2       with Roig to come up with this plan.

3            THE COURT:  So paragraph 441 talks about

4       during the period of July 14th through June 30th,

5       '15, USAA, through its employees -- and you name

6       Tomei, Hopwood (phonetic) and others --

7       fraudulently misrepresented to Herssein that it was

8       sending Herssein 50 percent of its PIP work.

9            I know that I've read -- the response to that

10       is that in the actual contract that was not

11       written.  That was the telephone call that Herssein

12       had with Tomei, is that --

13            MR. UDELL:  That's actually wrong.  That's an

14       e-mail that is attached to the complaint that Tomei

15       wrote to my client.

16            THE COURT:  That's right, that's right.  I

17       remember that.

18            MR. UDELL:  Right.

19            THE COURT:  But it's not in the contract.

20            MR. UDELL:  It's not out of the contract.

21       It's basically -- the contract makes no reference

22       to it.  However, she said this is why we are having

23       you sign the contract and you are going to get

24       50 percent of our work.

25            THE COURT:  But what's the value of that
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1       extraneous statement?

2            MR. UDELL:  For purposes of that count, I

3       don't think it has a ton of value.  However, the

4       point is they conspired together to get him to sign

5       a new agreement.  That is the allegation.

6            THE COURT:  Well, right now, based on that

7       allegation, we have the employees in conversation

8       with the Herssein outfit, but you don't have Roig

9       as part of that.

10            MR. UDELL:  If you read the next part of

11       that --

12            THE COURT:  Okay.

13            MR. UDELL:  -- 442, Roig and USAA jointly

14       developed the manner of fraudulent inducement by

15       expanding the three-year contract to five years,

16       and fraudulent misrepresentation as to the slowdown

17       of the work, and sequence when USAA would induce

18       HLG to sign the new agreement.

19            THE COURT:  So I looked, because I was curious

20       as to know how the Roig group can maneuver the

21       contract between USAA and Herssein.

22            MR. UDELL:  That's the allegation, Judge.

23       That's the allegation.

24            THE COURT:  But I looked for how they did

25       that.  It's like a David Blain or something.  You
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1       understand?

2            You have Herssein, who is a formidable law

3       firm, and you have got USAA.  There are no lilies

4       in the valley, okay?  So you have two formidable

5       folks with a long history of doing business with

6       each other and now there is an allegation that the

7       Roig group did something to Herssein.

8            MR. UDELL:  That's the point, they wanted the

9       business.  So they approached USAA and said we can

10       do it cheaper.  They --

11            THE COURT:  Right.  Let's say they did that,

12       and USAA with all the contracts at-will would say,

13       you know what, we are going with this cheaper

14       outfit.  Goodbye, Mr. Herssein.  We are going with

15       these guys.

16            MR. UDELL:  Understood.

17            THE COURT:  They don't -- let's --

18            MR. UDELL:  Why did they have to sign the

19       other contract, that's the point.  If they could

20       terminate them, they could terminate them.  We

21       don't dispute that.  They can terminate him at any

22       time, they just had to give him 60 days' notice

23       under the old contract.

24            Our point is, look, you made him sign a new

25       contract.  Why?  Because you wanted to zing him.
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1       That's our allegation.

2            THE COURT:  But why?  Why gratuitously --

3            MR. UDELL:  We don't know why.

4            THE COURT:  Do you realize that's why this

5       just can't hold water?  They could have fired the

6       guy.  Maybe they wanted to give Herssein another

7       chance because they had such a long-standing

8       relationship.

9            MR. UDELL:  This is obviously all speculation.

10            THE COURT:  Oh, it's speculation when I say

11       it, but it's not speculation when you allege it?

12            MR. UDELL:  I haven't alleged that.  I have

13       alleged specifically that they conspired with USAA

14       to get them to sign a new agreement.

15            THE COURT:  That's speculation.  I don't see

16       Roig's input in that formula.

17            MR. UDELL:  If we allege it, that's all I can

18       do, Judge.  I can't say I have an e-mail or text

19       message from Roig.  I can't do that because it's

20       attorney/client privilege.

21            THE COURT:  Why can't we allege the other

22       side, which is supported by one of the pleadings --

23       not one of pleadings, one of the exhibits,

24       Exhibit S, which is USAA's sworn statement attached

25       to your complaint that says we fired him because of
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1       his attitude and poor performance?

2            MR. UDELL:  But if you read it, it says the

3       final decision was because of X.  Our point is --

4            THE COURT:  Because of what?

5            MR. UDELL:  Because of whatever she says in

6       her -- the final decision was June 30th.  Our

7       allegations, all of this conspiracy, and all of

8       these discussions were prior to that.

9            THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me look at S.

10            MR. UDELL:  Going back to the very issue I

11       brought up first was this wasn't an exclusive

12       contract between two law firms.  We allege in the

13       complaint that Roig signed their own contract in

14       April before USAA actually signed this agreement.

15            So Roig signs their own contract, which is

16       against our agreement, which was a separate and

17       exclusive contract.

18            So why would they do that?  They obviously

19       conspired with them because why would you do that?

20            THE COURT:  That's the obvious part.

21            MR. UDELL:  Why would you do that?  Because

22       it's an exclusive agreement.  That's what I brought

23       up in the very beginning.  This was an exclusive

24       agreement between two law firms, my client and the

25       Dutton law firm.
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1            THE COURT:  But the rules don't prohibit a

2       client from jumping ship to another outfit.

3            MR. UDELL:  I don't dispute that at all.  My

4       point is the rules do prohibit them from not paying

5       my client.

6            THE COURT:  Well, that's a different story.

7            MR. UDELL:  So we alleged that Roig signed

8       this contract, conspired with USAA, got them to

9       execute a new agreement with zero notice.  And how

10       did they do that?

11            They said, Here, Mr. Herssein, here's another

12       two years.  That's the only difference between the

13       2015 contract and July 2014 contract.

14            THE COURT:  So here is what I have to go on,

15       on the four corners of the complaint, which

16       includes Exhibit S, question 18, page 16 of the

17       interrogatory responses of USAA:  Question,

18       Specifically identify and list the reasons that

19       USAA made the decision to terminate the contract

20       between USAA and Herssein Law Group and the

21       specific date when the final decision was made.

22            Response:  General objections, reservations.

23       Further objection... among other things, under

24       long-standing Florida law and ethics rules... a

25       client such as USAA may always terminate its
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1       attorney, here, HLG, at any time with or without

2       cause.  And HLG agreed in the applicable written

3       agreements that USAA had the right to terminate the

4       engagement at any time period.  Then,

5       notwithstanding objections... the final decision to

6       terminate plaintiff's contract was made on June 30,

7       2015, and the reasons were based on client

8       services' failures by plaintiff, the Herssein Law

9       Group, and the attitude and behavior of Reuven

10       Herssein, and not based upon any approach to USAA

11       by Roig lawyers.

12            Let me ask this, what's the timing of the New

13       York office?  Mr. Herssein opened a New York

14       office, hired folks?

15            MR. UDELL:  2012.

16            THE COURT:  That's very expensive to do

17       that --

18            MR. UDELL:  Yes.

19            THE COURT:  -- I would imagine.

20            And then all of a sudden the work wasn't

21       coming, but Mr. Herssein wanted a guarantee and the

22       client said we are not going to guarantee it, but

23       Mr. Herssein was hoping based upon his

24       relationship.  I read that you wanted some sort

25       of -- something in writing.  Nevertheless -- hold
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1       on.

2            So Mr. Herssein had to close the New York

3       office.

4            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

5            THE COURT:  I imagine that I read that he

6       wasn't happy about that.  I thought I read

7       something about him having conversations with

8       employees of USAA about, look at the position you

9       put me in.

10            What was the timing of that?

11            MR. UDELL:  I think my client can speak to

12       that better.

13            THE COURT:  Have him tell you.

14            MR. HERSSEIN:  Your Honor, Reuven Herssein on

15       behalf of the Herssein Law Group.

16            The timing of that is the New York office --

17       USAA approached --

18            THE COURT:  I don't want to know the whole

19       story.  When did you close the office because you

20       couldn't -- there was no business?

21            MR. HERSSEIN:  2013.

22            A year and a half before the July 2014

23       exclusive contract when USAA approached me and

24       said, hey, we want to get into an exclusive

25       contract with you, we will send you all the work,
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1       that's the exchange that you heard --

2            (Mr. Israel Reyes entered the courtroom.)

3            -- and I went and I spoke with Catina Tomei on

4       the phone.

5            And after what happened in New York, I want to

6       guarantee that I'm going to get the amount of work

7       that you're promising me.

8            So that's where you have to the e-mail that's

9       attached to the complaint.

10            THE COURT:  What's this attitude and behavior?

11            MR. HERSSEIN:  That is their excuse for firing

12       me.  What it doesn't -- what it doesn't deal with

13       is the fact that, as alleged in the second amended

14       complaint, the Roig law firm and USAA were

15       colluding months prior to when USAA decided to fire

16       me.

17            THE COURT:  What evidence is there of that?

18            MR. HERSSEIN:  They signed a contract in April

19       of 2015, that's alleged in the complaint, and that

20       was also -- that also came out in the deposition of

21       Michael Rosenberg on this case.

22            And so there is no question that there is

23       evidence that they were discussing, all right,

24       months prior to USAA sending me --

25            THE COURT:  But what's the unlawful act of
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1       signing an agreement in 2014 with a different law

2       firm?

3            MR. HERSSEIN:  There is no --

4            THE COURT:  Remember, unlawful act by unlawful

5       means.

6            MS. HERSSEIN:  Or a lawful act by unlawful

7       means.

8            THE COURT:  Correct.  So let's say it's a

9       lawful act engaged --

10            MR. HERSSEIN:  The lawful act by USAA is --

11            Yeah, the lawful act would have been,

12       Herssein, we're done with you.

13            Okay, Guys, let's discuss getting out of this

14       contract.

15            THE COURT:  Okay.  Stop.  The lawful act --

16       let's deal with what we have.

17            The client, while having a business

18       relationship with you, signed another outfit, which

19       they have the right to do.

20            MR. HERSSEIN:  Correct.

21            THE COURT:  So that's a lawful act.

22            What's the unlawful means, other than just the

23       allegation?

24            MR. HERSSEIN:  USAA was in an exclusive

25       contract with me, and that they guaranteed me
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1       50 percent of the work, okay, for a three-year

2       term.  That's the July 2014 contact.

3            THE COURT:  Did that contract have an at-will

4       termination?

5            MR. HERSSEIN:  Yes, it did, but they had to

6       give me 60 days of written notice.  So the unlawful

7       act was, number one, they fraudulently represented

8       to me during this time period that they were

9       colluding with Roig that they were sending me

10       50 percent of the work, when, in fact, they were

11       not.  That's alleged in the second amended

12       complaint.

13            We alleged how many times USAA was sued, we

14       alleged how many suits -- precisely how many suits

15       we got in every single month, and we know that they

16       were not sending me what they promised me.

17            So when I called them -- and this is all

18       alleged in second amended complaint -- when I

19       called them numerous times over - from

20       September 2014 through March and April of 2015,

21       they constantly fraudulently represented that they

22       were sending me 50 percent of the work, and that

23       they were super happy with me.  So we're doing

24       business as normal.

25            In the meantime, they went and signed a
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1       contract with Roig in April, and then on May 7th,

2       at the same time, they send me a new contract to

3       say, oh, you know what, we are going to extend your

4       contact by two years -- it's the same contract,

5       it's exclusive.  We are going to extend it by two

6       years.  The only differences is that we no longer

7       want to give you 60 day -- that was the only change

8       in the contract.  Two years' extension for a

9       60-day -- no longer 60-day written notice that we

10       are terminating you.

11            Okay.  I took the chance and I said, fine, for

12       an extension of two years on that contract, I am

13       okay with no longer --

14            THE COURT:  What does that have to do with

15       Roig?  Because we are on the Roig aspect.

16            MR. HERSSEIN:  That's what it has to do with

17       Roig.  Roig promised to do the work for cheaper.

18       The whole --

19            THE COURT:  Let's say they did.  What -- where

20       is --

21            MR. UDELL:  The tortious interference by Roig.

22            MS. HERSSEIN:  They are tortiously interfering

23       with my advantageous business relationship.

24            And so since we alleged it in the second

25       amended complaint, while the Court may not like it,
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1       but it's alleged --

2            THE COURT:  Are you saying that I don't like

3       it?

4            MR. HERSSEIN:  No, what I am saying --

5            THE COURT:  I don't -- I have no opinion,

6       other than looking at the elements.  It's like

7       baking a cake.

8            MS. HERSSEIN:  Right.  The elements are -- and

9       that's our point.

10            THE COURT:  Right now the cake is not

11       materializing.

12            MR. HERSSEIN:  Well, the elements -- what

13       we're arguing is the elements are alleged, what

14       specific evidence we have is not proper for a

15       motion to dismiss, and, finally, the affirmative

16       defense of competition is just that, it's an

17       affirmative defense, it's not right for a motion to

18       dismiss.

19            THE COURT:  Okay.  Just a moment, please.

20            (A brief interruption.)

21            THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Herssein.

22            Let me just hear from Mr. Udell, please.

23            MR. UDELL:  Sure.

24            THE COURT:  Talk to him.  He wants to say

25       something to you.
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1            MR. UDELL:  Okay.

2            We wanted to address their claim that the

3       exhibit contradicts the allegation of the second

4       amended complaint.  I don't think it does, because

5       what we've alleged is the final decision was made

6       June.

7            The allegation to all our dealing with what

8       led up to that, the conspiracy occurred prior to

9       this, so they put in their answer to interrogatory,

10       this is when we finally terminated him and here is

11       why.

12            However, we allege the conspiracy prior to

13       that.  So it doesn't contradict the allegation of

14       the complaint.

15            THE COURT:  But your allegations without facts

16       do not refute the direct statement as to the

17       firing, is my response to what you just said.

18            MR. UDELL:  Your point is, well, they say we

19       fired him because we didn't like him, we didn't

20       like what he said, we don't like how he acted, and

21       our point is that's irrelevant for purposes of the

22       pleadings.

23            The pleading is the tortious interference

24       occurred prior to that.  The conspiracy occurred

25       prior to that.  They put in their answer to
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1       interrogatory this is why we fired him.

2            That is great.  They come to trial and say

3       this is why we fired him.

4            THE COURT:  Yeah.

5            MR. UDELL:  But that's a defense.  That's not

6       something you raise on a motion to dismiss.

7            THE COURT:  Well, that's evidence that I am

8       allowed to consider because it's within the four

9       corners of your complaint.

10            MR. UDELL:  True, but you must infer and

11       basically all reasonable inferences are granted to

12       me and my clients.

13            THE COURT:  Of course, when there is an

14       inference, but when there's direct evidence, I

15       should ignore that.

16            MR. UDELL:  The issue is it's final, the final

17       decision.  That's how they wrote it, that's how

18       it's in the complaint, the final decision.

19            Our position is the conspiracy occurred prior

20       to that.  And the second part, which we discussed

21       shortly, which was the tortious interference

22       count --

23            THE COURT:  Yes, please.

24            MR. UDELL:  -- which I think we agree on the

25       allegations.  I think what we've alleged is an
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1       intentional and unjustifiable interference with the

2       relationship.  That's what we have to allege.

3            Their position is, well, they are competitors

4       so we don't have to -- we can allege we're

5       competitors and you can grant a motion to dismiss.

6       That is specifically not allowed.  That is a

7       defense to the claim.  That is not as a matter of

8       law.

9            THE COURT:  No, you're right.  I need -- mere

10       conclusory allegations are insufficient.  So your

11       third element is what is at issue.

12            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  So if you look at

13       paragraphs -- and I will read the notes --

14            THE COURT:  And the element, just for purposes

15       of the record and the appellate court.  An

16       intentional unjustified interference with the

17       relationship.

18            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  So if you read paragraph

19       140 --

20            THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me get there.  140.

21            MR. UDELL:  You start at 146.  I think that's

22       what we alleged specifically.  Start at 146.  Those

23       are the damages from that element, then you look at

24       169.

25            THE COURT:  So let me just write damages here.
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1            169?

2            MR. UDELL:  Right.  USAA's sudden termination

3       of the 2015 agreement, coupled with the transfer of

4       hundreds of files, caused HLG to suffer damages and

5       financial loss.

6            And, again, that's the damages portion of it.

7            THE COURT:  Sure, but where's the misconduct,

8       because if you look at 170 --

9            MR. UDELL:  170, correct.  That's another

10       damages allegation.

11            THE COURT:  All right.  Let's go back --

12       where's the meat?  Show me the beef.

13            MR. UDELL:  Where's the beef?  I get it.

14            If you look at paragraph 120, 122, 123 --

15            THE COURT:  Okay.  Just a second.

16            Oh, we've already highlighted this.

17            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

18            THE COURT:  These are conclusory.

19            MR. HERSSEIN:  319.

20            THE COURT:  319.  I hear a little birdie

21       whispering.

22            These are all conclusory allegations.

23            MR. UDELL:  If you look at 412 through 424, I

24       believe --

25            THE COURT:  412.
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1            MR. UDELL:  Remember, this was an exclusive

2       contract and that's what's getting lost.

3            THE COURT:  Right.  An exclusive contract with

4       the right to terminate.

5            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

6            THE COURT:  412.

7            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

8            THE COURT:  Well, this is curious to me.  I

9       was wondering how Roig knows what is in the

10       Herssein contract.

11            So paragraph 14 says despite Roig's knowledge

12       of the existence of the Herssein contract with

13       USAA, as well as it's essential terms and duration,

14       Roig engaged in communications and/or meetings with

15       USAA in continuing efforts to get USAA to give Roig

16       the work.

17            What evidence do we have that Roig knew the

18       essential terms and duration of the Herssein

19       contract?  Because how would Roig know that, unless

20       there is evidence that somebody in-house gave them

21       the Herssein contract or they employed a former

22       Herssein lawyer or something.

23            MR. UDELL:  I don't think we alleged that, but

24       what we have alleged is that they were offered the

25       same work with the same contract.
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1            THE COURT:  That's USAA's doing.  What

2       evidence do you have --

3            MR. UDELL:  But that's evidence of Roig's

4       knowledge of the contract, because it has

5       exactly --

6            THE COURT:  I have no idea how Roig knew what

7       the Herssein contract said.

8            MR. UDELL:  Again, I think you're making

9       basically a factual determination.

10            THE COURT:  No, that's the problem.  I can't

11       make factual determinations.

12            MR. UDELL:  Right.  So everything that we've

13       said, that we've --

14            THE COURT:  I sit in that office back there

15       back when I had a division, this is -- again, this

16       is what we do for a living.  We deal with these

17       complaints, you know.

18            MR. UDELL:  I understand that.

19            I'm saying I think --

20            THE COURT:  It's true.  You're in a bad

21       position.

22            MR. UDELL:  You're jumping to a factual

23       conclusion because I don't have a specific e-mail

24       from Roig law firm to my -- to USAA, or I don't

25       have a specific conversation that Roig knew of it.
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1            But I have alleged, because of the series of

2       events and them signing their own contract in the

3       middle of my client having an exclusive contract,

4       if there wasn't an exclusive contract, I don't

5       think we'd be here.

6            THE COURT:  Let me correct you when you say I

7       am jumping to a factual conclusion.  I wish I could

8       jump to a factual conclusion because then I

9       wouldn't have a problem.  Then I would say you have

10       alleged sufficient allegations.

11            I can't jump to -- I can't jump to any

12       conclusion.  Reading this, it's nothing more

13       than -- obviously, on these two counts that we are

14       talking about, it's nothing more than tracking the

15       statute and assumptions.

16            MR. UDELL:  Judge, it's not -- I don't have to

17       specifically allege factual -- individual elements

18       of date, time, location, on a conspiracy count.  I

19       don't have to allege a specific date, time,

20       location on a tortious interference count.

21            Under a fraud count, specifically I have to

22       allege it.  I'm not alleging that specifically,

23       so...

24            THE COURT:  On fraud, there is a greater

25       specificity.
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1            MR. UDELL:  However, on fraud in the

2       inducement, I have alleged the time line, and

3       that's out whole positon.  Why on earth, when you

4       have a contract in place for three years, Roig

5       signs their own contract, which is in violation of

6       ours?

7            THE COURT:  Why on Earth?  You look at

8       Exhibit S, which is why on Earth.

9            MR. UDELL:  Because it's cheaper.  I mean, we

10       know that.  We know why they did it.  It's cheaper.

11       But that still doesn't allow them the right to do

12       it.

13            THE COURT:  That may be a damages issue.  That

14       may be a breach of contract issues.  Right now we

15       are talking about Roig, as a defendant in this

16       tortious action, and civil conspiracy action.

17            MR. UDELL:  Understood, Judge.

18            THE COURT:  Right now we are talking about

19       Roig.  We are not necessarily talking about USAA

20       and Herssein.  That's another chapter.

21            MR. UDELL:  Understood.

22            THE COURT:  But let me look at something in

23       Count 4.

24            Oh here, page 42.

25            (A brief interruption.)
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1            THE COURT:  Just one other point, and this is

2       more of a technical deficiency in the complaint --

3       let me just find -- your Count 12 is on page 70,

4       which is what we are talking about.

5            MR. UDELL:  Right.

6            THE COURT:  And I think that you are

7       incorporating not just the general allegations,

8       which you can do in a certain sense, but you're

9       actually including allegations of another count

10       that don't have to do with Roig in this count.

11            So let's go to tortious interference on 70.

12       And so you're alleging in paragraph -- well, in the

13       opening paragraph, allegations in paragraphs 1

14       through 172, and then specifically 118 through 150,

15       169 through 172, 236 through 242, and 312 through

16       355.  And I think some of those are allegations

17       within other causes of action against USAA.  You

18       can't do that.  So that's a technical deficiency in

19       the pleadings as well.

20            So let me turn to Mr. Kaplan.  Did you want to

21       say anything in rebuttal?

22            MR. KAPLAN:  Very, very, briefly.

23            THE COURT:  Okay.

24            MR. KAPLAN:  I sat here listening to the

25       struggle to explain the complaint to you.  Let me
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1       just make three or four isolated points.

2            One of the last things the plaintiff told you

3       is that it's all about his client's exclusive

4       relationship with USAA, and then he said if there

5       wasn't an exclusive relationship, there wasn't an

6       exclusive contract, we wouldn't be here.

7            Let's look at their complaint.  Exhibit L to

8       the complaint is a master engagement agreement

9       between USAA and Mr. Herssein, his law firm, dated

10       March 2015.  Before my client signed the contract,

11       it's before they allegedly tricked Mr. Herssein

12       into amending his contract.  And it says in the

13       second paragraph, this engagement agreement is

14       non-exclusive.  They have an at-will contract.  And

15       no matter how hard they attempt to clothe it as an

16       exclusive arrangement, it wasn't.  And it's in

17       black and white.

18            They say that my client didn't do PIP work for

19       USAA, but it paragraph 415, they plead back in 2013

20       Roig was referred a mere approximately 15 PIP cases

21       by USAA.

22            THE COURT:  I think what is significant there,

23       which is problematic for part of their theory of

24       conspiracy, is that Roig was on the radar to USAA.

25            MR. KAPLAN:  They are doing business.
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1            THE COURT:  Other types of work allegedly, but

2       now I see that even -- an minor amount of PIP

3       cases, but they were on the radar.

4            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes.

5            THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.

6            MR. KAPLAN:  Rule 1.120, fraud with

7       particularity, no conclusory allegations.  And when

8       you compare these allegations to the Charles case

9       that they relied on --

10            THE COURT:  Charles is clear.

11            MR. KAPLAN:  -- they have to show that my

12       client did something wrong.

13            THE COURT:  In terms of pleading requirements,

14       Mr. Udell is very insistent that the Court's

15       analysis is incorrect on the pleading with

16       specificity requirement of a pleading in Counts 12

17       and 13, a tortious interference and a civil

18       conspiracy.

19            So, clearly, when you're alleging fraud, which

20       is the underlying tort, you have to plead with

21       specificity.

22            But just in general, the conspiracy aspect and

23       the tortious aspect of both these counts, in my

24       opinion, are lacking any specificity.

25            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes.  And with regard to the
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1       conspiracy count, Count 13, let me simply point out

2       that when you look at the paragraphs, it's clear

3       that the conspiracy that is alleged is a conspiracy

4       not to tortiously interfere, but a conspiracy to

5       fraudulently induce Herssein in altering its

6       contract.  And that's in 442.

7            THE COURT:  Well, they have different

8       theories.  Fraudulent inducement is the underlying

9       tort for USAA and tortious interference is the

10       underlying tort for Roig.  Even though they are

11       relying on different torts, they are inextricably

12       intertwined, I think is their arguments.

13            MR. KAPLAN:  Well --

14            THE COURT:  Which I don't have a problem with.

15       I could see that happening, but you -- there is

16       no -- there is no evidence of that.

17            MR. KAPLAN:  There are no specific pleadings

18       and the rule in the Third DCA -- and it's the same

19       throughout the state -- is that a plaintiff in this

20       situation has to specifically identify a

21       misrepresentation or omissions, along with time,

22       place and manner.  And without regard to what they

23       have to say with respect to USAA, they allege

24       nothing with respect to Roig.

25            Every allegation states only that Roig signed
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1       a contract to do legal work for USAA.  We have seen

2       their complaint, Exhibit L.  They had a

3       non-exclusive relationship.  It's a contract

4       terminable at-will.

5            So in March of '15, they signed a new

6       agreement, the next month they signed an agreement

7       with Roig, and the end of June they fired Herssein.

8            There is no fact of anything improper that was

9       done by Roig, no specific allegation, no general

10       allegation.  Every allegation about Roig is that

11       they conducted business as usual.

12            THE COURT:  What evidence is there that the

13       successor attorney, the Roig outfit, encouraged,

14       caused a rupture in the attorney/client

15       relationship by means of fraud or coercion or other

16       wrongdoing?

17            MR. KAPLAN:  There is not one fact in the

18       complaint that speaks to that, not one.

19            And this is not the first complaint.  This is

20       the second amended.  They have the partial

21       deposition of my client, they had -- they had

22       interrogatories answered by USAA, they put them

23       both to our pleading, so they are properly before

24       you for all purposes.  This is what they have

25       plead, which is to say they have nothing.
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1            THE COURT:  I am going to dismiss 12 and 13,

2       failure to allege ultimate facts, supporting causes

3       of action, or, in other words, mere conclusionary

4       allegations, in addition to other defects in the

5       pleading by incorporating other actions within this

6       action.

7            So I just need somebody to prepare an order.

8            MR. UDELL:  I'd like 20 days to try to file an

9       amended complaint.

10            THE COURT:  No, that's it.  Denied.  This is

11       the third one -- or the second one.

12            MR. UDELL:  Judge, it's the second one, and I

13       think --

14            MR. KAPLAN:  It's the second amended, this is

15       the third complaint.

16            MR. UDELL:  It's the second amended complaint,

17       Judge.  The first was actually never discussed as

18       to Roig because it, actually -- the allegations

19       were exactly the same.  So I have only really plead

20       twice.  My client has only pled twice against Roig.

21            So I think after a year and a half I should be

22       afforded the ability, the attempt to try to allege

23       the facts, more specifically, as to your liking,

24       because I think you would agree with us --

25            THE COURT:  Stop saying it's as to my liking.
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1       I don't like anything, other than sitting on a

2       beach in Tahiti for which I have never been.  It's

3       just -- I am here to follow the law.  How about you

4       follow the law?  That's what I like.

5            MR. UDELL:  You keep telling us that we don't

6       have specific evidence.

7            THE COURT:  Right.

8            MR. UDELL:  And I don't think we need to do

9       that, but give me 20 days to do that because I

10       think I am entitled to that.  I have seen seventh

11       amended complaints in my life as a defense lawyer.

12            THE COURT:  And I don't want to go down that

13       road.

14            MR. UDELL:  I don't want to go down that road

15       either, but I think I'm entitled to one last

16       attempt to allege this properly.

17            THE COURT:  I'm hesitating because I don't

18       know where you are going to get that.  Because if

19       you had it, you would have put it in there.

20            MR. UDELL:  The amended complaint was filed in

21       June 2016.

22            THE COURT:  Has there --

23            MR. UDELL:  And, obviously, there was an

24       appeal for eight months, which stalled everything.

25            THE COURT:  What happened to the first
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1       complaint, just where it says --

2            MR. UDELL:  I was not in the case at that

3       point, but as to Roig, I don't believe that --

4            THE COURT:  Was Roig in the first complaint?

5            MR. UDELL:  He was in the first complaint.

6       Then an amended complaint was filed --

7            THE COURT:  What prompted the amended

8       complaint, Mr. Herssein?

9            MR. HERSSEIN:  He filed the second -- we filed

10       an amended complaint prior to anything.

11            THE COURT:  Without court action?

12            MR. HERSSEIN:  Correct.

13            THE COURT:  Okay.  You corrected something

14       yourself?

15            MR. HERSSEIN:  Correct.

16            THE COURT:  Okay.  So then we had an amended

17       complaint.

18            MR. HERSSEIN:  I didn't, Kluger Kaplan &

19       Levine, our attorneys at the time, filed both of

20       those complaints.

21            THE COURT:  Mr. Kaplan, did you represent Roig

22       at the time of the agreement that you all had?

23            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes.

24            THE COURT:  So what was the basis of that

25       agreement to amend the complaint as to the Roig
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1       outfit?

2            MR. KAPLAN:  We were standing in the hallway

3       waiting to go into Judge Marin, we discussed the

4       complaint.  I pointed out that I thought there were

5       significant technical issues, as well as substance.

6            THE COURT:  Was sufficiency of the allegations

7       one of the issues?

8            MR. KAPLAN:  Yes.

9            THE COURT:  Would you agree with that,

10       Mr. Herssein?

11            MR. HERSSEIN:  No.

12            MR. KAPLAN:  Well, in any event, I said if you

13       want to skip right ahead to the amendment, give me

14       an agreed order and take as much time as you wanted

15       to amend.

16            MR. HERSSEIN:  What happened?

17            MR. KAPLAN:  That was it.

18            MR. HERSSEIN:  What happened that day was we

19       were set for a hearing on our motion to amend to

20       add the punitive damages claim on the overall

21       complaint, and so I said to Jim outside in the

22       hallway -- and he said to me when we were going to

23       Judge Marin:  Do you want to just agree to let me

24       out and depending on what Judge Marin does today,

25       we will have to plead once Judge Marin rules on
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1       that complaint?

2            And I said:  Yeah, sure.

3            And that's the order that you have.  It's an

4       agreed order that says they are out without

5       prejudice.

6            THE COURT:  Why would you agree to let them

7       out?

8            MR. HERSSEIN:  We knew we were going to have

9       to amended the complaint anyway.

10            THE COURT:  To do what?  On punitives?

11            MR. HERSSEIN:  On punitives and other issues.

12            THE COURT:  I didn't do -- I read the small

13       binder which had the original complaint, but I

14       didn't do a comparison.  How are the allegations

15       different from the second complaint to this

16       complaint as to the Roig firm.

17            MR. KAPLAN:  Specifically the point we discuss

18       earlier, paragraph 415, the preexisting

19       relationship between USAA and Roig; paragraph 320,

20       that USAA approached Roig at the beginning of 2015;

21       Exhibit S, the interrogatory answers that we

22       discussed before.  That is all new.  Not helpful to

23       them, but new.

24            THE COURT:  What is the Court's discretion at

25       this juncture?
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1            MR. KAPLAN:  That if you believe that they

2       have had an adequate opportunity to express

3       themselves and address issues, and that any further

4       attempt would be futile, it can be with prejudice.

5            THE COURT:  That's where I am at at this

6       point, as to futility.  So if you give me any

7       indication that there has been a change in

8       circumstances with regard to the availability of

9       evidence, I will give you a chance to amend.

10            Can you look through your discovery or --

11            MR. UDELL:  I don't think that's the proper

12       standard.  The standard is obviously the parties

13       should be given great liberality in amending the

14       pleadings.  This is basically the first amended I

15       am involved in because I didn't write the first

16       one.

17            THE COURT:  Well, I know, but it doesn't go by

18       lawyers.

19            MR. UDELL:  And, also, it's been -- they

20       delayed this case for nine months being in appeal.

21            THE COURT:  What does that have to do with

22       anything?

23            MR. UDELL:  If there was discovery going on

24       and Mr. Rosenberg's deposition -- and he's going to

25       be deposed regardless, but -- but I think the issue
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1       is I think you should be given at least one

2       opportunity to cure the infirmities that you

3       believe are evidentiary in nature, which I don't

4       think I have to plead, but let me try to plead them

5       one time.  I don't think -- there is no prejudice

6       to them.

7            THE COURT:  What do you have in your files

8       that would satisfy that?

9            MR. UDELL:  I am not going to do that right

10       now, Judge.  I can't.  I am not prepared to do

11       that.

12            THE COURT:  It's not a matter of being

13       prepared.  It's a matter of knowing the case and

14       what the Roig firm did to tortiously interfere and

15       to conspire.

16            MR. UDELL:  I think we've laid it out enough,

17       but obviously the Court doesn't believe that.

18            THE COURT:  If you give me an idea that it's

19       not a futile exercise --

20            MR. UDELL:  It's not a futile exercise because

21       if you look at the time line, which they are

22       misstating -- because, yes, the contract is dated

23       March, but USAA signed it in May so it became

24       effective in May, after they already signed an

25       agreement with Roig.
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1            So our point is -- and that's what we allege

2       in the complaint.

3            Our point is they conspired with USAA at that

4       time to get us to sign a new agreement.

5            THE COURT:  Okay.  I am going to dismiss with

6       prejudice because we have to move forward.  This

7       case has been very, very well briefed by all

8       parties, excellent papers, excellent lawyers.

9            You know, how much litigation can we possibly

10       endure before we get out of the starting block?  If

11       we were racehorses, we are still in the gate

12       banging up against the gate.

13            Okay.  So let's take a break.

14            MR. KAPLAN:  We will prepare the order, as

15       Your Honor directed.  May we then be excused from

16       the balance of the proceedings?

17            THE COURT:  Yeah.  So it's 20 minutes -- or 15

18       minutes to 12, so we could take -- wait, wait,

19       wait, wait, wait.  I see Judge Reyes, and who else,

20       Mr. Coffey -- and Mr. Abadin is here now?

21            MR. REYES:  We could call him, Judge.

22            THE COURT:  He is on the standby business?

23            MR. REYES:  Yes.

24            THE COURT:  Because what I would like to do

25       just before lunch, I would like take care of this
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1       evidentiary hearing issue, and then the balance of

2       the afternoon can be on the meat and potatoes that

3       we have.  Let's work a little longer.

4            Do you need a bathroom break?

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We can go forward without

6       Mr. Abadin.

7            THE COURT:  I just waited as courtesy for you

8       guys.  Let's take a bathroom break so that

9       everybody can be comfortable, and then let's come

10       back and sort that issue out, because that's not

11       going to be lengthy at all.

12            We are in recess for five minutes.

13            (A brief break was taken.)

14            (Mr. James Kaplan, ESQ., and Mr. Jonathan

15  Feuer, ESQ., were not present in the courtroom after

16  the recess.)

17            THE COURT:  We are back from our break and I

18       want to take a sidestep from the motions -- the

19       other motion to dismiss and turn our attention to

20       USAA's renewed motion for reconsideration of the

21       March 31, 2016 order setting evidentiary hearing on

22       plaintiff's motion for injunctive relief for USAA

23       and its counsels' alleged violations of Florida

24       Rules of Professional Conduct.

25            I have Herssein Law Group's response to USAA
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1       and then I have Frank Zacherl, Gillman and Shutts &

2       Bowen having the supplemental, which I denied the

3       plaintiff's motion to strike.  I reviewed that.

4            USAA's motion for reconsideration and

5       clarification, I guess came before the renewed, and

6       then USAA's supplemental motion.  Other than

7       Herssein Law Group's response dated 1/23/17, I

8       don't know that there was another response.

9            Okay.

10            I have read the papers and I have made a

11       decision on what I wanted to do, but I don't know

12       if anybody wants to say anything --

13            MR. COFFEY:  I do, Your Honor, and --

14            THE COURT:  -- on this issue.

15            MR. COFFEY:  Because this reconsideration is

16       urgently important.  I note at the outset that the

17       actual motion that Judge Marin set for evidentiary

18       hearing in March was an injunctive motion.  The

19       Herssein Group has now acknowledged that the

20       injunction is moot.

21            THE COURT:  Yes, it was styled -- the notice

22       of hearing had both topics included in the

23       March 31st notice.

24            MR. COFFEY:  But I emphasize that because

25       obviously significant circumstances have changed
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1       since Judge Marin has indicated that there would be

2       an evidentiary hearing.  We now have separate

3       counsel, the two witnesses.  Their separate counsel

4       happens to be highly, highly regarded members of

5       the Bar, so any suggestion that the clients that

6       they represent are --

7            THE COURT:  The issue of solicitation is moot.

8            MR. COFFEY:  The issue of solicitation is

9       moot, but the issue of witness tampering, simply

10       stated, is outrageous.

11            It is, in effect, their request, their

12       insistence that Shutts and others, in effect, go on

13       trial in an evidentiary hearing.  And even though

14       it's a civil charge, it's go on trial for

15       committing criminal conduct.  That is what their

16       position is.

17            And as I was listening to Your Honor very,

18       very correctly point out that you can't plead

19       conclusory allegations, you can't pull things out

20       of the air, you don't assume, judges don't assume,

21       all of which is completely true with respect to a

22       civil issue, it's all the more so true and every

23       bit as much true with respect to sanctions motions.

24            I guess what they want to do is without

25       rewriting and present ago a new motion for
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1       sanction, is somehow collect all these papers that

2       were splattered over the court file for a period

3       going back, I think to November of 2015 and have it

4       re-emerge as a sanctions motion.  And a sanctions

5       motion, which includes sort of a parenthetically

6       really egregious accusations.

7            Let me talk about what they have got.  And

8       let's measure that against your very proper

9       observation that you can't come into this court

10       with rank conclusions and speculation, and all the

11       more so when you're accusing people of crimes, for

12       heaven's sake.

13            But here's the statute, 914.22, the crime of

14       witness tampering and intimidation, they put it in

15       their papers, elsewhere they refer to documents

16       they are requesting as evidence of a crime, the

17       crime, the crime, the crime.

18            THE COURT:  I saw in your papers.  914.22,

19       knowingly intimidates or uses physical force or

20       threatens or offers pecuniary gain with intent

21       to -- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 -- 6 possible elements;

22       withhold testimony, alter or destroy evidence,

23       evade, be absent, hinder, delay or testify

24       untruthfully.

25            MR. COFFEY:  Yeah.  And let me start out with
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1       this question, which of the things did they say we

2       did?

3            THE COURT:  None.

4            MR. COFFEY:  None, Judge.  And they didn't say

5       we did anything on one, they didn't say we did

6       anything on -- and yet with a case that's pretty

7       complex -- and I know you have done a lot to narrow

8       it in a very short period of time -- they want

9       another major detour to have folks, in effect,

10       stand on trial civilly for a crime that they

11       haven't even articulated.

12            THE COURT:  The detour, to me, doesn't matter

13       if it's warranted.

14            MR. COFFEY:  If it's warranted, but they would

15       still, at a minimum, have to file a specific

16       sanction motion setting forth specific grounds.

17       That is what is required.  Because sanctions affect

18       reputation, they affect --

19            THE COURT:  The tampering, also, as you

20       stated -- or somebody stated in their papers, the

21       tampering has to be referenced in an official

22       proceeding under 914.214 before a judge or grand

23       jury, before the legislature, before a federal

24       agency, before the Commission on Ethics.  And I

25       think I read in the defense papers that, you know,
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1       a phone call by Mr. Herssein to the witness right

2       before deposition or after being subpoenaed for

3       deposition is not one of those official

4       proceedings.

5            MR. COFFEY:  He wanted a private ex parte

6       one-on-one interview with a witness.  That is not

7       an official proceeding, and there are several cases

8       that we cited that say that.

9            In fact, one of the cases say it's

10       inconvenient to somebody who seeks a one-on-one

11       interview that a lawyer all of a sudden gets

12       involved and says, no, we'll talk to you at the

13       deposition.

14            But that happens every day.  It's perfectly

15       proper, it's not obstruction, it's not witness

16       tampering, and all they are doing in these papers

17       is guessing.

18            So, Your Honor, they are not without an

19       ability down the road to -- for example, they are

20       going to be able to take the deposition of these

21       witnesses.

22            THE COURT:  I think the problem was is that it

23       appeared to Mr. Herssein that Ms. Carlisle, who he

24       had a working relationship with for years, said she

25       wasn't represented by counsel but had been informed
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1       not to speak to anyone and then was later

2       represented by Shutts & Bowen.  And so there is a

3       feeling, if you will -- I don't know what other

4       adjective to describe it, a suspicion about why

5       Mr. Herssein felt that this woman was being, you

6       know, shut down.  But there is no law, per se, that

7       a law firm can't represent both the corporation and

8       an employee or former employee.

9            Although, there are plenty of law review

10       articles on ethics advising against that kind of

11       behavior because of a potential conflict of

12       interest or, you know, latent intimidation,

13       perhaps, to the employee.

14            And so that is no longer an issue because each

15       of the alleged employees or former employees are

16       now represented by their own counsel for which you

17       are here today in that role.

18            So I was very disturbed, as a judge and as a

19       former litigator like you guys, at the due process

20       problem that I view happened here.  I read the

21       transcript of March 31st in its entirety, and I

22       feel sad because this kind of stuff happens all the

23       time because the judges are very overworked and

24       they have long dockets, and they can't seem to give

25       the lawyers the special set time they are asking
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1       for, and then lawyers end up on five-minute motion

2       calendars on a meaty issue like this.

3            And then the judges have procedures, everyone

4       has a different procedure on their website, and

5       then those procedures are not followed because

6       maybe the lawyers are frustrated because they can't

7       get judge time, and then when they get there, only

8       one party has briefed the issue.  And the party

9       that didn't brief the issue doesn't get to say

10       anything because the transcript is clear, unlike

11       what's alleged in Mr. Herssein's papers that the

12       other side had an opportunity to speak.

13            I read the transcript again and again, and

14       with all do represent to my colleague, Mr. Gillman

15       was interrupted every time he started to speak.

16            So, you know, I would like to talk about my

17       findings and what I would like to do, my ruling,

18       and then if anybody -- you know, Mr. Herssein and

19       Mr. Udell, if you want to say something --

20            MR. UDELL:  Yes, Judge.

21            THE COURT:  -- to change my mind, maybe that

22       would be helpful.  But let me go through my

23       analysis as I read the renewed motion, the

24       transcripts, the Herssein Law Group's response.

25            So, first of all, I am, by having this
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1       hearing, granting the rehearing of this motion to

2       set evidentiary hearing on primarily due process

3       grounds.

4            In the plaintiff's papers -- on page 6, the

5       plaintiff, in the first paragraph, says procedural

6       due process requires that each litigant be given

7       proper notice and full and fair opportunity to be

8       heard.

9            I couldn't agree more.

10            So there is a procedure on Judge Marin's web

11       page which was attached as Exhibit 1 to the defense

12       motion.  And Exhibit 1 -- let me be clear whose

13       motion that is.  USAA's renewed motion filed

14       1/13/2017.

15            So we have Judge Marin's web page, and on

16       there is says moving party will contact the JA with

17       all parties on the line in order to coordinate

18       hearing date.

19            Apparently that never happened.  The plaintiff

20       believes that USAA's lawyers were being obstructive

21       and were not cooperating, is what I gathered.

22            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

23            THE COURT:  They weren't giving dates, and so

24       I gather that there was frustration on the part of

25       Mr. Herssein and his law firm, as the plaintiff
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1       here, and just to get the ball rolling, the matter

2       was put on the uniform motion calendar, which is a

3       five-minute motion calendar.

4            Well, the other side, according to their

5       papers, they had received a request for evidentiary

6       hearing for -- asking the Court For one hour, and

7       that was filed on November 5, 2015, which is

8       Exhibit 2 of the USAA motion.  So with that in

9       mind, they knew and expected that this request for

10       evidentiary hearing was going to be at least an

11       hour hearing.  So, according to them, they didn't

12       think that this issue was going to be heard and it

13       was unilaterally set for uniform motion calendar,

14       for which at some point they did -- no, that was

15       after, strike that.

16            So on February 4, 2016, there's a uniform

17       motion calendar noticed for a five-minute calendar

18       call.  Defendant had not responded, they say,

19       because they had expected a special set.

20            So one of the reasons why I am granting

21       rehearing and ultimately reversing, if you will, as

22       the successor judge, Judge Marin's decision to hold

23       an evidentiary hearing, one, on a violation of due

24       process; secondly, for substantive reasons.  There

25       are insufficient facts alleged by the plaintiff to
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1       give rise for the need of an evidentiary hearing on

2       witness tampering, and I am referring to the

3       elements of Statute 904.22 and 914.21, which is

4       what Mr. Coffey was alluding to earlier, the

5       element of witness tampering in official

6       proceedings.

7            So let's go to the transcript of the hearing.

8       Page 9, line 8 through 22.  So Mr. Herssein says at

9       that hearing -- This is his reason for wanting an

10       evidentiary hearing.  He says to Judge Marin --

11       strike that.

12            Line 6, page 9, Judge Marin says, "Okay.  Let

13       me hear from counsel.  What say you?"

14            Mr. Herssein says, "I just want an evidentiary

15       hearing where we would be calling Catina Tomei and

16       Debbie Carlisle.  I want to know, and I think the

17       Court needs to know, why Debbie Carlisle tell me

18       before she was represented counsel...  Because I

19       specifically asked her:  Debbie, are you

20       represented by an attorney?

21            "No, Reuven, I am not, but Catina Tomei told

22       me I cannot talk to you.

23            "And I said:  Debbie, why would she say that?

24            "But either way, I issue a subpoena, I respect

25       what you're telling me, Debbie.  Please show up on
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1       November 20th," which I presume was her deposition

2       date.

3            That's the legal reason why Mr. Herssein

4       argued before Judge Marin for the need for an

5       evidentiary hearing on witness tampering.  Not once

6       were the elements of witness tampering stated to

7       the Court or considered.

8            So then let's go to the Court's ruling,

9       page 11.  So the judge says, "Well, you know, I'll

10       tell you what I am going to do because I don't want

11       any stone to be unturned here.  I want this case to

12       be really litigated in a very transparent way.  I'm

13       going to grant the motion for evidentiary hearing

14       on this matter."

15            Now, this is me speaking.  I am not reading,

16       so the record is clear.  That's outrageous.  I have

17       never heard of such a thing, respectfully.

18            So you don't grant an evidentiary hearing

19       because you want every stone unturned without even

20       talking about the elements of witness tampering

21       because I want the case to be litigated?  So every

22       time you guys have is be problem, I am just going

23       to let you go off on some tangent?

24            Trust me, I don't want that kind of

25       relationship with you all.  We would be litigating
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1       this thing for ten years.

2            So that's page 11, without addressing the

3       elements.

4            So page 16, again Mr. Gillman is cut off.  And

5       he starts by complaining about the notice of

6       hearing and the judge on page 16 says "You know

7       what, which ever way, what I am granting is a

8       motion or evidentiary hearing."  And so he cuts him

9       off there.  Again, no legal grounds are given.

10            Page 17, Mr. Herssein, how often lawyers will

11       do when they win a motion, he is like, "Thank you,

12       Judge.  I appreciate it."  So he wants to get out

13       of there.

14            And Mr. Gillman says, the issue -- page 17,

15       line 15, "The issue as to whether or not he has

16       established a basis for the evidentiary hearing.

17            And Mr. Herssein, "Are we excused?

18            Because, Gillman -- have I seen Gillman here?

19       I don't think I have.

20            MR. UDELL:  They took him off the case, Judge.

21            THE COURT:  Gillman is trying to get a word in

22       edgewise on whether it's appropriate to have an

23       evidentiary hearing and things that are,

24       respectfully -- when lawyers say "respectfully,"

25       for us, it's basically, what are you doing?  Are
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1       you nuts?  I always bristle --

2            MR. UDELL:  Respectfully, I agree with you.

3            THE COURT:  Exactly.  I always bristle when a

4       lawyer says respectfully because I know I am going

5       to get zinged.

6            So he is saying, "Respectfully, should have

7       been done in a special set so that we would have

8       given you opposition," that's page 17.

9            That doesn't matter because on page 18, the

10       judge says, "The Court ruled.  Granted the motion.

11       Set this matter for an evidentiary hearing.  Thank

12       you very much."

13            That's not appropriate.  That's not looking at

14       this very, very important issue properly in

15       accordance with the law.

16            So what happened as a result of that decision,

17       you all have taken a terrible turn.  You have taken

18       this turn which has stalled the issues that are

19       important in this case to attorney/client

20       privilege, 400 entries, the need for a special

21       master.

22            Do you know how much money that would cost?

23       For nothing, because I haven't even seen a single

24       legal basis for this evidentiary hearing.  There

25       are causes of action here that need to be litigated
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1       and there are potentially damages that may be

2       awarded, you know, but those are things that need

3       to be litigated.  And we have to stop going down

4       these rabbit holes, which are pointless.

5            So that's --

6            MR. UDELL:  May I say something, Your Honor?

7            THE COURT:  Yes.

8            MR. UDELL:  I understand your ruling, and I

9       get it, but let's back up and talk about the due

10       process issue, which is ridiculous, because they

11       had three months -- five months to file something,

12       anything in response to this motion.

13            THE COURT:  But can I just say something on

14       that?  People file motions all the time and they

15       sit in the docket and they only file responses when

16       the matters gets set for hearing.

17            MR. UDELL:  I don't think that was the method

18       of operation of Shutts & Bowen and Mr. Gillman

19       during the early litigation in this case, because I

20       think it was probably a fax -- I'm going back, an

21       e-mail a day between them on whatever was going on.

22       So I don't believe that at all.  I think what

23       happened is they dropped the ball.

24            I get it.  They screwed up, they showed up at

25       the hearing and Mr. Herssein said:  This is what
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1       she said to me.  I can't talk to you.  This is not

2       right.

3            And I think you would agree that's not proper

4       for a witness to say I can't talk to you because my

5       old boss, who he happens to be suing, told me not

6       to.  That's wrong.  And that's why the Court wanted

7       a hearing to see what actually happened.

8            I admit they don't specifically plead witness

9       tampering.  However, something smelled bad and the

10       court acknowledged it.

11            Then they filed a motion for rehearing, they

12       filed a supplemental motion for rehearing.  They

13       did nothing with it.

14            Then they say, okay, let's have the hearing.

15       Here is the date.

16            Comes up, three weeks before Mr. Reyes shows

17       up, Mr. Abadin shows up, and they blow it up and

18       say we need to get this case to complex business.

19            THE COURT:  No, I definitely follow the bread

20       crumbs.  After the judge granted the motion, there

21       were subsequent motions for reconsideration and

22       everybody lawyered-up and everything else.

23            MR. UDELL:  But they never set those for

24       hearing.

25            THE COURT:  I think there were problems with
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1       scheduling, no?

2            MR. UDELL:  I don't know that, but it was

3       never heard.  They never attempted to.  They simply

4       said, okay, let's have the hearing.

5            THE COURT:  I thought there were problems with

6       the schedule.

7            MR. UDELL:  There were two separate hearings,

8       if I am wrong.  Two separate --

9            MR. HERSSEIN:  Your Honor, Manny Garcia agreed

10       in May --

11            THE COURT:  I saw in the papers.

12            MS. HERSSEIN:  -- to set the November 3, 2016

13       evidentiary hearing.

14            THE COURT:  Right.  He agreed to the date, but

15       I didn't see anywhere in the papers where he agreed

16       to the need to withdraw the motion for

17       reconsideration.

18            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That's correct, Your

19       Honor.

20            What happened here is Mr. Herssein had

21       basically filed a notice of availability for the

22       entire month of October and then somehow he was

23       able to show up to the date the judge scheduled a

24       status conference.

25            And we showed the Court the fact that we
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1       couldn't get the motions being filed and objections

2       by the new attorneys because he was going to be out

3       the entire month of October.

4            THE COURT:  None of that matters.

5            MR. UDELL:  I understand that, Judge, but I

6       would like the ability, obviously, to raise this

7       issue once discovery is done for purposes of any

8       sanction motion we want to file.

9            THE COURT:  For sure.  Absolutely.  Because

10       what needs to happen is discovery needs to take

11       place.

12            MR. UDELL:  Absolutely.

13            THE COURT:  And, you know, if you are

14       discovering the facts that will tend to prove

15       your -- you know, your case, or whatever it is that

16       you're doing for trial, I think that questions

17       regarding a witness's bias or credibility I think

18       are fair questions in a deposition.

19            MR. UDELL:  Absolutely.  So we've -- in

20       preparing for this evidentiary hearing, there were

21       certain subpoenas issued for documents, text

22       messages, et cetera, but I think we're entitled --

23            THE COURT:  Let's press the Hilary Clinton's

24       reset button.

25            MR. UDELL:  I don't think I want to touch
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1       anything she touched, Judge.

2            I think those issues that we're seeking

3       discovery for purpose of an evidentiary hearing and

4       say, okay, you can discover that for purposes of

5       the case.

6            THE COURT:  Yes, but I am not -- let's be very

7       clear, I am goings to -- is the term overturn or

8       overrule?

9            MR. ZACHERL:  Vacate.

10            THE COURT:  I know that I am not in the Third

11       DCA, but I am a successor judge, which gives me the

12       opportunity to revisit this issue.

13            So I am going to vacate Judge Marin's ruling

14       on the evidentiary hearing.  I don't want to hear

15       about that again.

16            MR. UDELL:  Understood.

17            THE COURT:  Until I see evidence that meets a

18       cause of action, witness tampering, or Bar

19       violation, or something sanctionable that is not

20       supposition, imagination --

21            MR. UDELL:  I don't think there was any

22       supposition or imagination into what she said to my

23       client and that's "evidence," according to you.  We

24       have filed the interrogatories --

25            THE COURT:  Yeah, but what did -- so what if
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1       the boss -- Carlisle was the boss -- no, Tomei was.

2       What if Tomei said to Carlisle, "We are being sued,

3       don't talk to anybody," without any lawyer telling

4       her to do that?  Because she is a boss.  She is

5       used to bossing people around.

6            I mean, I am making this up, obviously.

7            So without more --

8            MR. UDELL:  She is a former boss.  She is not

9       her boss.  She is a former boss.  That's our point.

10       You can't tell a non-party, don't talk to the other

11       side.  You can't do that.

12            THE COURT:  Right.  But laypeople may not know

13       that.

14            MR. UDELL:  So for purposes of discovery, if

15       we -- which we had previously tried to get for

16       purposes of this hearing, discussion between Tomei

17       and Carlisle, e-mails between Tomei and Carlisle.

18            That's why I'm saying, it's not a dead issue

19       for purposes of the case.  That discovery is still

20       relevant.  It's not in front of you right now.

21       They will still need to come in, I guess, and say

22       we object because you're asking for text messages

23       from us, and I'm going to say it's text messages,

24       it's discovery.

25            THE COURT:  Has Carlisle been deposed yet?
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1            MR. UDELL:  No.

2            THE COURT:  I don't know what paper discovery

3       you have propounded or not, but if an individual

4       who is a witness or former employee, if there's a

5       fear that that person has been influenced or is

6       under some sort of coercive power by the former

7       employee, I think those are questions that are

8       legitimate questions in a deposition.

9            MR. UDELL:  That's fine, Judge.

10            THE COURT:  Have you propounded a request for

11       production?

12            MR. UDELL:  Well, we served the subpoenas for

13       the evidentiary hearing.

14            THE COURT:  So right now I am hitting Hilary

15       Clinton's reset button.  I am striking all

16       subpoenas, all requests for production, all

17       requests for interrogatories relating to that

18       evidentiary hearing.  This train is back on track

19       as far as the remaining counts.

20            Now we have an afternoon of hearings so we'll

21       see, you know, what happens.

22            MR. UDELL:  But for purposes of that witness,

23       Ms. Carlisle, we are going to subpoena her for

24       deposition.  We are going to say bring X, Y, Z text

25       massage, bring X, Y, Z e-mails, bring your phone.
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1       I don't want the Court ruling to say you can't go

2       into it because no evidentiary hearing.

3            THE COURT:  But I don't want you to interpret

4       something that I am saying to be something else.

5            MR. UDELL:  I am not even asking for an

6       evidentiary hearing, Judge.  I am just saying

7       preserving --

8            THE COURT:  There is no evidentiary hearing.

9       All the discovery that you have done in furtherance

10       of that evidentiary hearing is stricken.

11            You set her for depo duces tecum after you

12       have agreed on a date with opposing counsel.  If

13       there is an itemized list of aspirational evidence,

14       if there is an objection, you need to do whatever

15       you need to do to get in front of me.

16            MR. REYES:  All right.

17            THE COURT:  And if it's reasonable, you're

18       going to get it.

19            Now, please, let's not get into a battle about

20       attorney/client privilege stuff.

21            MR. UDELL:  I am not going to ask for

22       attorney/client privilege stuff so that's not the

23       issue.  Anything that's between Tomei and Carlisle

24       is not attorney/client privilege.

25            THE COURT:  I hope not.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, we have a

2       proposed order.  I can just read it into the

3       record.  It says "The renewed motion for

4       reconsideration to clarification of the March 31,

5       2016 order setting evidentiary hearing is granted.

6       The March 31, 2016 order setting evidentiary

7       hearing is hereby vacated.  The Court has not been

8       provided with any factual or legal basis to find

9       that there was witness tampering and solicitation

10       at this time.  Also, subpoenas, interrogatories,

11       and request for production related to the

12       evidentiary hearing are stricken."

13            THE COURT:  And for the reasons stated on the

14       record.

15            MR. UDELL:  Judge, I don't think you can make

16       a factual finding.

17            THE COURT:  What factual finding?

18            MR. UDELL:  That's what they just said in

19       their order.  I you think you're saying there is no

20       factual basis.

21            THE COURT:  Read me again what you wrote.

22            MR. UDELL:  I think if you write, the

23       motion --

24            THE COURT:  Let me hear what he -- I didn't

25       hear anything I didn't like.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  "The court has not been

2       provided with any factual or legal basis to find

3       that there was witness tampering and solicitation

4       at this time."

5            THE COURT:  That's what I said.

6            MR. UDELL:  But the point is, I don't think we

7       discussed the solicitation issue at all.  I think

8       you kind of brushed that off.

9            THE COURT:  The solicitation issue is moot.

10            MR. UDELL:  I don't think it's moot because --

11            MR. COFFEY:  Your Honor, most --

12            THE COURT:  Just a moment.

13            MR. UDELL:  Because Mr. Gillman -- our

14       position was that Mr. Gillman solicited

15       Ms. Carlisle.  Now there is no need for an

16       injunction, we get that, because she as her

17       separate lawyer.  But the allegation was

18       Mr. Gillman solicited Carlisle, and that's

19       supported by the e-mail sent to my client.

20            THE COURT:  Well, I mean, if you're going to

21       pursue sanctions on that --

22            MR. UDELL:  If you want me to file a separate

23       motion, I can do that.

24            THE COURT:  No, I don't.

25            MR. UDELL:  I don't think you can stop me from
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1       filing it, obviously, but I'm saying you're

2       glossing over the solicitation issue.

3            THE COURT:  I am.  So tell me why I shouldn't?

4            MR. UDELL:  Because what you said was they

5       have separate counsel so the solicitation motion is

6       moot.

7            That is not the issue.  The injunction issue

8       is moot because they have separate counsel.  We

9       allege that Mr. Gillman solicited Ms. Carlisle.

10       That's via the e-mails and via my client's --

11            THE COURT:  And he was a Shutts & Bowen

12       lawyer?

13            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  And that was the

14       improper solicitation.  That's what alleged.

15            THE COURT:  And so leading to what end?

16            MR. UDELL:  That is the sanctionable event.

17            THE COURT:  Gillman isn't even in the case

18       anymore.

19            MR. UDELL:  But it's Shutts & Bowen.

20            THE COURT:  Oh, it's Shutts.

21            MR. ZACHERL:  I am here, Judge.

22            MR. UDELL:  We've alleged that Gillman

23       solicited Carlisle.  So if we want to pursue

24       sanctions related to that solicitation, I don't

25       think you should -- you, obviously, don't want an
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1       evidentiary hearing on it at this point, but if you

2       look at what you allege, you look at the e-mail

3       sent by Mr. Gillman to my client, he specifically

4       says, Oh, you know we representing her.  Meanwhile,

5       she told my client, No one represents me.

6            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, it's blanket

7       speculation.

8            MR. UDELL:  That was the whole point,

9       Mr. Herssein filed an interrogatory response, I

10       believe, specifically saying this.

11            THE COURT:  Just a moment.  Just so you know

12       that I really don't pay attention to what firm

13       is -- who does Shutts represent?

14            MR. ZACHERL:  We are lead counsel for USAA.

15            What happened, Judge, is I brought

16       Mr. Linares --

17            THE COURT:  And Mr. Garcia-Linares?

18            MR. ZACHERL:  I am an insurance guy.  I don't

19       handle commercial cases.  This my client, been my

20       client for a long time.

21            I brought in Mr. Linares to represent -- to

22       help me represent USAA because Mr. Gillman couldn't

23       do the case anymore.  That's what happened.

24            Now, on this issue, you need to know that no

25       less than a dozen times these fellows have written
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1       in the public record in this case -- they have done

2       it in the public record in other cases.  Somehow I

3       am getting calls from the media about these witness

4       tampering and solicitation allegations.

5            There is nothing to these allegations.  I have

6       never met Ms. Carlisle, I have never spoken to her,

7       I have never communicated with her, okay, and

8       somehow my name is getting dragged through the mud

9       throughout this.

10            This is why they are arguing right now that

11       they should be able to keep --

12            MR. COFFEY:  Your Honor, I represent him.  Let

13       me speak instead.

14            THE COURT:  Let your lawyer talk.

15            MR. ZACHERL:  You're right.  That's why I have

16       one.  You can see my passion on this, but I can't

17       believe we are still talking about this.  I'm

18       sorry, Judge.

19            MR. COFFEY:  It's effective and

20       understandable, but it's not what we are here for.

21            Their allegation in their original motion was

22       the possible prohibited client solicitation.  I

23       just want to be clear.  He said for the first time

24       that it occurred.  They don't know what occurred.

25            THE COURT:  I agree.  That's why I --
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1            MR. COFFEY:  That's why your order said based

2       on what you got right now.

3            THE COURT:  I like the language.

4            But let's address Mr. Udell's other issue,

5       which I admit I did gloss over because I thought it

6       was taken care of, the solicitation issue, by the

7       fact that the witnesses have independent counsel.

8            But I realize that what Mr. Udell is saying on

9       behalf of his client is that the solicitation --

10       the alleged solicitation is improper and

11       sanctionable.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, it's rank

13       speculation.

14            So what does he have?  He's got a five-minute

15       conversation with a lady that -- first he asks her

16       are you represented by counsel.

17            No.

18            I'd like to talk to you.

19            No, I have been told not to talk to you.

20            USAA asked its lawyer, USAA asked this lady,

21       who is a former employee, would you like to be

22       represented by counsel now that she has gotten a

23       call for first time.  She says I want a lawyer, and

24       he tells her to contact this person.  That's not

25       solicitation.
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1            THE COURT:  So is there a separate motion for

2       sanctions based on the solicitation?

3            MR. COFFEY:  No.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It's all the same.

5            THE COURT:  I am not having an evidentiary

6       hearing on that.

7            MR. UDELL:  Understood, Judge.

8            THE COURT:  So include that in the order, no

9       evidentiary hearing.

10            If you want to pursue that in discovery and if

11       you find sanctionable acts, I am happy to hear

12       whatever motion you filed --

13            MR. UDELL:  Okay.

14            THE COURT:  -- on everything.

15            MR. HERSSEIN:  Okay.  But, see, that -- Your

16       Honor --

17            THE COURT:  Nothing is here denied with

18       prejudice, okay?

19            MR. HERSSEIN:  We understand that.  We are not

20       asking for an evidentiary hearing today.  We

21       respect your ruling.

22            I just want to be clear for the record, that

23       the order that they are giving you is you're

24       finding today that there was no witness tampering.

25       How could you do that without an evidentiary
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1       hearing?

2            THE COURT:  No, that's not what that says.

3            MR. HERSSEIN:  That's what they're writing.

4            THE COURT:  No, they said that there is no

5       evidence that meets the statutory criteria for

6       witness tampering.

7            MR. HERSSEIN:  That's a factual finding

8       without an evidentiary hearing.  I haven't been

9       sworn in.  Do you want to hear my allegation as to

10       why there was witness tampering?

11            MR. COFFEY:  I think if you look at the order,

12       Your Honor, you'll find it's accurate.

13            MR. REYES:  Judge, may I?  It involves Tomei.

14            That order does not say what Mr. Herssein is

15       saying.  That order just -- Judge, that order says

16       that at this point -- there is nothing factual at

17       this to time to find there was witness tampering,

18       and that's what you said on the record a few

19       moments ago.

20            THE COURT:  I thought I did that.

21            MR. REYES:  That's exactly what you said.

22            THE COURT:  Aye-yai-yai.  "The renewed motion

23       for reconsideration or clarification of March 31,

24       2016 order setting evidentiary hearing is granted."

25       So far so good.
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1            MS. HERSSEIN:  Correct.

2            THE COURT:  "March 31, 2016 order setting

3       evidentiary hearing is vacated."  So far so good.

4            MR. HERSSEIN:  Yes.

5            THE COURT:  Here is where this part comes in.

6            "The Court has not been provided with any

7       factual or legal basis to find that that there was

8       witness tampering and solicitation at this time.

9       All subpoenas, interrogatories and requests for

10       production related to the evidentiary hearing are

11       stricken for the reasons stated on the record."

12            So just a second.  Let me look at my notes so

13       I can tell you exactly what I had said hear.

14            MR. UDELL:  Judge, I think they could live you

15       with you striking that sentences "at this time."

16            MR. ZACHERL:  No, we cannot.

17            THE COURT:  Mr. Zacherl, you have a very good

18       lawyer.  You need to sit down.

19            MR. UDELL:  Their request was do not grant an

20       evidentiary hearing.  And that's what you're

21       saying.  You're saying, I'm vacating that order.

22       There is no evidentiary hearing.

23            THE COURT:  But I have to state my reasons why

24       I'm doing that, and here's the reason.

25            MR. UDELL:  And we would have a problem with
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1       it.  We don't have a problem with an order saying

2       the evidentiary hearing is --

3            THE COURT:  Frankly, I don't care what any of

4       you have a problem with.  I want my rulings to be

5       documented in an order.  And what the -- the reason

6       why I am vacating Judge Marin, who is my

7       colleague -- and, you know, he and I stand next to

8       each other in this Circuit Court.  So for me to

9       vacate my colleague's order, I have to have a

10       reason.

11            So my reason is due process, and, secondly, no

12       facts alleged by the plaintiff give rise to the

13       need for an evidentiary hearing on witness

14       tampering, pursuant to 904.22 and 914.21, official

15       proceedings.  That's what I said.

16            So if you want to order the transcript and

17       rewrite this, but no facts alleged by the plaintiff

18       give rise for the need for an evidentiary hearing.

19            MR. REYES:  At this time, that's what it says.

20            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  At this time.

21            THE COURT:  This says the Court has not been

22       provided with any factual or legal basis to find

23       that there was witness tampering and solicitation

24       at this time.

25            MR. HERSSEIN:  Judge, the Court -- if the
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1       Court executes that order, what it's saying is you

2       found that there was no witness tampering.

3            THE COURT:  Let me fix this.  The Court has

4       not been provided with any facts or legal basis to

5       find the need for evidentiary hearing on witness

6       tampering or solicitation at --

7            MR. HERSSEIN:  At this time.

8            THE COURT:  At this time.

9            MR. HERSSEIN:  We are fine with that, Your

10       Honor.

11            MS. HERSSEIN:  Do you have another one?

12            MR. REYES:  Just so I can make a record -- and

13       I understand the ruling here.  Here is where their

14       arguments doesn't make sense.

15            If you would have found that there was a

16       factual and legal basis for witness tampering at

17       this time, you would be doing something.  But

18       because there is the no factual legal basis for

19       witness tampering, you have made the ruling you

20       have made.  Because if you would found it, you

21       would say, no, no, wait a minute.  I find that

22       there is a factual and legal basis, therefore, I am

23       going to do X.

24            THE COURT:  No.  If there would have been a

25       proper due process hearing and if in the motion the
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1       plaintiff would have alleged the elements of

2       witness tampering pursuant to 904.22, perhaps I

3       wouldn't have vacated Judge Marin's decision.

4            MR. REYES:  Exactly.

5            THE COURT:  But none of that happened.

6            MR. REYES:  Exactly.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  So you have found that

8       you have not been provided with any facts or legal

9       basis.

10            THE COURT:  I know Mr. Zacherl wants to be

11       vindicated here.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  You misunderstand what

13       happens.  There are two other proceedings other

14       than this case pending right now where Mr. Herssein

15       is going in front of judges, accusing Mr. Reyes of

16       doing other things and saying, oh, no they are

17       going to have this evidentiary hearing on witness

18       tampering.

19            THE COURT:  That's so improper if that's

20       what's happening.

21            MR. REYES:  That's exactly what's happening.

22            THE COURT:  Stop, stop.  Please don't do that.

23       You're damaging people's reputations if that's

24       happening.  It's not appropriate, even if there

25       was.  Even if there was evidence that would give
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1       rise to an evidentiary hearing, until that hearing

2       is adjudicated, it's not elegant, it's not

3       appropriate.  These lawyers have only one thing to

4       offer and that's their reputation and their skill.

5            But if the reputation is tarnished, it's a

6       problem if it affects even one of the things that

7       you're complaining about.  This client allegedly

8       harming you has affected your marketability,

9       according to your papers.

10            MR. HERSSEIN:  Correct, Judge.

11            THE COURT:  We're not doing that here.

12            MR. HERSSEIN:  This issue has already been in

13       front of the Third DCA.

14            THE COURT:  On what?

15            MS. HERSSEIN:  The witness tampering and

16       evidentiary hearing on solicitation.

17            During the appeal they refused to set the

18       hearing to give me an evidentiary hearing because

19       of the stay by the Third DCA.

20            So we went up to the Third DCA to ask the

21       Third DCA to vacate the stay on discovery because

22       this evidentiary hearing had nothing to do with the

23       underlying case, it had to do with witness

24       tampering and client solicitation.

25            The Third DCA ruled after briefing that it was
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1       not going to lift the stay and the stay was going

2       to stay in place until they had the oral arguments

3       on August 23rd.

4            Okay.  But this issue already has been in

5       front of the Third DCA.

6            THE COURT:  It shouldn't -- frankly, it

7       shouldn't have been.

8            MR. HERSSEIN:  I understand, but the

9       allegations --

10            THE COURT:  If I was these guys, I would be

11       pissed.  You what to know why?

12            MS. HERSSEIN:  Then they should act properly.

13            THE COURT:  You see what you're saying right

14       now, you need -- you need to rely on your lawyer

15       because you are too emotional.  Seriously.

16            MR. HERSSEIN:  Okay.

17            THE COURT:  There may be some bad behavior,

18       but there are elements and they have to be

19       followed.

20            MR. UDELL:  I am fine with that.

21            THE COURT:  You cannot malign people's

22       reputations.  You can't.  And I won't let them do

23       it to you either.

24            MR. HERSSEIN:  Okay.

25            MR. UDELL:  It just comes down to timing,
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1       Judge.  At the time, there's already been two

2       orders granting this hearing.  So I don't think

3       they come in here and say you're going all around

4       town saying X, Y, Z.  There was a hearing set that

5       they agreed to.

6            THE COURT:  Mr. Udell, you better move back

7       from that position.

8            MR. UDELL:  I understand.  I agree completely

9       with how you're ruling.  I understand it.  There is

10       no reason at this point, according to you, because

11       we didn't plead it specifically.

12            THE COURT:  If somebody did it to me if I was

13       a practicing lawyer, "Oh, Judge, you know, Betty

14       Butchko's going has got a motion for witness

15       tampering against her," that is so inappropriate.

16            MR. UDELL:  But these are witnesses in other

17       cases.  I don't know a lot about the witnesses in

18       those cases.

19            THE COURT:  That's why these guys are all hot.

20            MR. UDELL:  They filed affidavits by this

21       witness, Tomei, in those cases, so I think --

22            THE COURT:  The affidavits are to say there

23       was no tampering.

24            MR. UDELL:  No, no, they are completely

25       unrelated affidavits --
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Of course.

2            MR. REYES:  Judge, if I may --

3            MR. UDELL:  -- on the underlying cases.

4            THE COURT:  This is very disturbing.

5            MR. REYES:  You hit the nail on the head.

6            Every time he goes into Court, Mr. Herssein

7       says Catina Tomei was witness tampering, he's

8       damaging her.  He doesn't realize that -- because

9       of his anger.  He doesn't realize what he's doing,

10       and I'm so glad you told him he can't do that

11       anymore because that has to stop until a Court

12       makes a finding, and then, of course, the finding

13       is what it is.

14            And that's all I am asking this Court to do.

15            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  All we're asking at this

16       point, Your Honor, is to make a finding, as of

17       today as you have not been provided with any

18       factual or legal basis that there was witness

19       tampering.  Once they take discovery, if they find

20       something which does not exist --

21            THE COURT:  No, I am not going to say that

22       because I understand what Mr. Herssein is saying.

23            What I'm saying is that in front of

24       Judge Marin, he should never have granted a

25       evidentiary hearing because there was no due
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1       process and, no facts alleged by the plaintiff gave

2       raise to the need for an evidentiary hearing on

3       witness tampering.

4            MR. REYES:  Okay.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Okay.

6            THE COURT:  So --

7            MR. ZACHERL:  And solicitation.

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We'll write it up.

9            THE COURT:  Write that in front of her and

10       just write that up.  Because if you type it, then

11       no one will agree on what you typed.

12            I would like to take a launch break and then

13       come back and with a cool mind and full stomach,

14       not too full.  We'll deal with the other parts of

15       the motion to dismiss because that's really going

16       to be the meaty issue, okay?

17            Is there anything else?

18            MR. ZACHERL:  No, Your Honor.

19            THE COURT:  You need Tilo.  Do you know what

20       Tilo is?

21            MR. ZACHERL:  Yes, I do.

22            (A discussion was held off the record.)

23            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I am assuming that by

24       striking all the subpoenas, et cetera, everything

25       else that was set for hearing for the next three
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1       days at this point it moot?  It's stricken or moot?

2            THE COURT:  Anything related to the

3       evidentiary hearing is gone.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And that's all that was

5       set.  Other than the motion to dismiss, all the

6       other motions that are set for the next three days

7       completely relate to discovery issues on the

8       evidentiary hearing.  There is nothing else.

9            THE COURT:  No more 57 motions?

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Well, no.  You have got

11       all the other -- you have, Judge, all the other

12       discovery issues and motions that you set for the

13       14th and 15th.

14            THE COURT:  Those are related to the

15       evidentiary hearing?

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That have nothing to do

17       with the evidentiary hearing.  The only things you

18       set for the 31st, 1st and 2nd is the motion to

19       dismiss, the renewed motion to reconsider, which

20       you've granted, and then discovery issues related

21       to the evidentiary hearing.

22            THE COURT:  So after today, we are done until

23       when --

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We are basically done

25       until the 14th.
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1            THE COURT:  February 14th?

2            MR. ZACHERL:  February 12th.

3            THE COURT:  Isn't that's your --

4            MR. ZACHERL:  On the 10th, Judge.  We are

5       doing it before Valentine's Day.

6            MR. UDELL:  According to the notice which they

7       filed, number 16 says HLG, my client's motion to

8       compel USAA's compliance with the duces tecum

9       portions of the notice of taking depositions.  So

10       that has nothing to do with the evidentiary hearing

11       issue.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, those were

13       the duces tecum to the notices related to the

14       evidentiary hearing.  The issue of duces tecum with

15       regard to --

16            THE COURT:  Notice of taking deposition.

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Correct, and it's all

18       related to the evidentiary hearing.

19            THE COURT:  Oh, evidentiary hearing depo or is

20       the employee -- hold only, guys.

21            Is it the employee's depo that you wanted to

22       take?

23            MR. HERSSEIN:  This was in the underlying

24       case.  This was Jennifer Tate, Steve Duke.

25            Your Honor, just so the Court understands,
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1       USAA and Manny, himself, furnished me with five

2       different dates in November to take five different

3       people at USAA:  Jennifer Tate, Alan Bunge, Steve

4       Duke and Catina Tomei and Debbie Carlisle in

5       November, having nothing to do with the evidentiary

6       hearing.

7            Jennifer Tate has nothing to do with it, Steve

8       Duke doesn't have anything to do with it and

9       neither does Alan Bunge.  And those people were

10       supposed to be taken in Texas in November.

11            So I submitted a duces tecum to Manny, and

12       Manny says we are showing up without documents.

13            And I said:  How could you show up without

14       documents?

15            And he said:  We're not coming with anything.

16       We gave you everything.

17            And then I said:  Okay.  We need a hearing on

18       that.

19            That's HLG's motion to compel them to comply

20       with the duces tecum of the November depositions.

21            THE COURT:  Do you agree with that?

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, I believe it

23       had to do with the evidentiary hearing, but it

24       would be premature to handle that prior to dealing

25       with what's been produced in dealing with issues of
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1       production, which Your Honor is dealing on the 14th

2       and 15th.

3            THE COURT:  Because here is what I am

4       thinking.  We finish today doing substantive law,

5       and then we have some days that are coming up.

6            Why don't you go ahead and try to agree on

7       deposition dates, send out new subpoenas duces

8       tecum, and then if there is any objections now that

9       the evidentiary hearing is no longer on everybody's

10       front brain, maybe they won't object.

11            You're both laughing.

12            MR. HERSSEIN:  As was discussed in the last

13       hearing, they filed a 487-page privilege log.

14            THE COURT:  I'm hoping a lot of it was for the

15       evidentiary hearing.

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  No.

17            MR. HERSSEIN:  It has nothing to do with the

18       evidentiary hearing.  So before we even get to the

19       deposition, we have to discuss the privilege log

20       and their asserted privileges and the duces tecum.

21            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.

22            MS. HERSSEIN:  The duces tecum that is

23       attached to that motion, okay, is for the

24       executives at USAA.  It had nothing to do with the

25       evidentiary hearing.
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1            THE COURT:  Let's do it.  We can't do it

2       today, but let's do it in the next few days.

3            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I think we should hear

4       it, Your Honor.

5            THE COURT:  Not today.

6            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Once Your Honor has heard

7       about the privilege log and issues that are

8       there -- and with regard to the privilege log,

9       depending upon what Your Honor rules this

10       afternoon, if this case is either dismissed with

11       prejudice or completely limited to breach of

12       contract, a lot of the discovery requests that were

13       out, a lot of the discovery that they responded to

14       may also go by the wayside, which may reduce the

15       privilege log and may reduce these issues.

16            So I think that motion we can hear today, but

17       I think that motion should be really --

18            THE COURT:  I don't --

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  -- heard on the 14th.

20            THE COURT:  I don't have my brain wrapped

21       around discovery.

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It's a discovery issue

23       which is being heard on the 14th and 15th.  I was

24       under the impression that this would be an

25       evidentiary hearing.
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1            THE COURT:  We can push it to the next time

2       that we --

3            MR. HERSSEIN:  I have no problem with that.  I

4       was just pointing out that that's number 16 on

5       their notice was not -- had nothing to do with the

6       evidentiary hearing.

7            THE COURT:  So number 16 is pushed to the

8       other dates that we have.

9            And everybody may want to refile motions after

10       this afternoon.

11            Is there anything else?

12            MR. UDELL:  Manny and I discussed this before,

13       the CBL rules say that you have your own specific

14       CBL order with respect to briefing.

15            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There seems to have been

16       a change, Your Honor, when the rules were changed

17       as of January 1.  There used to be in the CBL rules

18       specifics with regards to number of pages --

19            THE COURT:  Let's go off the record.

20            (A discussion was held off the record.)

21            (A luncheon recess was taken from 12:46 p.m.

22  until 2:02 p.m.)

23            (Proceedings continued in Volume 2.)

24

25
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1            (Proceedings continued from Volume 1.)

2            (Mr. Kendall Coffey, ESQ., and Mr. Israel

3  Reyes, ESQ., were not present after the luncheon

4  recess.)

5            THE COURT:  So it's 2:00.  How much time do

6       you think you would like?  I don't have a problem

7       giving you what you want.

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, I think you

9       have read everything, I think you have seen

10       everything, I think half hour I could probably go

11       through the arguments.

12            THE COURT:  So I'll give you half hour, as

13       well.

14            MR. UDELL:  Okay, Judge.

15            THE COURT:  And I'll set the timer, but you

16       know how that goes.  But I just want to -- it's 2

17       and I have to leave for the University of Miami at

18       like 4:45.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We should be --

20            THE COURT:  Really, 5 o'clock is fine, if I

21       have to.

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, if I may

23       approach?

24            As we did with Judge Marin, we prepared an

25       outline of our arguments, which I'd like to hand to
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1       the Court.

2            THE COURT:  Yes, thank you.

3            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And I'll hand it to

4       opposing counsel.

5            THE COURT:  I saw that as an exhibit.

6            Okay.  I am starting the timer.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Go for it.

8            So you've heard a little bit of background

9       about this case, but I need to reiterate, Your

10       Honor, this is HLG law firm that is suing its

11       client, USAA.  This is not your typical contract

12       case.

13            HLG provided PIP litigation work for seven

14       years.  They were fired on July 1, 2015, in

15       violation of the ethics rules.  Instead of

16       contacting the clients and trying to resolve

17       matters, eight business days later they filed the

18       complaint, issued a press release, news feed,

19       everything else you can imagine.

20            We are here now on USAA's motion to dismiss

21       the second amended complaint.  Again, this is the

22       third attempt to state a cause of action.  When

23       this was before Judge Marin, he dismissed the case

24       without prejudice and made it very clear.

25            THE COURT:  I read that transcript.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  So you read most of my

2       arguments.

3            THE COURT:  I know, but I want to hear it

4       again.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  You are going to hear it

6       again.

7            But Judge Marin specifically asked that they

8       surgically look at the allegations and do not come

9       back with a repetitive pleading.

10            Judge Marin says, at the end of the day, what

11       you may have here is a breach of contract case.

12            When this case was before the Third DCA,

13       Justice Wells, before she started asking

14       Mr. Herssein some questions, stated this is a

15       breach of contract case.

16            Well, Mr. Herssein did not follow Judge

17       Marin's instruction and did not follow his order,

18       and instead of amending it, tailoring it down to

19       what it could be, he added another 148 paragraphs.

20       He added two additional counts.

21            So now instead of two fraudulent inducement

22       counts, there are three fraudulent inducement

23       counts.

24            Florida law is very, very clear, a client can

25       terminate its counsel at any time with or without
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1       cause, no matter what the contract says.  Black

2       letter law.

3            Florida Supreme Court in Harvey versus Rowe,

4       141 Florida 287, 1940; Rosenberg versus Levin, 409

5       So.2d 1016, 1982; and Florida Bar versus Doe, 550

6       So.2d 1111, 1989.

7            All the cases stand for the same proposition,

8       no contract of employment can prevent a client from

9       dismissing one attorney and entering into a new

10       arrangement with another.

11            In Rosenberg, the Court stated the

12       attorney/client relationship is one of special

13       trust and confidence.  The client must rely

14       entirely on a good faith effort of the attorney

15       representing his interest.  These considerations

16       dictate that clients be given greater freedom to

17       change legal representatives than might be

18       tolerated in other employment relationships.

19            We approve the philosophy that there is an

20       overriding need to allow clients the freedom to

21       substitute attorneys without economic penalty, a

22       means of accomplishing broad objective of fostering

23       public confidences in the legal profession.

24            In Florida Bar versus Doe, the Court made it

25       clear that discharged provision were not allowed.
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1            It is very clear that under Florida law that a

2       lawyer cannot exact a penalty for the client's

3       right to discharge him, and that's what's happening

4       in this case.

5            What are the underlying facts?  Every single

6       contract provided USAA with the right to terminate.

7       Every contract.

8            And if Mr. Herssein wants to argue that one of

9       the contracts didn't provide that, it's void under

10       public policy because the client can always

11       terminate the attorney.  None of the contracts

12       provide any of the guaranties that he is

13       complaining about.  None of them say we are going

14       to send you a certain amount of work for you to

15       open a New York office.  None of them say we are

16       going to send you 50 percent of work for you to

17       come to Tampa and provide an employee, and none of

18       them said you're going to get any guaranties in

19       signing this new addendum.

20            Mr. Herssein has attached all of the

21       contracts, answers to interrogatories.  We have

22       gone through this with Roig's motion to dismiss.

23       They are all attached to the complaint.  They are

24       all part of the four corners of the complaint and

25       the contracts control.
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1            Then entire compliant is what we have stated

2       to Judge Marin and we will state it again:  It is

3       an impermissible shotgun pleading.  All 172

4       allegations are incorporated into every single

5       count.  Some of those allegations are allegations

6       that the Court has already dismissed, counts that

7       they relate to earlier this morning.

8            Allegations with regard to conspiracy are

9       incorporated into the breach of contract count.

10       The complaint needs to be dismissed on that basis

11       alone.  At this point as, it's an impermissible

12       shotgun pleading.

13            THE COURT:  How is it appropriate for

14       plaintiffs to file a complaint when they want to

15       incorporate by reference the preceding paragraphs?

16       I have seen that all the time.  Is there a proper

17       way to do it?

18            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yeah, you've got your

19       general allegations.

20            THE COURT:  The general allegations.

21            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And you incorporate the

22       general allegations that relate to the contract you

23       would incorporate into the breach of contract

24       count.  The ones that relate to your other count,

25       you incorporate into that count.  But you don't
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1       incorporate all 172 paragraphs in every single

2       count of the complaint.

3            THE COURT:  Yeah, usually what I see is the

4       preliminary facts are incorporated --

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.

6            THE COURT:  -- in the counts.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.  As I stated under

8       Ginsburg, everything that they have attached to the

9       complaint as an exhibit now controls and is part of

10       the four corners of the complaint.

11            None of the agreements provided any of these

12       percentages of cases, number of cases, that they

13       are complaining about.

14            So let's look at the counts individually.  And

15       as to all the counts, so that I don't go over on my

16       time, the shotgun pleading argument applies to

17       every single one of the counts because everything

18       is incorporated into every account.

19            So let's talk about breach of contract.  There

20       is no allegation in the complaint that Herssein has

21       timely invoiced USAA for any of these alleged

22       enhanced fees.  In fact, at the last hearing before

23       Judge Marin, he admitted that he did not timely

24       invoice USAA for these enhanced contingency fees

25       because, in fact, he did not do it until after he
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1       was terminated.

2            Pursuant to Florida Rule 1.130, he has failed

3       to attach the billing guidelines, which are part of

4       the contract so, therefore, on that ground, the

5       Court must dismiss that breach of contract counts

6       for failure to attach an agreement that is part of

7       the basis for which you're claiming.

8            Under the billing guidelines -- and it doesn't

9       matter which one of the contracts you look at -- he

10       was supposed to have invoiced USAA either on a

11       quarterly basis, on a 90-day basis, and 30-day

12       basis, not several years later.

13            He never invoiced them because he knew he

14       wasn't supposed to invoice him.  He has admitted

15       that he's never invoiced them.

16            And what he is doing now is he is exacting a

17       penalty against his client.  He never invoiced

18       them, it's a violation of the billing guidelines,

19       and now that I have been fired, now I want to sue

20       you for you to pay me millions and millions of

21       dollars for invoices that he never submitted in a

22       timely invoice to them.  And those contracts are

23       incorporated in the complaint and those contracts

24       provide --  I can specifically reference Your

25       Honor, that there's a 30-day provision in the 2015
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1       addendum, and there is a quarterly provision in the

2       2011 addendum.

3            Those contracts are now part of the four

4       corners of the complaint.  He's admitted that he

5       has not timely invoiced them, there is no

6       allegation in the complaint that he timely invoiced

7       them, and the Court must dismiss the breach of

8       contract counts.

9            THE COURT:  This is -- remind me of the facts.

10       This is where the billing -- the billable hour rate

11       was increased.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There was some provision

13       added to the contract that certain things

14       occurring -- instead of the lower hourly rate, if

15       the court issued an order or certain things

16       happened, you would be able to charge an additional

17       rate.

18            THE COURT:  And when those things occurred,

19       was the client billed according to the old billing

20       method?

21            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  The client was only

22       billed the flat fee amount throughout.  Never

23       billed for these alleged enhanced fees until the

24       contract was terminated.

25            THE COURT:  So is it your position that that
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1       should be dismissed on waiver or on what?

2            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It should be dismissed

3       based on waiver, it should be dismissed based on

4       the fact that it's a violation of the attachment of

5       the complaint, it's inconsistent with the

6       allegations of the complaint.

7            You can't say I am entitled to these

8       contingency fees when the exhibit to the complaint

9       says you have to have billed it within either the

10       quarter or within the 30 days, and, in fact, you

11       can't allege that you did it because, in fact, you

12       admitted you never did it.

13            So you do -- there is no breach, you can't --

14       there is no breach that can be alleged and it is

15       not properly alleged.

16            THE COURT:  So Count 1, 2, 3, which are

17       breaches of contract on the different MEAs and

18       addendums, those all deal with billing different

19       billings.

20            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Correct.  Those all deal

21       with this alleged contingency fees which were not

22       properly billed.  So the court would dismiss those

23       counts, one, for shotgun pleading; two, for failure

24       to attach billing guidelines; and, three, for the

25       fact that it's inconsistent with the -- the
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1       attachments are inconsistent with the allegation of

2       the complaint because there is no breach because

3       you never timely billed them and you did not have a

4       right to bill the client once you did not comply

5       with the billing guidelines.

6            THE COURT:  And lost profits comes in where?

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Lost profits comes in the

8       next count.  I'll get to lost profits.

9            The other thing with regard to the breach of

10       contract is they are also trying to charge

11       administrative fees for having -- just basically

12       got the file and turned it over to Roig, they are

13       saying that's a breach of the agreement.

14            THE COURT:  Is that only in Count 1?

15            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I believe it's in -- yes,

16       only in Count 1 and then quantum meruit count.  And

17       then under the billing guidelines in the

18       agreements, they weren't allowed to charge for that

19       anyway.  So the allegation in the complaint would

20       be inconsistent with the attachment that said you

21       were not allowed to charge for administrative work.

22            THE COURT:  The complaint says that?  I mean,

23       the contract says that?

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes, the billing

25       guidelines state that.
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1            THE COURT:  And then I think you also allege

2       in your motion that they didn't attach the billing

3       guidelines.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  They did not attach the

5       billing guidelines which are incorporated by

6       reference in each one of the contracts.

7            THE COURT:  I wonder if that's an oversight.

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I don't know, Your Honor.

9       Maybe they didn't attach them because they didn't

10       want to be dismissed on that basis.

11            But even without getting there, without

12       getting to the billing guidelines, the contracts,

13       themselves, provide the time that you have to go

14       ahead had and invoice the client, and they did not

15       invoice the client within the time period provided

16       for in the contract, which are attached to the

17       complaint.

18            THE COURT:  The bills are attached to the

19       complaint?

20            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  The bills are not

21       attached to the complaint.

22            THE COURT:  So is this a summary judgment,

23       issue of is this a motion to dismiss issue?

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I think it's a motion to

25       dismiss issue because of the inconsistency between
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1       the exhibits and the complaint.  And Your Honor can

2       find it's not plausible to allow them to amend

3       because there is nothing to amend.  And they have

4       already admitted in open court before Judge Marin

5       that they did not timely invoice so to now come in

6       and try to amend and say "I did timely invoice"

7       would be a fraud on the Court.

8            THE COURT:  What do they say in response to

9       this argument?

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Their whole --

11            MR. UDELL:  They've never raised it in any of

12       their papers, Judge.  This is the first time I'm

13       receiving the billing guidelines argument.

14            THE COURT:  Well, the guidelines.

15            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

16            THE COURT:  But the waiver issue is here.

17            MR. UDELL:  That's not raised.  And I don't

18       think can raise waiver on a motion to dismiss.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, on page 6 we

20       raised the billing guidelines arguments.

21            THE COURT:  Sounded familiar to me.

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  In the first full

23       paragraph, the 2015 agreement expressly includes

24       and incorporates the outside counsel billing

25       guidelines.  Herssein did not attach them.  Failure
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1       to attach them is --

2            THE COURT:  Where is that?

3            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Middle of page 6.

4            THE COURT:  Oh, in the middle.  Yeah.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And in Footnote 4 it

6       states -- and let there be no doubt that Herssein

7       admitted at the June 7th hearing that he did not

8       invoice these fees until September of 2015, the

9       transcript at page 48.

10            THE COURT:  And that's the waiver issue?

11            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Which was one of the

12       grounds for which Judge Marin already dismissed his

13       complaint once.

14            THE COURT:  Waiver and also inconsistent with

15       the agreements which is attached.

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Correct.  And doing it at

17       this late stage after you have been fired basically

18       amounts to trying to exert the penalty against your

19       client, which is a violation of public policy and

20       the Florida Supreme Court has already stated you

21       cannot.

22            THE COURT:  Okay.

23            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I am ready to move on,

24       then, Your Honor, to Count 4, breach of implied

25       covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  Again,
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1       it's a shotgun pleading, but the key here is that

2       you're not allowed to use the implied duty of good

3       faith to try to invoke very express terms of the

4       written contract.  You can't use it to create a

5       breach of contract action.

6            We cite to the court to Avatar Development

7       versus De Pani, 834 So.2d 873, 2002; Snow versus

8       Ruden McCloskey, 896 So.2d 787; and Insurance

9       Concepts & Design Inc. versus Health Plan Services,

10       785 So.2d 1232.

11            And in there the Court clearly states the

12       covenant of good faith cannot be used to create a

13       breach of contract on Avatar at that point,

14       plaintiff's part.  There is no breach of an express

15       term of the contract.  It cannot be used to vary

16       unambiguous terms of a written contract when the

17       parties negotiated a fully specified unambiguous

18       contract.

19            In Snow, because the implied covenant is not

20       stated in contractual terms to operate, he attaches

21       to the performance of specific or express terms,

22       there can be no cause of action for a breach of an

23       implied covenant absent an allegation that an

24       express terms of the contract has been breached.

25            And if the Court looks at Insurance Concepts,
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1       it's interesting because that case cites to another

2       decision, the CSX case, which had very similar

3       agreement because it says under the terms of the

4       agreement CSX was not required to furnish any

5       specific amount of freight or number of loads for

6       tranport to any particular time or any particular

7       place.

8            And they were trying to use the implied duty

9       of good faith to bring in these allegations that

10       they were supposed to send us 50 percent of the

11       work; that they were supposed to send us all of

12       this business to New York, and the Court said you

13       can't use the implied duty of good faith to add a

14       term to the contract that you did not negotiate or

15       incorporate.

16            This is not a situation where you have an

17       unsophisticated party.  You have Mr. Herssein here

18       and his law firm who has been negotiating these

19       contracts for years.

20            Clearly the clients did not agree to put those

21       terms in the contract.  They are not part of the

22       contract, and the client could have fired him at

23       any time.  The client can agree to give you

24       50 percent of the work and if you do a terrible job

25       or they decide to fire you over your attitude, as
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1       is stated in the interrogatory answers, they can

2       fire you and you can't come back and say well, now

3       I'm going to imply this duty of good faith to try

4       to add a term that doesn't exist to now try to get

5       lost profits.

6            Because there is no question -- and this goes

7       into the fraud counts and negligent

8       misrepresentation, the only way he wants breach of

9       implied duty and good faith, he wants fraud, he

10       wants negligent misrepresentation, is he trying to

11       get non-contractual damages.  He trying to somehow

12       say "I am entitled to lost profits.  I'm entitled

13       to loss of my goodwill."

14            Your Honor, we all, as lawyers, do things in

15       order to service our clients.  You want to get more

16       business from the client, you go and you open

17       another office, you do a bad job, they are going to

18       fire you.  Under Florida law, they have the right

19       to fire you.  You cannot rely upon the fact that

20       you got this relationship that three years from now

21       you're going to have it.

22            I'm going to be honest with you -- and they

23       state this in their pleadings -- the whole argument

24       in their response is you have to treat it like a

25       regular contract and a regular contact you have two
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1       parties that are entitled to these types of

2       damages.  And the response to that is that's not

3       the case because the public policy is a lawyer can

4       be fired at any time.

5            And we have found no case law specifically on

6       this point, and I think the issue is because it's

7       never happened.

8            THE COURT:  On the lost profits?

9            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  On the issue of a lawyer

10       suing his client for lost profits or a lawyer suing

11       his client for loss of goodwill or a lawyer suing

12       his client because he opened up an office.

13            When I started practicing law, Mershon Sawyer

14       was a huge firm, Dwight Jacobson was a huge firm.

15       All of a sudden they lost the one client they had

16       and they went out of business.

17            If those kinds of damages were allowed for a

18       law firm, we would have those cases all over the

19       place.  There is no case out there that says that

20       you're allowed to or not allowed, because it's just

21       a violation of public policy for them to now come

22       in and say we are entitled to lost profits because

23       I opened up an office in New York.  You didn't send

24       me enough business, and I went ahead and lost

25       money.
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1            Well, that was the risk you took in order to

2       get the work from USAA in New York.

3            THE COURT:  The public policy argument, is

4       that the Florida Rules of Professional

5       Responsibility argument that you can't bill for

6       matters not worked on?

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It's twofold.  One, it's

8       a Florida Supreme Court case that say that client

9       at any time can fire the client with or without

10       cause irrespective of whether or not you have a

11       five-year contract a two-year contract because it's

12       all contracts at-will.

13            And, number 2, it's a violation of the bar

14       rules to charge for work that you have not done,

15       and essentially trying to recover lost profits,

16       loss of goodwill, et cetera, is charging for work

17       that was never done.

18            So on that basis --

19            THE COURT:  What about your arguments that

20       there is an alternative pleading in Count 4,

21       paragraph 238, page 42 of your paperwork, USAA

22       breached as alleged above -- oh, wait.

23            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  You're referring to the

24       complaint.

25            THE COURT:  Yeah, paragraph 238, in addition,
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1       or alternatively, USAA breached the '08 MEA, as

2       modified by the eleven replacement addendums, is

3       there an alternative cause of action there?

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There isn't.  It's the

5       same cause of action they are alleging in the

6       breach of contract.

7            If you go through the rest of the paragraphs

8       in the breach of implied covenant and good faith,

9       what they are trying to bring in under paragraph

10       239, A, is the spending money for infrastructure of

11       opening up another office; B, is 50 percent work

12       they claim was supposed to come to them; C deals

13       with the recision count.

14            I don't know why it's in this allegation, but

15       C deals with recision count, where he was told to

16       return monies for cases that he did not complete

17       the work -- he was fired and he had not completed

18       the work, and they said you need to return to us

19       the fees on those cases if you haven't done the

20       work, we have to pay it to somebody else because

21       we've decided to go to another lawyer.

22            D, is the having to pull files and

23       administrative work of pulling files and sending

24       them to another law firm, and E, is this allegation

25       that we prematurely terminated the five-year
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1       contract, even though we all know under Florida law

2       it's a contract at-will.

3             So there is no questions that the breach of

4       implied covenant of good faith count has to be

5       dismissed with prejudice.  It's already been

6       dismissed before, and they can't go ahead and try

7       to imply terms that are not part of the express

8       contract to try to get lost profits and loss of

9       goodwill, which, again, are damages you cannot --

10       doesn't matter what they plead, you cannot ever get

11       them.  It would not be plausible to allow them to

12       amend.

13            And with that, we go -- I am going to take the

14       fraud in the inducement and the negligent

15       misrepresentation count all together.

16            THE COURT:  Okay.  So that's 5, 6, 7 and then

17       9, 10, 11.

18            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  All six of them fail for

19       the exact same reason.  Number one, it's a shotgun

20       pleading.  All of the allegations that deal with

21       breach of contract, conspiracy, et cetera, all

22       incorporated into these counts.

23            But more importantly, in order to have fraud,

24       negligent misrepresentation, you have to

25       justifiably rely.
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1            As an attorney, you cannot justifiably rely on

2       the fact that open up a New York office we are

3       going to send you some work.  Send some people to

4       Tampa and open up other offices, we are going to

5       send you 50 percent of the work because on Day 2

6       after you open that office, if you don't do a good

7       job, they can fire you.  It's circular, the whole

8       argument -- their whole position is circular.

9            This cannot justifiably rely upon any of those

10       statements, and, in fact, if you look at the

11       answers to interrogatories that we have been

12       pointing back to on same the Exhibit S, which are

13       attached to the complaint.  In there it states that

14       he got 50 percent of the work that was sent to

15       outside counsel.

16            So the exhibit, itself, says that he got

17       50 percent of the work that was sent to outside

18       counsel, which is what he is alleging he was

19       supposed to get.  Now, he is going to come in and

20       say, no, it was supposed to be 50 percent of all

21       work, irrespective of whether or not he sent it to

22       outside counsel, irrespective of whether they can

23       quickly resolve it and handle it in-house, they are

24       supposed to send it to me because I am the king

25       here who is supposed to get 50 percent of the work
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1       no matter what.

2            THE COURT:  Is it contested that Ms. Tomei --

3       I think it was Ms. Tomei, sent him an e-mail that

4       promised him the 50 percent?

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There is an e-mail that

6       says he was going to receive 50 percent of the

7       work, but the same contracts -- the contracts don't

8       provide that.  He signed the contracts after being

9       told he was going to get it after asking for them

10       to include the clause and they didn't include the

11       clause.  And it doesn't matter what Ms. Tomei says

12       because the next day he messes up on a case,

13       commits malpractice, they can fire him.  It doesn't

14       matter what Ms. Tomei told him about how much work

15       he was going to get.  He can't justifiably rely

16       upon that.

17            I can't say I'm going to get USAA's work

18       forever.  I could do a terrible job right now in

19       front of Your Honor and find out tomorrow I am not

20       representing them.  I can't open up an office based

21       on that and say I justifiably relied upon them

22       telling me they are going to hire me to do this

23       work forever in order to do this.

24            THE COURT:  But it wasn't forever.  It was for

25       a set period of time.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  For a set period of time.

2            THE COURT:  And he had an on-going long

3       relationship with the client.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  He did.

5            THE COURT:  And nobody goes into an agreement

6       thinking they are going to do a bad job and they

7       are going to get fired.

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.

9            THE COURT:  So why couldn't he be induced

10       to -- I'm not sure what the inducement is -- open

11       up the New York office.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  To open up the New York

13       office.

14            THE COURT:  New York office, and also to sign

15       the extended agreement with the 60-day termination.

16       So --

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  He could have been

18       induced to do that, but he can't justifiably rely

19       upon that to say that he is going to have that work

20       for the whole five-year period.

21            THE COURT:  Is that one of the elements?

22       Yeah, plaintiff suffered injury and justifiable

23       reliance.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  He can't justifiably rely

25       upon it, and Your Honor can't find that he
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1       justifiably relied upon it because under black

2       letter Florida law, he could have been terminated

3       at any time.

4            THE COURT:  But notwithstanding the

5       termination clause, why can't you rely on a

6       long-standing relationship you have with your

7       client and your own -- obviously he think he is a

8       good lawyer and he was doing good work, why can't

9       he rely on past track record?

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And relies on it and the

11       next day the client wants to fire him.  Now he can

12       come in an allege lost profit?  That's a penalty.

13            What are the damages he is trying to recover

14       that are not breach of contract damages?  He is

15       trying to recover his lost profits.  I lost money

16       because I opened up an office --

17            THE COURT:  Well, damages are another issue.

18            But just in terms of the fraud in the

19       inducement, the representer made misrepresentations

20       of material fact.

21            So let's assume that Tomei told him he was

22       going to get 50 percent of the work where maybe she

23       didn't have authority to say that.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Okay.

25            THE COURT:  The representer knew or should
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1       have known the falsity of the statement, so she has

2       to know either she had authority or not.  The

3       representer --

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.  So let's assume

5       that she had authority and let's assume that she --

6       when she made the statement it was true she was

7       going to send him 50 percent of the work.  Or

8       you're working --

9            THE COURT:  The representer new or should have

10       known the falsity of the statement.  So had she at

11       any point hired Roig already?

12            In other words, she is promising one outfit

13       something but already split the pie?

14            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  The answer is no, because

15       the New York stuff, that was back in 2012.  So back

16       in -- that was back in 2012.  That was the ended in

17       2013.  That was way before Roig.  That had nothing

18       to do with any of those allegations with regard to

19       Roig.

20            And Roig didn't come into the picture until

21       the end.  And at that point, he claims he wasn't

22       getting 50 percent of the work.

23            The answers to interrogatories that are

24       attached to the complaint said he did get

25       50 percent of the work.
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1            THE COURT:  Well, what about in New York?  I

2       think there were some allegations where the company

3       said, I'm sorry, we just didn't have the work.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.

5            THE COURT:  But they -- he opened an office

6       and he staffed it.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  He did.

8            THE COURT:  Based on the client, he had an

9       on-going relationship with that he trusted

10       purportedly saying that they had sufficient work.

11            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And then it turned out

12       that they didn't have the work to send to them --

13            THE COURT:  Right.

14            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  -- and he cannot recover

15       lost profits or loss of good --

16            THE COURT:  The lost profits is another issue.

17       The category of damages is another issue.

18            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.  Okay.

19            THE COURT:  But the actual cause of action,

20       that is, the misrepresentation of material facts,

21       let's say that's true.  She promised him a certain

22       amount of cases, knowing full well that they didn't

23       have the volume maybe.  So she knew that was

24       overpromised.  The representer intended that the

25       representation would induced.  She knew that by
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1       telling him these things it was intended so he

2       would open a New York office, and the plaintiff

3       suffered injury and justifiable reliance.  He did

4       incur great expense.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And during this whole

6       time, he is a lawyer, he knows what he's doing, he

7       signed a contract that didn't have those provisions

8       inside of it and asked for that to be included.

9       They aren't included, but, Your Honor, what kind of

10       damages can he recover under this that he wouldn't

11       be able to recover under breach of contract?  It's

12       all lost profits.

13            Under fraud in the inducement, under negligent

14       misrepresentation, what can he recover?

15            THE COURT:  Right, which breach of contract

16       does it fall under?

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Under fraud in the

18       inducement, under negligent misrepresentation.

19       What can he recover --

20            THE COURT:  Right.  But what breach of

21       contract does this fall under, the 1 or -- 1, 2, 3?

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Well, they all are

23       staggered based upon which contract he's alleging

24       the breach of contract to.  I think Your Honor, if

25       you even allow the breach of contract to survive,
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1       you can tailor it all down to one breach of

2       contract action.

3            But what damages would he be able to allege

4       under negligent misrepresentation or fraud in the

5       inducement that would not be a penalty against his

6       client?

7            THE COURT:  Fraud requires so much

8       specificity, but let's look at negligent

9       misrepresentation.  What if she didn't know what

10       she was saying?  She just spit a number out without

11       reasonably -- unreasonably, if you will.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Same arguments.  He can't

13       justifiably rely on the fact that they are going to

14       send them that work, because the next day if he

15       makes a mistake, they could fire him.  The client

16       can fire him at any time and he can recover quantum

17       meruit for any work he did, but he can't recover

18       for future work, he can't recover because he opened

19       an office or hired staff, he can't recover those

20       damages.  You can't rely upon that as an attorney

21       because a client can fire you the next day.

22            Those are damages that would be considered a

23       penalty.

24            THE COURT:  Right.  So what are the category

25       of damages?  The lost profits.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  He is alleging lost

2       profits, loss of goodwill.

3            THE COURT:  And what was the other one?

4            MR. UDELL:  Business expenses.  Rent, Your

5       Honor.

6            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Which is profits.  Your

7       business is less profitability because you expended

8       these --

9            THE COURT:  No, no, no, these are hard costs.

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Which affect your

11       profits.  It's essentially lost profits.

12            MR. UDELL:  Lost profits are I made X million

13       on the --

14            THE COURT:  Yeah, lost profits are unrealized,

15       but rent and salaries are realized.

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.  And then if the

17       client knows that if they fire you, they are now

18       going to have to pay you for these costs, then it

19       is a penalty under the Florida Supreme Court

20       decisions that is prohibiting the client from

21       making the decision to fire you because now I'm

22       going to fire you, Lawyer --

23            THE COURT:  Well, they are independent.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  -- and now you're going

25       to sue me for these expenses.
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1            THE COURT:  You can fire your lawyer.  But if

2       they are damaged because of your promises, fire

3       your lawyer, but you need to make them whole.  You

4       don't -- just because a lawyer is a lawyer, doesn't

5       mean that the client can cripple the guy, you know?

6       What gives the client the right to do that?

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Because there --

8            THE COURT:  The client demands a certain level

9       of service.

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.

11            THE COURT:  So I want you to give me premium

12       service.  I want you to -- I want your associates

13       not to be too busy so they can handle my work.  I

14       want you to have an office in New York, I want you

15       be to available for me in New York.  I want this

16       and I want that, and I can fire you at any time.

17            Okay.  Well, I am going to spend the money and

18       I am going to put myself out there to give you what

19       you want under the expectation that I am going to

20       have a contract with you or relationship with you

21       for five years.

22            If you change your mind, look, that's your

23       prerogative, but you don't -- you don't get to

24       cripple me.

25            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I don't think under the
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1       law, Your Honor, he can justifiably rely upon that.

2       Because I believe that what he would be recovering

3       would be a penalty against a client.  It is

4       something to inhibit the client from being able to

5       move from one law firm to another.

6            THE COURT:  Why not have an engagement

7       contract, then, with the client.  Then they can do

8       whatever the heck they want.  Why have a contract?

9            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  You have a contract and

10       that's it.  But the contract is basically a

11       contract for case by case.  The contract also

12       provided that they could take away any case from

13       him at any point for any reason.

14            So not only did it not say we are going to

15       give you all this work in New York, did it not say

16       they were going to give you 50 percent of the work,

17       it said we can take any case away from you at any

18       time.

19            How can you justifiably rely on it?  They can

20       say I'm going to give you 50 percent of the work

21       but the contract you signed says we can take any

22       case away from you at any time.

23            THE COURT:  They can take the cases.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  They can.

25            THE COURT:  But it doesn't say we can take
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1       every case from you and we are not responsible for

2       any damages we leave in our wake, you know, we are

3       going to be a tsunami, destroy you, and you're

4       powerless.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  The contract does not say

6       that.  But, again, Your Honor will not find any

7       case law, any case law at all, where a law firm has

8       been allowed to sue a client for negligent

9       misrepresentation, fraud in the inducement.

10            THE COURT:  That could be.

11            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It's not out there

12       because it's not allowed.  You can't justifiably

13       rely on that.  You can get fired at any time, and

14       you can't recover those --

15            THE COURT:  Right, the fraud in the

16       inducement, those counts have problems, as we

17       flushed out earlier today.  The breach of contract

18       may have some technical problems that can be fixed.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There is -- the other --

20       there is only -- there are three remaining counts.

21            THE COURT:  The negligent misrepresentation --

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  You can't bring -- as

23       negligent misrepresentation, you can't bring -- I'm

24       sorry now.

25            Negligent misrepresentation is the same exact
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1       argument, Your Honor.

2            THE COURT:  The elements are there was a

3       misrepresentation of material facts, the

4       representer, the client in this case, knew of the

5       misrepresentation made or should have known the

6       falsity, and the representer intended to induce.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And they have to

8       justifiably rely.

9            THE COURT:  And you're saying that a law firm

10       can't justifiably rely on the word of a client

11       because the contract says I can fire you at any

12       time?

13            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  They can justifiably rely

14       on certain things, but they can't justifiably rely

15       upon the amount of work that they are going to get.

16            THE COURT:  Okay.

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Because the client can

18       decide not to send you the case.  The client can

19       decide they are going to take away a case from you.

20            THE COURT:  Yeah, the question I am going to

21       have for you, Mr. Udell, on the breach of contract

22       and the negligent misrepresentation is, aren't the

23       damages the same on those?

24            So, in other words, you know, the New York

25       office and whatever else you're claiming, it's the
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1       same damages under the breach.  Just think about

2       that.

3            Okay.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There are three remaining

5       counts.  I'll take one real quick.

6            THE COURT:  Recision?

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There's recision, civil

8       conspiracy, quantum meruit.

9            I'm assuming civil conspiracy is going to be

10       dismissed with prejudice because now that we don't

11       have a co-conspirator alleged in the complaint and

12       you've dismissed them with prejudice and civil

13       conspiracy goes and we don't really need to waste

14       any time on that.

15            THE COURT:  Okay.

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  So then you've got

17       recision and quantum meruit.  In order to allege

18       recision --

19            THE COURT:  And the tortious interference, are

20       you alleged in that?

21            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We are not alleged in

22       tortious interference.

23            So there's only two other counts that remain.

24       Recision, they have failed to allege that they have

25       attempted to rescind the contract and provide USAA
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1       with notice of recision, and they have not agreed

2       to restore the benefits that they received.

3            THE COURT:  I don't understand the recision

4       count.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  They are basically trying

6       to get out of the 2015 addendum that provides for

7       the immediate termination, even though you're

8       allowed to terminate at-will, no matter what they

9       are trying to get out of that paragraph by alleging

10       recision, saying rescind that addendum, it doesn't

11       get them anywhere.

12            But at the end of the day, they haven't

13       alleged the elements because they have not said,

14       okay, we are going to return to USAA all the money

15       that they paid me.  In fact, they say they won't do

16       it in the complaint.  They disavow any obligation

17       to return the monies paid on cases.  So they can't

18       allege recision.

19            And the only remaining one is quantum meruit.

20       Quantum meruit, it's contradicted by the exhibits.

21       They have alleged an express contract with USAA.

22       When you have an express contract, you can't have

23       quantum meruit.

24            They are using quantum meruit to try to cover

25       for the administrative work.  And, as I stated to
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1       the Court before, the contracts provide you can't

2       get paid for administrative work, so, therefore,

3       the count has to go.

4            And I come back --

5            THE COURT:  The quantum meruit is just the

6       damages associated with getting the 700 cases ready

7       for Roig?

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes, the $202,000 that

9       they are trying to recover.

10            THE COURT:  So they acquiesced because what

11       are they going to do by the Rules of Professional

12       Responsibility, they are supposed to -- the files

13       belong to the client.

14            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  So they took the files

15       and moved the files.

16            THE COURT:  But they were -- they needed work,

17       allegedly.  They were in transition, they -- if

18       they neglected certain things, they could have been

19       even sued for malpractice, I am assuming.

20            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That's not what they

21       allege.  What they allege is there was legal work

22       required to transfer the files over.  It's not that

23       they did legal work that they could get paid for,

24       it was work to transfer the cases over to Roig.

25            THE COURT:  Somebody has to pay for that.  Who
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1       is going to pay for that?

2            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Taking a file, Your

3       Honor, and moving it from one firm to another is

4       administrative work.  Our position is that it's

5       administrative work and not allowed under the

6       contract.

7            But at the end of the day, they can allege

8       that under the breach of contract.  They don't need

9       quantum meruit to allege that they were supposed to

10       be paid in order to transfer the file.

11            MS. HERSSEIN:  Is there, in the contract, a

12       description of what the client's consideration of

13       administrative work is?

14            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes.  Under the billing

15       guidelines.

16            THE COURT:  What do they call it

17       administrative?  Secretarial work and things like

18       that?

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Essentially.

20            THE COURT:  Things like that?

21            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes.

22            THE COURT:  So when the client pulls the rug

23       out of a lawyer and the lawyer has to hustle to get

24       700 files together or -- I don't know what the

25       alternative is, who is going to pay for that?
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  All the files are

2       electric in the office.  Copying them to a CD and

3       sending them to the law firm.

4            THE COURT:  That's a factual issue.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It is a factual issue.

6       But that's an issue that can be alleged in the

7       breach of contract.  You don't need to file a

8       quantum meruit count.

9            Your Honor, our position is that it's

10       administrative work and the exhibits to the

11       complaint provide you don't get paid for

12       administrative work; therefore, it's contrary

13       allegations, exhibit controls, therefore --

14            THE COURT:  In the list of services covered by

15       administrative work, does it have a transfer of

16       files in the event of termination?

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I don't know, Your Honor.

18            THE COURT:  Under administrative, does it say

19       the transfer of files in the event of termination?

20            MR. ZACHERL:  I am not sure, Judge, but I can

21       look at it.

22            THE COURT:  You have it?

23            MR. UDELL:  The guidelines aren't part of the

24       complaint.  They are not part of the --

25            THE COURT:  That's a problem for you on one of
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1       the --

2            MR. UDELL:  That's not part of the contracts.

3       They are not referenced in the contract by a

4       corporation.  That's their position.  The contracts

5       incorporate the billing guidelines.  They do not

6       specific -- they talk about them; they don't

7       represent by incorporation.

8            THE COURT:  I'll give you a chance.

9            MR. UDELL:  So I don't think you can even look

10       at it for purposes of a motion to dismiss.

11            THE COURT:  Because he is saying one of

12       defects in Counts 1, 2, 3 are failure to --

13            MR. UDELL:  The billing guidelines, but they

14       are not part of the complaint -- of the contract,

15       which we are alleging in the breach.

16            THE COURT:  But if they reference the

17       guidelines --

18            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  All the billing

19       procedures stated above supersede portions of

20       USAA's lawsuit handling, billing and reporting

21       guidelines for defense counsel.  The firm agrees to

22       comply with all non-conflicting provisions of the

23       guideline.  Please send all billing statements this

24       way.

25            MR. UDELL:  That doesn't say this contract
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1       hereby incorporates the guidelines.

2            THE COURT:  Just take some notes.  We can't

3       just go and lose all protocol.

4            MR. UDELL:  Sure.

5            MR. ZACHERL:  Your Honor, I asked my office to

6       send a PDF so we can look at them.  Apparently we

7       don't have the billing guidelines here in court.

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I don't have the billing

9       guidelines.  They aren't attached to the complaint,

10       but the billing guidelines are referred to in every

11       single one of the contracts.

12            THE COURT:  That is an interesting --

13            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And they are suing for

14       not getting paid, which is part of billing.  That's

15       an agreement that should have been attached to the

16       complaint.  It's one of the fatal flaws with Counts

17       1, 2, and 3.

18            THE COURT:  So they didn't attach it so it's

19       not under the four corners and its incorporated --

20       well, I am striking that.

21            It's referenced in the --

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  In all of the contracts.

23            THE COURT:  In the contracts, but it's not

24       added as an exhibit to a contract.

25            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  No, it's referenced --
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1            THE COURT:  So it's really not part of the

2       contract.

3            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  -- in each of the

4       contracts.

5            THE COURT:  But referenced as part of a

6       contract doesn't make it part of a contract.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It does not, but it's one

8       of the documents that they have attached in order

9       to have a breach of contract.

10            THE COURT:  That's a different issue.  Boy,

11       this is really interesting.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That's all I have, Your

13       Honor.  If you have any other questions for me --

14            THE COURT:  I do have a question for you.

15       Hold on a second.

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Okay.

17            Again, Your Honor, with regard to the breach

18       of contract, irrespective of the billing guideline,

19       the contracts, themselves, provide by when you have

20       to bill.

21            They never billed.  There is no breach.

22       Because the contract provides they don't pay me

23       unless you bill within a certain period of time.

24             The attachment completely contradicts the

25       allegation which the --
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1            THE COURT:  I have a question and I am trying

2       to remember it.  I made a scribble and it's only a

3       partial note.  It's under recision.

4            So he wanted to rescind the 2015 MEA, which,

5       among other things, has the removal of the 60-day

6       notice requirement.

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  The addendum, basically.

8            THE COURT:  Oh, I remember.

9            It's really for the plaintiffs.  So you want

10       to rescind, but you were paid under the 2015

11       contract.  So if you rescind, then you have to pay

12       that money back?

13            MR. UDELL:  We give them a credit.

14            THE COURT:  So let's talk about that.

15            MR. UDELL:  That's what we allege.

16            THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.

17            Okay.  Come on up.

18            Okay.  So as to the breach of contract counts,

19       what is your position on failing to attach the

20       billing guidelines?

21            MR. UDELL:  One, they were never part of the

22       contracts that were executed.  If you look at

23       anything they ever sent with the contracts, they

24       were never signed or never part of it.

25            They were never incorporated by reference, and
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1       my clients -- while not alleged in this amended

2       complaint -- never actually received what they are

3       talking about.  So I can allege that in another

4       paragraph, but that's not part of the contract.

5            The contract was very clear, which was

6       directed by them.  You specifically did this work,

7       here is the contingency, modification, and we

8       specifically allege in Counts 1 that we billed

9       them, paragraph 180, 191; Count 2, paragraph 200,

10       201; Count 3, paragraph 220, 221.

11            So we have billed them.  Their position is

12       they did it late.

13            Okay.  We did it late.  That's the theory.

14       That gets past the motion to dismiss a breach of

15       contract.  So I think that's --

16            THE COURT:  What does the contract say about

17       billing?

18            MR. UDELL:  It doesn't say anything

19       specifically, and it doesn't talk at all on the

20       contingency billing because it's the general

21       billing, which is what we'll pay 150 or 160 an

22       hour.

23            THE COURT:  But were you supposed to do

24       contemporaneous billing?

25            MR. UDELL:  There's never any reference to
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1       specifically on the enhanced fees, and there is no

2       provision in the contracts on when they were

3       supposed to bill that.

4            There was no provision on -- I think there was

5       only specifically a final bill that they would have

6       to submit.  So there was never any specific

7       discussion in the contracts on the contingency

8       billing.  That's the contract they wrote.

9            So I think all three breach of contract counts

10       survive a motion to dismiss.  I understand the

11       Court's theory -- or their theory that we

12       incorporate prior counts, but we don't incorporate

13       prior counts, we incorporate 1 through 172, I

14       believe.

15            If the Court wants to strike us incorporating

16       those paragraphs specifically, I can do that in

17       each count.  I still think the other allegations in

18       the count survive.

19            If they are so upset with us basically

20       re-alleging factual allegations of the breach of

21       contract, which may have some conspiracy issues in

22       it, I give you that.

23            But I think all three breach of contract

24       counts survive a motion to dismiss.  We allege the

25       contracts, we allege the breach, we allege we
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1       billed them, and they don't pay us.

2            So for each of the three contracts, they

3       didn't pay us the various amounts, which we allege

4       as part of the exhibit, which is the damages

5       amount.

6            Your question was regarding does the negligent

7       inducement damages, aren't they duplicative of the

8       breach of contract damages?

9            THE COURT:  Fraudulent inducement, negligent

10       misrepresentation.  Do negligent misrepresentation

11       just --

12            MR. UDELL:  Duplicative.

13            And back in the day I would say yes the

14       Economic Loss Rule would bar that claim, but the

15       Economic Loss Rule doesn't exist anymore.  Poof,

16       it's gone.

17            So the damages for negligent misrepresentation

18       are tort damages.  They are not specific.  They can

19       say they tried to hammer my client, they tried to

20       kill him, they tried to put him out of business,

21       and those are the damages we would be seeking.

22       Those are separate and apart from breach of

23       contract damages, which we have said amounts which

24       are the hours billed, the continency rates, how

25       much they didn't pay us.  You know, that claim is
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1       about $9 million.

2            THE COURT:  Is this a jury trial?

3            MR. UDELL:  Yes.

4            THE COURT:  So if your were to come back yes

5       on the breach -- the three breach of contract --

6            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

7            THE COURT:  -- and the three negligent

8       misrepresentations --

9            MR. UDELL:  Correct.

10            THE COURT:  -- your position would be that you

11       would be entitled to damages on each count?

12            MR. UDELL:  On both, correct.

13            THE COURT:  Because negligent

14       misrepresentation is a tort?

15            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  The Economic Loss Rule

16       was destroyed by the Tiara (phonetic) case.

17            THE COURT:  I am familiar with that.

18            MR. UDELL:  I have done this for a long time.

19       I read that case.  I was like, Wow, that's is going

20       to change the face of tort pleading, but it is a

21       tort that we pled, and I think we pled negligent

22       misrepresentation with enough specificity.  I think

23       the Court acknowledges that.

24            Their position that a law firm, who was

25       required to sign an agreement, can't justifiably
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1       rely upon it because it happens to be a law firm.

2       It is giving a law firm less rights than a

3       litigant --

4            THE COURT:  Yeah.

5            MR. UDELL:  -- than Joe Schmo on the street.

6       And I really don't think that --

7            THE COURT:  Yeah, as a matter of law, we may

8       have to revisit this at summary judgment --

9            MR. UDELL:  Right.  I think it's suitable

10       for --

11            THE COURT:  -- based on the facts as they have

12       come out.

13            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  So I think the three

14       breach of contracts are alleged properly.  The

15       damages are alleged properly.  If we were to go to

16       the fraudulent inducement count, which I think the

17       Court had some trepidation with, we allege in the

18       Count 5, fraud in the inducement as to the New York

19       office.

20            My client alleges specific facts, paragraphs

21       243, 244, 251, 254, 255, 256 --

22            THE COURT:  Fraud in the inducement?

23            MR. UDELL:  It's in New York.  Specific dates,

24       times, discussions with USAA.  He says they

25       intended to induce him to sign -- to open this
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1       office --

2            THE COURT:  I am not going to dismiss.  I'm

3       not going to dismiss the fraud.  I think that's a

4       summary judgment issue.

5            MR. UDELL:  So 5, 6, 7 is denied.  I guess we

6       could --

7            THE COURT:  And 1, 2, 3 I am going to deny it

8       as well -- hold on.  So I would grant it without

9       prejudice --

10            MR. UDELL:  Okay.

11            THE COURT:  -- because I think you need the

12       billing guidelines, even though --

13            MR. UDELL:  Judge, I don't think we can attach

14       something we didn't have at the time.

15            THE COURT:  How could that lawyer not have the

16       billing guidelines.

17            MR. UDELL:  They never sent us the billing

18       guidelines.  And that's the allegation.

19            MS. HERSSEIN:  I'm sorry.  May I speak for a

20       second?

21            MR. UDELL:  Your Honor, my client has advised

22       me that whatever they are alleging was referenced

23       was never provided to my client.  So I don't think

24       I have to allege in the breach of contract

25       something I never got.  So I have alleged the
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1       contract --

2            THE COURT:  You've alleged that you didn't

3       have it.

4            MR. UDELL:  It's not part -- our position is

5       it's not part of the contract.  I can come in and

6       allege that I never received those.

7            THE COURT:  I agree with you that it's not

8       part of the contract, even though it's -- I could

9       be proven wrong on this with case law, but it's not

10       part of the contract.  But it's referenced in the

11       contract and you're claiming a damage associated

12       with it, but if you don't have it, you don't have

13       it.

14            MR. UDELL:  Correct.  They want to come in and

15       argue as an affirmative defense that he failed to

16       comply with X, Y, Z billing guidelines, perfect,

17       let them do that.  That's a defense.

18            But I don't think I have to plead around their

19       defense.  I pled the elements of a breach of

20       contract specifically, based on the actual

21       contracts provided to my clients.

22            THE COURT:  So just don't incorporate -- you

23       can incorporate the general allegations in these

24       counts, but don't incorporate other causes of

25       action in each other.
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1            MR. UDELL:  I don't think we did, but I'll

2       clean 1, 2, and 3 up.

3            THE COURT:  To the extent you did, you need to

4       clean it up.  Especially on the Roig counts, if you

5       overlap.  I don't know if you do or not.

6            MR. HERSSEIN:  Your Honor, may I address the

7       Court?

8            THE COURT:  Yes.

9            MR. HERSSEIN:  If the Court takes a look at

10       just the three counts which don't incorporate

11       anything -- we only incorporate the factual

12       allegations --

13            THE COURT:  That's what I want you to do.

14            MR. HERSSEIN:  Right.  That's all we do.

15            So the Court looks at, for example, Count 1,

16       which is the breach of the -- and that's

17       specifically on page --

18            THE COURT:  Thirty-eight.

19            MR. HERSSEIN:  And on the top of page 29, all

20       we say is we re-allege the factual allegations

21       contained in 1 through 172, and then in the

22       Count 2, which is on page 33.  We, again, just do

23       the factual allegations, and, 196, we don't

24       incorporate the previous count --

25            THE COURT:  Right.  You're not supposed to do
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1       that.

2            MR. HERSSEIN:  Which we don't.

3            THE COURT:  Let me just go through and let's

4       see about some embedded stuff, but so far I was

5       wrong.  I thought you did.

6            Let me look at Count 3.  You're just

7       referencing a paragraph.  In the preliminary

8       paragraph of Count 3, the factual allegations

9       generally in 1 through 172, which is fine, and then

10       let me see within the body.

11            No, you're good.  Okay.  That's fine.

12            Let me look at Count 5.

13            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, if I could

14       just jump in one second.  If you look at page 21,

15       all the conspiracy allegations which started at

16       paragraph 117 are all incorporated into all the

17       counts.

18            The entire general allegations is all the

19       allegations that deal with contract fraud,

20       conspiracy, tortious interference.  It's all

21       incorporated --

22            THE COURT:  That's the defect.  So you have to

23       go back and pull out the ones that don't apply.

24            MR. UDELL:  That's fine.  I can do that.

25            THE COURT:  Yeah, that's easy.
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1            MR. HERSSEIN:  Count 5 does not do that.

2            THE COURT:  Just fix it, to the extent that

3       you're not incorporating allegations.

4            MR. HERSSEIN:  But we don't, that's what I'm

5       saying in -- on page 44, what we say is we allege

6       the general allegations, 1 through 172, but 44

7       through 57 is what we point out.

8            THE COURT:  Okay.  Look, I am not going to

9       rule on the next motion to dismiss today.

10            MR. UDELL:  Like I told them before this

11       hearing, I am happy to remove this specific 1

12       through 172 in each of the counts, if that's the --

13       offending.

14            THE COURT:  You know what would be wonderful,

15       if you guys could work together, but I doubt that's

16       going to happen.

17            MR. UDELL:  I don't think that will be a

18       problem for us.

19            THE COURT:  Well, they are not going to tell

20       you how to draft a proper complaint.

21            MR. UDELL:  Maybe Frank will.

22            THE COURT:  Frank Zacherl?  I don't know.  I

23       don't -- there is going to be a lot of herb tea

24       before that.

25            MR. ZACHERL:  I was going to say, there might
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1       be some Tilo necessary.

2            THE COURT:  And some bourbon.

3            Let me look at 4.  I don't like 4.

4            MR. UDELL:  4 is the good faith --

5            THE COURT:  Breach of implied covenant of good

6       faith.

7            There is no breach of an express term of the

8       contract.

9            MR. UDELL:  We'll dismiss that, Judge.

10            THE COURT:  So we are going to keep the fraud

11       in the inducement.

12            Let's talk about the recision.

13            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  With recision --

14            MR. UDELL:  We can look at --

15            THE COURT:  Okay.  Because there is a problem

16       with one of the elements of recision.

17            MR. UDELL:  So we'll withdraw.

18            THE COURT:  So voluntarily dismiss.

19            MR. UDELL:  As to recision, that's correct,

20       Judge.

21            THE COURT:  Yes.

22            And then we'll leave negligent

23       misrepresentation, 9, 10, 11.

24            MR. UDELL:  The last --

25            MS. HERSSEIN:  Quantum meruit.
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1            THE COURT:  Quantum meruit.

2            MR. UDELL:  The last one is 14, and that's

3       quantum meruit.  That's the charges for them having

4       to hand the files over.  I think we alleged it

5       properly.  Notwithstanding allegations of 1 through

6       172, we have alleged specifically at that point

7       there was no written contract because they were

8       fired, they were terminated.  So they incurred

9       costs in moving these files, based on their

10       representation, they have to be paid for that work.

11       It was 700-some files to move.

12            THE COURT:  But that's not -- so you're

13       seeking payment in the absence of an express

14       contract?

15            MR. UDELL:  Correct, because at the time, from

16       July 1, 2015, they were terminated.  So it's the

17       time from July to August 1st, however long it took

18       to move 700 files to the new firm.

19            These were charges that -- I don't know if we

20       alleged it specifically in the count, but any time

21       a file has been transferred by my client to another

22       law firm, they were paid that money, so...

23            And those invoices for that work, which is

24       outside the contract, were invoiced, were attached

25       as Exhibit R to the complaint.
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1            THE COURT:  I'll deny the motion to dismiss.

2       I think that that's outside of the contract and I

3       think that you can seek damages for that.

4            MR. UDELL:  Okay.  I think that's it.

5            THE COURT:  So I am dismissing civil

6       conspiracy because there is no other -- the other

7       conspirator or alleged conspirator is gone.  That's

8       with prejudice.

9            MR. UDELL:  We withdrew good faith and fair

10       dealings, Count 4.

11            THE COURT:  And then on tortious

12       interference --

13            MR. UDELL:  That's out because that's as to

14       Roig.

15            THE COURT:  That's Roig.

16            MR. UDELL:  So we are left with -- we are

17       amending 1, 2, 3.

18            THE COURT:  Yes.  Well, do you need to fix 5,

19       6, 7 in terms of incorporating facts where they

20       don't belong?

21            MR. UDELL:  I guess technically if you're

22       going to say I want you to not allege certain

23       elements in those, I can do that, but, obviously,

24       we have leave to amend on those counts?

25            THE COURT:  Yeah.  So I'll dismiss 1, 2, 3
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1       without prejudice and with leave to amend to clean

2       up the incorporated facts by reference that don't

3       pertain to those counts, and to the extent that the

4       same defects exist in 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11, I'll

5       give you leave to amend.

6            The 14 is fine, denied.  And then, again, just

7       for clarity, 4 is voluntarily dismissed, 8 is

8       voluntarily dismissed, 13 is dismissed with

9       prejudice, based on my ruling this morning.

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  If I may just state a

11       couple of things.

12            THE COURT:  Sure.

13            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Billing guidelines are

14       incorporated is the 2015 agreement on page 3,

15       and --

16            THE COURT:  Where can I find that exhibit?

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It is Exhibit L.

18            THE COURT:  In your motion?

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  No, Exhibit L to the

20       complaint.

21            THE COURT:  Let me find it because it's not

22       tabbed.

23            Oh, I happened to open the book right to where

24       it's supposed to be.

25            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That's just the last
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1       sentence on the first full paragraph.  I can show

2       it to the Court.

3            THE COURT:  Page 3 of 3?

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes.  And it says this

5       engagement agreement includes and incorporates any

6       addenda, amendments and retention letters executed

7       between USAA and your firm and the outside counsel,

8       billing and staffing requirements.

9            THE COURT:  Okay.  Where does it say that?

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Last sentences of the

11       first full paragraph.

12            THE COURT:  All the bills -- this engagement

13       agreement includes and incorporates any addenda,

14       amendments, and retention letters executed between

15       USAA and your firm, and the, in italics, outside

16       counsel's billing and staffing requirements.  But

17       Mr. Herssein is saying that they never received

18       that.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I don't know how he

20       billed for seven years without having them.

21            MR. ZACHERL:  We both got it, Judge.

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Because I had to get them

23       when I was representing them in the case.

24            THE COURT:  Mr. Udell, talk to your client for

25       a second.  How did they know how to bill?
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Right.

2            MR. ZACHERL:  It's electronic billing, which

3       is set forth.

4            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  And we have now looked at

5       them and they specifically state the transfer of

6       files, transfer of files to storage is

7       administrative work that they are not paid for.

8            THE COURT:  That's transfer filed to storage.

9       That's different.

10            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There's transfers of

11       files to storage and there's -- I have it on my

12       phone.

13            THE COURT:  Nevertheless, that's a factual

14       issue.  But transfers of files -- because in the

15       old days, I know when I practiced there was -- that

16       was the bane of the law firm's existence, what to

17       do with those banker's boxes of files and files and

18       files.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I understand Your Honor's

20       ruling to allow them to amend, but a couple of

21       things.

22            One, the breach of contract, they have to

23       allege when it is that they billed because I have

24       to have the ability to come back and say you didn't

25       timely bill under the contracts that are attached.
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1            They have admitted to Judge Marin that they

2       did not timely bill.  They cannot bill them within

3       90 days, quarterly, or what have you, so now they

4       are coming to the Court and saying stay within the

5       four corners of the complaint, it says we billed

6       them.

7            Well, I have to have the right to come back

8       and say you haven't alleged enough, specifically

9       alleged when you billed so that I can come back on

10       the next go-around and say you're --

11            THE COURT:  Which go-around?

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We may move to dismiss

13       again, depending on whatever it is that they put in

14       their amended complaint.  So if in their --

15            THE COURT:  Let's say they don't change that.

16            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  If they don't change

17       that, then I'm going to have to come back on

18       summary judgment.  I can't come back on a motions

19       to dismiss.

20            THE COURT:  And so on summary judgment, you're

21       not precluded from moving for a judgment based on

22       the a waiver argument or whatnot.

23            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Correct.

24            THE COURT:  That's fine.  You're fine.

25            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  On the fraud, the same
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1       thing.  Your Honor, the only thing I would ask,

2       because there is a lot of history in this case by

3       Your Honor allowing the fraud allegations now to

4       stand, the next thing you're going to have filed is

5       a motion to add punitive damages with a bunch of

6       filings, again, disparaging the company and what

7       have you.

8            I would ask that the Court specifically state

9       that, let him amend, let's see if we have got a

10       complaint that we can answer, let's let discovery

11       go forward, and let's not immediately jump the gun

12       on a motion to amend to have punitive damages.

13       That possibly requires financial discovery to take

14       place.  Let's not go down that route until we know

15       we have a complaint that's going to go forward

16       because we want the ability to move for summary

17       judgment on what we think is black letter law that

18       does not allow for that fraud claims to go forward.

19            THE COURT:  I can't.  I don't know any of the

20       procedural right for me to preclude them moving for

21       punitive damages, seeking discovery related to

22       punitive damages until summary judgment.  I don't

23       know that I can do that.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  I think you can allow for

25       basic discovery to go forward to see where this
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1       case is going before Your Honor allows for there to

2       be an amendment on punitive damages.

3            Because what's going to happen is we are going

4       to be back here with punitive damages, making all

5       those allegations, they're going to be going to the

6       newspaper, doing all of this stuff.  All that can

7       be held up until such time as we see that that case

8       is going to move forward to another point.  They

9       can amend to add punitive damages right before

10       trial.  They don't have to wait.

11            MR. ZACHERL:  Thirty seconds on this issue.

12            In other cases where I have been involved

13       where somebody comes in early and trying to amend

14       to add punitive damages, it's very common for the

15       Court to say they think it's premature, let me put

16       off ruling on this, and I think that's, in effect,

17       what we would be asking for is just the concern we

18       have and the reason we push so hard to get the

19       fraud claims knocked out is because we know what

20       they are trying to make of that publically.

21            We do not believe there is anything to those

22       counts, Judge, whatsoever.  The allegations are not

23       proveable, but putting that aside, we are concerned

24       about this freight train starting to go down the

25       tracks again with regard to all the extraneous
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1       activity, which Your Honor, I think, is trying to

2       rein in here.

3            THE COURT:  Well, I am, but I have to follow

4       procedures, and I am not going to favor one side

5       over the other in terms of your, you know,

6       reputation.  I have to trust the lawyers are not

7       going to file frivolous pleadings, and I am just

8       not going to -- I am not going to interfere with

9       that.

10            If you want to file a proper legal motion for

11       punitive damages, go ahead, but, I mean, you have

12       to have the basis to do that.

13            MR. UDELL:  Understood, Judge.

14            THE COURT:  So maybe you don't find yourself

15       where you were earlier today, maybe the proper

16       thing to do is wait until you have some discovery

17       so you can add some meat to your motion for

18       punitive damages.

19            MR. UDELL:  It would be nice if we actually

20       got some relevant discovery from the defendant.

21            THE COURT:  Well, do it.  Don't be messing

22       around for months and months down rabbit holes.

23            MR. UDELL:  I understand that, but we're in a

24       vacuum here.

25            THE COURT:  Yeah.  But on your motion for
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1       punitive damages, if the facts are the scant

2       allegations you have now, I can tell you where that

3       motion is going.

4            MR. UDELL:  Your Honor, personally, I don't

5       think you should prejudge anything.

6            THE COURT:  I'm not prejudging.  Listening to

7       what I'm saying.

8            MR. UDELL:  So I don't think we should even

9       discuss it.  If we are going to file, we --

10            THE COURT:  Yeah, we are discussing it.

11            MR. UDELL:  We haven't filed it, Judge, so I

12       don't think it's practical --

13            THE COURT:  You have filed a motion for

14       punitive damages and you withdrew it.

15            MR. UDELL:  We withdrew it so it's not before

16       the Court, Judge.  I don't think they should bring

17       it up.  I don't think they should discuss it.

18            THE COURT:  Well, they have brought it up and

19       I can discuss anything I want --

20            MR. UDELL:  Understood, Judge, but I don't

21       think it's proper.

22            THE COURT:  -- and I'm telling you -- I do

23       need to discuss it because the behavior in this

24       case has not been smooth.

25            MR. UDELL:  I am not disputing that at all.
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1            THE COURT:  Okay.  So all I want --

2            MR. UDELL:  They want a prejudged ruling on

3       some motion we haven't filed yet.

4            THE COURT:  I can't possibly prejudge

5       something I haven't seen.

6            MR. UDELL:  I'm not going to file a motion for

7       punitive damages unless I have the goods, Judge.

8       Okay?  I didn't file the first motion for punitive

9       damages, okay?

10            THE COURT:  Okay.

11            MR. HERSSEIN:  Your Honor, may I address the

12       Court, because we are -- and given the history of

13       this case, can the Court be clear that if we change

14       the deficiencies that the Court pointed out that

15       the defendant is going to need to answer or are we

16       going to go down this whole "motion to dismiss"

17       route again when we are doing exactly what the

18       Court wants us to do, which is --

19            THE COURT:  Again, it's a flip side of what

20       they are asking.  I am not going to interfere with

21       the procedural rules in that way.

22            I have to see what you file, and based upon

23       what you file, they are going to get a chance to

24       move to dismiss.  They are not going to move to

25       dismiss the same issues that we have just
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1       litigated, obviously.

2            So if there is a continued problem, we'll be

3       stuck in this position unless you guys can act like

4       grownups and discuss the deficiencies and get it

5       straight so that we can move forward.

6            In terms of comments to the media, comments in

7       other venues in front of other judges, comments to

8       the Daily Business Review and Miami Herald

9       regarding these fraud allegations, I have to remind

10       all of you that you're bound by the Rules of

11       Professional Responsibility.  And although I am not

12       issuing a gag order here, you, as officers of the

13       court, are not supposed to be making public

14       comments that can in any way jeopardize the

15       judicial administration of this case and fair and

16       just verdict by jury contamination.  You know, as

17       it is, you all -- most of you do insurance work.  I

18       imagine you do too.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes.

20            THE COURT:  You know picking a jury in an

21       insurance case when the insurance company is a

22       named entity is always a challenge.  You know that

23       from representing this particular client, it's

24       especially special.  So, you know, we are going to

25       have to have a hurdle crossed just in general about
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1       citizens' views -- pardon the pun -- on insurance

2       companies.  So that would really make things

3       impossible if this case is in the paper with the

4       lawyers maligning each other and their clients.

5            So if that happens and there is a motion in

6       front of me, then I'll look at the article.  And if

7       I think that anybody needs to have a referral to

8       the Florida Bar for unprofessional conduct, I am

9       very happy to do that.  Because I think Ringling

10       Brothers just closed down, didn't they?  So the

11       circus is over.  Officially in here, too.

12            Is there anything else?

13            So just prepare proposed orders for me on

14       that.  You can do it in writing, if you want.

15            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Did you get the other?

16            THE COURT:  I signed that other one.  I don't

17       know where it is.

18            MR. ZACHERL:  We have copies of it.

19            THE COURT:  Let's go off the record and talk

20       about scheduling.

21            (A discussion was held off the record.)

22            THE COURT:  We are back on the record.

23            Now, I am looking at the notice of hearing for

24       our next scheduled hearing dates of February 14,

25       2017 and February 15th.
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1            There are 17 items or motions noticed for

2       those dates.  In light of today's rulings, I wanted

3       to go through them and strike out the motions that

4       are no longer relevant.  I didn't even get past the

5       first one off the record.  So now we are on the

6       record.

7            HLG's motion for in camera inspection and for

8       determination and ruling on USAA's objections

9       raised in USAA's October 10, 2016 privilege log.

10            My question was, this privilege log emanated

11       from what discovery attempt?

12            MR. HERSSEIN:  The January 7th request for

13       production from USAA.

14            THE COURT:  Let me finish, and then you can

15       respond.

16            Start over, please.  The January 7th --

17            MR. HERSSEIN:  -- 2016 request for the 15-item

18       request for production.

19            THE COURT:  In furtherance of the case or in

20       furtherance of the evidentiary hearing?

21            MR. HERSSEIN:  The case.  Nothing to do with

22       the evidentiary hearing.

23            Judge Marin then ordered USAA to turn over

24       those documents responsive to the January 7th list

25       on February 4th.
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1            THE COURT:  That was after a motion to compel?

2            MR. HERSSEIN:  Correct.

3            At the February 4th motion to compel,

4       Judge Marin said turn it over, turn over these

5       documents or you're going -- you may face severe

6       sanctions.

7            USAA then took the writ of certiorari to the

8       Third DCA on those documents.  They lost the writ.

9            On September 12th, the Third DCA denied the

10       writ, vacated the stay of discovery, and then USAA

11       said we need more time to turn over the discovery.

12            THE COURT:  Did they get that time officially?

13            MR. HERSSEIN:  Not officially, because on

14       September 29th we were before Judge Marin.  And if

15       the Court looks at the docket, Judge Marin entered

16       an order wherein he order USAA to turn over a

17       privilege log only responsive to the 15 items of

18       January 2016.

19            THE COURT:  And that's the privilege log,

20       which is item 1 --

21            MR. HERSSEIN:  And they --

22            THE COURT:  -- in camera inspection.

23            MR. HERSSEIN:  And they have only turned over

24       a 487-page privilege log that encompasses all

25       discovery ever submitted to them on this case.  So
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1       that is where we are.  That is the privilege log

2       that they have produced.

3            THE COURT:  And why are you moving for an in

4       camera inspection?  What I am supposed to look at?

5            MR. HERSSEIN:  All their objections.  We only

6       have 53,000 documents that they claim they gave us,

7       but a 487-page privilege log contains tens of

8       thousands of documents that they are claiming were

9       we're not entitled to.  And we only want responses

10       to 15 requests.

11            And here we are, mired in five hundred --

12       literally a 500-page privilege log.  Not to mention

13       how many documents that is, but just a 500-page

14       privilege log when Judge Marin, September 29th,

15       told us only to do the 15-item request.

16            How you can generate a 487-page privilege log

17       on a 15-item request for production is beyond

18       belief, but leave it up to Shutts & Bowen.

19            THE COURT:  That was a dig and an insult.  The

20       rest of the argument was good.

21            I feel like the judge in My Cousin Vinny.

22            Let's go.

23            MR. ZACHERL:  So we got a request to produce

24       when the case was filed.  We got discovery after

25       that.  We got subsequent requests, which were these
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1       January requests he is talking about.  He needed

2       just a certain subset of all the documents in order

3       to take these depositions that he wanted to take so

4       the judge did say, you know, you have to respond to

5       these.

6            We then took the writ and without -- you know,

7       we are getting ahead of ourselves in terms of what

8       we are going to argue in two weeks, but it's our

9       position that we pretty much got everything we

10       wanted out of the Third DCA.

11            And if you look at the transcript, they

12       basically told me that, and they said right now we

13       are finding there's no irreparable harm, but if you

14       want to come back, you can come back any time.

15            So there's a big difference of opinion as to

16       what happened at the Third, but the effect of the

17       Third was that there was a stay.

18            THE COURT:  I think I read part of that

19       transcript, where you guys were really disparaging

20       to the trial judge.

21            MR. ZACHERL:  That's not accurate, Judge, and

22       that's what they told you, and something I was

23       going to address myself in two weeks.

24            I never onces said a single thing disparaging

25       about the trial judge, and Mr. Linares can confirm
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1       that and you can look at the record.

2            THE COURT:  I thought I read quotes in the

3       paper.

4            MR. ZACHERL:  No, no.  What you saw was them

5       quoting the judge, Judge Shepherd, saying to me, so

6       what are we supposed to do about the incompetence

7       of the trial judge?

8            Then there was a very uncomfortable pause

9       where I said, Your Honor, out of respect -- no, he

10       asked me if I'd move to recuse the incompetent

11       trial judge.

12            And I said, after a long pause, that out of

13       respect for the trial court, we have not moved to

14       recuse.

15            I have never in 26 years ever said anything

16       disparaging about a sitting judge and I never will.

17       I took the position from the very beginning of this

18       case -- and actually Mr. Kluger took this position,

19       also -- was that this case didn't belong in a

20       regular division; it belonged in the complex

21       division because it was too much for a regular

22       division judge to handle.

23            That has proven to be true.  Your Honor has

24       made the finding that the case is a appropriate

25       here.  I have never disparaged a trial judge, Your
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1       Honor, and the fact that not only are they coming

2       in here trying to tell you that I disparaged a

3       trial judge, which I didn't, but then trying to

4       create an impression which, apparently, was

5       successful.

6            THE COURT:  I don't know if they did that.  I

7       thought I did that from the pleadings, but I do

8       recall reading something consistent with what you

9       just said.

10            MR. ZACHERL:  That's -- all we've ever said is

11       this case is too much for a division judge.

12            THE COURT:  Okay.  But why is there a 487-page

13       privileging log?

14            MR. ZACHERL:  Because they asked for every

15       single file.

16            THE COURT:  But it was only limited to 15

17       items.

18            MR. ZACHERL:  That's correct.

19            THE COURT:  Can you redo the privilege log

20       just to those 15?

21            MR. ZACHERL:  We can't, because we if we

22       hadn't responded to all discovery and only

23       responded to that January discovery, what would be

24       happening right now, they would be in here saying

25       that we didn't give me all the documents.
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1            THE COURT:  Sure.

2            MR. ZACHERL:  They didn't give me all the

3       documents so we gave them all the documents.  We

4       have complied to the --

5            THE COURT:  Let's do me a favor.  Did

6       Judge Marin limit the discovery on September 29,

7       2016 to 15 items?

8            MR. ZACHERL:  Judge Marin had a series of

9       orders -- this is why it's important to hear the

10       whole story and not just start in January.  He --

11       what they did in January to take these depositions

12       that they wanted to take was narrow it.

13            They never said -- and I asked them last time

14       we were here -- will you withdraw those two

15       requests to produce?

16            We will not withdraw --

17            THE COURT:  But I want to be clear -- I just

18       want to clear the huddles that I have to clear.

19            MR. ZACHERL:  The problem is, it takes my

20       clients a long time and takes a lot of money in

21       having to hire a separate law firm to do the kind

22       of discovery that they asked us to do here.

23            THE COURT:  Right now they just want 15 items.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  They created the problem

25       they have got.  They sent out these very --
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1            THE COURT:  But now it's my problem, and I

2       don't know that I can look over 500 items.

3            MR. ZACHERL:  My suggestion is, again, I think

4       we are getting ahead of ourselves.  We need to hear

5       from our document counsel to hear why it is not a

6       simple matter for us to go back and take out of

7       these documents that we have produced that counsel

8       says, oh, they claimed they produced them.

9            I have counsel in my office, and we looked at

10       it together on one of those databases I told you

11       about.  It's completely searchable.

12            THE COURT:  For me to be prepared for

13       February 14th, what do I need to do as to item 1?

14            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There is nothing Your

15       Honor could do because we would have to bring in

16       every item that is a listed under that 487-page

17       privilege log.

18            THE COURT:  Then we take it off the list.  I

19       mean, I don't understand.

20            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  The idea what we were

21       thinking -- and I believe a letter has gone out to

22       Mr. Udell from Mr. Kessler -- is to have between

23       now and the 14th, we would like to have a

24       meet-and-confer with Mr. Udell to see if we can

25       group this into categories and then come to the
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1       Court with these 20 documents follow under

2       privilege because of this.

3            Give you a sample.  If you rule that's it's

4       not privileged, then it applies to all of the

5       document in that category to see if we can

6       categorize this so you're not looking at every

7       items on the 487-page list.

8            THE COURT:  I am going -- didn't I order you

9       guys to meet and confer on something else?

10            MR. ZACHERL:  You told us to get together and

11       try to narrow this last time.

12            THE COURT:  So we are going to sign an order

13       today --

14            MR. UDELL:  Here's the prior order from

15       Judge Marin, which limited their list.  If you read

16       that -- If you would read that order --

17            THE COURT:  Let me look at -- I'm looking at

18       Judge Marin's order.  "Granted as follows:  USAA's

19       counsel has ten days to produce privilege log as to

20       the January 7th production request, but HLG shall

21       reset the matter for hearing," so that's a

22       limited --

23            MR. UDELL:  The January 15th is the 15 items.

24            THE COURT:  Let me see the request.

25            MR. ZACHERL:  So you know, while they are
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1       showing you this, what we did was respond to all of

2       their discovery and give them a privilege log for

3       everything they asked us for.

4            THE COURT:  They didn't want that because it's

5       unmanageable.

6            MR. ZACHERL:  You know why they don't want it,

7       because that is what we did.  If we had done this

8       (indicating), they would be in here asking for

9       sanctions because we didn't respond to discovery

10       that was two years old.

11            THE COURT:  It's unmanageable for them.

12            MR. ZACHERL:  Judge, I can't help them

13       litigate their case.  I have to respond.

14            THE COURT:  Don't be so generous.

15            MR. ZACHERL:  Well, I have to respond to the

16       requests that are out there.

17            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  They created the problem.

18            MR. ZACHERL:  I could verify to the Court --

19            THE COURT:  One at a time.

20            MR. ZACHERL:  -- we have given them every

21       responsive document we have.

22            THE COURT:  Why can't you just respond to the

23       15 items and then if you want to be generous, give

24       them the document dump that you already did.

25            MR. ZACHERL:  This is what is set in two
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1       weeks, Judge, and this is why you're going to hear

2       from different document counsel.

3            THE COURT:  But I won't be prepared in two

4       weeks.

5            MR. ZACHERL:  We are not going to be prepared

6       to do the privilege log.  I can affirm that.

7            THE COURT:  Why can't we do something now so

8       we are prepared?

9            MR. ZACHERL:  That's what the meet-and-confer

10       is for.  What I talked to counsel about --

11       remember, we have already -- I have already met the

12       obligation to meet and confer.  I had Mr. Udell

13       come to my office, I loaded the production into a

14       database, I showed him how you can search.

15            And I said to him on this exact issue, with

16       number one on this list -- I don't even remember

17       what it is -- if you want all of the documents that

18       are responsive, search for the key words, boom,

19       they will pull up all the documents and now they

20       have a response to number one.  It takes ten

21       seconds, Judge, it takes five seconds.  Then go to

22       number two, pull up all the documents.  They can

23       keep the database in tact, they can create their

24       own folders.

25            THE COURT:  Thank you, but where is the
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1       privilege -- so the privilege log is as to these 15

2       items?

3            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  As to that --

4            MR. ZACHERL:  That, and the other requests

5       they have made, Judge, because we did one

6       production and we did one log of everything that's

7       privilege within that production.

8            Now, remember what I suggested last time, that

9       if they would agree to keep everything confidential

10       and not go file it and not go show it to the media,

11       not put it on Twitter and all the things they have

12       been doing --

13            THE COURT:  They are not going to do that

14       anymore.

15            MR. ZACHERL:  Oh, I think you're right.  Maybe

16       after today, Judge, but I pointed this out last

17       time.  If they are willing to make that agreement,

18       I will go to my client and see if I can get an

19       agreement to give up this stuff, then it would only

20       narrow it down to the information, Judge, that we

21       need other people's permission to give up.

22            THE COURT:  All right.  So listen carefully,

23       between now and February 14th, you all need to meet

24       and confer, and this 487-page privilege log needs

25       to be manageable.
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1            So if you want to do piles of categories so

2       that I can I rule on categories, that would be

3       great, but I'm not going to --

4            MR. UDELL:  That order said here is the 15,

5       and they give us the truck of documents.

6            My point is --

7            THE COURT:  It don't --

8            MR. UDELL:  Judge, we are not required to do

9       their responses to request for production.  We say

10       here is paragraph 1, okay, you point us to

11       paragraph 1.  That's request for production

12       responses.

13            We say here are paragraphs and they say go

14       look at the truck.

15            THE COURT:  Why can't you just respond to

16       this?  I asked you this already.

17            MR. ZACHERL:  You did, and I answered already.

18       Our position is -- and, again, we are jumping the

19       gun because I have somebody coming in --

20            THE COURT:  Why can't you just respond to

21       this?

22            MR. ZACHERL:  I can do what I said, which is

23       go through the database that we prepared and I can

24       do a search of the key words and I can give them

25       the documents that are in there that meet those key
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1       words.  It's the same thing they can do.

2            THE COURT:  Do that.

3            MR. ZACHERL:  I will do that.  And I want to

4       put it on the record that we are not obligated to

5       do that under the rules.  We have complied to the

6       letter with what the rules require.

7            They have created the problem by asking for

8       all these documents.  Now they are coming to you

9       and making us do more.  And then I promise you,

10       when they find a document in the 53,000 documents

11       that I did not include in this response, they are

12       going to seek to strike it.

13            This is unfair to us, Judge.  We spent so much

14       money, we spent so much time litigating with people

15       who are litigating entirely in bad faith.  You know

16       what their production was, 3 million documents

17       dumped into an electronic box.

18            THE COURT:  Here is what we do so we don't run

19       into this scenario.

20            The documents that you have already provided

21       electronically in response to this that are overly

22       broad, that is going to be considered the first

23       response as to these 15 questions.

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It's more than that

25       because at the same time that they did this, they
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1       had the other requests for production that they had

2       gone to Judge Marin asking for sanctions saying

3       they haven't produced stuff to us timely.

4            They didn't come to Judge Marin, I'm sorry,

5       and say we are going to withdraw request for

6       productions 1 and 2, we only want the 15.

7            THE COURT:  So that request is going to be

8       deemed to satisfy all the requests that you believe

9       you responded to?

10            MR. ZACHERL:  Yes.

11            THE COURT:  But now you're going to narrow as

12       to these seven -- or 15.

13            MR. UDELL:  And then they are going to produce

14       a privilege log with respect to those 15 so it's

15       more manageable to --

16            MR. ZACHERL:  Judge, we will not be able to do

17       that in two weeks.  You have to understand --

18            THE COURT:  Why not?

19            MR. ZACHERL:  Because there's thousands of

20       documents.  I can't go through all these like this.

21            THE COURT:  So you realize it's just

22       unmanageable.

23            MR. ZACHERL:  Well, that's not my problem.  I

24       didn't cause that problem.

25            THE COURT:  It is your problem.  You expanded
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1       the scope of the request.

2            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  No, no.

3            MR. ZACHERL:  Judge, they served three

4       requests to produce.  I responded to all of them,

5       which I am allowed to do.

6            Here are all the documents, Counsel, you asked

7       for.  Look at all the money we spent, all the time

8       we spent doing that.

9            Judge, we did it in a searchable format.  We

10       did it Bates numbered, we did it the way we were

11       supposed to do it.  We are taking this up at the

12       end of the time when it wasn't noticed, you haven't

13       heard from our document counsel, and now you're

14       telling me that I have go and do --

15            THE COURT:  Because I wanted to be prepared

16       for the 14th.

17            MR. ZACHERL:  Well, Judge, that's why I met

18       with Mr. Udell in my office, to show him just how

19       simple it is.

20            Know that he is not the one asking for --

21            THE COURT:  The motion on the 14th doesn't

22       require work from you guys.  It's a motion for me

23       to look at 487 pages in camera.

24            MR. ZACHERL:  And, Judge, what I had suggested

25       earlier was let us meet with counsel -- I already
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1       talked to counsel about this.  I showed him in my

2       office what we had.  And I said to him, why don't

3       you see if you can withdraw those larger ones and I

4       will talk to my client.

5            But, remember the solution here, Judge.  Why

6       can't they agree on the record to something that

7       they are obligated to do under the ethical rules,

8       something that they fought vigorously against in

9       the trial court, they fought us in the appellate

10       court and they won't even do it here, which is keep

11       the stuff confidential.

12            If they will do that, I will go back to my

13       client and get us to produce the lion's share.

14            Remember, Judge, there are certain things I

15       can't produce because I think it involves other

16       people's privileges or other entities' privileges.

17            THE COURT:  Would you agree to a

18       confidentiality?

19            MR. UDELL:  I agree, Judge, and I said that --

20       I agree because there already is a confidentiality

21       order in place.

22            THE COURT:  Well, Herssein is shaking his

23       head.

24            MR. HERSSEIN:  The Third DCA -- the

25       confidentiality order of --
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1            THE COURT:  Would you agree to not go to the

2       press and keep all these things confidential?

3            MR. UDELL:  Absolutely, Judge.

4            THE COURT:  Yes?

5            MR. UDELL:  This isn't going to the press.

6            MS. HERSSEIN:  It's --

7            THE COURT:  Yes or no?

8            MR. HERSSEIN:  What am I saying yes to?

9            THE COURT:  I don't know.

10            MR. ZACHERL:  Judge, this is --

11            THE COURT:  The confidentiality --

12            MR. HERSSEIN:  There is --

13            THE COURT REPORTER:  One at a time.

14            MR. ZACHERL:  Let me be clear, Judge, this is

15       why taking things up at the end of the calendar

16       when they are not noticed is problematic, because

17       Your Honor is getting a misimpression of the record

18       here.

19            If the Court were to order me to produce those

20       documents to counsel, I would have to go back to

21       the Third, we would have to address the fact that

22       the confidentiality agreement that is in place does

23       not require them keep it confidential while Your

24       Honor is determining confidentiality.  So they are

25       allowed to go out and all this.
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1            THE COURT:  What is it that you want?

2            MR. ZACHERL:  What we want them to agree on

3       the record here -- and we need to have Mr. Herssein

4       and his wife do it as well -- that they will

5       protect the confidentiality of the materials we

6       provide to them, they will protect the privileges,

7       they will not share it with third parties outside

8       of this litigation, they will not be filed in this

9       litigation unless it's filed under seal.

10            MR. UDELL:  Judge, I agree.  We have -- we

11       agree to all of that.

12            THE COURT:  Mr. Herssein, what's your --

13            MR. HERSSEIN:  Yes, Your Honor, we agree to

14       that.

15            But that has nothing to do with the privilege

16       log.

17            THE COURT:  Mrs. Herssein, do you agree?

18            MS. HERSSEIN:  Yes.

19            MR. ZACHERL:  And let me explain why it is

20       everything about the privilege log because these

21       are privileged documents.  It's our privilege in

22       most cases, not in all, but most cases so my client

23       can waive the privilege to the extent of making a

24       production.

25            Remember, I want to make it clear, Judge,
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1       because they are going to argue waiver.  We are not

2       waiving the privileged substance of it.  We are

3       only expediting to get the problem out of the --

4            THE COURT:  So between now and the 14th, I

5       want a confidentiality agreement, I want those

6       pages that we just agreed to on the record typed,

7       and I want that acknowledged and signed in some

8       form of an agreement, and then I want you to meet

9       and confer on this issue before the 14th.

10            MR. ZACHERL:  Will do, Judge.

11            THE COURT:  And then on the 14th, as to item

12       1, we are just going to do a status.  If somebody

13       can write that down, because I need to do -- you

14       need to do an amended notice of hearing.  So item 1

15       will be a status regarding HLA's motion, et cetera.

16            I want to know what happened at the

17       meet-and-confer.  I want to know the status of the

18       confidentiality agreement and the size of the

19       privilege log.  Hopefully, it would have --

20            MR. ZACHERL:  It will be shorter.

21            MR. HERSSEIN:  Your Honor, just for the

22       record, there already is a confidentiality order

23       that's law of the case.

24            THE COURT:  Okay.  I am done.

25            MS. HERSSEIN:  Okay.
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1            THE COURT:  Number 2, USAA's motion to

2       determine confidentiality of court filing,

3       Exhibit 4, to respond to motions of the sanctions

4       of in camera inspection.

5            What is that?

6            MR. ZACHERL:  I don't know, Judge.  I know

7       that we had a concern about some things that were

8       filed in the public record and we'd moved to strike

9       them.

10            THE COURT:  I thought I addressed that.

11            MR. ZACHERL:  I think you did.  I need to go

12       back and see if there is overlap.  Because I think

13       what you said was they could keep what was attached

14       to the complaint in the public record, and it's our

15       position some of those exhibits attached to the

16       complaint should have been filed under seal.

17            THE COURT:  Thank you.  It's -- it's Exhibit 4

18       of the response to the motion for sanctions.

19            MR. ZACHERL:  Okay.  So then I'll have to look

20       and see exactly what that issue is.

21            We have that same issue appearing in a few of

22       those motions with regard to things that are still

23       in the public record.

24            THE COURT:  Number 3, USAA's motion for order

25       governing protocol for discovery of
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1       electronically-stored information and hard copy

2       documents.

3            MR. ZACHERL:  We may be passed that already as

4       to our production, but, remember, the plaintiff,

5       they did dump 3 million documents into a box

6       without any organization, nothing.

7            We looked through them, there's no e-mails in

8       there.  So they are not even complete.  That's

9       what -- we need the plaintiff to do what we did,

10       which is make a production that is coherent, that

11       is searchable, and that is something that we can

12       work -- and Bates numbered, Judge.

13            THE COURT:  Number 4 is off -- stricken and

14       off the schedule.  It's HLG's motion to compel Roig

15       Lawyers to respond to initial discovery.

16            Number 5, HLG's motion to deem request for

17       admissions admitted.  That's as to whom?

18            MR. ZACHERL:  I think that's to Roig.

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  So that's off.

20            THE COURT:  HLG's motion to compel Roig to

21       respond to pending discovery, that's done.

22            HLG's motion to overrule Roig's objections.

23            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That's off.

24            THE COURT:  HLG's motion to determine the

25       sufficiency of USAA's response to plaintiff's
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1       request for admission, we leave this on.  But maybe

2       you'll want to amend your request for admissions if

3       it's defective.

4            Number 9, USAA's motion to compel plaintiff to

5       timely provide responses to USAA's discovery.

6            You have outstanding discovery?

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  No e-mails have been

8       produced.

9            MR. ZACHERL:  Counsel has represented -- not

10       Mr. Udell, but Mr. Herssein has represented that --

11            THE COURT:  Can you please respond to the

12       discovery so I don't have to deal with that, number

13       9?  USAA's motion to compel plaintiff to provide

14       timely responses to USAA's discovery, and in an

15       appropriate format?

16            MR. UDELL:  We produced every document in

17       their possession as they were maintained?

18            THE COURT:  What's wrong with the production?

19            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  It's not -- as I

20       understand it, Your Honor, you can't read it unless

21       you buy time slips, because the way he produced it,

22       there is also a letter that went out to Mr. Udell,

23       I believe, as we have been sitting here, by

24       Mr. Kessler asking for a meet-and-confer on that

25       issue to review with Mr. Udell, how it was
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1       produced, see if we can put it in a format that he

2       will be able to then search.

3            THE COURT:  Yes, I ordered that.

4            MR. ZACHERL:  We know.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We are trying, Your

6       Honor.

7            MR. ZACHERL:  We anticipated that order.

8            THE COURT:  Put it in writing.

9            10, USAA's motion for enlargement of time to

10       respond to USAA's second request for production.

11            MR. ZACHERL:  I think we are past that.

12       That's probably moot at this point.

13            THE COURT:  You already did it?

14            MR. ZACHERL:  We have made a big production.

15            Yes, the production we made is our production.

16            THE COURT:  Second set of interrogatories, did

17       you respond to that?

18            MR. ZACHERL:  I don't know.  I have to check.

19       I don't believe we responded to interrogatories.

20            THE COURT:  Let's go.

21            MR. ZACHERL:  Understood.  Understood.

22            THE COURT:  USAA's motion to compel complaint

23       production --

24            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Compliant.

25            THE COURT:  Oh, compliant.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That deals with the same

2       issue, the manner it was produced.

3            THE COURT:  Meet and confer.  I am ordering

4       you.

5            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Okay.

6            THE COURT:  USAA's motion for order compelling

7       answers.  That's to you.

8            MR. UDELL:  What number is that, Judge?

9            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Number 12, right?

10            THE COURT:  12.

11            MR. UDELL:  Answer to interrogatories?

12            MR. ZACHERL:  We never got answers to

13       interrogatories.

14            MR. UDELL:  Okay.

15            THE COURT:  Get busy, Udell.

16            13, USAA's renewed motion to compel answers.

17       Same thing.

18            Mr. Udell, 14, objections to HLG's third

19       request for production concerning the Code of

20       Business Ethic & Conduct.  I guess we'll have to

21       deal with that.  Meet-and-confer.

22            MR. UDELL:  Okay.

23            THE COURT:  15, USAA's amended renewed motion

24       for order compelling answers to the first and

25       second set of interrogatories.
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1            Udell, same thing, meet-and-confer and get it

2       done.

3            USAA's motion for order compelling answers to

4       USAA's third set of interrogatories.

5            Udell, come on.

6            MR. HERSSEIN:  Actually, Judge, that has to do

7       with the evidentiary hearing --

8            THE COURT:  Oh, good.  That's gone.

9            MS. HERSSEIN:  -- and so that should be --

10            THE COURT:  16 is off.

11            Udell, you're off the hook on that one.

12            17, USAA's motion for protective order with

13       respect to Duke, Tate and Bunge.

14            MR. ZACHERL:  It's probably at this point

15       moot, only because I think we are all agreeing we

16       are going to do documents, then we are going to do

17       depos.

18            We won't have a problem with Mr. Udell in the

19       case, I think, scheduling that stuff, Judge, so for

20       now it's moot.  I'll look at it to confirm, but I

21       don't believe there's --

22            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  There would be one other

23       motion, and that's the one we were talking about

24       this morning, which would have been Herssein's

25       motion to compel USAA's compliance with duces
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1       tecum.  I assume Your Honor wants to hear that one

2       and get it over with on the 14th and 15th?

3            THE COURT:  Yes.

4            MR. ZACHERL:  We will have Mr. Kessler here

5       who can talk to you about the document production.

6       Hopefully by then we will have had our meet and

7       confer with him on the phone.

8            THE COURT:  Is Kessler at Shutts?

9            MR. ZACHERL:  No, Mr. Kessler works for the

10       Norton Rose firm in New York.

11            THE COURT:  I think I know him.

12            MR. ZACHERL:  I think he his in the

13       Philadelphia office.  He is an internationally

14       known electronic discovery specialist.

15            THE COURT:  Oh.

16            MR. ZACHERL:  He helped write some of the

17       standards to which we adhere.  He is very, very

18       knowledgeable on these issues.

19            THE COURT:  That's how I know the name.

20            MR. ZACHERL:  We did the best we could.  We

21       really did hire the best person on this issue,

22       so --

23            THE COURT:  Just tender the discovery.

24            MR. ZACHERL:  We are going to do the

25       interrogatories, I promise.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, he's planning

2       on coming here with computer screens to show Your

3       Honor how it's searchable, how are things produced.

4            THE COURT:  Wouldn't it be nice if you showed

5       them first?

6            MR. ZACHERL:  I had him in my office --

7            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We did this a couple days

8       ago.  He saw it.

9            MR. UDELL:  I saw it.

10            THE COURT:  Didn't you like it?

11            MR. UDELL:  It's wonderful, Judge.  The

12       issue --

13            THE COURT:  What's the problem?

14            MR. UDELL:  The issue is the order said they

15       have got to produce 15 -- the response to these 15

16       items.

17            THE COURT:  Form over substance.

18            MR. UDELL:  So they have to produce whatever

19       their production is going to be to that response.

20       I can search it.  All I want -- and he is correct,

21       it's wonderful, it's great software.  I could put

22       in, you know --

23            THE COURT:  But are your 15 requests included

24       in the universe?

25            MR. ZACHERL:  Yes.
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1            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Yes.

2            MR. UDELL:  According to them, it's the entire

3       universe of documents.  But for purposes of you, we

4       have listed 15 items that we want a privilege log

5       boiled down to.  That's what we are discussing.

6            THE COURT:  I don't have that computer.

7            MR. UDELL:  But that will be easy to review

8       once they give us the privilege log, which is not

9       487 pages.

10            They have 487 page on 53,000 documents.  If

11       the universe of the 15 areas of inquiry are 2,000

12       documents, the privilege log is much less, I'm

13       sure.

14            THE COURT:  But they're saying that that

15       document dump is responsive to multiple requests.

16            MR. UDELL:  I understand.  They said here is

17       the Mack Truck of everything, and my point is we

18       asked for these 15 items.

19            THE COURT:  But if you can jump on the program

20       at any time you want and get responsive documents

21       at your fingertips, I would rather have that than

22       having to deal with the opposing counsel.

23            MR. UDELL:  I want to know what their response

24       is, first of all.  And, obviously, the privilege

25       log responsive to those requests.  That's the
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1       point, because they can just say here are 53,000

2       documents, but there are 2,000 that are privileged

3       that I can't search, obviously.  I can only search

4       what they produced.

5            So they have to produce a privilege log as per

6       the September order, specific to that 15 areas of

7       inquiry.  I understand it's easier.  It's not like

8       the old banker's boxes.  But, still, they have to

9       respond, then produce a privilege log.

10            THE COURT:  I am in trouble.  I am having a

11       disconnect.

12            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  What happens -- okay.  So

13       now let's say, Your Honor, which don't agree with,

14       would order us to do it as to these 15.

15            Now we have done their work for them.  Now

16       they say, okay, now let's go with another 15

17       because we sent you all these requests for

18       production.  We don't like what we got, we don't

19       like the broad production we got based on what we

20       asked for, so now they are going to come to court

21       and say, okay, they did it for that 15, now let's

22       have them do it for these 10.  Now let's have them

23       do it for these 10.  We produced as to everything.

24            MR. ZACHERL:  And, Judge, I take issue with

25       something you said because it's a term of art in
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1       the case law.  We did not do a document dump.  A

2       document dump is what they did.

3            THE COURT:  Sounds like it.

4            MR. ZACHERL:  Well, no.  That's the whole

5       point.  That's why it took all that time.  We went

6       through millions of documents within USAA, a team

7       of lawyers, paralegals, contract people went

8       through and did this.

9            When they did computer searches, they searched

10       everything, e-mails, the diaries from the claims,

11       the actual claims files.

12            THE COURT:  So did you do a response that says

13       this program -- or these electronic documents are

14       responsive to this, that and the other requests?

15            MR. ZACHERL:  The reason we didn't do that is

16       because the Florida case law doesn't require us to

17       do that, but we did one better.

18            This is why you need to really see the

19       program.  We've given them something, Judge, that

20       when you and I were litigating cases with paper and

21       you had to go through each one and say, okay, this

22       goes in this file, and we had to make a copy of

23       this because it goes in these two files, you don't

24       have to do that anymore.  You now have a searchable

25       database.
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1            What you're concerned about and what they

2       should be concern about is do we have everything.

3            Once you get everything -- and not everything

4       plus 3 million documents, which is what we got from

5       them, but just everything, then you can search all

6       day long.  It's the process of searching for a

7       needle in the haystack, it's not -- it's not

8       appropriate anymore because you can find -- if they

9       want every document of Debbie Carlisle, you heard

10       that name before, they can have it at their

11       fingertips in five seconds.

12            If they want every document involving 57.105

13       motions, which is one of the triggers for them to

14       get this enhanced fee that they are claiming, they

15       can pull that up in five seconds.

16            Once they have done that once, Judge, they can

17       create a file in the program and it's there

18       forever.  So this is better.  That's the point.  We

19       have done what no law firm does, what no litigant

20       ever does, which is actually go above and beyond to

21       make a production that is a 100 percent responsive,

22       no withstanding our objections, by the way.  Other

23       than privilege, we didn't stand on our objections.

24       We produced everything that they asked us for.

25            THE COURT:  But you have to do a -- you have
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1       to do a responsive pleading.

2            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  We did.

3            MR. ZACHERL:  Well, we have responded to all

4       the discovery.  I don't know if we have done a

5       written response.  We have certain objections, but

6       we have -- the point that I am making, Judge, is

7       that when you see this program, you will look at

8       them and say they don't have to --

9            THE COURT:  Procedurally you're deficient.  If

10       you have a court order by Judge Marin on 15 areas

11       of inquiry, you need to respond to it, even if it's

12       referencing that pool of documents.

13            MR. ZACHERL:  Like I said, I will do that, but

14       I want to put on record I don't want them coming

15       back and saying somehow what I have given them is

16       incomplete.

17            THE COURT:  No, I am going to deem the pool of

18       documents to be --

19            MR. ZACHERL:  I got it, I got it.

20            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  She's just saying you

21       need --

22            THE COURT:  You can't just leave a court order

23       hanging.

24            MR. ZACHERL:  That's fair, Judge.  You're

25       right.
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1            MR. UDELL:  The point is not what they gave us

2       but what they haven't given us, Judge; to wit, the

3       privilege log.  That is the point.  So that's

4       why --

5            THE COURT:  Hopefully you'll meet and confer

6       on that.

7            MR. ZACHERL:  I was just going to mention

8       that.  And just for counsel's benefit, Judge, I

9       will point out that we have asked to meet and

10       confer.  Now that we are going to have a

11       confidentiality agreement, I anticipate that the

12       number of documents that we'll withhold will be

13       much, much smaller.

14            THE COURT:  That would be great.

15            MR. KAPLAN:  That's the answer.  That should

16       have been the answer before we went to the Third.

17            THE COURT:  Mr. Herssein, I know that you're

18       hot under the collar, and I would imagine that the

19       loss of this client is significant economically,

20       but it's a free country.  They can hire and fire

21       whoever they want.  But in terms --

22            MR. HERSSEIN:  Then let them pay my bills.

23            THE COURT:  But in terms of damages, if you

24       are entitled to any damages here, the only way

25       you're going to get them is when we impanel a jury.
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1            MR. HERSSEIN:  I know.  So let's go there.

2       And here is the disconnect, Judge, it's like my

3       counsel just pointed out, it's not about what they

4       gave us.  They are going to respond and they are

5       going to say Item Number 1, you can find it here

6       and there, but what we are not giving you is

7       privilege, for whatever reason.

8            Give us the privilege log on those 15 items.

9       Otherwise, we have to come to you and we have to

10       say, Judge, they sent the 487 page privilege, we

11       don't know what we don't have.  So what is it that

12       they are not giving us?  Because I can't take a

13       deposition --

14            THE COURT:  You have to reference the

15       privilege to the questions asked.

16            MR. ZACHERL:  I do.  But let me, again --

17            THE COURT:  You have to make -- evening though

18       you're being very diligent and high tech and user

19       friendly, it still has to be responsive.

20            MR. ZACHERL:  We don't need a privilege log

21       for 90 percent of the documents that we have

22       withheld if we have this confidentiality agreement.

23       That's the answer.  The answer is not for me to go

24       through and -- it will take forever, Judge.

25            THE COURT:  Let's not talk anymore until you
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1       meet and confer, because if the privileges are

2       lifted, then it's not an issue.

3            MR. HERSSEIN:  Well, we need an order saying

4       that they are withdrawing the privileges pursuant

5       to the log.

6            MR. ZACHERL:  See, Judge, this is what I am

7       talking about.  I just said a minute ago I am not

8       substantively waiving anything.

9            What I am doing, to facilitate the litigation,

10       is agreeing to produce documents under a

11       confidentiality order.  You can see what's

12       happening right now.

13            They are going to try to say, no, no, no, no,

14       no, not only do we want a confidentiality order and

15       we'll keep them confidential, you now have to waive

16       the privileges.

17            And then guess what happens, they spread them

18       everywhere because there is no privilege anymore.

19       These are sometimes not my privileges to waive.

20       This is simple, Judge.

21            THE COURT:  This is ridiculous.

22            MR. ZACHERL:  You have been through this.  We

23       do confidentiality agreements, we produce

24       everything and we move on.

25            THE COURT:  There is something -- there is an
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1       underlying current here that is very distracting to

2       the litigation.

3            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  Your Honor, what if we

4       go -- I was going to say, why don't we go back and

5       enter what should be a proper confidentiality order

6       for the case.

7            THE COURT:  That's what I want --

8            MR. GARCIA-LINARES:  That's the reason it went

9       before the Third.  The way the Third's

10       confidentiality order reads now, if we produce

11       something to them prior to Your Honor deeming it to

12       be privilege, we waive the issue of confidential --

13            THE COURT:  I'm not going to do this.

14            If you want to add stuff to the 14th, you can.

15       So add a motion for confidentiality, tee it up,

16       don't file it a 4:00 the day before.

17            MR. ZACHERL:  Understood.  We won't do that,

18       Judge.

19            Just to be clear, you've already ordered us --

20            THE COURT:  Give them enough time to --

21            MR. ZACHERL:  You've already ordered us to sit

22       and -- I articulated the things that needed to be

23       in there, and you said go work that out.

24            I'm pretty sure Mr. Udell and I can work that

25       out.  I have done hundreds of these.  So we will
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1       hopefully come back with a signed order.

2            If we don't, we will file something and it

3       won't be in the eleventh hour.

4            THE COURT:  Your goal is to get in front of

5       that jury.

6            MR. HERSSEIN:  Exactly.

7            THE COURT:  So stop.

8            MR. HERSSEIN:  Order them to give us a

9       privilege log on those 15 items.  I don't know why

10       that's so difficult.  They are so high tech --

11            THE COURT:  They may not even have the

12       privilege if you stop spreading the word.

13            MR. HERSSEIN:  Then you know what, if

14       Mr. Zacherl is saying that --

15            THE COURT:  You need some Tilo, too.

16            MR. HERSSEIN:  I drink green tea every day.

17            THE COURT:  No, not green tea, the opposite f

18       green tea.

19            MR. HERSSEIN:  And chamomile.

20            This is what I said before.  If Mr. Zacherl is

21       representing to the Court that he is going to give

22       us all the documents under the privilege log, no

23       problem.  You have our full agreement, they will

24       not leave our offices.  But that's not what he is

25       telling you.
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1            THE COURT:  Let's see.  I am --

2            MR. ZACHERL:  Just to be clear -- I am not

3       going to talk anymore on the record.  We are going

4       to talk now and see if we can iron this out because

5       I think that what he just said is inaccurate.

6       We'll work it out, Judge.  I promise you.

7            THE COURT:  Well, work it out with Mr. Udell.

8       Let him deal with his client.

9            MR. ZACHERL:  Okay.  That's fine.  Will do.

10       Thank you for the time today.

11            THE COURT:  We are in recess.

12            (The hearing was adjourned at 3:53 p.m.)
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

COMPLEX BUSINESS LITIGATION

CASE NO.  2015-015825-CA 43
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND
HERSSEIN, P.A. d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW
GROUP, a Florida corporation,

Plaintiff,
v.

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION, a Reciprocal Interinsurance
Exchange, and ROIG, TUTAN, ROSENBERG,
MARTIN, STOLLER, & BELLIDO, P.A. d/b/a
ROIG LAWYERS, a Florida corporation,

Defendants.
/

DEFENDANT UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION’S
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

TO THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM

Defendant, United Services Automobile Association (“USAA”), through undersigned

counsel, hereby responds to Plaintiff, Law Offices of Herssein and Herssein, P.A. d/b/a Herssein

Law Group’s (“HLG”) Third Amended Complaint as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. USAA admits that HLG seeks in excess of $20 million and that this action is within the

subject matter jurisdiction of this Court, but denies that HLG is entitled to any relief in this

action.

THE PARTIES, PERSONAL JURISDICTION AND VENUE

2. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 2.

3. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 3.
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4. USAA admits that venue is proper in Miami-Dade County because the purported causes

of action allegedly accrued in Miami-Dade County, but denies that it breached any contracts with

HLG or that it owes any payments to HLG.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

5. USAA admits that HLG is a law firm based in Miami-Dade County, Florida that provides

predominantly insurance defense litigation services. USAA is without knowledge as to whether

HLG provides services to national and multinational insurance companies; therefore, denied.

USAA denies that HLG built a reputation for delivering quality legal services for leading

insurance companies and their policy holders.

6. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 6.

7. USAA admits that in or around the summer of 2008, USAA approached HLG and

solicited it to provide legal services to USAA and its members.

8. USAA admits the 2008 MEA provides that “[w]e have selected your Firm to represent us

because its expertise and because we have confidence in its ability and judgment.”

9. USAA admits that it entered into a Master Engagement Agreement with HLG in July

2008 (“2008 MEA”), and that a true and correct copy of the 2008 MEA is attached as Exhibit A

to the Third Amended Complaint. USAA denies the allegations in footnote 2.

10. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 10 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

11. USAA admits that the 2008 MEA provides that “any individual assignment may be

terminated by USAA at any time, with or without cause or advance notice, by simply notifying

the firm in writing,” but denies that USAA did not have the ability to terminate the 2008 MEA as

a whole.
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12. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 12.

13. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 13 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

14. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 14 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

15. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 15 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

16. USAA admits that the July 2008 Addendum governed the essential terms of the parties’

contractual relationship, but denies that the 2008 MEA was merely a boilerplate document and

denies any suggestion that the 2008 MEA did not also include essential terms of the parties’

contractual relationship. USAA admits that it used the 2008 MEA with other legal services

providers.

17. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 17, as Section 9 of the July 2008 Addendum

states that “Except as provided in this Addendum, the Master Engagement Agreement remains

unchanged and in full effect,” and the 2008 MEA gave USAA the ability to terminate “any

individual assignment . . . at any time, with or without cause or advance notice, by simply

notifying the firm in writing.”

18. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 18.

19. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 19.

20. USAA admits that the 2010 Contingency Addendum acknowledged a prior oral

agreement between USAA and HLG that had not been reduced to writing.  USAA denies the

remainder of the allegations in paragraph 20.
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21. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 21 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

22. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 22 and states that the contract speaks for itself,

except USAA denies that the word “any” appears before the phrase “other theory” in Section 4

of the 2010 Contingency Addendum.

23. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 23.

24. USAA admits that the 2010 Hourly Addendum provides that HLG shall be entitled to the

amount of fees set forth in the contract or the amount awarded by the court as a reasonable fee,

whichever is greater, in cases brought by assignees of members, and further states that the

contract speaks for itself.

25. USAA admits that the 2010 Hourly Addendum provides that “services under this

Addendum will begin on October 11, 2010 and will end on June 30, 2011” and that it provides

that “the Master Agreement and this Addendum may be terminated by either the Firm or USAA,

for any reason, upon 60 days written notice.”  USAA further states that the contract speaks for

itself.

26. USAA admits that the 2010 Contingency Addendum provides that “[t]his Addendum

does not require USAA to request or purchase any minimum amount of services” and further

states that the contract speaks for itself.

27. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 27.

28. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 28.

29. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 29.

30. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 30.
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31. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 31 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

32. USAA admits that on August 22, 2011, the parties entered into an Amended to the

Master Engagement Agreement, a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit F to the

Third Amended Complaint.  USAA further admits that the August 2011 Addendum added a

provision to the 2008 MEA requiring HLG to maintain professional liability insurance unless

otherwise specified in the addenda, but denies that such provision was “boilerplate.”

33. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 33.

34. USAA admits that the Replacement 2011 Addendum revised the language of the

provision regarding the contingency fees, but denies that USAA had any obligation to pay such

contingency fees to HLG.

35. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 35 and states that the contract speaks for itself.

36. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 36 and states that the 2010 Contingency

Addendum and the Replacement 2011 Addendum speak for themselves.

37. USAA agrees that the Replacement 2011 Addendum provides that HLG was entitled to

the greater of the contractual amount or any amount awarded by the court as a reasonable fee, but

denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 37.

38. USAA admits that USAA ultimately approved the contingency fee language included in

Section 4 of the Replacement 2011 Addendum, but denies the remainder of the allegations in

paragraph 38.

39. USAA admits that Bunge signed the Replacement 2011 Addendum and that he was an

attorney approved House Counsel by the Florida Bar and a member of the Colorado Bar at the

time he signed the Addendum.
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40. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 40 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

41. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 41 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

42. USAA denies that HLG provided quality legal services to USAA in a professional

manner.  USAA denies that HLG fully complied with all of its contractual obligations.  USAA

admits that its representatives praised HLG, but denies that they did so “constantly.”

43. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 43.

44. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 44.

45. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 45.

46. USAA admits that Herssein flew to USAA’s San Antonio, Texas office to meet with

USAA’s litigation managers that were handled the New York and New Jersey PIP work but

denies that USAA promised any given amount of New York and New Jersey PIP work to HLG.

47. USAA denies that it made any representations to HLG that HLG could expect to receive

approximately 100 PIP cases in New York and New Jersey each month. USAA is without

knowledge as to the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 47; therefore, denied.

48. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 48.

49. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 49.

50. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 50.

51. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 51.

52. USAA admits that the August 2012 Addendum provides that the MEA and the

Addendum may be terminated by either the Firm or USAA, for any reason, upon 60 days written

notice,” and states that the contract speaks for itself, but denies that “prior addenda” included
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such a provision, as neither the July 2008 Addendum, nor the October 2010 Contingency

Addendum included such a provision.

53. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 53.

54. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 54.

55. USAA denies that it made any representation that it would send HLG a “sufficient

volume of work” to its New York office. USAA admits that Exhibit I is comprised of email

correspondence between Herssein, Bunge, Duke, and Strasburger, and further states that the

email speaks for itself, but denies that such email correspondence “discuss[es] th[e] issue”

referred to in paragraph 55 (i.e., alleged promises regarding volume of work). USAA is without

knowledge as to the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 55; therefore, denied.

56. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 56.

57. USAA denies that Tomei informed Herssein that “USAA wanted HLG to commit

substantial resources to increase HLG’s presence and develop additional infrastructure to provide

services to USAA throughout the State of Florida,” but admits that Tomei informed Herssein that

USAA wanted HLG to have an HLG employee working full time at USAA’s office in Tampa.

58. USAA admits that Tomei and Hopwood told HLG that USAA was transitioning to a

“portfolio management” model, but denies that they stated USAA would “pull all work,”

including hourly matters, from HLG.

59. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 59.

60. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 60.

61. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 61.
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62. USAA admits that HLG asked USAA to guarantee a minimum level of work, but denies

that HLG discussed with USAA HLG’s investment in hiring additional attorneys and staff and

further development of its infrastructure.

63. USAA admits that Tomei stated in the June 16, 2014 email attached as Exhibit J to the

Third Amended Complaint that “USAA will guarantee your firm receives 50% of our incoming

FL PIP cases per month,” but denies that Tomei made that statement “on behalf of USAA,” and

further states that the June 16, 2014 email speaks for itself.

64. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 64, except that it denies that the MEA was

“boilerplate,” and further states that the June 16, 2014 email speaks for itself.

65. USAA admits that Tomei advised HLG that USAA would not expressly recite the 50%

guarantee in its contract with HLG, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 65.

66. USAA admits that Tomei advised HLG that it would be one of only two firms receiving

USAA’s Florida PIP work, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 66.

67. USAA admits that HLG and USAA entered into the Addendum to Master Engagement

Agreement for Legal Services as of July 1, 2014, but denies the remainder of the allegations in

paragraph 67.

68. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 68 and further states that the contract speaks

for itself.

69. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 69.

70. USAA admits that in the July 2014 Addendum, the parties agreed that HLG would

continue to bill USAA for all Florida PIP files that USAA assigned to HLG on or before June 30,

2014 at the designated rates, and that HLG could continue to be compensated for case costs, but
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denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 70 and states that the contract speaks for

itself.

71. USAA admits that the July 2014 Addendum does not include the language providing that

USAA was not required to request or purchase any minimum amount of services.  USAA denies

that such language had been included in “prior addenda,” as neither the 2010 Hourly Addendum,

the July 2011 Addendum, nor the August 2010 Addendum included such language. USAA

further denies that the omission of such language was in any way related to the purported 50%

guarantee. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 71.

72. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 72.

73. USAA admits that the July 2014 Addendum provides that “[t]he services under the

Addendum will begin on July 1, 2014,” and that the MEA and Addendum “may be terminated by

either the Firm or USAA, for any reason, upon 60 days written notice,” but denies that such

provision was included in “prior addenda,” as neither the July 2008 Addendum, nor the October

2010 Contingency Addendum included such a provision.

74. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 74, except it denies any implication that

“HLG’s recoverable rates” were “recoverable” from USAA, and further states that the contract

speaks for itself.

75. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 75.

76. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 76.

77. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations of paragraph 77; therefore, denied.

78. USAA denies that it represented to HLG that it was receive “50% of all its Florida PIP

litigation.”  USAA is without knowledge as to the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 78;

therefore, denied.
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79. USAA denies that it made the “representations” referenced in paragraph 79.  USAA is

without knowledge as to the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 79; therefore, denied.

80. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 80.

81. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 81.

82. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 82.

83. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 83.

84. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 84.

85. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 85.

86. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 86.

87. USAA denies that it had paid HLG approximately $3,600,000 from the billable files each

year. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 87.

88. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 88.

89. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 89.

90. USAA admits that an in-person meeting was held at USAA’s office in Tampa with

Dutton and Herssein, but is without knowledge as to the specific date of that meeting; therefore

denied.

91. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 91.

92. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 92.

93. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 93.

94. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 94.

95. USAA admits that HLG discussed the decrease in work with Jeannie Hopwood, but is

without knowledge as to whether that discussion occurred on October 28, 2014. USAA denies

that HLG was “falsely assured” that HLG was receiving 50% of the PIP work.
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96. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 96.

97. USAA admits that USAA was receiving a higher volume of PIP suits during this time

period, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 97.

98. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations in paragraph 98; therefore denied.

99. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations in paragraph 99; therefore denied.

100. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 100.

101. USAA admits that the July 2014 Addendum provided that USAA provide 60 days

advance written notice before terminating the MEA and July 2014 Addendum. USAA denies the

remainder of the allegations in paragraph 101.

102. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 102.

103. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 103.

104. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 104.

105. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 105.

106. USAA admits that the number of cases referred to HLG decreased, but denies the

remainder of the allegations in paragraph 106.

107. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 107.

108. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 108.

109. USAA admits that Herssein visited at USAA’s Tampa office to meet with USAA

representatives to (a) prepare USAA’s newly designated witness for depositions and (b) to

generally discuss strategies, but denies that these two issues were addressed during the same visit

to the Tampa office. USAA is without knowledge as to the dates of those meetings; therefore,

denied. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 109.

110. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 110.
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111. USAA admits that on or about February 27, 2015, Herssein had a telephone

conference with Young, Tomei, and Susan Weiskopf and USAA’s outside appellate counsel

Doug Stein, during which they discussed an ongoing matter and for strategic reasons USAA

decided to have HLG pursue an evidentiary hearing. USAA further admits that HLG was

complimented on that call, but denies that HLG was “always” complimented by USAA.

112. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 112.

113. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 113.

114. USAA admits that HLG advised at least one USAA executive that USAA was

HLG’s largest client, but denies that “USAA” was aware of this. USAA is without knowledge as

to whether it was actually HLG’s largest client.

115. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 115.

116. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 116.

117. USAA admits that the July 2014 Addendum provided that USAA provide 60 days

advance written notice before terminating the 2008 MEA and July 2014 Addendum.  USAA

denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 117.

118. USAA admits that it presented HLG with a new five-year agreement, but denies

the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 118.

119. USAA admits that it sent HLG the 2015 MEA and 2015 Addendum on March 10,

2015, and requested that HLG respond to it by no later than March 19, 2015, but denies that it

committed any fraud or made any negligent misrepresentations.

120. USAA admits that on March 19, 2015, HLG sent USAA the partially executed

2015 MEA and 2015 Addendum, which are attached to the Third Amended Complaint as

Exhibits L and M.  USAA denies the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 120.
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121. USAA admits that the 2015 Addendum contains the same contingency fee

provisions and rates as the July 2014 Addendum but denies any implication that USAA agree to

pay such contingency fee rates.

122. USAA admits that the 2015 Addendum omits the language providing that USAA

was not required to request or purchase any minimum amount of services, but denies that such

provision was included in “prior addenda,” as neither the 2010 Hourly Addendum, the July 2011

Addendum, nor the August 2010 Addendum included such language. USAA is without

knowledge as to what HLG’s understanding was with respect to the absence of this provision

from the 2015 Addendum; therefore, denied.

123. USAA admits that Section 5 of the 2015 Addendum provides that “[s]ervices

under this Addendum will begin on March 10, 2015 and end on March 4, 2020,” and further

states that the contract speaks for itself. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in

paragraph 123.

124. USAA admits that the 2015 Addendum provides that HLG “may terminate this

Addendum at any time upon 60 days written notice,” and further states that the contract speaks

for itself. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 124.

125. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations in paragraph 125; therefore,

denied.

126. USAA admits that the 2015 Addendum provides that “[i]n the event of a conflict

between the terms of this Addendum and the terms of the Agreement, the terms of this

Addendum supersede,” and further states that the contract speaks for itself.

127. USAA is without knowledge as to HLG’s understanding of these provisions.

USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 127.
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128. USAA admits that the 2015 MEA was drafted by USAA, and that the 2015

Addendum was drafted, in part, by USAA.  USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in

paragraph 128.

129. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 129.

130. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 130.

131. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 131.

132. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 132.

133. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 133.

134. USAA admits that Tomei represented that USAA had not received as many suits

recently and that USAA’s adjusters were handling the cases internally, but denies the remainder

of the allegations in paragraph 134.

135. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 135.

136. USAA admits that on May 7, 2015, it sent HLG the executed 2015 MEA and

2015 Addendum, but denies the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 136.

137. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 137.

138. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations in paragraph 138; therefore,

denied.

139. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 139.

140. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 140.

141. USAA admits that it sent HLG 712 suits from July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015, but

denies that it “shorted” HLG by 338 suits.

142. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 142.

143. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 143.
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144. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 144.

145. USAA denies that it was obligated to furnish HLG with approximately 1050 of

the cases and denies that it “shorted” HLG any cases.  USAA admits that it provided HLG with a

total of 712 PIP cases during that time period.

146. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 146.

147. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 147.

148. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 148.

149. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 149.

150. USAA is without knowledge as to what Herssein’s understanding was, and denies

that Tomei stated there was “bad blood” between HLG and USAA during the June 30, 2015

conversation.

151. USAA denies that Tomei would not elaborate on the “bad blood” comment

because she did not make that comment during the June 30, 2015 conversation. USAA admits

the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 151.

152. USAA admits that it inadvertently sent the termination letter via email to Herssein

four times, but denies that this was done to taunt or otherwise abuse HLG. USAA admits that

the termination letter is attached as Exhibit N to the Third Amended Complaint.

153. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations of paragraph 153; therefore,

denied.

154. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 154.

155. USAA admits that Roig Lawyers picked up USAA files that HLG had in its

Miami and Tampa offices, but is without knowledge as to whether Roig Lawyers picked up

“every” file.
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156. USAA denies that it previously complained that Dutton’s services were “inferior”

to HLG’s, and that Roig Lawyers transferred to Dutton a portion of the USAA files it had

received from USAA. USAA is without knowledge as to from whom HLG learned that files had

been transferred to Dutton; therefore, denied.

157. USAA is without knowledge of the allegations in paragraph 157; therefore,

denied.

158. USAA is without knowledge as to the number of hours actually worked by HLG

on the flat fee cases; therefore, denied.  USAA admits that it demanded that HLG refund the flat

fees to USAA because HLG did not complete all of the legal services on these cases. USAA

denies that it has demanded that HLG pay USAA a total of $1,820,000.00.

159. USAA is without knowledge as to the number of hours actually worked by HLG

on the 455 flat fee cases; therefore, denied.  USAA further denies the remainder of the

allegations in paragraph 159.

160. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize the specific data related

to the 455 flat fee cases is attached as Exhibit O to the Third Amended Complaint, but is without

knowledge as to the accuracy of the data reflected on such spreadsheet; therefore, denied.

161. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 161.

162. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 162.

163. USAA admits that HLG uploaded invoices and time records for legal services to

USAA in which HLG billed the lower hourly rate—not the enhanced fee rate—and that its third-

party vendor reviewed the time HLG spent in connection with each case.  USAA denies that it

“approved” the time HLG spent in connection with each case.

164. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 164.
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165. USAA denies that its termination of HLG was unlawful.  USAA admits that it

was obligated to compensate HLG for all of its services but denies any implication that this

obligation includes any requirement to pay HLG enhanced fees.

166. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations of paragraph 166; therefore,

denied.

167. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 167.

168. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 168.

169. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations of paragraph 169; therefore,

denied.

COUNT I: BREACH OF 2015 MEA AS MODIFIED BY 2015 ADDENDUM

170. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 170.

171. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 171.

172. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 172.

173. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 173 and further states that the contract

speaks for itself.

174. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize data regarding the cases

in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party is attached as Exhibit P to the Third

Amended Complaint.  USAA denies that it owes HLG the amounts reflected in such spreadsheet.

175. USAA is without knowledge as to the total number of cases in which HLG

positioned USAA as the prevailing party or the actual number of hours expended by HLG in

working on the cases listed in Exhibit P; therefore, denied. USAA denies that it owes HLG

$2,034,583.91 plus interest in connection with those cases.
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176. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize data regarding the cases

against USAA in which HLG obtained a voluntary dismissal is attached as Exhibit Q to the Third

Amended Complaint, but denies that the spreadsheet is accurate. USAA is without knowledge as

the total of hours actually expended by HLG in working on these cases; therefore, denied.

USAA denies that it owes HLG the amounts reflected in such spreadsheet.

177. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 177.

178. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 178.

179. USAA admits only that HLG invoices were submitted to the vendor for approval.

USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 179.

180. USAA admits that it paid HLG the lower rates.  USAA denies that it failed and

refused to pay the contingency fee because no such fees were billed to USAA prior to HLG’s

termination; USAA admits that it refused to pay the contingency fees billed after HLG was

terminated.  USAA denies that it was contractually obligated to pay any such contingency fees.

USAA denies that it “approved” the hours reflected on each of HLG’s bills. USAA denies that it

is estopped from arguing that the hours that HLG expended were not reasonable.

181. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA, through counsel, invoices requesting

contingency fees in August 2015, after this suit was filed, and that invoices reflecting the lower

hourly rates were previously uploaded to USAA.  USAA denies that the contingency fees were

“contemporaneous[ly] earned” and denies any implication that USAA owes such contingency

fees.

182. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA and its counsel with published orders,

judgments, and verdict forms corresponding to the prevailing party spreadsheet purporting to

demonstrate that HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party in these cases. USAA denies
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that it is estopped from arguing that HLG has never demanded payment of amounts due and

owing and/or it cannot determine how much is due and owing.

183. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 183.

184. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 184, but denies any implication that

that the agreement that if HLG collected additional fees from an adversary in an underlying suit,

then USAA would reimburse HLG the excess amount collected (above what USAA had already

paid HLG) was in effect only from 2010 and earlier.

185. USAA admits that the contingency fee provision in parties’ agreements from

2011 through 2015 differed from that included in the 2010 Addenda.  USAA denies that it

“required” that its contractual provisions with HLG be converted into a true contingency as to

the enhanced portion of the fees.  USAA denies that it was obligated to pay the enhanced fees if

an adverse party was not required or ordered to pay it to HLG.

186. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 186.

187. USAA is without knowledge as to the representations HLG made in court

regarding the contingency fee provisions in the parties’ agreements; therefore, denied.  USAA

denies that it has committed or will be engaging in fraud on the court if it takes a contrary

position.

188. USAA admits that HLG demanded (after it was terminated) that USAA pay HLG

the enhanced fees, and further admits that USAA has refused to pay HLG such enhanced fees.

USAA denies that any such enhanced fees are actually owed to HLG.

189. USAA admits that HLG demanded (after it was terminated) that USAA pay HLG

the enhanced fees and further admits that USAA has refused to pay HLG such enhanced fees.

USAA denies that any such enhanced fees are actually owed to HLG.
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190. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 190.

191. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 191.

COUNT II: BREACH OF 2008 MEA AS MODIFIED BY JULY 2014 ADDENDUM

192. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 192 and further states that the contract

speaks for itself.

193. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize data regarding the cases

in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party is attached as Exhibit P to the Third

Amended Complaint.  USAA denies that it owes HLG the amounts reflected in such spreadsheet.

194. USAA is without knowledge as to the total number of cases in which HLG

positioned USAA as the prevailing party, and is without knowledge as to the actual number of

hours expended by HLG in working on the cases listed in Exhibit P; therefore, denied.  USAA

denies that it owes HLG $2,034,583.91 plus interest in connection with those cases.

195. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize data regarding the cases

against USAA in which HLG obtained a voluntary dismissal is attached as Exhibit Q to the Third

Amended Complaint but denies that the spreadsheet is accurate.  USAA is without knowledge as

the total of hours actually expended by HLG in working on these cases; therefore, denied.

USAA denies that it owes HLG the amounts reflected in such spreadsheet.

196. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 196.

197. USAA admits only that HLG invoices were submitted to the vendor for approval.

USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 197.

198. USAA admits that it paid HLG the lower rates.  USAA denies that it failed and

refused to pay the contingency fee because no such fees were billed to USAA prior to HLG’s

termination.  USAA admits that it refused to pay the contingency fees billed after HLG was
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terminated.  USAA denies that it was contractually obligated to pay any such contingency fees.

USAA denies that it “approved” the hours reflected on each of HLG’s bills.  USAA denies that it

is estopped from arguing that the hours that HLG expended were not reasonable.

199. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA, through counsel, invoices requesting

contingency fees in August 2015, after this suit was filed, and that invoices reflecting the lower

hourly rates were previously uploaded to USAA.  USAA denies that HLG contemporaneously

provided USAA with invoices requesting contingency fees.

200. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA through its counsel with copies of the

voluntary dismissals HLG obtained for USAA corresponding to the voluntary dismissal cases on

the spreadsheet.

201. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA and its counsel with published orders,

judgments, and verdict forms corresponding to the prevailing party spreadsheet purporting to

demonstrate that HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party in these cases.  USAA denies

that it is estopped from arguing that HLG has never demanded payment of amounts due and

owing and/or it cannot determine how much is due and owing.

202. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 202.

203. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 203, but denies any implication that

that the agreement that if HLG collected additional fees from an adversary in an underlying suit,

then USAA would reimburse HLG the excess amount collected (above what USAA had already

paid HLG) was in effect only from 2010 and earlier.

204. USAA admits that the contingency fee provision in parties’ agreements from

2011 through 2015 differed from that included in the 2010 Addenda.  USAA denies that it

“required” that its contractual provisions with HLG be converted into a true contingency as to
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the enhanced portion of the fees.  USAA denies that it was obligated to pay the enhanced fees if

an adverse party was not required or ordered to pay it to HLG.

205. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 205.

206. USAA is without knowledge as to what representations HLG made in court

regarding the contingency fee provisions in the parties’ agreements; therefore, denied.  USAA

denies that it has committed or will be engaging in fraud on the court if it takes a contrary

position.

207. USAA admits that HLG demanded (after it was terminated) that USAA pay HLG

the enhanced fees, and further admits that USAA has refused to pay HLG such enhanced fees.

USAA denies that any such enhanced fees are actually owed to HLG.

208. USAA admits that HLG demanded (after it was terminated) that USAA pay HLG

the enhanced fees and further admits that USAA has refused to pay HLG such enhanced fees.

USAA denies that any such enhanced fees are actually owed to HLG.

209. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 209.

210. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 210.

COUNT III: BREACH OF 2008 MEA AS MODIFIED BY 2011 REPLACEMENT
ADDENDUM

211. USAA admits the allegations of paragraph 211 and further states that the contract

speaks for itself.

212. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize data regarding the cases

in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party is attached as Exhibit P to the Third

Amended Complaint.  USAA denies that it owes HLG the amounts reflected in such spreadsheet.

213. USAA is without knowledge as to the total number of cases in which HLG

positioned USAA as the prevailing party, and is without knowledge as to the actual number of
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hours expended by HLG in working on the cases listed in Exhibit P; therefore, denied.  USAA

admits that HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party in more than 65 cases.  USAA denies

that it owes HLG $2,034,583.91 plus interest in connection with those cases.

214. USAA admits that a spreadsheet purporting to summarize data regarding the cases

against USAA in which HLG obtained a voluntary dismissal is attached as Exhibit Q to the Third

Amended Complaint but denies that the spreadsheet is accurate.  USAA is without knowledge as

the total of hours actually expended by HLG in working on these cases; therefore, denied.

USAA denies that it owes HLG the amounts reflected in such spreadsheet.

215. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 215.

216. USAA admits only that HLG invoices were submitted to the vendor for approval.

USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 216.

217. USAA admits that it paid HLG the lower rates.  USAA denies that it failed and

refused to pay the contingency fee because no such fees were billed to USAA prior to HLG’s

termination; USAA admits that it refused to pay the contingency fees billed after HLG was

terminated.  USAA denies that it was contractually obligated to pay any such contingency fees.

USAA denies that it “approved” the hours reflected on each of HLG’s bills.  USAA denies that it

is estopped from arguing that the hours that HLG expended were not reasonable.

218. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA, through counsel, invoices requesting

contingency fees in August 2015, after this suit was filed, and that invoices reflecting the lower

hourly rates were previously uploaded to USAA.  USAA denies that HLG contemporaneously

provided USAA with invoices requesting contingency fees.
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219. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA through its counsel with copies of the

voluntary dismissals HLG obtained for USAA corresponding to the voluntary dismissal cases on

the spreadsheet.

220. USAA admits that HLG provided USAA and its counsel with published orders,

judgments, and verdict forms corresponding to the prevailing party spreadsheet purporting to

demonstrate that HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party in these cases.  USAA denies

that it is estopped from arguing that HLG has never demanded payment of amounts due and

owing and/or it cannot determine how much is due and owing.

221. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 221.

222. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 222, but denies any implication that

that the agreement that if HLG collected additional fees from an adversary in an underlying suit,

then USAA would reimburse HLG the excess amount collected (above what USAA had already

paid HLG) was in effect only from 2010 and earlier.

223. USAA admits that the contingency fee provision in parties’ agreements from

2011 through 2015 differed from that included in the 2010 Addenda.  USAA denies that it

“required” that its contractual provisions with HLG be converted into a true contingency as to

the enhanced portion of the fees. USAA denies that it was obligated to pay the enhanced fees if

an adverse party was not required or ordered to pay it to HLG.

224. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 224.

225. USAA is without knowledge as to the representations HLG made in court

regarding the contingency fee provisions in the parties’ agreements; therefore, denied.  USAA

denies that it has committed or will be engaging in fraud on the court if it takes a contrary

position.
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226. USAA admits that HLG demanded (after it was terminated) that USAA pay HLG

the enhanced fees, and further admits that USAA has refused to pay HLG such enhanced fees.

USAA denies that any such enhanced fees are actually owed to HLG.

227. USAA admits that HLG demanded (after it was terminated) that USAA pay HLG

the enhanced fees and further admits that USAA has refused to pay HLG such enhanced fees.

USAA denies that any such enhanced fees are actually owed to HLG.

228. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 228.

229. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 229.

COUNT IV: FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT (RE: NEW YORK OFFICE)

230. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 230.

231. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 231.

232. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 232.

233. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 233.

234. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 234.

235. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 235.

236. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 236.

237. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 237.

238. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 238.

239. USAA admits that in April 2013, HLG closed its New York office. USAA denies

the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 239.

240. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 240.

241. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 241.
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242. USAA is without knowledge as to whether HLG was exclusively a Florida based

law firm as of June 2012; therefore, denied.  USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in

paragraph 242.

243. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 243.

244. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 244.

245. USAA admits that Duke indicated that USAA was looking to have the PIP files in

New York handled on a flat fee basis, but denies any implication that USAA was the one who

requested HLG open a New York office. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in

paragraph 245.

246. USAA denies that Duke made any representations that HLG could expect to

receive approximately 100 PIP cases per month in the New York office.  USAA admits that

HLG agreed upon the rate of $1,250.00 per PIP case referred and that a copy of the August 2010

Addendum is attached as Exhibit H to the Third Amended Complaint, but denies that HLG

agreed upon that rate based on a representation by Duke that HLG could expect to receive

approximately 100 PIP cases per month in the New York office.

247. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 247.

248. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 248.

249. USAA admits that HLG flew to USAA’s San Antonio office for a meeting, but is

without knowledge as to the specific date of such visit.  USAA denies the remainder allegations

in paragraph 249.

250. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 250.

251. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 251.
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252. USAA denies that as of March 2013, it sent 95 PIP suits and 32 PIP arbitrations to

USAA’s New York office.  USAA is without knowledge as to whether that amount of work was

sufficient to keep an office with 2 full time attorneys and 2 full time staff; therefore, denied.

253. USAA admits that on or about March 18, 2013, Herssein had a conversation with

Bunge and Duke during which HLG informed them that it was not going to be able to afford to

keep the New York office open.  USAA denies that HLG stated during that conversation that

USAA was not living up to its promises or sending a sufficient amount of work.  USAA further

denies that it made any promises regarding volume of work or that it requested HLG to open a

New York office.

254. USAA denies the allegations of paragraph 254.

255. USAA admits that HLG stated that it could not afford to keep the New York

office open, but denies the remainder of the allegations of paragraph 255.

256. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 256.

257. USAA admits that in the latter part of March 2013, HLG had a phone

conversation with Bunge and Duke officially informing USAA that it would need to close the

New York office, but denies that USAA made any promises in June 2012 to send a sufficient

amount of work to the New York office.  USAA further denies that HLG stated during that

phone conversation that USAA’s alleged failure to live up to this alleged promise caused HLG to

close the New York office.

258. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 258.

259. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 259.

260. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 260.

261. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 261.
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262. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 262.

263. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 263.

264. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 264.

265. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 265.

266. USAA denies that Duke or Bunge represented or assured HLG that USAA would

furnish HLG with sufficient work to make the New York office make fiscal sense.  USAA is

without knowledge as to what HLG’s intentions were with respect to the opening of the New

York office; therefore, denied.

267. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 267.

268. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 268.

269. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 269.

COUNT V: FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT (RE: 2014 CONTRACT)

270. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 270.

271. USAA admits that Tomei stated in the June 16, 2014 that “USAA will guarantee

your firm receives 50% of our incoming FL PIP cases per month” and states that the email

speaks for itself and denies any implication that Tomei’s representation was made on behalf of

USAA.  USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 271.

272. USAA admits that Tomei and other USAA employees advised Herssein that it

would be the only other law firm (other than Dutton Law Group) handling USAA’s PIP work

and further states that Tomei’s June 16, 2014 email speaks for itself. USAA denies the remainder

of the allegations in paragraph 272.

273. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 273.

274. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 274.
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275. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 275 and further states that the email

speaks for itself.

276. USAA admits that Tomei’s email was written while responding the specific

questions from HLG in negotiating the terms of the July 2014 contracts, but denies any

implication that Tomei’s email was sent on behalf of USAA. USAA denies that the email was

sent in direct response to HLG seeking assurances of a “sufficient amount of work” under the

July 2014 contract.

277. USAA admits that Tomei and Herssein had a telephone conference on July 3,

2014 when finalizing the details of the July 2014 contract but denies the remainder of the

allegations of paragraph 277.

278. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 278.

279. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 279.

280. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 280.

281. USAA admits that HLG explained to Tomei that it had opened the New York

office, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 281.

282. USAA admits that Herssein referenced the fact that in running HLG he was

running a business, but the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 282.

283. USAA admits that HLG wanted written assurances from USAA to be included in

the July 2014 Addendum.  USAA denies that “capital commitments” were mentioned by

Herssein during that discussion.  USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 283.

284. USAA admits that Tomei expressed that she understood HLG’s concern given the

closure of the New York office but denies any implication that HLG had discussed any alleged

guarantee by USAA to provide a given amount of work to the New York office. , and that USAA
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would refer 50% of all Florida PIP cases referred to outside counsel, but denies the remainder of

the allegations in paragraph 284.

285. USAA admits that Tomei advised HLG that USAA intended to split the Florida

PIP cases that were referred to outside counsel evenly between the two firms, but denies the

remainder of the allegations in paragraph 285.

286. USAA admits that HLG signed the July 2014 contract and that Tomei sent the

referenced email on June 16, 2014, which speaks for itself, but denies the remainder of the

allegations in paragraph 286.

287. USAA admits that it did not send 50% of the suit it received from July 1, 2014

through June 30, 2015; rather, it sent HLG more than 50% of the suits that were referred to

outside counsel.

288. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 288.

289. USAA admits that 50% of 2,101 is (approximately) 1,050, and that USAA sent

HLG 712 suits from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015 but denies that it shorted HLG any

cases.

290. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 290.

291. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 291.

292. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 292.

293. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 293.

294. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 294.

295. USAA denies that it promised USAA it would receive 50% of incoming PIP suits.

USAA is without knowledge as to the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 295; therefore,

denied.
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296. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 296.

297. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 297.

298. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 298.

COUNT VI: FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT (RE: 2015 MEA AND 2015 ADDENDUM)

299. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 299.

300. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 300.

301. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 301.

302. USAA is without knowledge as to the October 2014 emails; therefore denied.

USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 302.

303. USAA is without knowledge as to the allegations in paragraph 303; therefore,

denied.

304. USAA a is without knowledge as to the allegations in paragraph 304; therefore,

denied.

305. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 305.

306. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 306.

307. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 307.

308. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 308.

309. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 309.

310. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 310.

311. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 311.

312. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 312.

313. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 313.
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314. USAA admits that it terminated HLG on July 1, 2015, and that the termination

letter is attached as Exhibit N to the Third Amended Complaint.  USAA denies the remainder of

the allegations in paragraph 314.

315. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 315.

316. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 316.

317. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 317.

318. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 318.

319. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 319.

320. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 320.

321. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 321.

322. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 322.

323. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 323.

324. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 324.

325. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 325.

326. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 326.

327. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 327.

328. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 328.

329. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 329.

330. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 330.

331. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 331.

332. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 332.

333. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 333.

334. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 334.
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335. USAA admits that it sent HLG the executed 2015 MEA and Addendum on May

7, 2015, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 335.

336. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 336.

337. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 337.

338. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 338.

339. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 339.

340. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 340.

341. USAA is without knowledge as to the amount of net profits HLG earned from

USAA each year; therefore, denied. USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph

341.

342. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 342.

COUNT VII: NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION (RE: NEW YORK OFFICE)

343. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 343.

344. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 344.

345. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 345.

346. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 346.

347. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 347.

348. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 348.

349. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 349.

COUNT VIII: NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION (RE: 50% GUARANTEE)

350. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 350.

351. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 351.

352. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 352.
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353. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 353.

354. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 354.

355. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 355.

COUNT IX: NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION (RE: 2015 MEA AND 2015
ADDENDUM)

356. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 356.

357. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 357.

358. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 358.

359. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 359.

360. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 360.

361. USAA admits that it sent HLG the executed 2015 MEA and Addendum on May

7, 2015, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 361.

362. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 362.

363. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 363.

364. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 364.

365. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 365.

366. USAA is without knowledge as to the amount of net profits HLG earned from

USAA each year; therefore, denied.  USAA denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph

366.

367. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 367.

COUNT X: QUANTUM MERUIT

368. USAA admits that on the afternoon of June 30, 2015, USAA fired HLG and

verbally instructed HLG to transfer all the files it was handling to USAA.  USAA denies that its

termination of HLG was “without cause.”
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369. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 369.

370. USAA admits the allegations in paragraph 370.

371. USAA admits that its July 1, 2015 termination of HLG and instructions to HLG to

immediately transfer all of its active cases necessary HLG to perform the work required to

transfer over 650 cases which were in various stages of litigation, but denies that the work that

HLG performed in facilitating the transfer of files constituted “legal services.” USAA further

denies its termination of HLG was “without cause.”

372. USAA admits that HLG submitted timesheets to USAA on September 2, 2015,

reflecting time purportedly spent in transferring the files, but denies that the transfer work

constituted “legal work.”

373. USAA admits that HLG submitted bills to USAA on September 2, 2015,

reflecting time purportedly spent in transferring the files, but denies that these are “legal bills.”

374. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 374.

375. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 375.

376. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 376.

377. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 377.

378. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 378.

379. USAA admits that it has refused to pay the invoices submitted by HLG for the

transfer work allegedly performed, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 379.

380. USAA denies the allegations in paragraph 380.
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: WAIVER

Plaintiff waived any right to seek enhanced fees by failing to submit invoices billing

enhanced fees within the time periods required by the parties’ contracts and/or the billing

guidelines that HLG agreed to follow, specifically, the Lawsuit Handling, Billing and Reporting

Guidelines for Defense Counsel, as well as the Outside Counsel Billing and Staffing

Requirements.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: ESTOPPEL

Plaintiff is estopped from claiming that USAA owes it any enhanced fees because HLG

previously represented to USAA that it would only seek enhanced fees from the opposing party

or its counsel in cases where USAA was entitled to prevailing party fees and that HLG would

never seek to collect such fees from USAA, and USAA relied on that representation to its

detriment.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: PLAINTIFF COMMITTED THE FIRST
MATERIAL BREACH(ES) OF THE PARTIES’ CONTRACTS

Plaintiff committed the first material breach of the parties’ contracts by (a) failing to

provide USAA with quality legal services, (b) failing to abide by the applicable code of ethical

conduct and professional responsibilities; (c) failing to investigate and avoid potential and actual

conflicts of interests when encouraging USAA to add the enhanced fee provisions to its contracts

with HLG, and by failing to avoid a conflict of interest in representing USAA’s insured in

Chacon-Herrera v. Brennan, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case No. 2013-CA-005286XXXXXMB; (d)

by committing malpractice in the following cases: Advanced Diagnostic Resources a/a/o Obed

Colon v. USAA, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case  No. 2011SC005504XXXNB, and Chacon-Herrera

v. Brennan, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case No. 2013-CA-005286XXXXXMB; and (e) by engaging
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in overbilling for legal services by submitting invoices that contain multiple instances of

duplicate billing, excessive charges for the time spent on particular tasks, billing for unnecessary

work, and/or improper legal charges for administrative and/or overhead tasks and costs.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: CONTRACTS ARE VOID AS AGAINST
PUBLIC POLICY

To the extent that HLG claims that the 2015 MEA and 2015 Addendum prevented USAA

from terminating HLG without economic penalty, the contracts are void as being against the

public policy of Florida that permits a client to terminate its counsel at any time, with or without

cause, without economic penalty.

cause, without economic penalty.

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: COURSE OF DEALING

Plaintiff’s failure to submit invoices seeking enhanced fees from USAA prior to its

termination evidences the parties’ course of dealing and the parties’ understanding that HLG

would not seek enhanced fees from USAA, but rather, only from the opposing party and/or

opposing counsel in cases in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party.

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: COURSE OF CONDUCT

Plaintiff’s failure to submit invoices seeking enhanced fees from USAA prior to its

termination evidences the parties’ course of conduct the parties’ understanding that HLG would

not seek enhanced fees from USAA, but rather, only from the opposing party and/or opposing

counsel in cases in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party.

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: SET-OFF

Any amounts recovered by Plaintiff in this action should be set off by (a) any amounts

that HLG overbilled USAA over the course of the parties’ contractual relationship when it

submitted invoices that contain multiple instances of duplicate billing, excessive charges for the
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time spent on particular tasks, billing for unnecessary work, and/or improper legal charges for

non-compensable administrative and/or overhead tasks and costs; (b) the flat fees paid to HLG

for cases that HLG did not resolve in their entirety, less the reasonable value of the legal services

that HLG provided in such cases; (c) all damages resulting from the malpractice that HLG and/or

Reuven Herssein committed while representing USAA; and (d) all damages resulting from

HLG’s breach of fiduciary duty through its provision of legal advice to USAA regarding the

inclusion of the enhanced fee provision in its contract with HLG.

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: FRAUD-BASED CLAIMS ARE NEGATED BY
CONTRACTS

HLG’s fraud and negligent misrepresentation claims are negated and refuted by the

language of the parties’ later-signed contracts and therefore HLG’s reliance on USAA’s alleged

misrepresentations was not justifiable. The contracts do not contain the promises or inducements

alleged by HLG in support of its fraud in the inducement and negligent misrepresentation counts.

Outside promises or inducements may not be invoked to vary the express terms of a written

contract or to add new terms.

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

HLG’s purported tort claims for fraud in the inducement and negligent misrepresentation

are barred where HLG has alleged contract(s) covering the subject matter of the tort claims.

HLG’s tort claims amount to nothing more than a question of contract, and are not independent

from the parties’ purported contractual obligations.

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: UNCLEAN HANDS

HLG’s claims are barred by its own inequitable, predatory conduct.
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ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: FAILURE TO MITIGATE

HLG has failed to mitigate its alleged damages, or alternatively, any conceivable

damages have been mitigated or extinguished as a result of HLG’s subsequent conduct.

COUNTER-PLAINTIFF UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION’S
COUNTERCLAIM AGAINST COUNTER-DEFENDANTS LAW OFFICES OF

HERSSEIN & HERSSEIN, P.A. D/B/A HERSSEIN LAW GROUP AND REUVEN
HERSSEIN, ESQ.,

Counter-Plaintiff, United Services Automobile Association’s (“USAA”), through its

undersigned counsel, hereby asserts its Counterclaim against Law Offices of Herssein and

Herssein, P.A. d/b/a Herssein Law Group (“HLG”) and Reuven Herssein, Esq. (“Mr. Herssein”).

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

Nature of the Action

1. This counterclaim seeks damages in excess of $15,000 and is within the

subject-matter jurisdiction of this Court.

The Parties, Personal Jurisdiction, and Venue

2. HLG is a Florida corporation with offices in Miami-Dade County, Florida.

3. Mr. Herssein is an attorney licensed to practice in Florida, and he practices

primarily in Miami-Dade County, Florida.

4. All actions occurred in Miami-Dade County, Florida unless otherwise alleged,

and thus venue is appropriate.

5. HLG began its fiduciary relationship with USAA in July 2008, when USAA

first engaged HLG as one of its Florida counsel to handle PIP litigation for USAA.

6. At all times material hereto, Mr. Herssein acted as vice president of HLG.
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General Allegations Common to All Counts

7. Over the course of their relationship, USAA and HLG entered into two Master

Engagement Agreements (one dated July 1, 2008 - the “2008 MEA” - and the second dated

March 10, 2015 – the “2015 MEA”).

8. The parties also entered into multiple addenda to the 2008 MEA and into one

addendum to the 2015 MEA (also dated March 10, 2015, hereinafter “2015 Addendum”). Both

MEAs and all Addenda are attached hereto as Exhibits A through K. 1

9. HLG also agreed to comply with all provisions of the Lawsuit Handling,

Billing and Reporting Guidelines for Defense Counsel, which is attached hereto as Exhibit L, as

well as the Outside Counsel Billing and Staffing Requirements, which are attached hereto as

Exhibit M, to the extent that they did not conflict with the terms of the parties’ contracts.

10. The parties’ initial addendum, the July 2008 Addendum, required USAA

to pay HLG the following hourly rates: $135 for partners, $110 for associates, and $70 for

paralegals.

11. However, HLG and USAA understood and orally agreed that when HLG

positioned USAA as the prevailing party in PIP litigation and was seeking prevailing party fees

from the plaintiff and/or its counsel, HLG was permitted to argue at fee hearings that it should be

awarded a higher hourly rate than provided for in the parties’ contracts.

12. In 2010, Reuven Herssein had conversations with USAA’s then-SERO

Region Counsel Gale Young and with its then-Executive Director, Region Managing Counsel

Alan Bunge, during which he requested that USAA amend the parties’ contract language to

1 Due to the confidentiality of the contracts that serve as Exhibits A through M to the Counterclaim, USAA will not
be filing them at this time but will file them under seal after the Court rules on the Motion to Determine
Confidentiality, which is being filed by USAA.
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expressly provide for an enhanced fee that HLG could seek from plaintiffs and/or their counsel

in cases where USAA prevailed and was awarded prevailing party attorney’s fees from the court.

13. During these discussions, HLG, through Reuven Herssein, specifically

represented to USAA that HLG would never seek any such enhanced fees from USAA itself, but

rather only from plaintiffs and/or their counsel.

14. Based on HLG’s representations that the contract would not permit HLG

to seek enhanced fees from USAA, USAA ultimately agreed to amend the contract language.

15. This agreement was memorialized in the parties’ 2010 Contingency

Addendum, which included a provision allowing HLG to charge higher hourly rates (“enhanced

fees” or “enhanced rates”) in cases where USAA prevails and received an award of attorney’s

fees. The enhanced fee provision expressly referred to HLG’s obligation to reimburse USAA for

fees it paid upon the collection of fees from the plaintiff and/or plaintiff’s attorney.

16. The parties understood and agreed that purpose of this provision was to

allow HLG to collect higher hourly rates from the opposing party or its counsel in cases in which

HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party.

17. Before USAA signed the 2010 Contingency Addendum, HLG, through

Reuven Herssein, continued to represent to USAA that HLG would never seek any such

enhanced fees from USAA itself and also that he understood that the contract did not permit him

to do so.

18. HLG made these representations with the intent to induce USAA to enter

into the 2010 Contingency Addendum.

19. Approximately eight months later, in June 2011, Mr. Herssein had a

discussion with Gale Young and Steve Duke regarding Florida caselaw on the enforceability of
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enhanced fee provisions, and the three discussed whether the language used in the 2010

Contingency Addendum would withstand judicial scrutiny under this caselaw.

20. Mr. Herssein, Young, and Duke discussed ways in which to amend the

contingency fee language in such a manner that it would withstand judicial scrutiny.

21. Mr. Herssein provided USAA with legal advice on this issue, and drafted

the final language that was used in the contingency fee provisions in subsequent Addenda

between USAA and HLG, beginning with the Replacement 2011 Addendum (which is attached

as Exhibit G).

22. Despite this revision of the language used in the contingency fee

provision, the parties still understood and Mr. Herssein expressly represented that HLG would

not seek enhanced fees from USAA; rather, HLG would seek the enhanced rates from opposing

parties or their counsel in cases in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party.

23. In fact, during one conversation between Reuven Herssein and USAA’s

then-SERO Region Counsel, Gale Young, Reuven Herssein again acknowledged that the

contract did not permit him to seek enhanced fees from USAA, and even stated that he would be

“slitting his own throat” if HLG were ever to seek enhanced fees from USAA.

24. The parties’ course of conduct and course of dealing over the course of

their relationship evidences and confirms their agreement that HLG would not seek enhanced

fees from USAA, as HLG never billed USAA for any enhanced fees—that is, until after it was

terminated by USAA on July 1, 2015.

Flat Fee Arrangement

25. Beginning in July 2014, the parties migrated to a flat fee arrangement as a

part of USAA’s transition to a portfolio management model.
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26. The parties executed the July 2014 Addendum, wherein USAA agreed to

pay HLG a flat fee of $4,000 per assigned case.  The July 2014 Addendum further provides that

all services must be completed under this lump sum amount. See Exhibit I, ¶ 4(A).2

27. This flat fee arrangement was also included in the 2015 Addendum.  Ex. L

¶ 4(C)(a).  Like the July 2014 Addendum, the 2015 Addendum also provides that all services

must be completed under this lump sum amount. Id.

HLG’s Termination

28. On July 1, 2015, USAA sent Plaintiff written notice terminating the 2015

MEA and the 2015 Addendum.

29. The 2015 MEA and the 2015 Addendum (collectively, the “2015

Agreements”) were the agreements in place when HLG was terminated.

30. The 2015 MEA states that “USAA may terminate this engagement or any

addendum and/or retention letter at any time,” Ex. J ¶ 9, and the 2015 MEA also states that

“[a]ny individual assignment and this Agreement may be terminated by USAA at any time, with

or without cause or advance notice, by simply notifying [HLG] in writing,” Ex. J, introductory

paragraph.

31. To date, for cases in which USAA pre-paid HLG a flat fee of $4,000 that

had not been resolved by HLG as of July 1, 2015, HLG has not reimbursed USAA the flat fee

paid, less the reasonable amount of the services HLG provided during the time it was handling

each case.

32. Moreover, after HLG was terminated, it demanded that USAA pay HLG

millions of dollars in enhanced fees that had not previously been billed by HLG.

2 The July 2014 Addendum also provides that upon mutual agreement of HLG and USAA, HLG may bill certain
matters on an hourly basis when the case develops to the point of requiring trial. Ex. I at ¶ 4(E).
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The Colon Case

33. During the course of HLG’s representation of USAA, it represented

USAA in Advanced Diagnostic Resources a/a/o Obed Colon v. USAA, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct.

Case No. 2011SC005504XXXNB (“Colon case”), a case in which USAA was being sued by a

medical provider for PIP benefits.

34. In the Colon case, HLG filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on

December 28, 2011 based on the exhaustion of benefits defense.

35. In support of that motion, HLG filed the Affidavit of Michael Stawski.

HLG had drafted that affidavit and thereafter requested that Mr. Stawski execute it.

36. After the affidavit was filed, the plaintiff in the Colon case took Stawski’s

deposition, during which it was revealed that several statements in his affidavit were false.

37. The plaintiff in the Colon case thereafter sought to strike USAA’s

pleadings for fraud on the court. HLG, on behalf of USAA, argued that despite the inaccuracies,

the affidavit should have nevertheless been considered by the court because the statements

regarding the ultimate issue set forth in the affidavit (exhaustion of benefits) were true.

38. On February 19, 2013, the Colon court granted the plaintiff’s motion to

strike USAA’s pleadings, concluding that Stawski’s affidavit was “almost entirely false” and that

HLG’s position on behalf of USAA was “egregious.”

39. A Final Judgment was thereafter entered in Colon plaintiff’s favor.

40. HLG and Mr. Herssein encouraged USAA to appeal the decision, which it

did, but the appellate court affirmed the lower court’s ruling in Colon in August 2014.

41. USAA suffered damages as a result of HLG’s representation in the Colon

case.
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The Chacon-Herrera Case

42. In the meantime, HLG and Mr. Herssein took on the defense of a

homeowner’s insurance case filed against USAA’s insured Colleen Brennan in Chacon-Herrera

v. Brennan, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case No. 2013-CA-005286XXXXXMB (“Chacon case”).

43. That case involved damages sought for injuries that Ms. Chacon-Herrera

suffered as a result of an incident with Ms. Brennan’s dogs that occurred in February 2011. She

alleged that, after Ms. Brennan’s two dogs got out of Ms. Brennan’s house and ran towards Ms.

Chacon-Herrera as she was walking her daughter’s dog nearby, Ms. Chacon-Herrera pulled her

daughter’s dog away from the two dogs and tripped over a curb, causing her to fall and sustain

physical injuries.

44. Ms. Chacon-Herrera thereafter made a claim against Ms. Brennan’s

USAA homeowner’s policy for the injuries she sustained in the fall, among other damages.

45. Ms. Chacon-Herrera sent USAA a pre-suit demand requesting the policy

limits, and USAA’s pre-suit claims adjuster accepted that demand in June 2011 and tendered a

check for the policy limits. However, Ms. Chacon-Herrera did not cash that check.

46. Ms. Chacon-Herrera thereafter filed suit in March 2013 against USAA’s

insured, Ms. Brennan, among other defendants, to recover damages resulting from the injuries

she sustained in the above-described incident. Mr. Herssein and HLG represented Ms. Brennan

in the action.

47. During the course of that representation, Mr. Herssein committed several

serious mistakes that ultimately led to his withdrawal from the case.

48. First, he failed to recommend that Brennan file a motion to enforce the

settlement the parties had reached when USAA accepted the presuit demand tender.
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49. Instead, Mr. Herssein recommended that USAA withdraw the pre-suit

tender that it had previously made to the plaintiff.  On May 24, 2013, Mr. Herssein sent

plaintiff’s counsel a letter rescinding the policy limits offer.

50. By withdrawing this pre-suit tender, Mr. Herssein exposed Ms. Brennan to

liability if the jury ultimately rendered a verdict in excess of the policy limits.

51. During the course of the litigation, Mr. Herssein also recommended that

Brennan not accept a proposal for settlement served by the plaintiff offering to settle the case for

policy limits. That advice was followed by USAA and Brennan, and the proposal for settlement

ultimately expired, thereby further exposing Ms. Brennan to liability for Ms. Chacon-Herrera’s

attorney’s fees in the event that Ms. Chacon-Herrera’s recovered at least 25 percent more than

the amount of the offer.

52. In response to that proposal for settlement, Mr. Herssein served his own

proposal for settlement to the plaintiff in the amount of $65,000, which the plaintiff did not

accept.

53. In August 2014, the court granted the plaintiff’s motion for summary

judgment, concluding that Brennan was strictly liable for Ms. Chacon-Herrera’s damages.

54. After this ruling, all that remained to be decided was the amount of Ms.

Chacon-Herrera’s damages, which were estimated to be in excess of Brennan’s policy limits.

55. Brennan eventually retained personal counsel, who sent a letter to

Herssein on the eve of trial in February 2015, advising that if USAA did not settle the case and a

judgment in excess of the policy limits was entered against USAA’s insured, Brennan would sue

USAA for bad faith and would potentially also bring a malpractice claim.
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56. Mr. Herssein thereafter withdrew as counsel for Brennan, due to the

conflict of interest created by Brennan’s threat to bring bad faith and malpractice claims.

57. After Mr. Herssein’s withdrawal, new counsel was retained by USAA.

During its review of the file, counsel learned that Mr. Herssein had failed to obtain discovery

from the plaintiff that was necessary for Brennan to mount a proper defense, including but not

limited to his failure to have an independent medical examination performed on the plaintiff.

58. When new defense counsel asked the court to extend the pretrial discovery

deadline so that additional discovery could be taken, the court denied the motion, stating that Mr.

Herssein had explicitly asked the court on February 24, 2015 that no further witnesses be

disclosed, no independent medical examinations be conducted, and no further discovery be

undertaken. Thus, Mr. Herssein’s request prevented the defense from being able to present any

expert at trial who would be able to testify that they physically examined the plaintiff, and more

importantly, to testify to her current condition.  The defense was also precluded from taking

other essential discovery.

59. The case was ultimately settled before trial.

60. USAA suffered damages as a result of HLG’s and Mr. Herssein’s botched

handling of the Chacon-Herrera case.

COUNT I: MALPRACTICE AGAINST HLG AND REUVEN HERSSEIN
(COLON CASE)

61. Paragraphs 1 through 9, 28, and 33 through 41 are hereby realleged and

incorporated into this Count I.

62. During all material times, HLG and Reuven Herssein were employed as

counsel for USAA in Advanced Diagnostic Resources a/a/o Obed Colon v. USAA, Fla. 15th Jud.

Cir. Ct. Case No. 2011SC005504XXXNB.
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63. HLG and Reuven Herssein neglected a reasonable duty that they owed to

their client USAA by drafting, filing and relying on an affidavit that included false information,

which resulted in the court striking USAA’s pleadings for fraud on the court, in Advanced

Diagnostic Resources a/a/o Obed Colon v. USAA, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case No.

2011SC005504XXXNB, and then encouraging USAA to appeal the trial court’s decision, among

other failures.

64. USAA suffered damages as a result of the HLG’s and Reuven Herssein’s

neglect of this reasonable duty.

65. HLG’s and Mr. Herssein’s neglect of these duties was the actual and

proximate cause of damages to USAA.

WHEREFORE, Counter-plaintiff, USAA demands that the Court enter Judgment

against Counter-defendant HLG, and award USAA compensatory damages, interest, costs, and

such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT II: MALPRACTICE AGAINST HLG AND REUVEN HERSSEIN (CHACON-
HERRERA CASE)

66. Paragraphs 1 through 9, 28, and 42 through 60 are hereby realleged and

incorporated into this Count II.

67. During all material times, HLG and Reuven Herssein were employed as

counsel for USAA and represented USAA’s insured, Colleen Brennan, in Chacon-Herrera v.

Brennan, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case No. 2013-CA-005286XXXXXMB.

68. HLG and Reuven Herssein neglected a reasonable duty that they owed to

USAA by (a) failing to file a motion to enforce settlement at the outset of the case; (b)

recommending that USAA reject the plaintiff’s post-litigation proposal for settlement that sought

to resolve the case for policy limits; and (c) failing to obtain certain discovery from plaintiff that
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was crucial to Brennan’s defense in Chacon-Herrera v. Brennan, Fla. 15th Jud. Cir. Ct. Case No.

2013-CA-005286XXXXXMB, among other failures.

69. USAA suffered damages as a result of the HLG’s and Reuven Herssein’s

neglect of this reasonable duty.

70. HLG’s and Herssein’s neglect of these duties was the actual and

proximate cause of damages to USAA.

WHEREFORE, Counter-plaintiff, USAA demands that the Court enter Judgment against

Counter-defendant HLG, and award USAA compensatory damages, costs, and such other relief

as the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT III: BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY AGAINST REUVEN HERSSEIN

71. Paragraphs 1 through 24, 28 through 30, and 32 are hereby realleged and

incorporated into this Count III.

72. During all material times, Reuven Herssein served as counsel for USAA

and owed USAA a fiduciary duty.

73. Reuven Herssein breached the fiduciary duty that he owed to his client

USAA by providing legal advice on the propriety of the enhanced fee language used in the

parties’ contracts—specifically, that used in the 2010 Contingency Addendum, the 2011

Replacement Addendum, July 2014 Addendum, and 2015 Addendum—despite the fact that a

clear conflict of interest existed which prevented Mr. Herssein from providing such advice.

74. Mr. Herssein intentionally provided unethical and incorrect legal advice,

and consistently elevated his own interests above those of USAA.

75. Mr. Herssein’s breach of his fiduciary duty to USAA has caused USAA to

incur damages.
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WHEREFORE, Counter-plaintiff, USAA demands that the Court enter Judgment against

Counter-defendant HLG, and award USAA compensatory damages, interest, costs, and such

other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT IV:  FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION AGAINST HLG AND REUVEN
HERSSEIN

76. Paragraphs 1 through 24, 28 through 30, and 32 are hereby realleged and

incorporated into this Count IV.

77. HLG and Mr. Herssein made false statements concerning a material fact,

to wit: statements to USAA (including but not limited to Gale Young, Alan Bunge, and Steve

Duke) on multiple occasions that HLG would not bill USAA for any enhanced fees under the

enhanced fee provisions in the 2010 Contingency Addendum (paragraph 4), the 2011

Replacement Addendum (paragraph 4), July 2014 Addendum (paragraph 4), and 2015

Addendum (paragraph 4(A)), but rather HLG would only seek enhanced fees from opposing

parties and/or their counsel in cases in which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party, as

set forth in the factual allegations incorporated in this Count.

78. HLG and Mr.  Herssein knew that these representations were false when

made.

79. HLG and Mr. Herssein intended that their representations would induce

USAA to act in reliance on these representations and that USAA would enter into the contracts

that included enhanced fee provisions—the 2010 Contingency Addendum, the 2011

Replacement Addendum, July 2014 Addendum, and the 2015 Addendum—as a result of these

misrepresentations.

80. USAA acted in justifiable reliance on these misrepresentations.

81. USAA suffered damages as a result of these misrepresentations.
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WHEREFORE, Counter-plaintiff, USAA demands that the Court enter Judgment

against Counter-defendants HLG and Reuven Herssein, and award USAA compensatory

damages, interest, costs, and such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT V: UNJUST ENRICHMENT AGAINST HLG

82. Paragraphs 1 through 9 and 25 through 31 are hereby realleged and

incorporated into this Count V.

83. Beginning in July 2014, USAA paid HLG flat fees of $4,000 for its

handling of Florida PIP cases assigned to HLG for defense as of that date (“flat fee cases”).

84. Many of these flat fee cases have not been resolved by HLG.

85. Despite USAA’s demand, HLG has refused to reimburse USAA for the

$4,000 flat fees in each case in which HLG did not complete all legal services, as required by the

parties’ contracts.

86. As a result of HLG’s refusal to reimburse USAA for the $4,000 flat fees in

each case in which HLG did not complete all legal services, HLG has been unjustly enriched in

the form of a benefit, to wit:  monies paid by USAA to HLG that was not owed.

87. HLG knowingly accepted and retained these monies under circumstances

that make it inequitable for him or her to do so without reimbursing these monies, less the

reasonable value of services that HLG provided on these cases.

88. USAA lacks an adequate remedy at law.

WHEREFORE, Counter-plaintiff, USAA demands that the Court enter Judgment against

Counter-defendant HLG, and award USAA quantum meruit damages, compensatory damages,

interest, costs, and such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Frank A. Zacherl
Frank A. Zacherl (FBN 868094)
Attorney Email:fzacherl@shutts.com
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 4100
Miami, Florida 33131
Telephone: 305.358.6300
Facsimile: 305.381.9982
Attorneys for USAA
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served by E-

Service on this 23rd day of February, 2017 to:

Reuven T. Herssein, Esq.
Herssein Law Group
12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 402
North Miami, Florida  33181
Miamieservice@hersseinlaw.com

and

Maury Udell, Esq.
Beighley, Myrick, Udell & Lynne, P.A.
150 West Flagler Street, Suite 1800
Miami, FL 33133
mudell@bmulaw.com
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff

Manuel A. Garcia-Linares
RICHMAN GREER, P.A.
mlinares@richmangreer.com
brodriguez@richmangreer.com
396 Alhambra Circle
North Tower, 14th Floor
Miami, Florida 33134
Co-Counsel for USAA

/s/ Frank A. Zacherl
Of Counsel
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR 
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

 
LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN AND      
HERSSEIN,P.A., d/b/a HERSSEIN  
LAW GROUP,           
  Plaintiff,    CASE NO. 15-15825 CA (43) CBL   
vs. 
        
UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE  
ASSOCIATION, 
 

Defendant. 
_____________________________________/ 

 
HERSSEIN LAW GROUP AND REUVEN HERSSEIN, ESQUIRE’S MOTION TO 
DISMISS COUNTER-PLAINTIFF’S COUNTER-CLAIM AND INCORPORATED 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
 

 COMES NOW, the Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, LAW OFFICES OF HERSSEIN 

AND HERSSEIN, P.A., d/b/a HERSSEIN LAW GROUP and REUVEN HERSSEIN, 

ESQUIRE, (Counter-Defendants or HLG),  by and through their undersigned counsel, and 

pursuant to Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.140 and respectfully moves the Court for an order 

dismissing Counts I through V of United Services Automobile Association’s (“Counter-

Plaintiff” or “USAA”) counter-claim for failure to sate any legally cognizable cause of action 

and in support thereof, states as follows:  

INTRODUCTION 

 Desperate times call for desperate measures.  After nineteen months of stall-ball 

litigation and dilatory discovery tactics, its failed appellate odyssey to the Third DCA, only after 

this Court denied USAA’s Motion to Dismiss1, USAA has filed a frivolous (5) five count 

                                                 

1 The Court allowed all three Breach of Contract counts, (I, II, III), all three Fraud in the Inducement 
counts, (V – NY office; VI- July 2014 contract, 50% guarantee; VII-May 2015 contract) as well as all 
three Negligent Misrepresentation counts (IX-NY office; X- July 2014 50% guarantee; XI- 2015 
contract) to stand and proceed1 to trial,  and denied USAA’s motion to dismiss Count XIV- for Quantum 
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counter-claim against HLG and Reuven Herssein, Esquire, personally.   The counter-claim is 

similar to USAA’s failed “hail mary” to the Third DCA to prevent this case from proceeding on 

the merits and deflecting the true nature of USAA’s fraudulent conduct.  In fact, the counter-

claim is nothing more than a poorly pled intimidation tactic rife with egregious pleading errors 

and non-recoverable claims.  As an initial matter, the counter-claim fails to attach crucial 

exhibits to the counter-claim to allow Counter-defendants to adequately respond, instead hiding 

behind its fraudulent attempt to claim previously filed contracts in the public record by USAA 

itself are “confidential” for purposes of this action and counter-claim.  Nevertheless, Counter-

defendants respond to the counter-claim below. 

Count I - Malpractice against HLG and Reuven Herssein (Obed Colon case) 

 The statute of limitations, Florida Statute’s §95.11(4)(a), bars any alleged legal 

malpractice because the appellate ruling and Order on the trial court’s “final judgment” was 

issued on August 7, 2014.   Accordingly, Count I must be dismissed, with prejudice.    

Furthermore, Count I must be dismissed because USAA has failed to join an indispensable 

party – its appellate counsel, Doug Stein, Esq. (“Stein”) on the Colon case.   USAA’s allegations 

of malpractice, in part, include advice to USAA to appeal the trial court’s final judgment of April 

8, 2013, (See ¶¶’s 41, 63), which USAA ultimately lost on August 7, 2014.  USAA does not, nor 

can it ever, allege that HLG was USAA’s appellate counsel, because USAA retained separate 

appellate counsel, Stein, for the appeal of the Colon case.  HLG was never USAA’s appellate 

counsel on the Colon case, or any other case HLG handled for USAA.   Thus, from a pleading 

perspective, Count I must be dismissed for failure to join an indispensable party: Stein – USAA’s 

                                                                                                                                                             

Meruit of the legal services rendered by HLG to USAA after USAA terminated the contract on June 30, 
2015.    
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appellate counsel on the Obed Colon matter.    

Count II – Malpractice against HLG and Reuven Herssein (Chacon-Herrera case) 

 Count II must be dismissed for at least five (5) distinct but equally important reasons, 

further explained below.  Most glaringly however, USAA lacks standing to bring a malpractice 

action on behalf of Colleen Brennen, (“Brennen”), because Brennen was HLG’s client on the 

Chacon case (not USAA).  This is undisputed from the pleadings. For instance, ¶46, alleges, 

“Mr. Herssein and HLG represented Ms. Brennen in the action.”  Similarly, because 

Brennen was HLG’s client, USAA will never be able to plead “that a relationship existed 

between the parties with respect to the acts or omissions upon which the malpractice claim 

is based.”   USAA does not, nor can it ever allege (in Count II) it was the client on the Chacon 

case. Thus, the claim is barred as a non-client cannot seek a claim for legal malpractice.   

Additionally, two of the three [(a) and (b)] alleged legal malpractice claims in Count II, (¶ 68) 

are time barred, pursuant to the statute of limitations.  And the third naked and bare allegations 

of alleged malpractice by “(c) failing to obtain certain discovery from the plaintiff that was 

crucial to Brennen’s defense…among other failures,” without more, is wholly insufficient to 

allege a proper claim for legal malpractice.   Finally, Count II, also fails to name an 

indispensable party - Brennen’s subsequent attorney, Christopher Wadsworth, Esq., of 

Wadsworth Huott, LLP (“Wadsworth’). Wadsworth represented Brennen as of March 2015, 

through the settlement and final disposition of the case.   
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Count III – Breach of fiduciary duty against Reuven Herssein 

 Similar to Count I, the statute of limitations necessitates Count III- breach of fiduciary 

duty against Reuven Herssein, be dismissed, with prejudice.  Count III, attempts to assert a 

breach of fiduciary duty concerning legal advice2 allegedly rendered by HERSSEIN in 2010 

and 2011 –six and seven years ago.  Count III, is meritless, barred by the statute of limitations, 

by roughly three years, unsupported by the law, it is contradicted by the very contracts 

referenced in the counterclaim, and finally there can never be any damages demonstrated or 

proven.  

Count III, is devoid of pleading the necessary elements for breach of fiduciary duty, nor 

can it ever be amended to properly do so, because  HLG was never USAA’s attorneys for 

purposes of drafting USAA’s vendor contracts and USAA.  Highlighting the irony of Count III, 

is that that the count alleges HLG breached its fiduciary duty by suggesting the contingency 

contract be in writing, as per the rules of the Florida bar.  There can never be a conflict, or, a 

breach of a fiduciary duty concerning a contract that USAA itself drafted and insisted one of its 

vendors sign no less than four times.3 This Count as plead must be dismissed as it is time barred, 

is contracted by the exhibits attached4, nonsensical on its face, and USAA can never demonstrate 

or prove “damages” related to this count.      

Count IV  - Fraudulent Misrepresentation against HLG and Reuven Herssein 

 Count IV must be dismissed for three reasons.  It does not meet the specificity necessary 

for a fraud claim, the allegation is contradicted by the contracts (Exhibits) referenced, and 
                                                 

2 An oral contingency contract be in writing, per the rules regulating the Florida bar.  Even assuming the 
advice was given in 2011, the four years would have expired in 2015.    
3 Further highlighting the sheer frivolity of the allegations in Count III, is the fact that USAA’s executive 
Alan Bunge (“Bunge”) is a lawyer himself, agreed to the contract language and he personally signed it 
(and insisted HLG sign it) no less than four times! 
4 Or incorporated by reference to the Counter-Claim.    
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“damages” can never be demonstrated or proven.   The count alleges that “HLG and Mr. 

Herssein made false statements concerning a material fact, to wit: statements to USAA5 on 

multiple occasions that HLG would not bill USAA for any enhanced fees under the enhanced fee 

provisions” of any of the four different contracts.   

 First, Count IV, fails to meet all five of the necessary elements6 to maintain a cause 

of action for fraud. The Count (IV) is completely devoid of a single specific fact, date, time, or 

allegation to maintain an action for fraud.  There is absolutely not a single specific statement, 

time, date, or individual that this statement was made to or in what context, nor is there a single 

document that Plaintiff can attach to support its outrageous and nonsensical position.  It is well 

settled in Florida that fraud must be pled with specificity.  The pleadings as filed, grossly fail to 

meet the specificity standard necessary for a fraud claim.    

Second, the alleged language of the contracts, all presumably attached to the  counter-

claim, directly contradict and conflict with the allegations of Count IV.  But the fatal bar to this 

claim is that this alleged promise “not to bill” was not and is not contained in the parties’ 

contracts, and therefore any reliance on such statement is unjustifiable as a matter of law.   Here, 

the exhibits to the counterclaim contradict the allegations of fraud in the inducement and 

accordingly, this count must be dismissed.   

Third, USAA will never be able to allege actual damages necessary to maintain a Count 

for fraud, because USAA has not suffered nor can it ever demonstrate or prove it suffered 

“damages” stemming from the alleged fraud on contracts USAA drafted, signed and insisted 

HLG sign no less than four times.  Where USAA refuses to honor and pay its attorney’s fees and 
                                                 

5 (including but not limited to Gale Young, Alan Bunge, and Steve Duke) 
6 For fraud in the inducement, the plaintiff must plead with specificity (1) representations of material 
facts, (2) with the specific intent to induce, (3) representations known to be false when made, (4) 
representations were reasonably relied upon, (5) proximately causing damage. 
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costs pursuant to the contingency portion of the contracts it claims it was fraudulently induced 

into and thus the underlying suit.  USAA’s fraudulent misrepresentation Count is utter nonsense, 

not supported by the pleadings and must be dismissed.       

Count V – Unjust enrichment against HLG 

Count V must be dismissed for two distinct reasons.  First, the theory of unjust 

enrichment is equitable in nature and is, therefore, not available where there is an adequate legal 

remedy—i.e. when there is a valid undisputed written contract existing between the parties.  

Under Florida law, equitable remedies, are not available where there is an adequate legal 

remedy, i.e., where an express contract exists and its breach can be prosecuted in an action at 

law. It is well established, however, upon a showing that an express contract exists, the quasi-

contract claim fails.   

Second, USAA’s unjust enrichment count fails to state a claim because by its own 

admission HLG would be entitled to the monies paid on the 455 flat fee cases ($1,820,000), “less 

the reasonable value of services that HLG provided on these cases.” (¶ 87). HLG spent 

11,639.6 hours on these 455 flat fee cases. The reasonable value of HLG’s services, at a blended 

hourly rate of $450 per hour is $5,237,820.00.   Thus, taking USAA’s allegations as true, USAA 

underpaid HLG on the flat fee cases by $3,417,820.00, given the market rate and reasonable 

value of its services.  Accordingly, USAA fails to (and can never) state a claim for unjust 

enrichment.   

Based on the foregoing and as explained below in greater detail, Counts I, II, III, IV and 

V must be dismissed.   
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MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

I. The two-year statute of limitations completely bars Count I, an utterly frivolous 
malpractice count against HLG and Reuven Herssein (Colon Case) and it must be 
dismissed with prejudice.   

Count I must be dismissed for three distinct reasons:  First, Florida Statute’s §95.11(4)(a) 

is a complete bar to any legal malpractice action against HLG concerning this case, even 

assuming one existed (it does not), because the statute of limitations ran in August of 2016 and 

HLG’s Third Amended Complaint does not seek attorney’s fees for the Colon case. 

a. Count I is completely barred by the 2- year statute of limitations 

The Third DCA has held that where a “statute of limitations defense appears on the face 

of the complaint it is permissible to assert the statute of limitations defense by motion to 

dismiss.”   General Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Thornberry, 629 So.2d 292 (Fla. 3rd DCA 

1993)  (Fla. 3rd DCA 1993)  See also Toledo Park Homes v. Grant, 447 So.2d 343 (Fla. 4th 

DCA 1984); Estate of James v. Martin Memorial Hospital, 422 So.2d 1043 (Fla. 4th DCA 1982). 

See also  Fla.R.Civ.P. 1.110(d).  Count I attempts to fabricate a malpractice action based on the 

trial court’s final judgment dated April 8, 2013, wherein the trial court struck USAA’s pleadings 

for fraud on the court7.  At the advice of its retained appellate counsel, Doug Stein, USAA 

appealed the trial court’s final judgment and the appellate court affirmed the final judgment on 

August 7, 2014.    

                                                 

7 The trial court ruled that Michael Stawski, (“Stawski”) an adjuster employed at USAA, 
reviewed and signed an affidavit in support of a motion for summary judgment on PIP policy 
benefits (of $10,000) being exhausted, and then months later, at Stawski’s deposition, he lied 
under oath multiple times, claiming he was the not the adjuster that handled the claim, never 
reviewed the file, amongst other false and ludicrous statements that contradicted his own 
affidavit that he reviewed and signed and was filed in support of the motion for summary 
judgment months prior.   
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Florida Statute’s §95.11(4)(a), states:  

(4) WITHIN TWO YEARS — 
 
(a) An action for professional malpractice, other than medical malpractice, 

whether founded on contract or tort; provided that the period of limitations shall 
run from the time the cause of action is discovered or should have been 
discovered with the exercise of due diligence. However, the limitation of actions 
herein for professional malpractice shall be limited to persons in privity with the 
professional. 

 
 The trial court’s final judgment was rendered on April 8, 2013.  Counter-Plaintiff, at the 

advice of its appellate counsel, Doug Stein, filed an appeal of the trial court’s final judgment on 

April 23, 2013. The appellate ruling and Order was issued on August 7, 2014.   Thus, the two-

year Statute of limitations, pursuant to Florida Statute’s §95.11(4)(a) is a complete bar to any 

legal malpractice action against HLG concerning this Obed Colon case, and Count I, must be 

dismissed, based on the statute of limitations.    

b. USAA has failed to join an indispensable party - its appellate counsel Doug 
Stein on the Obed Colon case.   

Conspicuously missing from the counter-claim is any allegation or even mention that USAA 

had retained appellate counsel, Stein, on the Obed Colon matter.  This purposeful omission by 

USAA and its counsel is obviously meant to mislead this Court, yet, importantly is fatal to its 

claim because it fails to join an indispensable party, Stein, – USAA’s appellate counsel for the 

Colon case.  Stein is and was USAA’s exclusive Florida Personal Injury Protection appellate 

counsel.  USAA does not nor can it ever allege that HLG was USAA’s appellate counsel on the 

Colon case because HLG was never retained as USAA’s appellate counsel on the case – as is 

evidenced by the August 7, 2014 order from the appellate court, which is a public record.  

Accordingly, the decision to appeal the trial court’s ruling striking USAA’s pleadings for a fraud 

on the Court, cannot possibly be attributable to HLG or Reuven Herssein.   USAA made the 

decision to appeal the ruling at the advice of its appellate counsel on the case, Stein. Stein, 
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therefore, is an indispensable party, to this Count for malpractice because ¶63, asserts that the 

malpractice was, in part, because HLG was “encouraging USAA to appeal the trial court’s 

decision, amongst other failures.”  Apparently, displeased with the decision in the appellate 

court, and obviously displeased with its appellate counsel’s advice and handling of the appeal of 

the (Obed Colon) trial court final judgment, USAA, now, three years after the fact believes that 

the advice given by its appellate counsel (to appeal the April 8 2013, final judgment of the trial 

court) was malpractice8.   Accordingly, as plead, USAA failed to name an indispensable party to 

this Count–its appellate counsel on the case, Stein.  USAA’s sloppy attempts to attribute blame 

for the decision to appeal the trial court’s final judgment on its trial counsel, HLG, fails 

abysmally.  The Count, therefore, must be dismissed.    

c. There are no “damages” to USAA, nor can USAA ever prove damages 
because the case was settled at USAA’s behest and agreement.   

The pleadings are purposely devoid of specificity on damages, likely because there were 

none.  USAA cannot – without the commission of a fraud on the court - allege or prove it 

suffered any “damages”, even assuming it can ever get over the first two fatal defects, because 

the Colon case was settled at the agreement and request of USAA, with each party to bear its 

own attorney’s fees and costs. The dismissal and notice of settlement of all remaining issues 

was filed in the public court record on January 5, 2015.9   

                                                 

8 Tangentially, USAA should notify its appellate counsel, Doug Stein, to put his malpractice carrier on 
notice and not attempt to highlight its ugly and vindictive practices by pursuing its trial counsel in some 
very late blame game for an order it received due its own employee (Stawski) incompetently and falsely 
testifying. USAA, and its executives (Bunge, Duke, Young, Tate, Hopwood, Wallen, Strasburger and 
others) did what it always does when they receive an unfavorable decision.  In the ugliest display of its 
modus operandi, they angrily and vindictively lash out the defense attorneys.  In this instance, USAA’s 
executives’ offensive tactics are on full display with its sloppy attempts to attribute blame for the decision 
to appeal the trial court’s final judgment on its trial counsel, HLG – in clear retaliation for HLG suing 
them and airing their fraudulent business practices with the underlying law suit.   
9 See filing # 22162993 and Filing # 22162993, both E-Filed 01/05/2015 on the Obed Colon case pending 
in Palm Beach County, Florida.   
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II. Count II, the malpractice against HLG and Reuven Herssein (Chacon-Herrera 
Case) lacks any merit and must be dismissed with prejudice because Counter-
Plaintiff lacks standing to sue on behalf of HLG’s actual client, Colleen Brennen 
and this Court, therefore, lacks subject matter jurisdiction.    

 
a. USAA was not HLG’s client; Colleen Brennen was HLG’s client.  Therefore, 

USAA lacks standing to maintain any malpractice action against HLG. 

USAA lacks standing to bring a malpractice action on behalf of Colleen Brennen, 

(“Brennen”) HLG’s client. USAA does not allege in Count II that it was the client and therefore 

the claim is barred as a non-client cannot seek a claim for legal malpractice. Indeed, ¶46, alleges, 

“Mr. Herssein and HLG represented Ms. Brennen in the action.”   

The Florida Supreme Court in the Law Office of Stern v. Security Nat. Corp., 969 So.2d 962 

(Fla., 2007) stated:  

In stating a claim for legal malpractice, it is not sufficient merely to assert an 
attorney-client relationship. The plaintiff must also allege that a relationship 
existed between the parties with respect to the acts or omissions upon which the 
malpractice claim is based.  See also Maillard v. Dowdell, 528 So.2d 512 (Fla. 3d 
DCA 1988). These cases rejected attempts by former clients to retroactively 
expand the scope of the attorney's representation. While they are factually 
different, the basic point seems sound: the time of the alleged negligent act or 
omission is the critical point for testing the scope and existence of the attorney-
client relationship.   
 

Law Office of Stern v. Security Nat. Corp., 969 So.2d 962 (Fla., 2007).   

 In Stern the Florida Supreme Court ruled that Security National's attorney-client 

relationship with Stern did not give it standing to bring a legal malpractice action based upon 

acts that occurred during Stern's representation of a prior holder of the note and mortgage. As the 

Third District stated:  

To assert a legal malpractice action, a plaintiff must allege the following three 
elements: "1) the attorney's employment; 2) the attorney's neglect of a reasonable 
duty; and 3) the attorney's negligence as the proximate cause of loss to the client." 
Law Office of David J. Stern, P.A. v. Sec. Nat'l Servicing Corp., 969 So.2d 962, 
966 (Fla.2007) (quoting Sec. Nat'l Servicing Corp., v. Law Office of David J. 
Stern, P.A., 916 So.2d 934, 936 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006)); Sure Snap Corp. v. Baena, 
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705 So.2d 46, 48-49 (Fla. 3d DCA 1997); Maillard v. Dowdell, 528 So.2d 512, 
514 (Fla. 3d DCA 1988).  
 

K.R. Exch. Serv., Inc. v. Fuerst, Humphrey, Ittleman, PL, 48 So.3d 889 (Fla. 3d. DCA 2010).   

b. Brennen was HLG’s client and thus, USAA will never be able to allege that a 
relationship existed between the parties with respect to the acts or omissions 
upon which the malpractice claim is based. 

 
Moreover, “in stating a claim for legal malpractice, it is not sufficient merely to assert 

an attorney-client relationship. The plaintiff must also allege that a relationship existed 

between the parties with respect to the acts or omissions upon which the malpractice claim 

is based.” Stern.  Here, USAA’s pleadings cannot ever allege an attorney-client relationship with 

respect to this case, simply because Brennen (not USAA) was HLG’s client10.   

USAA’s pleadings completely fail to allege “that a relationship existed between the 

parties with respect to the acts or omissions upon which the malpractice claim is based.” 

Rather, the pleadings allege just the opposite. For instance, ¶46, alleges, “Mr. Herssein and 

HLG represented Ms. Brennen in the action.” ¶47, “During the course of that  [Brennen] 

representation Mr. Herssein committed several serious mistakes,” such as when, “he failed to 

recommend that Brennen file a motion to enforce the settlement the parties had reached...” (¶ 

48).  In ¶ 51, USAA alleges that “During the course of the litigation, Mr. Herssein also 

recommended that Brennen not accept a proposal for settlement served by the plaintiff 

offering to settle the case for policy limits.”  The pleadings clearly and accurately allege 

Brennen (not USAA) was HLG’s client on the Chacon case, and thus, the pleadings necessarily 

fail to “also allege that a relationship existed between the parties with respect to the acts or 

omissions upon which the malpractice claim is based.”   

                                                 

10 Chacon-Herrera v. Brennen, Fla 15th Judicial Cir. Ct. Case No.: 2013-CA-005286XXXXXMB 
(“Chacon case”). 
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c. The allegations in Count II are nonsensical and inherently contradictory, 
requiring that the Court dismiss Count II in its entirety.  

 
Even taking all the allegations in the Complaint as true for purposes of the motion to 

dismiss, the allegations concerning Count II, are completely nonsensical and inherently 

contradictory on their face, requiring that the Court dismiss Count II in its entirety.  Two 

distinct examples highlight the nonsensical conflicting allegations both of which are fatal to 

Count II. First, ¶51 alleges that “During the course of the litigation, Mr. Herssein also 

recommended that Brennen not accept a proposal for settlement served by the plaintiff 

offering to settle the case for policy limits.” Then, ¶68 alleges that “HLG and Reuven Herssein 

neglected a reasonable duty that they owed to USAA by (a) failing to file a motion to enforce 

settlement at the outset of the case; (b) recommending that USAA reject the plaintiff’s post-

litigation proposal for settlement…(c) failing to obtain certain discovery from the plaintiff that 

was crucial to Brennen’s defense…among other failures” The allegations (¶51 and ¶68)  on their 

face are inherently conflicting, contradictory and make absolutely no sense.  As the pleadings 

allege,  Brennen was HLG client, and thus any reasonable duty was owed to Brennen, not 

USAA. Contradictory allegations within a single count neutralize each other and render the count 

insufficient on its face.  Peacock v. GMAC, 432 So.2d 142 (Fla. 1st DCA 1983).      

 The second example, but certainly not the last, of inherently conflicting contradictory and 

nonsensical pleading is as follows: ¶45 alleges a pre-suit settlement with the plaintiff was 

reached whereby, “USAA’s pre-suit claims adjuster accepted that demand in June 2011 and 

tendered a check for the policy limits.” Even assuming that were true for purposes of the motion 

to dismiss – it is absolutely not - why then was Brennen and her co-defendant sued in April of 

2013, two years later, and why was the subsequent defense attorney (Wadsworth) that 

represented Brennen from March 2015 through final disposition and settlement of the case 
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precluded from filing the very same motion to enforce settlement?   When the pleadings on its 

face are nonsensical, a court is well within its rights to dismiss the action.  The pleadings fail to 

meet the basic elements to maintain a malpractice action because, ¶59 alleges that “[T]he case 

was ultimately settled before trial.”    Thus, ¶60’, allegation that “USAA suffered damages, as a 

result of HLG and Mr. Herssein’s botched handling of the Chacon-Herrera case.” creates 

another inconsistency and nonsensical conflicting allegation in the pleading, mandating 

dismissal.  Peacock v. GMAC, 432 So.2d 142 (Fla. 1st DCA 1983).      

d. The naked legal conclusion that an attorney was negligent will not satisfy the 
pleading requirements for legal malpractice as a matter of law 

Dismissal of Count II is further warranted because the Count utterly fails to meet the 

basic pleadings standard for legal malpractice, pursuant to the well settled law, reiterated by the 

Third District. In K.R. Exch. Serv., Inc. v. Fuerst, Humphrey, Ittleman, PL, 48 So.3d 889 (Fla. 

3d. DCA 2010), the Court stated:   

To withstand dismissal, however, a plaintiff must allege more than the 
"naked legal conclusion" that the law firm and attorneys have negligently 
rendered legal services.  Rios v. McDermott, Will & Emery, 613 So.2d 544 (Fla. 
3d DCA 1993) (quoting Arky, Freed, Stearns, Watson, Greer, Weaver & Harris v. 
Bowmar Instrument Corp., 527 So.2d 211, 212 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987), disapproved 
on other grounds, 537 So.2d 561 (Fla.1988)); see also Bankers Trust Realty, Inc. 
v. Kluger, 672 So.2d 897, 898 (Fla. 3d DCA 1996). "Florida's pleading rule 
[1.110(b)(2) ] forces counsel to recognize the elements of their cause of action 
and determine whether they have or can develop the facts necessary to 
support it, which avoids a great deal of wasted expense to the litigants and 
unnecessary judicial effort." Horowitz v. Laske, 855 So.2d 169, 172-73 (Fla. 5th 
DCA 2003); see also Arky, Freed, 537 So.2d at 563 (concluding that "litigants at 
the outset of a suit must be compelled to state their pleadings with sufficient 
particularity for a defense to be prepared").  
 

K.R. Exch. Serv., Inc. v. Fuerst, Humphrey, Ittleman, PL, 48 So.3d 889 (Fla. 3d. DCA 2010) 

First, two of the three [ (a) and (b) ] alleged legal malpractice claims in Count II, (¶ 68)  are time 

barred, pursuant to the statute of limitations Florida Statute’s §95.11(4)(a) and the third alleged 
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malpractice act of (c) “failing to obtain certain discovery from the plaintiff that was crucial to 

Brennen’s defense…among other failures” without more specificity is wholly insufficient to 

allege a proper claim for malpractice.  “The naked legal conclusion that an attorney was 

negligent will not satisfy the pleading requirements for legal malpractice.”  Rios v. McDermott, 

Will and Emery, 613 So. 2d 544 (Fla. 3d D.C.A. 1993).  According to public record, the case was 

filed (against Brennen) March 25, 2013.  The record further indicates HLG and Reuven 

Herssein entered an appearance for Brennen on April 19, 2013.   Thus, the statute of limitations 

would have run on this allegation at least two years ago.    

Second, noticeably absent from the pleadings, is the date when the alleged malpractice 

occurred in ¶ 68, “(b) recommending that USAA reject the plaintiff’s post-litigation proposal for 

settlement…”. The proposal for settlement to Brennen was made on October 23, 2013.  The 

alleged malpractice, therefore, had to have occurred within 30 days, i.e. November 23, 2013. 

Thus, the statute of limitations would bar this alleged malpractice claim as well.  More 

importantly, however, as stated above, the proposal for settlement was not made to USAA, it 

was made to HLG’s client, Brennen, as stated in ¶51.  Thus, USAA would lack standing and 

cannot maintain an action for malpractice against HLG and Reuven Herssein for recommending 

a rejection of a proposal for settlement that was never directed at USAA to begin with.  

Accordingly, because Brennen was HLG’s client, when the pleadings state that the alleged 

malpractice was due to HLG “(b) recommending that USAA reject the plaintiff’s post-litigation 

proposal for settlement,” the pleadings are nonsensical and the claim must be dismissed.      

e. Count II must be dismissed for failure to name an indispensable party 
Wadsworth--Brennen’s attorney as of March 2015 through disposition of the 
case   
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Count II should be dismissed due to the failure to name an indispensable party- 

Wadsworth, the attorney that was substituted in for HLG and represented Brennen as of March 

2015 through final disposition of the case.  On March 12, 2015, HLG was forced to withdraw 

from representing Brennen because on February 23, 2015, less than twelve hours prior to voir-

dire, Brennen, through her separate personal counsel, sent HLG a letter threatening to sue HLG 

for malpractice if the case was not settled and if the jury verdict exceeded Brennen’s insurance 

policy limits.   The letter created an obvious conflict of interest between HLG and Brennen 

(threatening to be sued by a client for malpractice, if a jury awards a specific amount of damages 

raises creates a conflict per se).  Accordingly, after trial was moved to July 2015, with 

Brennen’s consent, HLG withdrew from the case giving Wadsworth, Brennan’s new attorney, 

four (4) full months to prepare the case for trial.  The fact that the case was settled prior to the 

July 2015 trial by Brennen and her attorney Wadsworth, as alleged in ¶59, means that her 

attorney at the time, Wadsworth, would be directly involved in alleged malpractice in the run up 

to trial and in any “loss” Brennen may have suffered, further highlighting that USAA failed to 

name an indispensable party –Brennen’s attorney as of March 2015, Wadsworth.  Accordingly, 

this Count should be dismissed for failure to name an indispensable party- Brennen’s attorney, 

Wadsworth.    

III. Count III – Breach of fiduciary duty as to Reuven Herssein must be dismissed with 
 prejudice as it is barred by the statute of limitations 
 

a. The claim is barred by the Statute of Limitations.  

The claims asserted in Count III, of an alleged breach of fiduciary duty concerning legal 

advice11 rendered by Reuven Herssein in 2010 and 2011 –six and seven years ago utterly fails 

                                                 

11 A contingency contract previously agreed upon be in writing, per the rules regulating the Florida bar, not just an 
oral understanding.  Even assuming 2011 – four years would have expired in 2015.    
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and must be dismissed because it is completely barred by the four (4) year statute of limitations 

for breach of a fiduciary duty.  See Patten v. Winderman 965 So. 2d 1222 (Fla. Fourth DCA 

2007).  Moreover, in Davis v. Monahan 832 So. 2d at 711 (Fla. 2002), the Florida Supreme 

Court addressed a conflict between the district courts of appeal concerning whether the delayed 

discovery doctrine applies to various causes of action, including breach of fiduciary duty.  The 

Florida Supreme Court held the delayed discovery doctrine would not apply and would not 

operate to delay the accrual of a cause of action for the intentional tort of breach of fiduciary 

duty because this action is not specified in the statute. Davis.  

In addition to being time-barred, the allegations in Count III are contradicted by the very 

exhibits attached to the counter-claim.  For instance, Exhibits A-K to USAA’s counter-claim are 

the very contracts containing the contingency language that USAA and its own lawyers drafted 

signed – insisted HLG sign to work for them- and agreed to no less than four times. Count 

IV is utterly fails to plead the necessary elements for breach of fiduciary duty, nor can it ever be 

amended to properly do so, because HLG and Reuven Herssein was never USAA’s attorneys for 

purposes of drafting USAA’s contracts.  Highlighting the irony of Count III, is that it alleges 

HLG and Reuven Herssein breached its fiduciary duty by suggesting the contingency contract be 

in writing, as per the rules of the Florida bar.  There can never be a conflict, or, a breach of a 

fiduciary duty concerning a contract that USAA drafted and insisted, one of its vendors sign.  

Further highlighting the sheer frivolity of the allegations is the fact that USAA’s 

executive Alan Bunge (“Bunge”) is a lawyer himself, agreed to the contract language and he 

personally signed it (and insisted HLG sign it) no less than four times! (See exhibits A-M).  This 

Count as plead must be dismissed as it is time barred, nonsensical on its face, and is contradicted 

by the exhibits attached (See exhibits A-M).   
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USAA attempts to asserts claims concerning legal advice rendered by HLG in 2010 (a 

contingency contract previously agreed upon be in writing) that USAA’s lawyers reviewed, 

agreed to, and integrated into its contracts, and that USAA’s executives like Bunge who are 

lawyers themselves signed no less than four times.  Now that advice somehow created some 

alleged “conflict of interest and that HLG intentionally provided and was “unethical and 

incorrect legal advice, and consistently elevated his [HLG’s] own interests above those of 

USAA.” by suggesting the contingency language be in writing.    

Now, seven years later, USAA claims advice rendered in 2010 and 2011, concerning the 

contingency contracts USAA and its own lawyers drafted signed, agreed to and insisted HLG 

sign, created some alleged “conflict of interest and that HLG intentionally provided USAA with 

“unethical and incorrect legal advice, and consistently elevated his [HLG’s] own interests above 

those of USAA” by suggesting the contingency language be in writing as per the rules of the 

Florida bar.    

IV. Count IV – Fraud in the inducement fails to meet a single element necessary to 
maintain a cause of action for fraudulent misrepresentation and must be dismissed 
with prejudice by this Court 
 

 Count IV of its counterclaim further demonstrates USAA’s sheer desperation and 

continued unprofessional attacks against HLG, to defame its former lawyer and pollute the Court 

record despite being virtually petrified of the exposure of its alleged confidential trade secrets 

and legal services contracts in the public record.  

USAA does not even attempt to support this bare bones skeletal pleading of fraud by 

referencing any alleged writing, date, time, location when this statement was or could have been 

made, or in what context, because they cannot.  Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.120(b) 

mandates that fraud must be pled with particularity.  To properly plead fraud in the inducement, 
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the plaintiff must plead (1) representations of material facts, (2) with the specific intent to 

induce, (3) representations known to be false when made, (4) representations were reasonably 

relied upon, (5) proximately causing damage, Prieto v. Smook, Inc., 97 So. 3d 916, 917 (Fla. 3d 

DCA 2012), Butler v. Yusem, 44 So. 3d 102, 105 (Fla. 2010).  Count IV lacks the essential 

elements that fraud must be pled with the particularity required by Florida law and should be 

dismissed on that basis alone.  Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.120(b); Cedars Healthcare Grp., Ltd. v. Mehta, 

16 So. 3d 914, 917 (Fla. 3d DCA 2009) (fraud must be pled with particularity).    

 USAA claims that despite the four written contracts attached and incorporated by 

reference to the counterclaim, and the countless times HLG pursued attorney’s fees pursuant to 

those written contracts in Florida Courts, “HLG and Herssein made false statements concerning a 

material fact, to wit: statements to USAA… on multiple occasions that HLG would not bill 

USAA for any enhanced fees under the enhanced fee provision” in any of the 2010, 2011, 2014, 

and 2015 contingency contracts,  “but rather HLG would only seek enhanced fees from opposing 

parties and/or their counsel in cases which HLG positioned USAA as the prevailing party.”  The 

fatal bar to this claim is that this alleged promise “not to bill” was not contained in the parties’ 

contracts, and therefore any reliance on such statement is unjustifiable as a matter of law.   

Additionally, the exhibits to the counterclaim contradict the very allegations of fraud in the 

inducement, and this Count must be dismissed.   

Finally, USAA has not alleged actual damages element necessary to maintain a Count for 

fraudulent misrepresentation, because USAA has not suffered, nor can it ever prove it suffered, 

“damages” stemming from the contracts USAA drafted, signed, insisted HLG sign on no less 

than four occasions.  Actual damages is an element of an action for fraud. National Equipment 

Rental, Ltd. v. Little Italy Restaurant & Delicatessen, Inc., 362 So.2d 338, 339 (Fla. 4th DCA 
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1978). As such, this element must be pled using specific, ultimate facts. See Held v. Trafford 

Realty Co., 414 So.2d 631, 632 (Fla. 5th DCA 1982). Moreover, fraud cannot form the basis for 

recovery of damages unless the damages directly arise from the fraud and are causally connected 

to the fraud. USAA fraudulent misrepresentation count and must be dismissed for failure to 

properly state a cause of action.        

V. Count V, Unjust enrichment fails against HLG because the theory of unjust 
enrichment is equitable in nature and is, therefore, not available where there is an 
adequate legal remedy   

 
(a) The count for unjust enrichment fails as the pleadings establish a written 

contract  

 Finally, Count V for “unjust enrichment against HLG” is another unintelligible claim 

desperately trying to defer its exposure.  USAA’s disjointed theory in this unjust enrichment 

count, must fail because it pleads and attaches (incorporates by reference) the valid undisputed 

written contracts between the parties.  According to the counter-claim ¶¶’s 7-9,  26, 27 and 29, as 

well as the counter-claim’s attached Exhibits, A through K, all establish there existed 

undisputable valid legal contracts between the parties.   Indeed, ¶ 29, reads as follows:  “The 

2015 MEA and the 2015 Addendum (collectively, the “2015 Agreements”) were the agreements 

in place when HLG was terminated.”  “Under Florida law, equitable remedies, are not 

available where there is an adequate legal remedy, i.e., where an express contract exists and its 

breach can be prosecuted in an action at law. See Bowleg v. Bowe, 502 So. 2d 71, 72 (Fla. 3d 

DCA 1987).  It is well established, however, upon a showing that an express contract exists, the 

quasi-contract claim fails.  Thunderwave, Inc. v. Carnival Corp., 954 F.Supp. 1562 (S.D. Fla. 

1997).  See also Garcia v. Cosicher, 504 So.2d 462, 463 n. 2 (Fla. 3d DCA), rev. denied, 513 

So.2d 1060 (Fla.1987) (no quantum meruit recovery justified in view of the express contract);  

Liza Danielle, Inc. v. Jamko, Inc., 408 So.2d 735, 738 (Fla. 3d DCA 1982) (equitable remedies 

R.A. 0479
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are only precluded where the remedy at law is "plain, certain, prompt, speedy, sufficient, 

complete, practical, and efficient in attaining the ends of justice") (quoting 29 Fla.Jur.2d, 

Injunctions § 18); Solutec Corp. v. Young & Lawrence Associates, Inc., 243 So.2d 605, 606 (Fla. 

4th DCA 1971) (conclusive proof of a valid express contract precludes suit for quantum meruit, 

since "the law will not imply a contract where a valid express contract exists") (emphasis added).  

Second, USAA’s unjust enrichment count fails to state a claim because by its own 

admission HLG would be entitled to the monies paid on the 455 flat fee cases ($1,820,000), “less 

the reasonable value of services that HLG provided on these cases.” (¶ 87). HLG spent 

11,639.6 hours on these 455 flat fee cases. The reasonable value of HLG’s services, at a blended 

hourly rate of $450 per hour is $5,237,820.00.   Thus, taking USAA’s allegations as true, USAA 

underpaid HLG on the flat fee cases by $3,417,820.00, given the market rate and reasonable 

value of its services. Accordingly, USAA fails to (and can never) state a claim for unjust 

enrichment.   

Florida's pleading rule [1.110(b)(2) ] forces counsel to recognize the elements 
of their cause of action and determine whether they have or can develop the 
facts necessary to support it, which avoids a great deal of wasted expense to 
the litigants and unnecessary judicial effort." Horowitz v. Laske, 855 So.2d 
169, 172-73 (Fla. 5th DCA 2003); (emphasis added) 
 

K.R. Exch. Serv., Inc. v. Fuerst, Humphrey, Ittleman, PL, 48 So.3d 889 (Fla. 3d. DCA 2010),  

Based on the well-established law in Florida, the claim for unjust enrichment must be dismissed.   

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, all counts (I-V) of the counter-claim asserted against HLG fail to 

state a legally cognizable cause of action against HLG, and the Court should therefore dismiss 

with prejudice all claims against HLG.  
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Certificate of Conferral CBL §4.3 

Prior to filing the instant Response Motion and Motion for Sanctions, in compliance with 
the CBL §§4.1 and 4.3, on March 3, 2017 and March undersigned counsel met and conferred via 
telephone with USAA’s attorney (Manuel Linares-Garcia, Esquire), who indicated USAA did 
not agree to with Counter-defendant’s basis for dismissal of the counter-claim.   

 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th  day of March,  2017, in accordance with Rule 2.516 
of the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was filed 
with the Clerk of Courts and served via email through the Florida Courts e-Filing Portal on all 
counsel of record to: Reuven T. Herssein, Esquire, Miamiservice@hersseinlaw.com; Stephen B. 
Gillman, Esq., sgillman@shutts.com  Frank Zacherl, Esq. fzacherl@shutts.com; 
gservice@shutts.com of Shutts & Bowen LLP, 201 South Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 1500, 
Miami, FL 33131; Manuel Garcia-Linares, Esquire mlinares@richmangreer.com; 
brodriguez@richmangreer.com; Richman Greer, P.A. 396 Alhambra Circle, North Tower- 14th 
Floor, Miami FL 33134; David J. Kessler, Esq., Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, 1301 Avenue of 
the Americas, New York, New York 10019, david.kessler@nortonrosefulbright.com  Charles J. 
Bennardini, Esq., cjb@kwblaw.com  Katzman Wasserman Bennardini & Rubenstein, P.A., 7900 
Glades Road, Suite 140, Boca Raton, FL 33434, James M. Kaplan, Esq.,  
James.Kaplan@kaplanzeena.com  & Jonathan E. Feuer, Esq.,  
Jonathan.Feuer@kaplanzeena.com Kaplan Zeena LLP, 2 South Biscayne Boulevard, One 
Biscayne Tower, Suite 3050, Miami, FL 33131; Israel Reyes, Esquire, 
ireyes@reyeslawfirmpa.com ; mguarch@reyeslawfirmpa.com; slorie@reyeslawfirmpa.com The 
Reyes Law Firm, P.A., One Columbus Center, 1 Alhambra Plaza, Suite 1130, Coral Gables, 
Florida 33134: Ramon A. Abadin, Esquire, Sedgwick LLP, One Biscayne Tower, Suite 500, 
Two South Biscayne Boulevard, Miami FL 33131 ramon.abadin@sedgwicklaw.com; Kendall 
Coffey and David J. Zack of the law firm of Coffey Burlington, P.L., 2601 South Bayshore 
Drive, Penthouse Miami, Florida 33133 at 
kcoffey@coffeyburlington.com;jcaballero@coffeyburlington.com; zack@coffeyburlington.com; 
service@coffeyburlington.com; vmontejo@coffeyburlington.com; 
 

Beighley, Myrick, Udell, & Lynne, PA 
     Attorneys for Plaintiff 
     150 West Flagler Street 
     Suite 1800  
     Miami, FL 33130 
     (305) 349-3930– Phone 
     notice66@bmulaw.com (R 2.516 Designated E-mail) 
 
     By: /s/      
      Maury L. Udell, Esquire 
      mudell@bmulaw.com  
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